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ABSTRACT 

 

 

This study combines the fields of political and environmental history to understand the 

evolution of federal disaster relief policy in the United States from 1927-2005, specifically 

the development of US federal natural disaster relief as a component of the welfare state.  

The institutionalization of disaster relief as a function of the welfare state occurred because 

the New Deal’s unprecedented bureaucratic apparatus combined with major disasters and the 

need for assistance; the confluence established the government’s dominate role in disaster 

relief.  Over the course of the twentieth century, federal disaster relief policy developed and 

increased alongside the expansion of presidential authority and a welfare state that 

increasingly became bureaucratically complex. Yet, at the same time, the success of the 

welfare state has been stymied by consistent traditions of individualism, limited government, 

a belief in the market economy, and ineffective bureaucracy.  In examining the affects of 

disaster policy on the people, disaster relief, like the welfare state in general, often overlooks 

the people who would most benefit from federal help because it focuses primarily on the 

maintenance and extension of capitalism.  This study also describes the negative affects of 

disaster relief policy on certain groups and classes such as racial and ethnic minorities and 

those who do not own property. The study helps to explain why federal relief has historically 

failed to directly ease the burdens of many disaster victims. The simple answer: it was never 

designed for that purpose. 
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     Introduction 

Political Nature 

 

 

 By the summer of 1931, the drought that stretched across the Great Plains and 

became known as the Dust Bowl (1930-36) had emerged as a national disaster.  Charles 

Franck wrote President Herbert Hoover from his home in Brooklyn, New York, on June 17, 

1931 with a solution.  A large number of airplanes should be equipped with tanks, filled to 

carrying capacity with water, and “fitted up with [a] sprinkler apparatus.”1  Franck’s aerial 

sprinkling devices, he trusted, could put an end to the misery caused by the natural calamity 

then underway.  He contended that the executive branch of the federal government had a new 

duty to rescue the nation from nature.  

 Many letters with similar, wild ideas found their way to the White House during the 

dust storms.  While several were simply dismissed as silly experimental suggestions, the 

letters indicated a desire for significant government planning to handle the affects of the 

natural world, particularly natural disaster mitigation and relief.   The federal government 

had been deeply involved in nature in several ways—water rights, land clearance, natural 

resource management, etc.—throughout the nation’s history.  The American people were 

familiar to such traditions and in the twentieth century became evermore accustomed to the 

central management of disaster relief.   

The federal government’s involvement in natural disaster relief increased over time as 

the structure of the federal government changed.  As the state (or the centralized national 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Lawrence Richey to Charles C. Franck, June 19, 1931, “Drought, 1931-1932 and Undated,” 
Secretary’s File Series, Herbert Hoover Papers, Herbert Hoover Presidential Library. 
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government including the executive, legislative, and judicial branches, the military, financial 

institutions, and, increasingly, administrative bureaucracies) expanded and modernized, it 

became evermore active in everyday life through the edifices of a welfare state.  The 

governmental structure of the modern state became more complicated overtime and assumed 

administrative capacities (the administrative state) over aspects of life affecting its people. 

During the twentieth century, disaster relief not only fell under government responsibility, 

but also indeed became a basic government service and an entitlement of the welfare state.  

The development of disaster relief as an entitlement of the U.S. welfare state took 

place over the course of the twentieth century, gaining momentum in the 1920s, solidifying 

during the New Deal era, and strengthening during the Great Society.  The creation of the 

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in April 1979 legitimized the 

institutionalization of federal relief.  Disaster relief survived as a component of the welfare 

state during the conservative resurgence of the late twentieth century. The development of 

disaster relief as an entitlement occurred slowly through a series of patchwork legislative 

initiatives over the twentieth century.  These activities build on a nineteenth century legacy 

of federal aid to disaster victims.  For example, the Army Corps of Engineers helped former 

slaves escape a Mississippi River flood in 1865, provided relief operations during the 

Johnstown, Pennsylvania flood in 1889, and helped San Francisco, California recover from 

the 1906 earthquake.2  Moving from a series of isolated responses, disaster relief became an 

integral component of the welfare state even as that welfare state increasingly drew critics.3  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Ted Steinberg, Acts of God: The Unnatural History of Natural Disaster in America (New 
York: Oxford, 2000), 1, 3, 25-27, 70, 72. 
 
3 For literature that explains the historical opposition of Americans to welfare based largely 
on the idea that welfare would make for a lazy citizenry opposed to hard work and dependent 
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Its staying power as a government service despite conservative expansion underscores a 

paradox of American political culture that serves to undermine disaster relief policy.  Stephen 

Skowronek explains the paradox as conflicted philosophies of governance.  A “sense of 

state” pervades contemporary politics and seemingly intrudes into all aspects of our lives.  

“We have labeled this organization an administrative state, a bureaucratic state, a capitalist 

state, a corporate state, a postindustrial state, a regulatory state, a welfare state,” he writes.  

Despite what one brands it, continues Skowronek, “we have yet to consider the grand 

historical irony that lingers behind these labels.  After all, it is the absence of a sense of the 

state that has been the great hallmark of American political culture.”4!!The absence of a sense 

of state, or persistent values of limited government amid the reality of a large state, leads to 

ineffective administrative capacities.  The state was (and is) unable to use relief programs in 

a way to solve public policy problems, namely disaster relief recovery.  Bureaucratization 

inhibited rather than encouraged unified, coordinated, and rational state planning for disaster 

relief.5 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
on government handouts, see, for example, Gareth Davies, From Opportunity to Entitlement: 
The Transformation and Decline of Great Society Liberalism (Lawrence: University Press of 
Kansas, 1996); Linda Gordon, Pitied but Not Entitled: Single Mothers and the History of 
Welfare (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1994); Michael Katz, The Undeserving 
Poor: From the War on Poverty to the War on Welfare (New York: Pantheon Books, 1989); 
and Jennifer Mittelstadt, From Welfare to Workfare: The Unintended Consequences of 
Liberal Reform, 1945-1965 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2005).  
See, too, Charles Murray, Losing Ground: American Social Policy, 1950-1980  (New York: 
Basic Books, 1984).  
 
4 Stephen Skowronek, Building a New American State: The Expansion of National 
Administrative Capacities, 1877-1920 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 3.  
 
5 There is a broad range of literature that discusses natural disasters and the human role in 
creating and exacerbating natural calamity.  See, for example, Craig E. Colten, An Unnatural 
Metropolis: Wresting New Orleans from Nature (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University, 
2005); Mike Davis, Ecology of Fear: Los Angeles and the Imagination of Disaster (New 
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Political Disasters 

 

 This study begins with the Mississippi River flood of 1927 that took place during the 

Calvin Coolidge (1923-29) administration.  Chapter One illustrates how this natural disaster 

coincided with rapid transformations in American society and government, namely the 

combined effects of the Populist and Progressive movements.6  Leaders of political reform 

movements advocated a new, more active role for the federal government whereby it would 

protect the American people from industrialization, mechanization, and urbanization.7  In 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
York: Vintage Books, 1998); Davis, Planet of Slums (New York: Verso, 2006); Steinberg, 
Acts of God, 2000. 
 
6 Some scholars argue that the government had a much longer tradition of providing aid 
through an administratively complex state that predated the Populist and Progressive eras. 
See, Theda Skocpol, Protecting Soldiers and Mothers: The Political Origins of Social Policy 
in the United States (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992).  Skocpol argues that Civil 
War pensions demonstrate an early welfare state.  While compelling, Skocpol’s contentions 
are limited to just one exclusionary welfare program. Kimberley S. Johnson’s Governing the 
American State: Congress and the New Federalism, 1877-1929 (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2006) on the other hand examines the time between the Civil War and the 
Great Depression as essential for the development of administrative capacities.  This 
formative period, she argues, set the stage for the intense centralization of the 1930s and 
made the New Deal palatable. See, Johnson, 3-6. 
 
7 There is a body of thoughtful literature that grapples with the effects of modernization, 
America’s changing natural landscape, and the ways in which the people reacted to such 
change.  For changing perceptions of wilderness as unknown and uncivilized to a symbol of 
human civilization, see Shepard Krech, III, The Ecological Indian: Myth and History (New 
York: WW Norton and Company, 1999). Leo Marx describes the paradox between pristine, 
untouched wilderness and the manmade landscape of modernity with a metaphor of a 
machine in the garden.  This metaphor describes the character of America in general as a 
dialectical relationship between the fondness for a simple pre-industrial time and the reality 
of railroad tracks, roadways, dam, and other infrastructure of modern capitalism.  See, Leo 
Marx, The Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Ideal in America (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1964).  Samuel Hays direction links nature and politics during the 
progressive era in Conservation and the Gospel of Efficiency (Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh 
University Press, 1959).  Hays points out that new political structures were required to 
manage America’s resources, but these structures did not organically arise out of new 
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turn, concepts of federal disaster relief changed as flood victims advocated a stronger federal 

presence.  The 1927 flood in effect set the stage for disaster relief to be integrated into the 

New Deal welfare state that following decade.  Chapter Two, then, focuses on the Dust Bowl 

of the 1930s, a natural disaster that happened to coincide with a severe economic calamity.  

The New Deal’s institutionalization of Great Depression relief offices came to include 

disaster relief as a component of Roosevelt’s welfare state.  Disaster relief fit seamlessly into 

existing depression programs such as the Works Progress Administration (WPA) and the 

Agriculture Adjustment Act (AAA).  The New Deal welfare state functioned as a structure in 

which disaster relief could be incorporated.  With that, federal disaster relief was 

institutionalized into the welfare state.8 

The point of this study is understand how federal disaster relief  became 

institutionalized into the modern American welfare state. But on that point, some scholars 

would disagree with the conclusion that the Mississippi River flood of 1927 set that stage for 

welfare state disaster relief.  For example, Michele Landis Dauber has argued that federal 

disaster relief provides proof for a much longer tradition of federal welfare that began well 

before Roosevelt’s New Deal.9  Dauber draws on the work of Theda Skocpol and contends 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
political theories of increased governmental power.  New patters of system and organization 
rather developed out of necessity; new frameworks of decision-making consistent in scope 
and applicability with the scope of affairs political leaders wished to control necessitated new 
forms of governance.  Although government had changed, values of individualism and 
limited government remained strong.    
 
8 George McJimsey, The Presidency of Franklin Delano Roosevelt (Lawrence: University 
Press of Kansas, 2000); Albert U. Romasco, The Poverty of Abundance: Hoover, the Nation, 
the Depression (New York: Oxford University Press, 1965); Donald Donald, Dust Bowl: The 
Southern Plains in the 1930s (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979).  
 
9 Michele Landis Dauber, The Sympathetic State: Disaster Relief and the Origins of the 
American Welfare State (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012). 
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that the federal government’s response to pre-New Deal disasters disproves literature that 

argues that “apart from a few specifically defined categories such as Civil War pensions, 

welfare spending was outside the scope of federal authority and fell to states, local 

governments, and charities.”10   Chapters One and Two, however, reveal that the 

transformation of disaster relief into an entitlement was only possible because of the New 

Deal because it was incorporated into existing welfare programs designed to combat the 

Great Depression.     

What is more, this study supports the literature that is critical of the effectiveness of 

the welfare state.  Some scholars point to disaster relief as proof of a U.S. welfare state that 

provides benefits regardless of race, class, and gender.  Dauber, for example, asserts that 

federal disaster relief has historically been provided to victims on a surprisingly equal basis, 

suggesting for a more egalitarian view of the American welfare state than scholarship has 

suggested.11  “Disaster victims,” she writes, “have escaped any serious scrutiny as the able-

bodied recipients of large, long-standing federal transfer payment.”12  Furthermore, the 

contention that disaster relief exists as some sort of welfare state anomaly or equalizer is 

misconceiving.  The first two chapters establish a subtheme that persists throughout the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 Dauber, The Sympathetic State, 2; Skocpol, Protecting Soldiers and Mothers. 
 
11 For examples of literature that uses race, class, and gender to illuminate inherent 
discrimination in America’s welfare state, see, for instance, Linda Gordon, Pitied but Not 
Entitled: Single Mothers and the History of Welfare (New York: Free Press, 1994); Michael 
Katz, The Undeserving Poor: From the War on Poverty to the War on Welfare (New York: 
Pantheon Books, 1989); Jennifer Klein, For All These Rights: Business, Labor, and the 
Shaping of America’s Public-Private Welfare State (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
2003); Suzanne Mettler, Dividing Citizens: Gender and Federalism in New Deal Public 
Policy (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998); Jennifer Mittelstadt, From Welfare to 
Workfare: The Unintended Consequences of Liberal Reform, 1945-1965 (Chapel Hill: The 
University of North Carolina Press, 2005). 
 
12 Dauber, The Sympathetic State, 13. 
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history of federal disaster relief, that being that only certain groups—property owners, home 

owners, business owners—benefit from federal disaster relief programs.  Disaster relief 

policy is an avenue to examine the ineffectiveness of modern disaster relief policy as a 

reflection of the modern welfare state.  If one appropriately views disaster relief as an 

element of welfare state programs, a much more critical (and accurate) view emerges. 

Linked to the U.S. economy, welfare state programs are designed to secure and 

enhance capitalism during times of uncertainty.  Chapter Three explains how Harry S 

Truman (1945-53) associated disaster relief to the wartime economy through flood control 

and the development of hydroelectric power.  Preoccupied by the Cold War era and the 

potential for nuclear attack, Truman wished to use disaster relief to enhance the wartime 

economy through targeted government spending to transform the natural world.13  Using 

disaster relief funds for hydroelectric development to prepare for a nuclear attack that never 

happened rather than improving disaster relief programs to provide shelter or food after 

floods, tornadoes, or hurricanes demonstrated a low point for disaster relief policy during the 

Truman administration.    

Nevertheless, in pushing for the development of hydroelectric power, Truman 

stressed the idea of national natural disaster preparedness in an effort to underscore the 

significance of federal disaster relief as integral to the safety of the entire nation.  In doing so, 

the politics of federal disaster relief broadened in a significant way with the passage of the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 For biographies of Truman, see, Robert H. Ferrell, Harry S. Truman and the Cold War 
Revisionists (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2006); Alonzo L. Hamby, Man of the 
People: A Life of Harry S. Truman (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995); Donald R. 
McCoy, The Presidency of Harry S. Truman (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1984). 
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Disaster Relief Act of 1950.  This act emphasized the national dimension of natural disasters.  

Put differently, the new law accentuated federal responsibility for providing disaster relief.  

The Disaster Relief Act increased executive authority in the arena of relief by creating the 

practice of presidential disaster declarations—a component of disaster relief law unchanged 

to the present day.14  The president gained the authority to decide when a disaster was worthy 

of federal disaster relief, or when to nationalize calamity.  Chapter Four explains how Dwight 

D. Eisenhower (1953-61) interpreted the Disaster Relief Act.  Again linking disaster relief to 

the economy, Eisenhower initially reduced levels as part of an overall effort to gain control 

over the spiraling costs of defense spending; he thus reemphasized the prime duties of state 

and local governments and individuals to handle disaster relief rather than the welfare state 

during a drought that plagued the Southwest from 1953-56.15   

However, when emergency demanded government action, policy implementation 

malfunctioned as leaders lacked administrative capacities necessary to implement relief 

efforts.  This was evident during the poliomyelitis (polio) vaccination debacle that took place 

in 1954-55.16  While not a natural disaster in the traditional sense, Eisenhower considered the 

polio scare a disaster of national proportions and thus treated it in a similar manner as a 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 Keith Bea, “FEMA’s Mission: Policy Directives for the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency,” in The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), ed. C.V. Anderson (New 
York: Nova Science Publishers, Inc., 2002), 47. 
 
15 Michael Sherry, In the Shadow of War: The United States since the 1930s (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1995), 190; Chester J. Pach, Jr. and Elmo Richardson, Presidency of 
Dwight D. Eisenhower (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1991); Stephen Ambrose, 
Eisenhower: The President Vol. 2 (New York, Simon and Schuster, 1984); Fred I. 
Greenstein, The Hidden-Hand Presidency: Eisenhower as Leader (Baltimore: The John 
Hopkins University Press, 1994). 
 
16 David M. Oshinsky, Polio: An American Story (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2005). 
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classic natural disaster.  However, with a lack of government direction and oversight, 

Eisenhower’s vaccination program ultimately failed after manufacturers produced vaccines 

of questionable quality, the public panicked, and the government ended up shutting down its 

own program.  Steven M. Gillon has argued that circumstances such as the botched 

vaccination program fits a framework of “unintended consequences”—or the negative bi-

products of inept government that creates policy that fails to meet the demands of social 

need.17 

Chapter Five moves on to the high point for disaster relief history as Johnson 

integrated relief into the Great Society.  During the Johnson administration, welfare grew 

larger and the executive branch was strengthened.  Disaster relief as an element of the 

welfare state was thus liberalized and incorporated into Great Society agencies.  During the 

1964 Alaska earthquake, Johnson extended disaster relief for the repair and reconstruction of 

public and private facilities integral to the Alaskan economy.  Throughout Hurricane Betsy 

(1965) recovery, Johnson enlarged federal relief to its greatest size by for the first time 

providing individual relief in the form of grants, liberalized loans, and housing to people in 

need, regardless of whether they owned property.  With a broad interpretation of the Disaster 

Relief Act, Johnson offered loans to business owners who suffered losses during the Detroit, 

Michigan race riots of 1967.  Johnson set the bar for expanded relief, even declaring a riot 

torn city a disaster zone.18 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 Steven M. Gillon, “That’s Not What We Meant to Do: Reform and Its Unintended 
Consequences in the Twentieth Century (New York: WW Norton & Company, 2000), 17-41.  
 
18 Robert Dallek, Flawed Giant: Lyndon Johnson and His Times, 1961-1973 (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1998); Dallek, Lone Star Rising: Lyndon Johnson and His Times, 
1908-1960 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991); Robert A. Caro, The Years of 
Lyndon Johnson, 3 vols. (New York: Knopf, 1982-2002); Robert A. Divine, ed., Exploring 
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But when the national economy fell into stagflation in the 1970s, Richard Nixon 

(1969-74) cut welfare state programs and refocused federal disaster relief as supplemental to 

local and state governments.19  Nixon also pushed private insurance as a solution to natural 

calamity, making insurance a requirement for disaster victims who wished to be considered 

eligible for certain federal disaster relief loans.  Nixon scaled back the reach of the welfare 

state and, accordingly, the scope of federal disaster relief.  As a point of comparison, Chapter 

Six includes a discussion of disaster relief during the Nixon administration as well as an 

overview of Gerald R. Ford’s (1974-77) response to the outbreak of swine flu in 1976.  The 

presidential transition from Nixon to Ford saw a continuation of Nixonian politics, including 

limited welfare state disaster relief.20  However, the federal government’s seeming faith in 

private insurance as a solution to federal disaster relief was put to the test in 1976, and failed.  

Like Eisenhower, Ford considered the public health care to be a national emergency.  

However, when the government approached manufacturers to produce vaccines for the entire 

U.S. population, their insurance providers refused to provide adequate liability coverage, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
the Johnson Years (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981); Emmette S. Redford and 
Richard T. McCulley, White House Operations: The Johnson Presidency (Austin: University 
of Texas Press, 1986). 
 
19 Allen J. Matusow, Nixon’s Economy: Booms, Busts, Dollars, and Votes (Lawrence: 
University Press of Kansas, 1998), 1-6; Melvin Small, The Presidency of Richard Nixon 
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1999); Joan Hoff’s revisionist interpretation, Nixon 
Reconsidered (New York: BasicBooks, 1994); Stanley I. Kutler, Abuse of Power: The New 
Nixon Tapes (New York: The Free Press, 1997); Jeffrey Kimball, Nixon’s Vietnam War 
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1998). 
 
20 John Robert Greene, The Presidency of Gerald R. Ford (Lawrence: University Press of 
Kansas, 1995), 21-28; Kernell and Polkin, eds., Chief of Staff, 9, 171-172; Herbert J. Storing, 
ed., The Ford White House (Lanham, Md.: University Press of America, 1986), 76-77; Lewis 
L. Gould, The Modern American Presidency (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 2003), 
171. For a study of swine flu, see, Arthur M. Silverstein, Pure Politics and Impure Science: 
The Swine Flu Affair (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1981). 
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creating confusion and delay in production.  Ironically, the inoculation program could not 

proceed until the federal government agreed to provide protection from liability to the 

manufacturers.  The government therefore had to provide protection from the same industry 

that it touted as the solution for disaster relief. 

Attempt to reign in the welfare state continued as stagflation and inflation plagued the 

U.S. economy.  Carter approached the problems through bureaucratic reorganization.  In 

doing so, he fundamentally altered the history of federal disaster relief with the creation of 

FEMA in 1979.21  FEMA came about as a way to reorganize and consolidate disparate 

programs and agencies in charge of disaster relief.  According to Carter, expansive 

bureaucracy produced inefficiency and waste.  Big government, so to say, was not better 

government.  But, as the history of FEMA reveals, less government also was not better 

government.22  Although FEMA consolidated federal disaster relief programs into one 

agency, disaster relief functionality worsened because it was combined with national security 

for nuclear calamity.  Preparation for nuclear fallout, which never happened, became the 

focus of FEMA instead of improvement of relief for the affects of floods, tornadoes, and 

hurricanes that did happen.  Ronald Reagan’s (1981-89) administration is folded into Chapter 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 Gary L. Wamsley and Aaron D. Schroeder, “Escalating in a Quagmire: The Changing 
Dynamics of the Emergency Management Policy Subsystem,” Public Administrative Review 
56, no. 3 (May-June 1996): 238.  For works that place FEMA in the larger context of federal 
disaster relief policy, see Peter J. May, Recovering from Catastrophes: Federal Disaster 
Relief Policy and Politics (Westport, CT: Greenwood, 1985); Rutherford H. Platt, Disaster 
and Democracy: The Politics of Extreme Natural Events (Washington, D.C.: Island Press, 
1999).  For literature on Carter, see, Burton I. Kaufman, The Presidency of James Earl 
Carter, Jr. (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1993); Herbert D. Rosenbaum and Alexej 
Ugrinsky, eds., The Presidency and Domestic Policies of Jimmy Carter (Westport, Conn.: 
Greenwood Press, 1994).    
 
22 Skowronek, Building a New American State, vii, 46. 
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Seven as FEMA continued to focus on national security.  Reagan indeed increased funding 

for FEMA, but not for programs like home loans or infrastructure repair.  Rather, like 

Truman, funding for FEMA during the Reagan administration became a component of his 

elaborate military spending.23  The first years of FEMA’s existence suggested that the agency 

in charge of disaster relief recovery would most likely fail miserably to provide on-the-

ground assistance with Mother Nature attacked. 

The final chapter analyzes the results of the creation of a federal agency with doubtful 

ability to provide disaster relief as well as the persistence of a flawed welfare state during the 

George H.W. Bush (1989-93) and Bill Clinton (1993-2001) administrations.24  During 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23 “Monthly Estimates of the United States Population: April 1, 1980 to July 1, 1999, with 
Short-Term Projections to November 1, 2000,” Population Estimates Program, Population 
Division, U.S. Census Bureau, Washington, D.C., Internet Release Date: January 2, 2001.  
Online at <http://www.census.gov/popest/data/national/totals/1990s/tables/nat-total.txt>; 
Julian Zelizer’s “The Uneasy Relationship: Democracy, Taxation, and State Building since 
the New Deal” in Meg Jacobs, William J. Novak, and Julian E. Zelizer, eds, The Democratic 
Experiment: New Directions in American Political History (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2003), 276-300; Robert M. Collins, More: The Politics of Economic Growth in 
Postwar America (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002); “Historical Debt Outstanding – 
Annual 1950-1999,” U.S. Treasury Department.  Online at 
<www.treasurydirect.gov/govt/reports/pd/hisdebt_histo4.htm>. For literature on Reagan, see, 
Martin Anderson, Revolution (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers, 1988); 
Matthew Dallek, The Right Moment: Ronald Reagan’s First Victory and the Decisive 
Turning Point in American Politics (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004); John W. 
Sloan, The Reagan Effect: Economics and Presidential Leadership (Lawrence: University 
Press of Kansas, 1999).   
  
24 For literature on Bush, see, Herbert S. Parmet, George Bush: The Life of a Lone Star 
Yankee (New York: Scribner’s, 1997); David Mervin, George Bush and the Guardianship 
Presidency (1996; reprint, New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1998); John Robert Greene, The 
Presidency of George Bush (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2000).  Autobiographies 
include, Bush, Looking Forward: An Autobiography (New York: Bantam Books, 1987) and 
A World Transformed (New York: Knopf, 1998). For literature on the Clinton, see, George 
Stephanopoulos, All Too Human: A Political Education (Boston: Little, Brown, 1999); 
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Hurricane Andrew in 1992, the inadequacy of FEMA was obvious in that Bush completely 

bypassed the agency, disallowing it from leading disaster relief recovery in Florida and 

Louisiana. During the Midwest Flood of 1993 and again after the Northridge Earthquake in 

1994, FEMA appeared as a reinvigorated agency under new leadership, but some members 

of Congress, on the other hand, stalled emergency supplemental appropriation legislation and 

delayed much needed funding for recovery efforts.  The issues brought up several questions 

about the welfare state, bureaucracy, and federal control of disaster relief that had been 

developing since Nixon began to scale back disaster relief in the 1970s.  How should the 

government operate?  Who should receive federal aid?  How can politicians navigate through 

a welfare state during a conservative political era? 

Scholars have grappled with similar conundrums.  James A. Morone, for instance, 

studies how conservatism enfeebles public policy without reducing the size of the 

government or promoting public accountability over it.  As a result of the inconsistencies 

between anatistatist desires and statist realities, policy problems are ignored and real 

democracy is subverted.  Thus, the welfare state is made up of weak programs, making for a 

large and unproductive government.  Size does not conflate with effectiveness.  Because of 

the elusive search for some form of federalism in a modern era that requires government 

intervention, the United States in the twentieth century has a large federal government, but an 

ineffective one.  Policies are indeed shaped by a large government, but the policies are 

inadequate.25  A dysfunctional welfare state is particularly alarming when one considers that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
and Michael A. Genovese, ed., The President and the Law: The Clinton Legacy (Lawrence: 
University Press of Kansas). 
 
25 James A. Morone, The Democratic Wish: Popular Participation and the Limits of 
American Government (New Haven: Yale University Press, revised edition, 1998). 
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disaster relief is a part of the welfare state.   Therefore, during national emergencies, the 

American people face extra challenges of governmental ineptitude. 

What follows is an inspection of these paradoxes through the angle of disaster relief 

during the twentieth century and into the twenty-first century.  My analysis of disaster relief 

pushes the study of the state and nature to new levels.  It is my contention that disaster relief 

policy as created and implemented by an administrative state during times of emergency 

reveals the bankruptcy of the welfare state, despite its staying power.  The U.S. welfare state 

malfunctions while at the same time leaders ensure the people that the federal government 

will provide relief after natural calamity. As mentioned, the majority of major federal disaster 

relief comes in the form of regulated loans to farm owners, business owners, and 

homeowners.  Property is a perquisite, denying a significant number of Americans disaster 

relief.   Throughout the course of the twentieth century, the federal state modernized and 

became evermore active in the lives of ordinary citizens through the welfare state.  It 

followed that victims of natural disaster, whether they owned property or not, consistently 

showed an ongoing faith in the federal government to provide disaster relief.  Despite 

consistent letdown, disaster relief has remained an ongoing element of the welfare state.  

Dissatisfaction was sometimes vocal after a disaster—i.e. the open outrage against the 

George W. Bush administration following Hurricane Katrina—but disaster relief policy 

never improved. There is an illusion that the federal government will take charge of 

emergency situations and rescue its people from danger.  People are placated for a time while 

the politics of disaster relief remain unequal.  Meanwhile, the modern welfare state enlarges 
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and expands only to perpetuate the unequal distribution of disaster relief through policy that 

favors those with property. 26 

“For no class in the modern Western world,” wrote Eugene Genovese, “could rule for 

long without some ability to present itself as the guardian of the interests and sentiments of 

those being ruled.”27  Political leaders indeed present themselves as the guardians of public 

interest. The development of disaster relief policy over the twentieth century shows that that 

presentation remains merely superficial. 
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26 See, Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell Smith, eds., Selections from the Prison 
Notebooks of Atonio Gramsci (New York: International Publishers, 1971), for Gramsci’s 
elaborated explanations of cultural hegemony. 
 
27 Eugene D. Genovese, Roll, Jordan, Roll: The World the Slaves Made (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1972), 25.  
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                                                                 Chapter One 

                                       Not an Act of God, But an Act of Government 

 

 

On the morning of Sunday, May 15, 1927, three hundred people from the small 

township of Melville, Louisiana, stood atop a levee north of town.  They experienced a 

spectacular sight.  Together with nearly five hundred head of cattle, they watched from the 

safety of the high ground as flood water swooshed below them at some thirty miles per hour, 

rendering their familiar surroundings unfamiliar.  Their community disappeared before their 

eyes.1  Happenings at Melville were not unique.  
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1 Aerial Reconnaissance by Captain Davis, May 15, 1927; “Mississippi Valley Flood-Relief 
Work Boat Service 1927 May 5-15,” Secretary of Commerce Period Papers, Herbert Hoover 
Papers, Herbert Hoover Presidential Library, West Branch, Iowa (hereinafter SCPP, HHL).  
The seminal monograph dealing with the Mississippi Flood of 1927 remains John M. 
Barry’s, Rising Tide: The Great Mississippi Flood of 1927 and How it Changed America 
(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1997).  See, too, Pete Daniel, Deep’n as It Come: The 1927 
Mississippi River Flood (Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Press, 1996).  For treatment of 
race, social and cultural history see, Richard Mizelle, Backwater Blues: The 1927 Mississippi 
River Flood in the African American Imagination (University of Minnesota Press, 2014); 
Richard Mizelle, “Backwater Blues: The 1927 Flood Disaster, Race, and the Remaking of 
Regional Identity, 1900-1930,” (PhD diss., Rutgers, State University of New Jersey, 2006); 
Robyn Spencer, “Contested Terrain: The Mississippi Flood of 1927 and the Struggle to 
Control Black Labor,” Journal of Negro History 79, no. 2 (Spring 1994): 170-81; Alan 
Lomax, The Land Where the Blues Began (New York: Pantheon, 1993).  For history on the 
development of flood control along the Mississippi, see, D.O. Elliott, The Improvement of the 
Lower Mississippi River for Flood Control and Navigation (Vicksburg: Mississippi River 
Commission, 1932); John Ferrell, From Single to Multi-Purpose Planning: The Role of the 
Army Engineers in River Development and Policy, 1824-1930 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, 1976); Arthur Frank, The Development of the Federal Program of 
Flood Control on the Mississippi River (New York: Columbia University Press, 1930); 
Howard Miller and Quinta Scott, The Eads Bridge (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 
1979); Todd Shallat, Structures in the Stream (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1994).  
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A couple weeks later, a reporter for the St. Louis Post-Dispatch newspaper flew over 

the southern portion of the United States.  Much of what the reporter saw looked similar to 

the situation in Melville.  His words aptly captured the sense of lonely abandonment victims 

experienced because of the unharnessed water: “All the way to Memphis,” wrote the 

reporter, “the countryside on the west bank gives the appearances of a land that is dead, or is 

just arising from death.”2  As the reporter entered Tennessee, another of the seven states 

affected by the flood, he noted the “pathetic sight” of flood victims.  “Strung out along the 

levee for several miles are brown tents.  Cattle, hundreds of heads of them, are on the bank, 

now brown and apparently bare of grass.  All along the bank we see white faces upturned as 

the refuges watch the plane overhead.  About a long tent a crowd is gathered, probably for 

the dispensing of the evening rations.”3  Brown tents became a symbol of the flood as the 

American Red Cross provided them to homeless victims.  Nearly 18,000 people required the 

tents.4  Those dark tents dotted the landscape as the reporting crew flew into Louisiana.  Here 

they witnessed another common scene: African Americans sandbagging levees.  Or, as the 

reporter put it, “There are long yellow stretches on the levee where sand bags were laid by 

sweating singing bands of Negro levee workers.”5  African Americans, while facing the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Newspaper article sent to Herbert Hoover, “Mississippi’s Disastrous Flood Surveyed From 
and Airplane by a Post-Dispatch Reporter, E. Roy Alexander, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, May 
28, 1927, “Mississippi Valley Flood-Relief Work, Miscellaneous, 1937 May 26-31,” SCPP, 
HHL. 
 
3 Ibid. 
 
4 Treasury Department Letter to Herbert Hoover, June 30, 1927, “Mississippi Valley Flood-
Relief Work Clippings Press Analysis 1927 July,” SCPP, HHL. 
 
5 “The Mississippi Valley Flood of 1927: A Preliminary Report by the American National 
Red Cross, October 1927, “Mississippi Valley Flood-Relief Work Reports Red Cross 
Accomplishments, June 30, 1927,” SCPP, HHL. 
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challenges of racism and discrimination, staked over a half of a million sandbags over the 

course of the flood.6 

The Great Mississippi Flood of 1927 began with heavy rains the year before.  In total, 

levees broke in 145 different spots and water covered 27,000 square miles of land from 

Cairo, Illinois to the Gulf of Mexico.  Direct damage, including the value of lost crops, 

totaled more than $250 million dollars.  More than 750,000 people registered with the 

American Red Cross for aid.  Two hundred and forty six Americans were reported drowned.7    

Tents and sandbags became representations of the Great Mississippi Flood of 1927, 

but so too did changing perceptions of the role of the state in administering federal disaster 

relief. 

This chapter demonstrates that the politics of disaster relief changed during the early 

twentieth century because of rapid transformations in American society and government, 

which in turn marked the beginning of disaster relief as an entitlement of the American 

welfare state. Both the populist and progressive movements advocated far-reaching 

legislation and programs for a more responsible federal government attuned to the needs of 

its citizens in times of rapid social and technological change, and dislocation. Those 

progressive values gradually altered concepts of federal government responsibilities and 

translated into government expansion and a more active administrative state.  Those beliefs 

prompted the American people to anticipate a strong federal presence during moments of 
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6 Treasury Department Letter to Herbert Hoover, June 30, 1927, “Mississippi Valley Flood-
Relief Work Clippings Press Analysis 1927 July,” SCPP, HHL. 
 
7 Herbert Hoover to W.D. Boies, March 12, 1928, “Mississippi Valley Flood-Relief Work, 
Miscellaneous 1928 Jan-Apr,” SCPP, HHL; “The Mississippi Valley Flood of 1927: A 
Preliminary Report by the American National Red Cross, October 1927, “Mississippi Valley 
Flood-Relief Work Reports Red Cross Accomplishments, June 30, 1927,” SCPP, HHL. 
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calamity, including natural disasters that threatened their security.  The response by the 

executive and legislative branches to this new demand varied, but ultimately the federal 

response to the flood indicated a new active role for the federal government in providing 

centralized disaster relief programs to placate the American people.  This set the stage for the 

development of a welfare state with disaster relief included as a component of that expanded 

state.  This would become acutely true during the New Deal era and the Dust Bowl disaster, 

when Roosevelt harnessed the already expanding federal state to tackle a radical change in 

the economic and agricultural system that coincided with a multistate natural calamity.  

 Yet at the same time, established traditions of localism, individualism, and small-

government continued into the 1920s.  Despite those values, Americans, primarily farmers in 

the disaster area, urged Coolidge for federal level aid while at the same time stressing their 

opposition to charity.  Coolidge opposed federal relief but also wished to portray an image of 

leadership to satisfy certain flood victims—i.e. farmers who owned land and not the 

primarily African Americans temporary and landless workers.  The Coolidge administration, 

then, began the history of expanded federal disaster relief for property owners, which would 

later be institutionalized in the welfare state. 

 This chapter focuses primarily on rural disaster victims, however, scholarship 

focusing on urban disaster sites, most notably New Orleans, suggest economic motives 

behind disaster relief, underscoring the idea that disaster relief, both federal and local, is 

more about economic recovery than humanitarian aid.  Gay Gomez, for example, shows that 

cities are better protected from natural disasters than rural areas because cities make more 

money.  Gomez considers an urban-rural conflict in which the rural area of St. Bernard 

Parish downriver from New Orleans was allowed to be flooded so that New Orleans would 
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stay dry.  The “flood released upon” St. Bernard Parish, writes Gomez, was released “by a 

wealthy and powerful urban neighbor.”  Gomez’s claim is warranted, exposing that manmade 

efforts to control nature fail.  Furthermore, Gomez proves that economics are prioritized.  

After all, the U.S. federal government approved of saving the city at the expense of New 

Orleans’s rural down river neighbor.  To protect the city from water rising in the levees, the 

water was released onto St. Bernard Parish after the approval of the U.S. War Department of 

the Army Corps of Engineers.  The residents of the rural community were promised food, 

shelter, and compensation for their lost property—but only after it was decided that this aid 

cost less than the potential flood damage to the urban site. Gomez suggests that an American 

capitalist ethos produced perspectives of natural disasters that were blinded by an overriding 

preference for economic success.  In the case of the Mississippi River Flood of 1927, 

business and banks were saved while the less lucrative downriver St. Bernard Parish was 

allowed to flood.  The natural disaster was manipulated in this case, and became a manmade 

disaster for St. Bernard Parish. The leading elite class of New Orleans hid the real 

implications of the threat of natural disaster in order to push rapid economic recovery.8   

Parallels between this local economic ethos can be made to the federal economic 

theory behind providing disaster relief to rural landowners who had a larger economic stake 

in the American economy than landless tenants.  Federal disaster relief policy for rural 

Americans that developed during the Coolidge administration focused most on providing 

federal aid to landowners and repair and construction of federal levees.  The Red Cross was 

in charge of providing relief in the form of charity to victims who lacked the essentials of 
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8 Gay Gomez’s essay, “Perspective, Power, and Priorities: New Orleans and the Mississippi 
River Flood of 1927,” in Craig E. Colten, ed., Transforming New Orleans and Its Environs: 
Centuries of Change (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2000), 109-120. 
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food, clothing, and shelter.  Aid from the Red Cross was oftentimes disbursed by racist local 

leaders, a reality that forced African Americans to endure episodes of intense racism.  

Nevertheless, the federal role in disaster relief through loan and levee activity intensified 

during the 1927 flood and changed the relationship between the federal government and 

disaster relief, beginning a new trend of federal responsibility over natural calamity.   

 
 

Coolidge, the People, and the Proper Role of the State 

!

 President Calvin Coolidge (1923-1929) remained largely aloof from the natural 

disaster, himself never visiting the area.  Coolidge repeatedly declined requests to visit the 

flooded area from local leaders, including the governor of Mississippi, the president of the 

Mississippi State Board of Development, eight senators, and four additional governors, the 

National Broadcasting Company (NBC), and actor Will Rogers.9  According to Coolidge, 

disaster relief was never the responsibility of the federal government of the United States, but 

rather an emergency for which local and state governments along with the help of the 

American Red Cross was to handle.  Besides, noted Coolidge, the federal treasury had no 

single dollar to spare for relief.10  And, even if Congress did decide to appropriate funds for 

flood relief, Coolidge discouraged active government involvement in on the ground disaster 

relief, persuaded by his personal belief that there was always the danger that Congress would 
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9 Barry, Rising Tide, 287. 
 
10 “Cabinet Members Ask for $5,000,000 for Flood Relief, April 23, 1927,” “Mississippi 
Valley Flood-Relief Work, Miscellaneous, 1927 April,” SCPP, HHL. 
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become “too liberal” in the matter of making appropriations.11  His opinions of the role of the 

state in disaster relief mirrored his larger philosophy of government.  Coolidge, who had 

turned fifty-one on July 4, 1923, just a month before the death of Warren G. Harding pushed 

him into the presidency, had a commitment to Republican ideology.  Coolidge had no interest 

in reorganizing the federal government to make it more efficient and attuned to the needs of 

the people, and, as a president during the progressive era, Coolidge had very little interest in 

using the power of the executive office to advance a social agenda.12  According to Coolidge 

biographer Robert H. Ferrell, the “Coolidge era was a time of small government, evident in 

nearly complete lack of federal social programs” and a “primitive state of federal welfare 

provisions across the nation.”13   

Thus Coolidge was leader at a paradoxical moment in American history—a time that 

the country espoused traditional values of limited government at the same time that 

progressive era values of government protection began to test the boundaries of those tenets.  

The Mississippi Flood of 1927 too tested the boundaries of Jeffersonian values when it hit a 

portion of the United States that was primarily composed of farmers.  Many were 

independent, small-scale agriculturalists while a few large agricultural plantations existed 
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11 “Local Contributions for Flood Relief Still Favored by President,” U.S. Daily, February 18, 
1928, “Mississippi Valley Flood-Relief Work Calvin Coolidge, 1927-1928,” SCPP, HHL.  
For biographies of Coolidge, see, for example, Robert H. Ferrell, The Presidency of Calvin 
Coolidge (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1998); Robert E. Gilbert, The Tormented 
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12 Lewis L. Gould, The Modern American Presidency (Lawrence: University Press of 
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13 Ferrell, The Presidency of Calvin Coolidge, 96. 
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with tenants as employees.  Tenant farming was common in the southern portion of the 

United States in the early twentieth century.  Although an exact number is questionable, 

scholars have estimated that possibly two-thirds of the 600 thousand people left homeless 

after the flood were black tenant farmers and their family members.14   Many of these lower 

class tenant farmers were African Americans.  But, the mentality of the farm owner in the 

early twentieth century was uniquely American in the sense that they prized values of 

independence, self-sufficiency, individualism, and a small government that did not intrude 

into their lives.  They considered the word “charity” to be a dirty word and an 

embarrassment.  Charity was synonymous with failure; federal welfare (or charity) was 

synonymous with utmost failure.15  A postcard sent to Hoover from a citizen in the flood area 

emphasized that victims of the natural disaster did not want to “charity.”  In fact, although he 
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14 Barry, Rising Tide, 194-209, 272-281; J.H. O’Neill, “Relief Measures During and 
Following the Mississippi River Flood,” American Journal of Public Health 18 (Feb. 1928), 
154; Daniel, Deep’n as It Come, 10. 
 
15 There is extensive literature on the topic of the negative connotations of charity and 
welfare.  An interesting subset of this literature grapples with how negative connotations, 
often based on racism, sexism, and classism, fuel misguided federal policy solutions.  See, 
for example, Linda Gordon edited collection, Women, the State, and Welfare (Madison: The 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1990).  Gordon argues that policy often ignores issues of 
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race, see, for example, Linda Gordon, Pitied But Not Entitled: Single Mothers and the 
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Motherhood: Inequality in the Welfare State, 1917-1942 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 
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admitted to needing some type of “help” to recover from the flood, his personal “golden rule” 

remained the same: he would never accept charity.16 

 

Federal Loans for Land Owners: Trickle Down Disaster Relief 

 

But when calamity hit, disaster victims realized the necessity for some type of 

disaster relief, and looked to the federal government for help and leadership.  Disaster 

victims viewed the ongoing reorganization of the government into a more complex 

administrative state during the progressive era as a reason and means for the government to 

provide them relief after a natural disaster threatened their economic livelihood.  Scholars of 

the progressive era explain the continuation of values of limited government despite the 

formation of an administrative state during this transformative time in American history.  

Elizabeth Sanders, for example, unravels how it was the demands of farmers—farm owners, 

not tenant workers—that prompted progressive era regulation of the state and.  Sanders 

asserts that agrarian movements acted as the most important political force driving the 

development of the national state during the half century before World War I.  Like Sanders, 

other authors describe how the emergence of a bureaucratic state began in the countryside, at 

the request of agrarian people who ironically called on the federal government to develop 

national regulations to protect their Jeffersonian values.  Although this historiography does 

not deal exclusively with disaster relief, the lessons are valuable.  Even though individualism 

was prized, new economic realities of modernization demanded government regulation.  
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16 Postcard sent to Herbert Hoover, May 9, 1927, “Mississippi Valley Flood-Relief Work, 
Miscellaneous, 1927 May 6-10,” SCPP, HHL. 
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Robert Harrison details how increasing regulatory powers of the federal government in an 

intensifying national economy became widely accepted as more and more rural people 

decided that it was the government’s responsibility to regulate the national economy through 

bureaucratic agencies.  Harrison also acknowledges that American politics was infused with 

localism, but the rise of complex economic realities challenged limited government and 

Jeffersonian democracy and produced a new bureaucratic state during the progressive era.  

On this point, Harrison echoes the arguments of Gabriel Kolko, who persuasively shows how 

progressive era state expansion arose from rural roots.  Regulation, explains Kolko, served to 

protect the “unorganized” (rural farmers) against the “organized” (powerful corporations).  

Therefore, it was not out of line that farmers during the Mississippi flood sought and 

expected the federal government to use the infrastructures of the changing American state to 

provide them with direction through relief programs.17  

The arguments of Sanders, Harrison, and Kolko have been mainstays of scholars 

interested in the intersection of progressivism, the state, and nature.  Although not grappling 

with the meaning of disaster and the state, these older works are essential to understand how 

the American state modernized while political culture continued to value decentralization.  

For instance, Samuel P. Hays examines how conservation during the progressive era altered 

the structure of the American state.  Hays points out that the state changed to accommodate 

new economic realities that demanded state regulation, but political philosophy remained the 

relatively unaltered.  “The dynamic of conservation, with its tension between the centralizing 
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17 Elizabeth Sanders, Roots of Reform: Farmers, Workers, and the American State, 1877-
1917 (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1999), 1; Robert Harrison, Congress, 
Progressive Reform, and the New American State (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2004), 246; Gabriel Kolko, Railroads and Regulations, 1877-1916 (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1965), 6.  
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tendencies of system and expertise on the one hand and decentralization and localism on the 

other, is typical of a whole series of similar tensions between centralization and 

decentralization within modern American society,” writes Hays.  So, while individuals 

remained fiercely independent, they did demand a new elaborate process of governmental 

control and federal financial assistance through new conservation programs. Leo Marx 

discusses a conflict in values for Americans as the political, social, and economic landscape 

of the country transformed.  Based on a broad analysis of society in general, Marx explains 

an apparent dialectical tension between a pastoral ideal and modernization.  His argument is 

significant in that it explains the paradox evident in American political thought.  “In the 

sentimental guise the pastoral ideal remained of service long after the machine’s appearance 

in the landscape.  It enabled the nation to continued defining its purpose of the pursuit of 

rural happiness while devoting itself to productivity, wealth, and power,” writes Marx.  

Although individualism was prized during the time period, new economic realities of 

modernization demanded government regulation.18   

Changes in the state were directly linked to transformations in the economy.  The 

linkage between enhanced government regulations over a national economy becoming 

evermore complex served to focus federal disaster relief policy during the Coolidge 

administration on aid for key economic players.  In the rural portions of Mississippi, key 

economic players consisted of land owning farmers rather than tenant workers.  The result 
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18 Samuel P. Hays, Conservation and the Gospel of Efficiency: The Progressive Conservation 
Movement, 1890-1920 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1959), 241; Leo Marx, The 
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was inadequate federal aid for disaster victims who needed essentials such as food, clothing, 

and shelter.   

Those essentials were to be provided by the American Red Cross and funneled to the 

local level.19  Ironically, the man who advocated no role for the federal government in 

disaster relief efforts was, by default of the organizations bylaws, the ceremonial president of 

the American Red Cross.20  He stressed the point that the federal government had no extra 

funds for relief and that the main burden for aid rested upon the Red Cross.21  Secretary of 

Commerce Herbert Hoover initially echoed Coolidge’s stance, stating that the Red Cross was 

to maintain “color of this whole operation,” providing aid to local county committees that 

were to “become the funnel which all forces . . . undertake the reconstruction work.”22  

Coolidge had placed Hoover at the head of disaster relief efforts at the federal level, putting 

him in charge of communicating and working closely with the American Red Cross in 
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19 Ferrell, The Presidency of Calvin Coolidge, 95-120.  While a study devoted to Coolidge’s 
views of federal disaster relief policy does not exist, Ferrell explains Coolidge’s general 
hesitancy to ingratiate the federal government in social issues. 
 
20 David P. Forsythe and Barbara Ann J. Reiffer-Flanagan, The International Committee of 
the Red Cross: A Neutral Humanitarian Actor (New York: Routledge Global Institutions, 
2007), 8-11.  For a synthesis of the history of the Red Cross, see, John F. Hutchinson, 
Champions of Charity: War and the Rise of the Red Cross (Boulder: Westview Press, 1996). 
 
21 “Cabinet Members Ask for $5,000,000 for Flood Relief, April 23, 1927, “Mississippi 
Valley Flood-Relief Work, Miscellaneous, 1927 April,” SCPP, HHL. 
 
22 Herbert Hoover to Edward Clark, April 23, 1927, “Mississippi Valley Flood-Relief Work, 
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Committees for Carrying Out Reconstruction Measures, May 19, 1927, “Mississippi Valley 
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disaster relief initiatives.  Hoover became the primary representative of the federal 

government during the flood disaster recovery.23     

Given the incredible size of the natural disaster, officials with the American Red 

Cross had doubts about its own capability to take on the task of providing disaster relief.  

About a month after the American Red Cross established the first flood relief camp—

commonly referred to as concentration camps—on March 28, 1927 in Arkansas, the 

organization approached the federal government for help.  By April 21, 1927, the town of 

Greenville, Mississippi, was completely inundated with dirty water that toppled levees.  A 

frantic telegram from American Red Cross Chairman Will A. Percy reached Hoover the next 

day.  “Greenville Mississippi out of bread,” read the telegram, “immediate pressing needs of 

bread tents and motor boats for rescue work.”24  Even if the entire organization was 

mobilized for action, without funds the American Red Cross feared it would not be able to 

perform its duty, thus they appealed to President Coolidge.   
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23 For additional detail regarding Hoover’s opinions of flood control, see, Herbert Hoover, 
The Memoirs of Herbert Hoover: The Cabinet and the Presidency, 1920-1933 (New York: 
The MacMillan Company, 1952), 123-124.  An interesting study of Hoover’s conservation—
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24 Chairman of Relief Committee Telegram to Herbert Hoover, April 22, 1927, “Mississippi 
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Coolidge provided limited assistance.  On April 22, 1927, Coolidge announced to the 

nation a public campaign to raise $5,000,000 in donations to assist the Red Cross effort.25 

Coolidge simply approached the American people for aid.  On May 2, 1927, Coolidge issued 

a second call for an additional $5 million, which was successfully answered.26  Coolidge 

described the openhandedness of the American people as “one of the fine chapters in 

American history—a record of generous response to a call for funds, of the high devotion to 

duty by those engaged in saving life and relieving distress, and of endurance and courage 

shown by the people of the stricken areas.”27  The Red Cross financial statement provided on 

October 10, 1927, indicated that the organization used every penny provided by the 

American people, per Coolidge’s request.  The Red Cross spent over $1 million on rescue 

work and transportation of refugees.  To feed, clothe, and maintain relief camps cost more 

than $4 million.  An additional $1.7 million went into feeding displaced and starving 

livestock; $1.56 million spent on seed.  Medical and nursing services as well as sanitation ran 

up a tab of nearly $600,000.  Household furnishings cost nearly $500,000.  Other 

expenditures as well all commitments to localities added to more than $17 million, $10 

million of which was donated by the American people.  This was indeed an expensive flood, 

but the federal government provided minimal support to the Red Cross.28   
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 Instead, the Coolidge administration was most concerned with how the flood 

damaged the economy of the agricultural South.  Therefore, disaster relief policy was tailored 

toward providing aid in the form of loans to farmers in order to restore economic vitality.  

Tenants received little or no assistance from the federal government, while substantial 

amounts were offered to planters.29  Large landowners (or plantation owners, as people at the 

time referred to large farming operations) were able to take out loans through newly formed 

Agricultural Finance Corporations.  Hoover urged bankers and business leaders in Louisiana, 

Mississippi, and Arkansas to establish state Agricultural Finance Corporations to make loans 

to famers.  The loans were then sold at a discount to the Federal Intermediate Credit 

Corporation.  The money from those sales was used to make more loans.  Hoover went even 

further and met with leaders of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and urged them to create a 

nonprofit corporation called the Flood Credits Corporation, with a capital of $1.75 million to 

be loaned out.30    These loans were not considered charity or even disaster relief, but rather 

integral to the economic integrity of the United States.  Thus, there was clearly a class and 

race bias inherent in disaster relief measures. 

Hoover spent many nights restless as he considered how the flood negatively 

impacted the economy of the entire nation.  In a handwritten letter, Hoover mulled over the 

economic consequences of the uncontrolled water.  “How could any one who has taken 

enough interest to make a short investigation call it any thing short of a NATIONAL 

Disaster,” wrote Hoover.  He went on, “It means that the Valley buys less California fruits—

orangs, figs, prunes, and raisins, and salmon, less Washington apples and lumber—less Idaho 
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Montana and Wyoming wool and Beef—less Minnesota and Dakota wheat—less Iowa 

Illinois and Kansas Grain and Packing House products—less Wisconsin butter and cheese 

and furniture—less Missouri…fruit trees.”  He continued his list, “Less Indiana brick pottery 

and wagons—less Michigan furniture and automobiles—less Ohio Bibles organs and 

clothing—less coal iron and sheet metal from Pennsylvania—less manufactured goods of all 

kinds from dolls to pianos and candy and garment from New York New Jersey Connecticut 

Delaware and Maryland.”   And there were more economic consequences, according to 

Hoover, of “less textile goods from New England also Books and music and magazines—less 

potatoes, garden seeds and all canned fished and vegetable from MAINE—the great mail-

order houses of New York and Chicago and other cities loose heavily in Such floods.”31    

 Although only seven of the forty-eight states felt the wet water of the Mississippi, all 

states were affected, according to Hoover, and America’s economic livelihood was at risk.32  

Thus the federal government came up with a modest and sensible solution: provide loans to 

farm owners so that the economic equilibrium on the United States was maintained 

throughout flood reconstruction.  While this made sense, it left untouched over 90 percent of 

the flood victims, most of them African American, who owned no land and had no use for 

loans for seed, barns, implements, and cattle.  

 The federal government, however, believed that loans to land owners would help 

tenant farmers and lessen the need for charity from the American Red Cross.  The federal 

government held that plantation owners who sought loans would not only get back on their 
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own two feet, but would also share their good fortune with their tenants by something that 

could be called trickle down disaster relief.  The government did not use the term trickle 

down disaster relief, but did tout the idea that plantation owners would fend for their own 

tenants and advance his tenants for seed and emergency food, thus reducing the likelihood of 

them approaching the Red Cross.  Plantation owners who had tenants themselves were not 

subject to relief from the Red Cross.33   “It may be said at once,” declared Hoover, “that no 

charity will be applied to plantation owners but only to rehabilitation of the tenants.  The 

very act of their rehabilitation enables the plantation to return to productivity and after a 

limited period thus enables the planation owner to secure credit to support the tenants on 

from that point to harvest.”34 

Many problems resulted from this philosophy.  Some plantation owners already had 

mortgages on which, due to the low price of cotton, they could not make payments on before 

the flood hit.  These farmers were therefore denied loans from the Agricultural Finance 

Corporation after the Mississippi flood.  Dick Neelly of Mississippi was one such unfortunate 

farmer.  The water from the Mississippi River completely subsumed Mr. Neelly’s 12,000 

acre farm.  “The place is heavily mortgaged,” wrote Neelly to Hoover.  “Owing to the low 

price of cotton I have not been able to make any payment or interest.  The Red Cross here 

have assured me that they will feed my negroes for two months, which would enable us to 

plant a crop.”   Neelly feared that without some type of help, he would be unable to plant a 
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crop, buy new tools, and satisfactorily fix the houses in which his tenants lived, or even keep 

his tenants employed.  “I shall be unable to plant a crop,” he explained.  “And will be oblige 

to quite and let all of my negro tenants shift for them self.  And lose my place.  I am 

appealing to you to see if you can tell me how or where I can raise enough money to go 

ahead and make this crop.”35  

In another example, Lewis Ryland, a white tenant farmer from Arkansas, did not feel 

the benefits of trickle down disaster relief.  His landlord received a loan from the federal 

government and was thus in charge of making sure Ryland had the supplies he needed to 

survive the flood.  Ryland applied for aid with the American Red Cross, but was denied.  “I 

have applied for help,” he wrote to Hoover, “but my land lord want let her help me any as 

they wants to profiteer from my losage and others as well.”  He continued, “As I am help 

back by selfish motives from assistance from the red cross I appeal to you for help, I lost all 

my feed and part of my food and live stock.”36    

 If conditions were bad for lower class whites—and conditions were bad—they were 

even worse for African Americans who made up the majority of tenant farmers in the flooded 

regions.  African American tenant farmers, like their poor white counterparts, received no 

direct federal disaster relief.37  But for African Americans, their already precarious position 

as disaster victims was compounded by intense racism.  Director of the Associated Negro 

Press Claude A. Barnett pithily summarized the unique situation faced by African 
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Americans. “It is said by my informants,” wrote Barnett, “that the grain and money sent in as 

relief is usually in the hands of the planter, who doles it out to the tenants and charges it up 

on his books just as though it were not relief.  The tenant thus is deeper in debt than ever.”38   

Robert Moton, principal of Tuskegee Institute and appointed by Hoover as head of 

the Colored Advisory Commission tasked with investigating claims of mistreatment during 

flood recovery, corroborated Barnett’s claims.39  Moton wrote Hoover regarding the 

distribution of relief in Jefferson County, Arkansas, by Miss Katherine B. Monroe.  The 

Colored Advisory Commission found that the distribution of food, seed, and feed for stock 

was left entirely in the hands of plantation owners.  Many of the black tenant farmers claimed 

that they were being charged by their landlords for the supplied furnished by the American 

Red Cross.  “The members of the Commission who interviewed Miss Monroe,” wrote 

Moton, “stated that her manner and her attitude towards colored people were more 

discourteous than that of native Southern whites toward them.”40  Both Moton and Barnett 

realized the corruption of the planation owners and its affect on African Americans.  Barnett 

explained that a large percentage of the tenants were already “debt slaves” and thus when the 
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flood struck, their already forlorn situation worsened, prompting them to leave.  “The flood,” 

he wrote, “in a sense freed them.”41 

But that was not always the case.  The fact that African American tenant farmers left 

the plantations they worked during the aftermath of the flood troubled the landowners.  

Reports reached Hoover’s desk describing how the segregated Red Cross refugee camps 

became more or less holding cells for displaced African American tenants.  Senator Arthur 

Capper (R-KS), who also served as an National Association for the Advancement of Colored 

People (NAACP) board member, wrote to Hoover, “It is reported that colored people are 

being isolated in refugee camps where they are held virtually prisoners under the supervision 

of national guardsmen and that they are not permitted to go to or from their camps.” Capper 

explained more troubling conditions: African Americans were forced to wear tags indicating 

the name of the planation owner for whom they worked under, were charged for relief food 

under the false impression that they were expected to pay for the food, and that in general, 

conditions “amounting to practically peonage exists.”42  

When writing back to Senator Capper, Hoover felt that people were “overalarmed.”  

One by one, Hoover simply denied all the claims reported by Capper.  The tags, according to 

Hoover, were simply registration tags.  As far as the guardsmen holding blacks on the camps, 

Hoover suggested the “check on movement may be simply the necessity of rescue workers to 
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prevent over congestion of particular camps and all are being fed and cared for at every 

point.”  Allegations that blacks were being charged for Red Cross relief was “errant nonsense 

as it [was] physically impossible to do much a thing if anybody wanted to.”  But, such 

practices were taking place.  Besides, Hoover continued, such claims could never be 

substantiated because “not a scratch of record of how much an individual received exist[s].”43   

Nevertheless, Hoover met with the Colored Advisory Commission a few days later to 

discuss the allegations.  W.E.B. Du Bois remained suspicious of the Colored Advisory 

Commission charged with investigating conditions, noting that he suspected they would 

“whitewash the whole situation,” downplay the reality of “peonage” in the Mississippi 

Valley, and “pat Mr. Hoover loudly on the back.”  Du Bois passionately stated, “Slavery still 

exists in the Mississippi Valley and this Committee knows it.  Will they dare to say so? The 

one fatal thing for them to do, and the thing for which the American Negro will never forgive 

them, is spineless surrender to the Administration and flattery for the guilty Red Cross.”44 

    While no official ever overtly admitted to such misbehavior, actions taking place 

after the meeting indicated that the claims were substantiated.  Hoover ordered the immediate 

removal of white militia from several refugee camps in which they were known to patrol 

with rifles in hand.  In order to better ensure that tenants received their Red Cross rations, 

Hoover established auxiliaries to the Red Cross, composed of black men and women.  While 

Hoover never admitted that African Americans were being unjustly detained at the camps, 

the Baltimore Afro-American reported that Hoover “censured strongly Greenville, 
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Mississippi, where W.A. Percy, son of a former senator of the state, [had] assumed the role 

of a dictator and issued preemptory orders affecting Negro refugees.”  The newspaper 

reported that in Vicksburg, Mississippi, detectives investigated whether a group of escaped 

African Americans who had been ordered to perform unpaid work around the camp were 

captured and whipped.45  Du Bois’s fears appeared to be substantiated.   

 Lawrence Richey, who later became President Hoover’s aide, wrote to George 

Akerson, assistant to Hoover, in the summer of 1927.  Richey was angered over an African 

American man named Walter White—“a negro who looks like a white man and [had] set 

himself up as champion of his race” and was, according to Richey, a “fanatic.”  White was 

the acting executive secretary of the NAACP and conducted in depth investigations as a 

white man and reported horrid conditions of malnourishment, concentration camp violence, 

and boxcar prisons for black disaster victims.46  White requested that Hoover fix the 

problems.  Richey, on the other hand, stood steadfast behind Hoover, “I argued with [White] 

at length the Chief [Hoover] and his organization are in South solely for the purpose of 

saving and preserving life and that Chief has no more right to interfere with local and state 

customs and economics than he would have had to go down there on a similar mission before 

the Civil War and declare the negroes free.”  Richey continued, “White is literally the nigger 

in the wood pile and if anything can be done to placate or squelch him I think there will be no 

more trouble.”47  
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The chairman of the American Red Cross echoed Richey’s argument that because 

disaster relief was not federal in nature, Hoover, Red Cross President Calvin Coolidge, nor 

any other leader of the Red Cross had authority to interfere in local problems.  Chairman 

Fieser pointed out the common misconception of the purpose of relief action.  “I think you 

will agree with me,” he wrote White, “that the National agencies have no responsibility for 

the economic system which exists in the South or for matters which have taken place in 

previous years; nor can they be charged with responsibility for statements or actions of 

officers of state militia, even if such actions are improper.”48 

 

Active Government: Illusions and Changing Perceptions 

 

 The Mississippi flood took place before it became the norm for extensive federal 

leadership in the administration of centralized aid after natural calamity.  But the language 

used by the administration and political leaders attempted to convince the people that the 

federal government via Hoover led elaborate federal disaster relief efforts.  While that was 

not the case, Hoover portrayed an image of all pervasiveness, thus convincing many of 

government assertiveness in relief.  Hoover became an icon of an expanded federal 

government active in disaster relief efforts.  The perception was that if Coolidge did nothing, 

Hoover did everything.49  But that image outweighed the reality of an overall passive 

government that, according to Bruce A. Lohof, Hoover “would not [allow to] replace or stifle 
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individual effort or community enterprise.”50  The significance of the image, though, was that 

it prompted many individuals to have new perceptions of and demands of federal disaster 

relief. 

“Congratulations!” wrote W.W. Chapin, a publisher from California, to Hoover.  “I 

congratulate this government in having a man who knows how to fight.  I wish we had a few 

more like you in this country who could be depended upon at a crucial moment,” he 

continued.  “The people in the Mississippi Valley are losing their homes, death is in every 

direction and chaos rampant.  They have picked you—the right man at the right hour.”51  A 

newspaper discussed the Mississippi River flood as a disaster of the first magnitude in an 

article entitled, “Hoover Takes Charge.”  “When the holocaust of war hit the world in 1914, 

and when there surged backward from the cannon’s mouth a tragic army of women and little 

children, outraged and starved by the cruel juggernaut of battle, Hoover became a world 

figure,” read the article, a comparison between the flood of 1927 and Hoover’s relief work in 

Belgium during the first World War.  With that performance under his belt, the newspaper 

reporter was sure that “under Hoover’s direction, the flood sufferers of the Mississippi valley 

will be succored.  Every dollar will go as far as human efficiency, understanding and 

experience can make it go.”  Although federal aid was only distributed to landowner farmers 
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who could take out a loan and the Red Cross led on-the-ground disaster relief, the newspaper 

ensured the American people that Hoover would take care of all victims.52 

General consensus praised the hard relief work of Hoover, representative of the 

federal government.  Hoover certainly did busy himself with disaster relief work, his 

experience in Belgium no doubt providing him with experience and ability to lead a large-

scale relief plan.53  He became a celebrity of sorts, a leader during time of calamity.   

However, in actuality his activity during 1927 was exaggerated.  His image was boosted by 

the overwhelmingly positive reviews Hoover received from the press.  Moreover, the media 

presented Hoover as the sole leader of relief, suggesting a centralized effort, when in reality 

relief was divided among multiple local levels.  For example, people viewed Hoover as 

leading a brave battle against the floodwaters.  “The battle of relief has begun . . . moving 

swiftly in the work of mercy under the command of Herbert Hoover,” noted one writer.  Yet 

more sensational, disaster relief was “the front battle zone of the greatest organized warfare 

against suffering and destitution since the rehabilitation of Belgium,” and luckily Hoover led 

the campaign against nature.  And Hoover, rather than shying away from the image, 

embraced and embellished it, stating, “‘Our contention, our Civilization lies in the tempering 

of the struggle for existence by the care of the Helpless.’”54  
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The popular impression expressed among the press and Hoover himself backfired on 

the federal government and Coolidge because it heightened expectations of federal level 

responsibility for on the ground disaster relief.  The Rice Millers Association of New 

Orleans, for example, sent a petition addressed to the national government demanding they 

assume the expense “and duty” of rehousing all flood refugees.  “It is the duty of the National 

Government,” wrote the Rice Millers Association, “to assume the expense.”55  The Rice 

Millers were not the only group with such beliefs. The Board of the Underwriters of New 

York, part of the National Board of Marine Underwriters, passed a resolution that they sent 

to Hoover.  In the resolution, they noted that the flood was a national, not local, problems.  

“It has now become obvious that the problem can only be effectively and permanently solved 

by action of the Federal Government,” stated the resolution.56  The editor of the Fort 

Atkinson, Wisconsin’s,  Jefferson County Union H.L. Hoard wrote a very succinct letter to 

Hoover: “Don’t you think our president ought to have a liberal contingent fund for 

disasters?”57 

Some letters to Hoover already assumed that the federal government was solely in 

charge of disaster relief throughout the southern states.  But still, under that false notion, 

people were still dissatisfied with governmental performance.  Rex Keller of Los Angeles 

became greatly angered as he sat in a movie theatre watching a pre-movie newsreel dealing 

with the flood.  Pictures of hungry refugees waiting in food lines at Red Cross shelters 
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flashed onto the screen.  “Blessed humanity!” exclaimed Keller, disgusted because the 

refugees were eating white bread.  The sight prompted the man to write a long, enraged letter 

to Herbert Hoover discussing the perverted taste of man for white bread, a refined product 

that was sure to cause ill health, depression, and an early death.  To prove this, Keller 

suggested that Hoover gather some small animals—rabbits, mice, or cats—and feed half 

whole grain bread and the other white bread.  “See what happens,” he said.  His letter was 

interesting because we already saw that the federal government was doing minimal in terms 

of providing individual disaster relief.  This person, however, lambasts the government for 

providing victims with white bread because, in his opinion, it was the government’s duty to 

provide refugees with high quality, nutritious food.  What Keller did not realize, though, was 

that the Red Cross operated without federal dollars. 

When overly high hopes for federal involvement in disaster assistance were dashed 

by reality, discontentment followed.   An editorial appeared in Massachusetts’s Salem 

Journal that noted President Coolidge rose to the emergency in his usual way—that is, he did 

nothing.  Coolidge, according to the editorial, had a “small man’s grasp of big things” and 

thus remained inactive.  New York’s Troy Observer commented, “Mr. Coolidge sits calmly 

and serenely in the What House…. He has been reading Mr. Hoovers shortsighted 

conclusions that the Red Cross and private philanthropy are capable of handling the 

situation.”  The New Haven Journal Courier pointed out Coolidge’s apparent lack of 

appreciation of the extent, the horror, and the needs of the people in the flooded districts.  
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And the Birmingham Age-Herald argued that Coolidge dodged his responsibility by letting 

things “drift.”58 

The most perceptive critiques were those that hinted at a much larger issue: the 

incompatibility between limited government with a penchant for states rights and disaster 

relief administered by the federal government.  Lehman Johnson, a chemist who specialized 

in the cottonseed, provided an economic argument in favor of the expansion of the role of the 

federal government in disaster relief.  Johnson viewed flood conditions as a national disgrace 

because the federal government did not “do its duty” to relieve suffering and undue flooding 

that ruined cotton crops across the southern half of the United States.  For the sake of 

America’s agricultural economy, argued Johnson, an overall of values had to take place.  “It 

may require a revolution in our thoughts to make the Mississippi River safe, an asset instead 

of a liability to the people of the Valley,” he wrote.  “It may require an amendment to the 

national Constitution, the waiver of some ‘states rights’…. This is a problem of both 

engineers and statesmen.”59 

 A revolution did not take place.  However, small steps in the evolution of the politics 

of federal disaster relief slowly drew the federal government into a more prominent position. 

In the case of the Mississippi River flood of 1927, many Americans falsely assumed that the 

federal government was providing on the ground aid to victims.  But, in actuality, it was the 

American Red Cross.  Although leaders did not provide direct assistance to disaster victims, 
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the politics of disaster relief changed in that the federal government became involved to an 

unprecedented degree through loan programs.  “The federal government had never before 

gone so far toward offering relief—even indirectly—in a disaster,” writes Clements.60  Loan 

programs proved to be only one aspect of increased federal disaster aid.  The other 

component was levees. 

 

Federal Levees 

 

 Attempting to control the Mississippi River through the levee construction reached 

far back into history.  As we now know, levees are not a cure for natural disaster.  In fact, the 

very levees that were eventually constructed after the flood in 1927 were the same levees that 

toppled during Hurricane Katrina, drowning towns and people.  But, nevertheless, the federal 

government throughout history attempted to control nature with levees. In 1850, Congress 

appropriated $50,000 to conduct surveys of the Mississippi River and later constructed levees 

to protect from future flooding.  The Civil War, and severe flooding in 1862 and 1865 left the 

levees in disrepair.  An extreme flood in 1867 caused nearly $4 million in damage to the 

levees.  A Mississippi Levee Commission was created in the early 1870s and recommended 

the construction of new levees.  Forty-six million dollars later, the Mississippi had new 

levees.  The expenditure of such large sums by the federal government was controversial, 

particularly in the halls of Congress.  Many argued that flood control should be up to 

individual states; others presented economic arguments, stating that flood control was an 

essential component of navigation and national security.  Regardless of the reason for 
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building levees, it should be pointed out that levees always failed to hold back floodwaters 

during times of extensive rain. Mother nature again struck in 1890, ruining 56 miles of 

levees.  Floods in 1890 and 1912 again damaged the levees.  It seemed as though levees were 

just expensive failures and many political leaders were hesitant to support such costly 

endeavors.  In 1917, however, the federal government passed the Flood Control Act.  This 

was an interesting piece of legislation.  It authorized the construction of levees for flood 

control, but it placed one-third of the cost of levee construction on the individual states 

affected by flood.  Moreover, it stipulated that local interests must maintain all federally 

funded levees after construction.  Thus, the federal government removed itself in part from 

flood protection by removing itself from levee maintenance, an issue political leaders 

decided each state should handle.  Moreover, they put individual states in a rough spot: after 

a state was decimated by floodwater, such as Louisiana, Mississippi, and Arkansas were in 

1927, they had to come up with funds to fix the broken levees.  As noted earlier, 145 levees 

broke during the Great Mississippi Flood of 1927.61  

So the federal government had simultaneously expanded its role in controlling the 

natural world and keeping states safe from floodwaters with levees—even though the levees 

continuously failed—while shying away from all out responsibility over flood prevention by 

billing the states for one-third of the cost of construction and leaving the burden of 

maintenance upon the shoulders of individual state budgets.  It was as if the federal state took 

two steps forward and one step back, expanding and then contracting.  What made this much 
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more important for the study of the expansion of the federal state was that popular 

perceptions indicated that Americans wanted to federal government to take even more 

control over flood prevention, own every inch of each levee they constructed, and fix them 

when they broke.  President Coolidge, however, disagreed. 

An anonymous poem that appeared in the American Lumberman, the leading 

periodical read by those in the timber industry and other industrialists across the United 

States, described the conflicting opinions perfectly and is worth extensive quoting: “The river 

belongs to the nation, / The levee, they say, to the state; / The government runs navigation, / 

The commonwealth, though, pays the freight. / Now here is the problem that’s heavy— / 

Please, which is the right or the wrong? / When the water runs over the levee, / To whom 

does the river belong?”  Multiple people frequently mailed the poem to Hoover.  The poem 

continued: “I know very little of lawing, / I’ve made little study of courts, / I’ve done little 

geeing and hawing / Through verdicts, opinions, report; / Why need there be anything more 

said / When the river starts levees to climb? / If the government owns the aforesaid, / It must 

own it all the time.”   The poem’s author, full of sarcasm with a hint of exasperation, 

concluded: “If it’s your Mississippi in dry time, / It’s yours, Uncle Sam, when it’s wet; / If 

it’s your Mississippi in fly time, / In flood time it’s your river yet. / There’s no other way you 

can make it, / And so, when I give the alarm, / Come get your darned river and take it / Away 

from my timber and farm!”62   

There were countless examples of citizens displeased that their tax dollars fixed 

levees that constantly broke.  In their opinion, the federal government should have taken 
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responsibility for the failed levees.  It seemed as though American citizens did not view the 

disaster as an act of God but as an act of government.63  The levees cracked, their homes 

flooded.  What is more, the existence of the levees themselves indicated an expansion of the 

federal government through the construction of infrastructure.  That people overwhelming 

believed that the government should maintain their levees indicated a growing awareness and 

acceptance of an expanded American state.  In fact, American values seemed to be changing.  

“We need levees, we need spillways, and we are entitled to any an every method of 

protecting Louisiana, including New Orleans against this national condition against which we 

are helpless without the United States Government doing more than it has done,” wrote one 

man.  It would be an “injustice” and “un-American” if the government did not do more to 

protect its people, he concluded.64  The Citizens Taxpayers League in Omaha, Nebraska, 

viewed federal levees as a component of federal disaster relief and “demanded” that 

Congress take immediate steps to implement relief.  “Relief both temporary and permant 

[sic],” they wrote to Hoover, “should at once be given and necessary actions taken along 

engineering lines, that this great catastrophe may never happen again this should be done at 

once with no delay.”65  A conference of over 200 Louisiana residents met in the summer of 

1927 and agreed that the federal government should immediately take control of the entire 

levee system at its own expense and repair the infrastructure, noting that the state of 
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Louisiana was not financially able to do.  The group resolved that the government should 

furnish the people of Louisiana full protection against the recurrence of such a disaster.66 

To the distaste of Coolidge, Hoover supported full government responsibility for the 

construction and maintenance of levees along the Mississippi River.  “Certainly no well 

informed person could call the greatest of floods anything less than a National disaster then 

let us act in a just and manly way and pay all of the cost with National funds,” scribbled 

Hoover in a handwritten note.  “At present, there is only one sane course to pursue—let 

CONGRESS have a free hand and vote whatever amount in their judgment seems 

necessary—…to claim that it would establish dangers [sic] precedent if foolish talk and does 

not sound like a big-broad-national-spirit,” scrawled down Hoover, angered over a comment 

Coolidge made the previous week suggesting that congressional support of levee 

construction would begin a slippery slope toward out of control government spending.67  

Hoover urged the president to approve immediate funds for levee repair, telling Coolidge that 

state legislatures were unable to scrape together enough money to carry out the necessary 

work of closing off the damaged levees.  Hoover went further in suggesting that the federal 

government should take over and repair the entire levee system along the Mississippi River, 

whether or not the levees were under government jurisdiction.  Coolidge, however, had a 

habit of pushing Hoover off for another day.  “Apparently the President has been desperately 

avoiding his responsibility in the matter,” reported the Associated Press, “demanding reports 
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and more reports.”  Secretary Hoover, frustrated by Coolidge’s standoffishness, called a car 

to take him to South Dakota to confront Coolidge while he was away in the Black Hills.68  

Meanwhile, the climate on Capitol Hill indicated strong support for federal control 

over the levee system, seeing it as a component of federal disaster relief.  A report made by 

the Committee on Flood Control at the end of October 1927 concluded that the federal 

government should pay the entire cost of construction and maintenance necessary to control 

floods on the lower Mississippi River.  “The federal government should assume the 

responsibility for location, construction, and maintaining such works,” read the report.  To 

support its claim, the committee listed reasons why the federal government should bear the 

entire cost: flood control was a national problem because it affected the flow of commerce, 

and national defense required the government to protect the country from “the derangement 

of transportation and of the general destructive effects of floods upon the nation in time of 

war.”  The American state clearly moved away from a hands-off view of government.  In the 

case of levees, disaster relief had become a government service.69 

Washington had not reached a consensus, though.  Coolidge was unhappy with all the 

talk of federally funded levees.  Despite the fact that the House Flood Control Committee 

went ahead and reported the bill, Coolidge remained opposed to the measure, officially 

stating his opposition on February 17, 1928.  Coolidge believed that states should continue to 
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pay for a portion of levee construction and continue to be in charge of levee repair.70  

Coolidge promised to veto any bill that did not require local contributions.71  The 

Washington Post summed up Coolidge’s position succinctly, noting that “President Coolidge 

holds to his view that local communities should bear part of the expense of Mississippi flood 

control, despite the approval given by a House Committee to a bill which would require the 

Federal Government to foot the bill.”72  Without the president’s support, Congress passed on 

May 15, 1928 the Flood Control Act of 1928, which allocated over $318 million of federal 

funds for the construction and repair of levees up and down the Mississippi River.  In effect, 

the federal government took control of the levees, relieving the local level of the financial 

burden.73 

Yet, the act did not put the federal government completely in charge of all 

components of the levee system, perhaps because lawmakers recognized the awesome power 

behind rising waters.  An interesting provision of the Flood Relief Act of 1928 stated that the 

government had no liability of any kind for damage from or by floods or flood waters.74  The 

provision proved controversial eighty years later when legal cases were brought against the 

U.S. government regarding levee failure during Hurricane Katrina.  Maybe the provision 
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came about because lawmakers feared the power of floods, or maybe it came about because 

they wished to protect themselves from certain future calamity.  Three weeks before the 

passage of the Flood Control Act of 1928, the very committee in charge of writing the 

legislation released an alarming memorandum denouncing passage of the bill.  “Studies made 

during the last year have been hasty and inadequate and more thorough studies may make 

very great changes in the plan adopted.”  The report noted that many of the engineering 

problems of Mississippi flood control had never been solved.  Much of the information 

necessary for their solution has not been collected, and if a plan is adopted now it probably 

will lead to very great loss through unwise expenditures, and may fail to accomplish its 

purpose.”  The committee warned against giving birth to a law before the bill was finished 

developing.  “The enactment into law of the Flood Control Bill would inevitably result in 

wasteful expenditure of government funds,” they concluded.  While the language remained 

pointed toward the economic impact of passing an imperfect bill and shied away from an 

expression of the disastrous effects levee failure had on human life, the implication of such 

was indeed foreshadowed by the committee’s concerns.75 

But nevertheless, the Flood Control Act of 1928 served as the policy culmination of 

the flood of 1927.  If anything, the act demonstrated a growing position for the federal 

government in the area of disaster relief, despite Coolidge’s hesitancy.  Ironic as it was, the 

hands-off president passed along the problem of disaster recovery to Hoover, with 

instructions to keep disaster aid a local priority.  For the most part, Hoover and members of 

Congress followed along with Coolidge’s instructions, leaving the duty of on the ground 
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disaster relief to the American Red Cross and local government and agencies and private 

organizations.  Hoover departed from Coolidge in his support for the Flood Control Act of 

1928—as did Congress.  Lawmakers supported enactment because infrastructure was not 

equated with welfare or charity.  While the federal government would not provide food 

during the flood, it could ready itself to provide levees.  But in any case, the federal 

government was involving itself.  Indeed, with its passage, one witnessed the expansion of 

government involvement in federal disaster relief.  The language surrounding the passage of 

this bill indicated increased federal responsibility over natural calamity relief.  While the 

Mississippi flood did not upend existing political mores and cause the creation of an all-out 

welfare state, the disaster did prompt a large federal-level reaction that was seemingly 

uncharacteristic for the time.76  The government reported that “the history of the relationship 

between the federal government and the local districts indicates clearly a growing 

appreciation of the need of sole federal responsibility.”77 

Well before the act that he disliked passed, Coolidge announced that the Mississippi 

River flood was really a blessing in disguise.  Off the mark and implicitly racist, the president 

commented that the “health of the refugees was so well guarded that there were more births 

than deaths in the concentration camps.”  He continued, “This affliction may have proved a 

blessing in disguise.  Undoubtedly the people have learned lessons of sanitation and health 
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which will not be forgotten.  The lands,” he pointed out, “have been enriched by deposits of 

river mud.”  It was doubtful that sanitation was better during relief operations than it was 

before the flood, as the president asserted.  But, refugees, especially black tenant farmers, 

were very well-guarded—not from disease, as Coolidge suggested, but by gun-wielding 

guardsmen who prevented them from wandering away from camp.  It is unlikely that any 

farmer would honestly agree that their land had been enriched by river mud.  But in 

Coolidge’s opinion, the flood represented a fine chapter in American history.78  Doubtful.  

The flood did signify the gradual intensification of the role of the federal government in 

disaster relief, and the disaster functions as a jumping off point for a larger explanation of 

how disaster relief became a basic government service in the late twentieth century—a 

chapter of American history that Coolidge surely would have liked to skip.   
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    Chapter Two 

                                                        A New Deal for Disaster 

  

 

As the Dust Bowl of the 1930s trailed on into its seventh year and world wide 

diplomatic tensions loudened, President Franklin D. Roosevelt addressed Congress regarding 

the past, present, and future of the Great Plains of the United States of America.  In 

developing his February 1937 message, Roosevelt drew on a report prepared by his Great 

Plains Drought Committee. The committee consisted of eight men from various 

organizations such as the Bureau of Reclamation, the Army Corps of Engineers, and the 

Department of Agriculture.  They were tasked with surveying the disaster area and 

recommending ways to ensure another drought of such magnitude would never hit the 

country again.1  The report also romanticized a harmonious, pre-capitalistic past on the Great 

Plains, a past where nature and human beings stood in agreeable equilibrium void of the 

thunderous noises of agribusiness.  Its imagery created a scene in which nature tolerated 

Indians, allowing them to live peacefully just as long as they did not overreach their 

welcome: 

  The Great Plains of the Past.  As the first white settlers drove their covered 

  wagons slowly westward across the seemingly limitless expanses of the Great 
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  Plains they found the Red Man living in rude but productive harmony with 

  Nature.  The Winter snows and Spring rains clothed the land in grass; forests 

  covered the foothills and lined the upper reaches of clear streams; the buffalo 

  furnished food, clothing, shelter, and other simple necessities without  

  diminishing in number.  Living as he did, the Indian could laugh at the  

  burning sun, the strong but dustless winds.  He made his truce with them, and 

  with the land.2    

 But the “White Man,” as the report read, knew no truce.  He came to conquer and 

profit—first to conquer the Indian, then to conquer the land, and finally to plough profits 

from nature.  But in their selfish disrespect and haste, something horrible had happened.  

White conquering of the land meant “foothills shorn of timber, deeply gullied, useless or 

rapidly losing their fertile soil” while “the fertile earth itself drifts with the wind in sand hills 

and in dust clouds.”  Livestock “nibble” the remaining grass “to the scorched roots.”  Dry 

land left “men struggle vainly to a living on too few acres; the plough ignores Nature’s ‘Keep 

Off’ signs; communities, for all the courage of their people, fall into decay, with poor 

schools, shabby houses, and sad cycles of tax sales, relief, aimless migrations.”3  

 During the same decade as the Great Depression, the federal government struggled 

with a concurrent natural disasters that resulted because humans had abused the land in an 

attempt to profit from America’s intensifying agribusiness.  The drought, the dust, the 

grasshoppers had all happened; that could not be stopped.  Neither the people nor the federal 
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government had delusions that man rather than nature was at fault.  Indeed, overplowing in 

an attempt to capitalize on the land had caused the Dust Bowl.  Little rainfall simply 

exacerbated the manmade disaster.  It was the effects of the drought, dust, and grasshoppers 

on agribusiness that specifically troubled the federal government because it compromised the 

national economy.  Thus, political leaders had to figure out a way to provide federal disaster 

relief to the farmers of the Midwest.4  

  The 1927 Mississippi Flood had already established a precedent for the federal 

government to take a prominent role in providing disaster relief to certain classes and groups 

(i.e. landowning farmers, businessmen).  Going hand in hand with expanded government 

activity was the enlargement of government structures—more bureaus, more departments, 

more committees and offices to organize and disperse disaster relief.  Roosevelt and 

Congress encapsulated the essence of government growth in general throughout the 

Depression decade with the creation of at least 100 agencies.  Those alphabet agencies, the 

“nation’s tremendous machinery for human relief,” were not created to deal with natural 

disasters, but they nonetheless provided disaster relief to Dust Bowl farmers.5    
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During the New Deal era, Roosevelt harnessed the expanded federal bureaucracy to 

tackle a multistate natural calamity.  The New Deal’s formalization of relief offices to deal 

with the Great Depression was the major reason why disaster relief became engrained into 

the American welfare state.  Existing programs—most notably the Works Progress 

Administration (WPA) and the Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA)—were used to provide 

disaster aid.  The New Deal offered an avenue by which centralized disaster relief for the 

Dust Bowl could be integrated into the growing welfare state.   

Some scholars argue the reverse, that earlier disaster relief efforts provided a 

precedent for the expansion of the federal welfare state. Michele Landis Dauber uses disaster 

relief to make that point, showing that the federal government actually has a long history of 

involvement in providing aid after natural calamity.  For example, Dauber points out that in 

1827, Congress passed a bill to provide $20,000 in relief for the reconstruction of 

Alexandria, Virginia, after fire ripped through the town, burning down 53 buildings and 

causing an estimated $150,000 in damage.  Although the federal government provided 

disaster relief in certain cases before the 1930s, those instances did not provide enough proof 

to make the claim that a modern welfare state which included disaster relief as an entitlement 

operated before the New Deal; the extension of federal disaster relief and the belief that 

federal aid was indeed an entitlement was only possible because of the New Deal.  Only with 

an examination of the New Deal and the Dust Bowl can one examine the ineffectiveness of 

modern relief policy as a reflection of the modern welfare state. 6     
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To prevent the total decimation of the Midwest Empire, Roosevelt, his administration, 

and Congress utilized existing welfare state apparatuses to implement disaster relief for 

certain groups like never before, in turn demonstrating that disaster relief had become 

institutionalized as a component of the welfare state.  As this chapter reveals, certain 

problems arose with the institutionalization and administration of relief.  Roosevelt along 

with Congress made decisions about who would receive the benefits of relief.  Disaster relief 

during the Dust Bowl became a part of the welfare state but was intended for primarily the 

same group of men that received disaster aid during the 1927 flood: landowning farmers.  

Disaster relief was not charity, then, and was not meant to provide free money to the already 

poor, as opponents of the New Deal welfare state liked to argue.7  Relief came to farmers and 

their families in the form of AAA payments, emergency cattle purchases, relief grants, crop 

and seed loans, and jobs with the WPA.8  However, local leaders disbursed the federal 

disaster relief.  That led to a whole host of problems, including discriminatory local leaders 

withholding aid, petty politicians hoarding relief funds, and less sensational disorganization 
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and mismanagement in fund distribution.  What is more interesting, however, is that federal 

funds divvied to the local level gave the impression that disaster relief was not entirely a 

federal endeavor and helped underscore a sense of antistatism in local level communities 

despite the actuality of an activist government and a welfare state.  Disaster relief as a 

component of that inherently flawed welfare state exhibits its own set of problems as 

demonstrated by the individuals it often leaves out—blacks, single women and men, those 

who do not own property—and its reliance on local leaders to administer welfare state aid.  

This happened in the 1920s and the 1930s, but also bleeds into the modern day. 

 

Why a New Deal for Disaster? 

 

 Representative Theodore Christianson (R-MN) stood before Congress in 1934 and 

described the situation facing his constituents. Farmers in his state could not grow grain or 

wheat to feed their starving livestock.  One farmer, he noted, was forced to pull undigested 

food from livestock manure piles in a hopeless attempt to keep his animals alive.  Farmers 

nevertheless continued to harness their emaciated horses and desperately tried to work their 

fields.  Under normal conditions, pointed out Christianson, farmers who yoked such weak 

animals would likely be prosecuted by the Society for the Prevention of Animal Cruelty.  “I 

fear that before next year’s crop can be matured we shall be called upon to provide the means 

of sustenance, not for thousands, but for hundreds of thousands of people in the midwestern 

empire,” said Christianson.9   
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The empire, it seemed, had crumbled.  The Dust Bowl began in the summer of 1931, 

when portions of Texas, western Kansas, southeastern Colorado, northeastern New Mexico 

and one-third of the Oklahoma Panhandle were plowed under.  The drought reached its peak 

from 1934-1938.  Federal officials estimated that one dust storm in May 1934 blew away 300 

million tons of topsoil in a day.  The disaster affected some 100 million acres of land from 

Texas to North Dakota and disrupted the lives of 5 million farmers and their families who 

sought federal help. The prospects for crop production in 1934 onward were dismal; cattle 

too weak to stand were slaughtered by the thousands. In 1934 alone, the financial cost of the 

drought amounted to one-half the money the US spent on World War I.  Two years later, 

farm losses reached $25 million a day.  Intense heat accompanied the economic losses.  

During the summer of 1934, Nebraska reached 118 degrees; Iowa reached 115 degrees.  

Incredible heat killed 370 people in Illinois that summer.  One Illinois resident, who had been 

living in a refrigerator to escape the heat, was treated for frostbite.10   

Lorena Hickok, a journalist and close friend of the Roosevelts, particularly Eleanor, 

toured the Great Plains and met with local leaders and average people to observe the 

emergency.  Her candid personal correspondence to Roosevelt as well as the director of the 
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WPA, Harry Hopkins, detailed the horrific landscape and hardships felt throughout the 

drought regions.  In the summer of 1934, Hickok visited Colorado.  Writing to Hopkins, 

Hickok described a desolate landscape.  Wheat burned brown immediately as it broke 

through the topsoil; corn did not even break through the surface because the soil was too dry 

for the seeds to germinate.  She saw cattle searching for food but finding only clumps of 

thistle and bites of sand.  Farmers trying to plow, wrote Hickok, broke their blades on 

bedrock because the topsoil had blown away.  It seemed that everyone prayed for rain.11 

In the meantime, relayed Hickok, farmers were losing their nerves.  After a meeting 

with a local relief director in Colorado, she learned that some agricultural workers had 

apparently lost their sanity.  Everyone was broke, 85 percent of Colorado cattle had been 

mortgaged, mortgage holders refused to foreclose, and land values had dropped to less than a 

dollar an acre.  “The relief director in one of these countries,” she sadly reported, “told so 

that in the last few months several farmers have gone insane.”12  The same intensity lasted 

another two years.  Rexford Tugwell, who worked as an agricultural economist and sat as a 

member of Roosevelt’s Brain Trust, toured the drought-stricken states two summers after 

Hickok’s trip.  Tugwell reported similar, if not worse, circumstances in America’s Corn Belt 

on July 7, 1936. “Reports from corn belt still bad, in real danger,” hurriedly wrote Tugwell to 
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Roosevelt. “Farmers,” told Tugwell, “not panicky but feeling utterly lost, facing winter with 

nothing.”13 

But not all farmers sank into a sense of hopelessness but rather criticized the federal 

government for inaction while simultaneously expecting direction and relief from the leaders 

in Washington, D.C.14  Values of self-reliance and rural independence from a central 

government slipped away during hardships such as the Dust Bowl.  Residents not only 

looked to the government for guidance but demanded federal help.15  In Bismarck, North 

Dakota, citizens aired their grievances to Governor Walter Welford.  The weather forecast 

for North Dakota remained hot and dry as Welford listened to farmers, tired from three years 

of unfavorable crop conditions, plead for help from Washington. Welford addressed his 

entire state over the radio, andagreed with the farmers that the president must step in to help 

those in North Dakota.  In his statewide radio address, Welford appealed to Roosevelt for 

immediate relief as well as some type of long-term assurance from future drought disaster.  

Listeners heard their governor petition the president: “We cannot continue to muddle along 

on a hand-to-hand, day-to-day program.  There is no sense in continuously being faced with a 

drought relief problem.”16  That following day, Welford and Senator Gerald P. Nye (R-ND) 

left for Washington to describe to Roosevelt how North Dakota laid in waste.  In their 

estimates, the state required some $20 million in relief for approximately 46,000 farm 
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families.  “The situation is desperate—utterly desperate,” stated Nye.  “Last year, when 

drouth was partially broken, the state was a garden spot compared to now.”17 

The “let Roosevelt do it” attitude among farmers and leaders in the drought states 

surely conflicted with traditional American values of small government, self-sufficiency, and 

rugged-individualism. 18  If any American was to live by those core tenets, so it seemed, it 

was the American farmer.  The image of the American farmer in the early twentieth-century 

was that of a hardworking honest man who labored on the land that he owned, cared for his 

livestock, and fed his family.  But, in the 1930s, God’s Country turned angry, dried up, and 

threatened the lives of the very farmers who sought to make a decent living from the land.  

The land did not revolt against the small farmer who kept a few livestock, a field or two, and 

a home garden.  Rather, the land revolted against a much larger and profitable foe: 

agribusiness.  Small, self-sustaining farmers gave way to large-scale, mechanized farming.  

The land responded to the intensification of agriculture, resented over-plowing in an attempt 

to make more profits, and wished to push out the machine in the garden.  It dried up, 

withered away, and blew wildly in huge clouds of dust that sank into every crack and crevice 

of the farmer’s body. As the farmer inhaled the rebellious earth and coughed up wads of 

dusty mucous, he knew that he was beyond autarky in the countryside, beyond the quiet 

times of self-sustaining toil. He realized he was part of a much larger system of capitalism.  

He knew that this more complex economic setup of agribusiness required more complex 
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leadership and support from the nation’s capital.  And thus he looked to Roosevelt for a 

solution to his dilemma and the dilemma facing all farmers in the Midwest Empire. 19   

 

A New Deal for Disaster 

 

Although the Dust Bowl lasted for an entire decade, the most intense years were from 

1934-1936.  Over those three years, the Roosevelt administration gradually intensified its 

reaction to the drought by providing disaster relief to landowning farmers and their families 

left homeless and/or jobless.  Roosevelt’s style of disaster relief was not to provide handouts 

to anyone who stood in a line.  Like Hoover, Roosevelt was adamant; there would be no dole.  

Instead, FDR used New Deal programs and laws such as the WPA and the AAA to organize 

and implement disaster relief initiatives in the drought states.  His program centered not on 

single tenant farmers, but rather farm owners and their families. To do so, Roosevelt 

effectively folded disaster relief into the welfare state, institutionalizing it as a feature of an 

expanded American state.  From that point on, disaster relief existed within the realm of an 

administrative state.20  

 The federal response to the drought was not at first very impressive.  In the middle of 

the 1930s, as the drought worsened, Roosevelt casually mentioned to his undersecretary of 
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Agriculture, “That dust storm problem is interesting.”  In the same telegram he noted that 

perhaps he should meet with Hopkins, learn the extent of the drought, and maybe figure out 

some recommendations for the relief program.21  In 1934 FDR and his advisors, especially 

Hopkins, were well aware of the conditions farmers faced throughout the Great Plains.  

However, disaster relief in 1934 primarily rested on local discretion and stressed self-

reliance.  A directional letter to all individual state leaders authored by Hopkins demonstrated 

those precepts.  Self-help and personal gardens was the early plan for disaster relief in 1934.  

“The objective of this program,” wrote Hopkins regarding federal disaster relief (or the 

absence of) “is to make it possible for destitute persons eligible for relief in such areas to 

sustain themselves through their own efforts.”  While wives endlessly swept dust from every 

crack in the house in what seemed to be a neverending drought, Hopkins encouraged farmers 

and their families to plant gardens.  He advised them to utilize every inch of land to produce 

vegetables to feed themselves and their animals.  Hopkins had faith in gardens, missing the 

point that gardens require rain.  “It is evident that where dwellings with even very small 

tracts of land are available for the production of home gardens and for feed for domestic 

livestock and poultry, the average family, can produce a major part of its food 

requirement.”22  Then, in bold lettering, Hopkins emphasized:  

   A HOME GARDEN IS POSSIBLE TO ALMOST EVERY FAMILY 

   LIVING EITHER IN THE COUNTRY OR IN TOWNS OF 5000 OR 
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   LESS POPULATION.  IT SHOULD BE THE POLICY OF STATE 

   EMERGENCY RELIEF ADMINISTATORS TO REFUSE TO  

   EXTEND RELIEF TO ANY FAMILY FAILING TO PLANT AND 

   PROPERLY CARE FOR AN ADEQUATE GARDEN WHEN THE 

   FACILITIES  THEREFORE ARE AVAILABLE.23 

Federal disaster relief, or rural rehabilitation as government officials put it, at this point in 

time merely stressed home gardens as a solution to suffering.24 

 In the larger sense, just how did the government conceptualize federal disaster relief 

in the early 1930s?  The answer provides a view of the paradox between individualism and 

an administrative state.  Federal officials liked to refer to disaster relief as “rural 

rehabilitation.”  What was “rural rehabilitation?”  A radio interview with a relief director 

indicated that those in charge did not really know what it was either.  The person conducting 

the radio interview told the director  “rural rehabilitation” sounded like “a two-dollar word.”  

“What does it mean in five and ten-cent words?” he asked.  “I was afraid you’d ask me that, 

so I looked it up,” responded the director.  During the rest of the interview, we learn from the 

director that “rural” came from the Latin R-U-S, which meant “open country.”  

Rehabilitation, explained the director, came from the French word meaning “to clothe”—“the 

same from which we get our word ‘habiliment’—which you would call a two-dollar word for 

‘clothing.’”   “R-E,” so said the interviewee, means “again.”  Therefore the government 

interpreted “rehabilitation” in the exact sense of the word, “clothed them again.”  Finally, we 
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learn that “H-A-B-I-L-I-S” is Latin for “skillful.”  “So when we rehabilitate,” he stated, “we 

also restore them to the status of skillful workmen.  And when they are clothed and at work 

again they no longer need to ask for help from the government.  Every time a destitute family 

is rehabilitated, and set up where it can stand alone, why, it takes just that much of the relief 

burden off the rest of us.”25  Note the use of the word “family.”  Roosevelt was leery of 

aiding in the creation of jobless individual farmers reliant on the tax dollars of upright 

citizens.  It was a welfare program to reestablish the independence of the farm family, 

clarified the interviewee.  He did not mention home gardens, though.26    

As 1934 moved on and the dust got thicker and thicker, the Roosevelt administration 

and Congress went further than just encouraging families to plant gardens.  At first, 

appropriations were made for the AAA to provide cheap livestock feed.  But when that did 

not work, cattle buying became the next big government project for disaster relief.  The AAA 

disproportionately favored large farm owners.  The AAA attempted to raise crop prices back 

to pre-WWI levels by eliminating surplus crop production.  To do so, the federal government 

offered reduction contracts to landowners who agreed not to grow crops on a portion of their 

land.  The program also provided subsidies (funded by a tax on companies that made farm 

products) to farmers to kill off surplus livestock.  In theory, landowners were supposed to 

give portions of the subsidies to their tenant workers.  But, that did not always happen and 
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oftentimes owners kept all the funds in their own pockets— a point that adds a bit of irony to 

the assumption that it was indolent poor people who took advantage of welfare.27   

But in any case, there was surely a surplus of starving livestock throughout the Great 

Plains in 1934.  For example, farmers in South Dakota faced a situation in which they either 

had to slaughter cattle en masse and bury them in the fields.  The other option was to have 

the nearly 30,000 Indians in South Dakota “jerk the beef” so that the dying animals would at 

least retain their value as food.28  C.C. Davis, an administrator in Montana’s Department of 

Agriculture wrote a pleading letter to Roosevelt in late May 1934 explaining why the “acute 

feed and water shortage in the emergency drought area” left farmers unable “to carry the 

cattle on their farms.”29   To fix the problem, Roosevelt proposed a program to pour an 

additional $525 million into the AAA in order to purchase livestock, ship and process 

livestock, provide loans to farm owners to finance emergency feed purchases and shipments, 

and purchase seed for planting in the upcoming year.30 
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Congress, however, was hesitant to appropriate such a large sum without debate.  A 

few days after FDR’s message to Congress, the Senate decided to cut the requested amount 

by $75,000,000.  Argument ensued.  New Dealer Robert M. La Follette, Jr. (R-WI) decried 

the potential cut in funds.31  Senator James F. Byrnes (D-SC), who was a confidante of 

Roosevelt, concurred.  Those who wished to cut the appropriation by $75,000,000 cited 

recent rainfall as their justification.32  Kenneth McKellar (D-TN) interjected that those in 

opposition to the appropriation as laid out by Roosevelt believed that allowing millions of 

dollars to purchase seed for the following year was a needless add-on and should be left out 

of the proposal.33  Despite some senators thinking it foolish to plan ahead for the following 

year, Roosevelt’s wish for a $525,000,000 appropriation was granted in full after it passed 

both chambers.34  With the approval of Congress, drought relief arrived in the Great Plains in 

the form of feed and the purchase of cattle, supplied through a New Deal agency. 

Roosevelt justified his measures to the American people via radio address a few 

months later in September by which date the federal government had purchased 6,038,000 

head of cattle.  The president told the American people, though, that it might be necessary to 

buy two or three million more animals.  Of the purchased cattle, 1,278,000 were transferred 

from the drought area to wetter regions with healthy pastures.  There the animals would 

fatten up before they were slaughtered.  “Because of the fact that we are buying these cattle 
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as soon as it has become certain there is not feed for them, they are in good condition for 

killing and canning,” said Roosevelt.  “All of this meat,” he explained, “will be used by relief 

families.  None will be sold.”35   

While Roosevelt’s radio address was persuasive, public opinion of the program 

varied.  One critic even charged Roosevelt with trying “to put over a Mussolini program in a 

democracy.”  But, at the same time, this individual admitted that it was necessary for the 

federal government to assert its power in order to provide disaster relief, lest Americans 

initiate a communist revolution.36  While most ordinary citizens did not plan a communist 

revolution in America, they did expect Roosevelt to implement disaster relief efforts through 

the edifices of his New Deal welfare state.  A Wyoming farmer told Hickok, “The 

Government’s got to help us.”  He feared that it would be impossible for farmers to stay on 

their land and raise their families without government help.”37  Another unidentified farmer 

in Wyoming concluded, “I’d rather be bossed by Roosevelt than by a lot of Communist 

crack-pots.”38  Although some of his critics suggested that Roosevelt was behaving in a 

Soviet-style manner and even some of his supporters pointed out that his New Deal disaster 

relief efforts smacked a bit communistic, all seemed to agree that something had to be done.  
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Furthermore, that people drew parallels between the Soviet Union and FDR was not all that 

surprising given that government activity in the everyday lives of Americans ballooned under 

his administration and clashed with those values of individualism and small government.  

Scholars have pointed out that Roosevelt often faced charges of dictatorship and deflected 

them by asserting that by virtue of being an American president, he was no dictator.  “If U.S. 

political culture was inherently democratic,” writes historian Benjamin Alpers, “nothing that 

the president did, even to increase the powers of the federal executive, could change that fact.  

No matter how much authority he exerted, the American people could be secure that he was 

not a dictator.”39  And after 1934, FDR indeed intensified disaster relief initiatives.  

Purchasing cattle, extended loans for seed, and encouraging people to plant gardens 

were all worthy relief plans, but they were not working to the satisfaction of the Americans 

suffering from the effects of the Dust Bowl.  The goal of rehabilitation, after all, was to help 

farm families become self-sustaining as they had been before the dust came.  In a May 4, 

1935 edition of TODAY entitled “Hope for the Millions,” Hopkins explained additional 

efforts directed by the federal government “to get these farm families off the relief rolls by 

enabling them to become self-sustaining.”40  And there were plenty of families to help; some 

one million farm families had been affected in the 142 counties that were declared drought 

emergency areas.  Programs under the leadership of Hopkins were assigned the difficult task 

of reducing human suffering in the drought regions.  According to the interview with 
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Hopkins, the new Land Utilization Program would purchase submarginal land from farm 

families as a component of rural rehabilitation.  The administrators of the Land Utilization 

Program concentrated efforts in areas with the highest relief loads (the Cotton South, the 

Appalachian South, and the northern and southern plains).  The $25 million program aimed 

at reducing tax delinquency and poverty.  There were three essential elements to the rural 

rehabilitation program.  First was to make available seed, farm animals, and equipment—

which seemed a bit counterintuitive when considering that the AAA was still removing 

hundreds of thousands of sick animals from the drought zones.  Second, the government 

provided trained specialists in agricultural and home economics to teach farmers how to 

properly work the ground and to provide their wives with lessons in thrift.  And lastly, 

representatives from the program would work with each drought family to develop a 

customized financial plan.  Again, this was certainly not a case of direct government 

handouts; it was not a dole.  It was a lesson in home economics that placed the burden of 

betterment on individual families rather than the federal government.  But, notes Donald 

Worster, “it was here the government entered more completely into a family’s life and, 

unavoidable, marked them as not quite competent to manage their own affairs.”41    

The federal government had penetrated the lives of ordinary citizens by providing 

them relief aid.  The average rural rehabilitation budget for a farm family (and as of 

December 1935 there were 132,000 in the program with thousands more projected to join) 

was as follows: farm equipment and work stock, $440; livestock, $70; feed, seed, fertilizers, 

$110; maintenance during growing season, $100; administration, $55; total $775.  Of the 
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total, about $210 was financed by loans through local agencies or other federal agencies.  

The other $465 came as a loan through state rural rehabilitation corporations, financed by the 

federal government.  Again, farm families received loans rather than free aid from the federal 

government.42 

Loans created another condition.  Jobless farmers often had no way to repay the loans 

extended to them by the federal government and local agencies.  They needed jobs and were 

provided them through the WPA.  The WPA was created on April 8, 1935 with the passage 

of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935 to deal with the Great Depression.  The 

Emergency Relief Appropriation Act allocated $5 billion to provide a huge public works 

program for jobless Americans across the nation. The act extended the reach of presidential 

power to unprecedented levels; FDR could even fix different rates of wages on any project. 

Collaborating with the WPA by May of 1935 were the Bureau of Reclamation, Geological 

Survey, Bureau of Dairy Industry, Bureau of Animal Bureau of Agricultural Economics, and 

the Forest Service.  Together, the various agencies and bureaus developed WPA programs 

such as dam building and reforestation.  The goal was to provide farmers with jobs as well as 

improve drought conditions and prevention.43 

Farmers hit with the drought—that is, landowning farmers who had a family—were 

put to work by the thousands.  Roosevelt’s New Deal disaster program used the WPA as a 

way to provide government jobs to needy farmers across the Great Plains in addition to Great 
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Depression victims across the country.  And in doing so, those farmers began constructing 

and improving national infrastructure across the country, erecting government structures as 

they earned paychecks from the federal government to pay off loans underwritten by the 

federal government.  By the summer of 1935, an impressive list of accomplishments under 

the WPA appeared: 2,161 miles of levees built, 399 miles improved; 227 miles of riprap 

built, 80 miles improved; 42 miles of retaining wall built; 113 miles improved; 582 miles of 

bulkheads constructed, 14 miles improved; 452 miles of river dredged.  Other men were put 

to work restoring bridges and roads, repairing water mains and sewers, burning dead animals, 

and dispersing chloride and lime for disinfection.  Water conservation was a major objective 

of the WPA.  By the summer of 1935, over 2,000 small dams were constructed on both 

public and private properties.  Thousands and thousands of farm and garden pounds were 

dug—1,550 in Kansas alone.  Completed WPA projects in water conservation alone made for 

a remarkable total: 3,118 dams built, 184 improved; 4,927 wells built, 1,159 improved; 116 

lakes built, 69 improved; 932 storage reservoirs built, 200 improved; 4,390 ponds and 

waterholes built.  Erosion control made for a similarly lengthy list: 3,084 erosion control 

projects, 525 square miles of land protected, 1,528,500 acres of drought area land plowed 

using improved techniques, 271,760 acres of land terraced, 5,707,000 trees planted, and 

1,682,000 shrubs planted.44  All in all, the federal government took an incredibly 

commanding role in disaster relief.  It seemed as though FDR had touched nearly every inch 

of dry land through self-help measures. 
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The administration understood the extensive disaster relief programs to be stopgap 

measures as opposed to permanent fixtures of a welfare state.  As 1935 closed, Roosevelt 

read a private letter from Tugwell.  Tugwell, like most leaders, realized that there was an 

almost certain likelihood that drought would continue into 1936.  In preparation, Tugwell did 

not urge Roosevelt to develop some new agency or request an appropriation from Congress.  

Rather, Tugwell, “in anticipation of a great deal of pressure for Federal funds,” appointed a 

committee of state and federal officials with the duty of making a report on fundamental 

causes of drought.  “They will, of course, report that arable farming ought not to be carried 

on over a large part of the area,” concluded Tugwell of the committee before they even met.  

“My thought is that such a report will provide the basis for withdrawing assistance some time 

in the future to those who persist in plowing in the area,” ended Tugwell.45 Disaster relief 

efforts in 1935 were in part meant to educate farmers on proper techniques—hence the WPA 

emphasis on water conservation and soil erosion.  By teaching farmers proper methods, 

leaders believed that they actually liberated the federal government from future responsibility 

for disaster relief.  Therefore, the disaster relief programs created during the Dust Bowl were 

not meant to be permanent features of an expanded welfare state, but rather temporary 

emergency provisions.  But, it should be pointed out that dams, retaining walls, and storage 

reservoirs were lasting reminders of the presence of the state in everyday life.   

 Roosevelt nonetheless intensified drought relief efforts in the summer of 1936.  Up to 

that point relief had cost billions of dollars and FDR wanted to spend millions more.  

Secretary of Agriculture Henry Wallace was worried; he had no idea where the funds would 
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come from.  Roosevelt, on the other hand, remained calm, stating that he was not sure where 

he would find the money but that it would be found.  Wallace, though, kept his “gloomier 

view of the financing end of the program” as more and more money was spent.46   

FDR had to get creative in his spending.  In January of 1936 the Supreme Court in 

United States v. Butler found the AAA to be unconstitutional because it demonstrated an 

overstretch of Congressional power in violation of the Tenth Amendment.  The Supreme 

Court declared the AAA’s financing method (a tax imposed on food processors) 

unconstitutional.  Also according to the ruling, the AAA’s regulation of agricultural 

production violated the tenets of states rights.  The AAA, though, functioned as a major tool 

of disaster relief because it purchased cattle, provided seed loans, and aided farmers in 

drought areas by affording them with money if they allowed the government to purchase 

their land.  Land purchase was an important component to disaster relief efforts because it 

prevented further plowing and soil erosion.  Roosevelt therefore ingeniously worked around 

the United States v. Butler ruling in order to continue efforts to prevent soil erosion by 

purchasing sub-marginal land for purposes of soil conservation. Roosevelt worked around the 

unconstitutionality of the AAA in 1936 by creating a replacement program called the Soil 

Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act.  This act paid farmers who followed soil-building 
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practices on surplus acreage instead of planting wheat or cotton.  The January ruling, then, 

did not deter government power in the arena of land purchases. 47 

Roosevelt’s disaster relief program continued unabated by Supreme Court rulings.  In 

the summer of 1936, Congress set aside $25 million for rural rehabilitation, but Roosevelt 

needed more money than that for his extensive disaster relief program.  The sum earmarked 

by Congress for rural rehabilitation increased by $160 million to permit an extended 

emergency drought program—multiplying the original allocation over six times.  More than 

$30 million was allotted from that inflated sum to be set aside for “conservation”—meaning 

land purchase.  There was some limit to the budget, though; the WPA was to only spend $3 

million each month for soil erosion and wind prevention initiatives on land already purchased 

by the federal government.  More and more drought sufferers took on WPA jobs.  Figures 

from the time showed that by the end of July 1936, the WPA employed more than 2 million 

Americans.  And FDR wanted even more.  Officials in Washington felt uneasy with the 

decision to allot additional sums—a whopping $1,405,000,000—for rural rehabilitation 

through WPA jobs.  Officials doubted that the bloated work relief funds could last out the 

fiscal year.48   

The drought continued and the FDR administration flooded the area with disaster aid, 

making more and more people employees of the state.  WPA employment peaked in 1936, 
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with over 3 million workers.49  The administration was praised across the country for the help 

it provided through billions of dollars.  “If this does not come under the head of justified 

spending, how better can the government function?” stated an article in the Reno Journal.50  

“The administration is to be commended for the promptness with which it is moving to bring 

relief to certain areas in the northwest which have been hard hit by drouth,” read a report in 

the Minneapolis Tribune.51  “The situation means much hardship to farmers of the drought 

stricken districts.  Federal relief is to be afforded.  It should be sufficient to give the families 

of the famers, who will not be able to reap where they have sown, an adequate living,” 

pointed out the Madison, Wisconsin Journal.52 

Stating that Roosevelt was closely connected to the happenings in the Dust Bowl 

would be an understatement.  But, oddly enough, it was not until the late summer of the 1936 

election year that he actually took a tour of the Great Plains and met one-on-one with leaders 

from each of the affected states.53  People throughout the drought states requested the 

president make an appearance in their hometowns during his extensive Dust Bowl trip slated 

to last over two weeks.  During his tour of the drought areas, Roosevelt planned to make 

stops in Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North 
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Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.54  Plenty of handwritten letters flooded the 

White House.  Mrs. John Hays of Des Moines, Iowa, for example, wrote FDR in 

appreciation: “I want to thank you for the relief work that you have given.  It sure has helped 

to lighten our burden.”  She also wrote in the hopes that she and her children may have the 

pleasure of meeting him as he made his way through Iowa.55  In Baldwin, Wisconsin, the 

entire community, including marching bands, planned to salute Roosevelt as his train 

travelled through town.56  Local leaders in Springfield, Illinois urged Roosevelt to stop for 

just a five minute speech in the state’s capitol on his way to Hannibal, Missouri, promising 

him a crowd of at least 30,000 people.  They reminded Roosevelt that Springfield was a very 

strategic point in the state, where he could have the opportunity to impress Central Illinois.57   

Many more letters addressed the Roosevelt piled up in Washington as the Dust Bowl 

trip came nearer.  The letters indicated Roosevelt’s popularity as well as the peoples’ desire 

to see the nation’s leader.  Roosevelt was indeed a celebrity to the American people in the 

second half of the 1930s.  The letters also indicated how disaster relief had become a 

component of the welfare state and was considered by the people to be a service provided to 

them from the federal government.  That was demonstrated overtly in the letters sent in by 
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Judge Turner.  Turner pointed out that many in Kansas benefitted from relief loans and 

eagerly accepted them from the government.  FDR, argued Turner, had to show up at the 

jubilee and remind them that he was the man who made the checks possible, remind the 

people to not take the relief for granted, and acknowledge their appreciation with a vote for 

reelection. 

Even if Roosevelt capitalized on his extensive New Deal welfare state disaster relief 

program, he wanted to make clear that he did not provide Americans with a free dole.  He 

emphasized this point when he met with leaders from each of the states hit by the Dust Bowl 

at the Presidential Drought Conference with local leaders in Des Moines, Iowa.  First, 

Roosevelt met with Governor Guy B. Park of Missouri.  Roosevelt allowed Park to begin the 

conversation by explaining disaster conditions in his state.  Each subsequent meeting opened 

the same way.  Park explained that there were 278,000 affected families, and about 27,000 of 

them were on WPA relief.  Corn was a total failure (14 percent its normal) and wheat, alfalfa, 

and soybeans were way below normal levels.  Grasshoppers did a great deal of damage, 

leaving the corn stalks “practically bereft of all but just bare stalks.”  The wells were dry, the 

ponds were empty, and the farmers had no means of tiding their cattle during the winter. 

They needed immediate relief.  Roosevelt asked Park if immediate relief was needed.  

Roosevelt responded, “And the problem of giving them work; we are very anxious, of 

course, to avoid the dole as much as possible.  In other words, to give them useful work 

during the winter as much as we can.”  When Park suggested that the government provide 

farmers with checks to hold them over, FDR ignored him and interrupted with suggestions 

for more highway construction, well digging, and pond building.  Park replied to Roosevelt, 

“May be that will help but you have got to do something besides building roads to furnish 
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these people with sustenance for the winter and money to buy seed, this is every important 

that that be done in some way.”  Roosevelt responded, “We want to do that just as little as we 

possibly can.”58 

Next Roosevelt met with Governor Clyde L. Herring of Iowa.  The meeting was 

conducted in much the same way as the previous get-together.  However, during the Iowa 

talk, Roosevelt gave a stern warning.  “A governor—I will not say which one, quite far from 

here—worked hard the other day to try to get me to say that we would relieve his state from 

the obligation of taking care of the unemployables,” said Roosevelt.  “I said, ‘Nothing doing.  

No locality, no county, can put any unemployables onto federal relief.’  So we have to make 

that very clear to all our local people.  We are working together taking care of the 

employables [sic].  They still have got to take care of the maimed, the halt and the blind.  

This is out of their own funds.”59  With this remark, Roosevelt made it very clear that his 

New Deal disaster program helped only a certain portion of the population.  While he listed 

blind, maimed, and halt as disqualified for federal disaster relief, he could have also listed 

singles and the non-landholding.  With this class-bias, the federal government left out many 

drought sufferers—and Roosevelt vocally admitted that.  His disaster relief initiative was 

more like a back-to-work program for upright citizens, rather than a nondiscriminatory dole 

for anyone and everyone.  Roosevelt continued to state his warning, “And you take the next 

step it would mean in the case of trees that the Federal government would go and put the 

trees on the individual farm without contribution by the individual—it would mean in the 
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case of terracing, the Federal Government to come in and terrace the individual farmer’s land 

free of charge.  It is an awfully dangerous precedent to start.”60 

The Roosevelt administration did indeed expand the welfare state in terms of disaster 

relief in a way like never before in history. It did this not just through buying cattle and 

providing loans, but also through the erection of dams, roads, reservoirs, schools, sewage 

disposal systems, bridges, airports, and parks through the WPA as programs to end both the 

depression and suffering from the drought.61  But Roosevelt consistently stressed that aid—

be it through loans or jobs—was to be provided to only a certain part of the American 

population and jobs were to be provided to upright citizens as a temporary means toward 

rural rehabilitation.  “Certainly neither the President, nor the Congress, nor Harry Hopkins, 

has ever regarded the WPA . . . as offering a solution to unemployment,” explained a White 

House official to the American people over America’s Town Meeting of the Air, one of the 

country’s first radio talk shows.  “These agencies were set up, not to solve the problem of 

unemployment, but to meet the problems of the unemployed.  This distinction is extremely 

important.”  Although granting work relief cost nearly twice as much as providing a dole, the 

White House official pointed out that for every dollar of relief money spent by the 

government, they saw a return of at least seventy cents of valuable public improvements or 
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public services.  Moreover, unlike the dole, argued the official, work programs allowed the 

drought victims to retain their skills and a sense of self-respect through hard work.62 

 

“Not the Same Old Paupers” 

  

Despite the conclusions of some scholars, welfare state disaster relief did not benefit 

all victims.  Dauber, for instance, uses disaster relief to challenge the idea that the American 

welfare state is indeed weak and rooted in a reliance on classical liberalism and its faith in 

the free market.  A plethora of studies exist that prove the opposite of Dauber’s contention 

and use variables of gender, race, ethnicity, conceptions of morality and the deserving and 

undeserving poor, and frameworks of a two-tiered American welfare state to show the 

weakness of the welfare state.  Dauber argues that victims of natural calamity “have escaped 

any serious scrutiny as the able-bodied recipients of large, long-standing federal transfer 

payments” and are ignored by moral and theoretical frameworks.  In this narrative, disaster 

relief is an anomaly because, unlike other welfare state programs that are administered 

according to stipulations of wealth, parenthood, or homeownership, for example, disaster 

relief is seemingly divvied out on an equal basis.  Dauber is indeed one of the first scholars to 

tackle the issue of disaster relief in earnest, as the topic has been handled only cursory or not 

at all.  For example, Francis Fox Piven and Richard Cloward briefly pass by disaster relief in 

their classic Regulating the Poor when they note that “federal aid was . . . given in cases of 

disasters such as floods and drought but not for the disaster of unemployment.” But, an 
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examination of the Dust Bowl reveals first that the New Deal facilitated the 

institutionalization of federal disaster relief into the welfare state on an unequal basis to all 

victims.63 

A malfunction of Roosevelt’s Dust Bowl disaster relief was that it left out many 

Americans, forcing thousands upon thousands to migrate in search of work and new homes.   

Those migrants became commonly known as “Okies”, “Arkies”, and “Texies” but came from 

every drought state. Over 2 million people fled the Dust Bowl, a great number heading west 

to California, in America’s largest concentrated migration.  Many of the migrants were 

business owners and teachers who benefitted nothing from crop loans or cattle purchasing 

programs.  Others were young laborers who did not own any land.  As mentioned earlier, to 

qualify for emergency relief, one had to first plant a garden.  To plant a garden, one also had 

to have land, perhaps a house, and be stationary.64  Many young single men were labeled 

“transients” as they ran away from their parents in search of a better life.  For example, 
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twelve-year old Douglas Ledbetter left his dad, stepmom, and six siblings in search of work 

Chicago or Florida—he was not sure.65  Many parents of transients sent descriptions of the 

runaways to Washington in hopes that leaders would help find their children.  When 

seventeen-year old James Dwyer left his home, his parents sent a detailed description of the 

young man to Washington.  We learn that he was 5 foot, seven inches, 135 pounds, wore 

white gold-rim glasses over his brown eyes, and was last reported in Kansas City, Missouri.  

Before he left home, James wished to find employment to help his family.  His mother, 

however, demanded that he stay in school.  So James left, determined to find employment to 

support himself, if not his family.  After her son ran away from home, his mother changed 

her mind.  If found, she requested that the finder inform her son that he would be permitted to 

accept employment should he return home.66  It is unclear what happened to Douglas and 

James.  

More problems with the New Deal disaster relief program were a result of the local-

level control over the distribution and running of federal aid and programs.  But leaders, both 

local and national and FDR, preferred the program to be handled at the state level so that 

disaster relief remained local in nature, giving the impression that the federal government 

was not completely omnipotent but allowed for state-level control over local concerns.  

Representative Burdick, introduced earlier in this chapter, expressed the typical opinion.  He 

demanded government help for his state because North Dakota, but insisted that state leaders 
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be in charge of the administration of disaster relief.  “The State administration,” he said, 

“should be responsible for the actual distribution and not the national administration.”67  The 

federal government had the same position, noting that state administrations were permitted 

“ample discretion as to methods employed in carrying out” disaster relief.68   

Ample discretion of the states made for troublesome disaster relief efforts as it left 

room for petty politicians, mismanagement of relief funds, and shoddy administration of aid.  

In Boyd and Marietta counties in Minnesota there was confusion at the local level regarding 

when they were technically allowed to release feed to needy farmers.  More than 1,752 tons 

of hay, straw, and corn fodder sat in storage bins across the counties.  County relief 

administers felt helpless after receiving a do-not-distribute order from leaders in St. Paul until 

they made changes to state relief procedures.  Senator Schall reported the debacle to 

Congress, detailing how the livestock in Minnesota starved while waiting for changes in the 

local relief program to take place in St. Paul.  “Were the cattle and horses supposed to eat 

theories and sleep on a bedding of statistics?” he asked. “At the fair grounds in this city there 

were several hundred tons of hay baled and waiting for distribution.  One small boy and a 

cigarette or match could wipe out this entire stock in a few minutes.  Would that be better 

than to distribute it to needy farmers?” probed Schall.69  Schall, an opponent of the New Deal 
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and Roosevelt, blamed Washington for the problems.  But, in reality, it was local 

mismanagement of federal funds that caused the dilemmas.   

Similar circumstances hindered relief efforts in eastern Kentucky.  Local leaders 

within the state’s government simply put a moratorium on any plans to distribute federal aid.  

Hickok met with the county relief supervisor, Miss Caroline Boone.  Boone tallied 28,000 

farm families who were to receive government aid—or approximately 150,000 people.  

There were probably more than that, said Boone, “because no body ever heard of a family of 

five.”  According to what Boone told Hickok: 

  Pasted up on the doors of the relief offices to which those   

   people….came for their work slips and food orders are typewritten  

   notices stating that for the present there will be no more help for them.  

   Every morning little groups of the people—those who still have  

   enough strength to walk anywhere from one to ten miles—came  

   straggling in and stand staring helplessly at those notices.  Many of 

   them cannot read. . . . One morning Miss Boone…looked them over, 

   sent all the money she had in her purse over to the bank and had it  

   changed into 50-cent pieces, and distributed it among them.70  

State officials placed a moratorium on the disbursement of aid because they were “all poor 

white trash and communists, anyway.”  That comment indicated the negative connotation 

applied to welfare in general and fears that a dole would make for an underserving class of 

lazy Americans.  But that was not the case with Roosevelt’s disaster aid.  Besides, Hickok 
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reported that the people in eastern Kentucky were “pure Anglo-Saxon stock” and some even 

“descended from the finest families in American colonial history.”  All were “passionately 

patriotic,” too, and “very religious.”  She pointed out that it was the state where Abraham 

Lincoln was born.71  

 The people in Kentucky who were being unfairly cut off from federal aid may have 

been upright citizens; other people with power, though, were the exact opposite.  That was 

the case in West Virginia, where Major Francis Turner was supposed to act as the state relief 

director and distribute federal aid.  But Turner was left in a confusing position that prevented 

him from going to work as the director and prevented the undertaking of disaster relief.  The 

reasons were complicated and frustrating.  Turner happened to be responsible for the 

distribution of other welfare funds in the state, too, not just those relegated for disaster relief.  

Part of those funds included about $30,000 for the care of crippled children.  An orthopedic 

surgeon who was reported to be “something of a quack” and who was denied membership 

into the American Medical Association heard word of the $30,000.  The doctor desired to use 

all the $30,000 in federal funds to take care of the crippled children in his privately owned 

hospital.  The swindler doctor was charming, too, and used his charisma to woo prominent 

women in the state to his cause, including the one and only female member of the state 

legislature.  By flattering these well-off women—some of whom probably had husbands in 

politics—and the female legislator, the doctor managed to organize a fairly powerful lobby 

for himself.  The lobby was strong enough so that Governor Herman G. Kump even feared 

him.  But Turner was not impressed by the character and refused to hand over the $30,000.  

Therefore, the lobby stood against Turner.  Not wanting to upset the lobby, Governor Kump 
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held off the official appointment of Turner as state relief director, leaving no one in charge 

and thus stopped the disbursement of disaster relief to the entire state of West Virginia.72  

 The administration consistently expressed that federal aid should be administered 

with local discretion.  However, the aforementioned problems with state power demonstrated 

in many instances that the local level mishandled its duties.  That reality prompted the 

administration to rethink its stance and rethink its commitment to allowing state power to 

remain enact during a national emergency that required federal funds.  The administration 

admitted that local control over federal relief funds “simply did not work well.”  It worked 

badly because a wide variety of standards of relief dotted the Dust Bowl.  Moreover, too 

many officials held the assumption that federal relief, or welfare, would ruin the integrity of 

their communities.  “In too many parts of the country,” stated a representative of the 

administration, “there was no recognition given to the fact that these newly unemployed 

people, that had grown in numbers from a handful to millions were a new kind of poor 

people.  They were not the same old paupers who had normally been handled by the archaic 

poor-laws in most of our states.”  Drought victims allowed aid were “able-bodied 

unemployed citizens—the same kind of people as you and I.”  Farm families were indeed 

good Americans who were incorporated into Roosevelt’s New Deal welfare state because of 

a natural disaster that uprooted their proper ways of life, incorporated into a “great 

democratic program of providing real work on useful public projects.”  And it was unfair and 
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a shame that local leaders believed otherwise and withheld federal relief funds from their 

respectable citizens.73 

 Certain problems inevitably emerged as the Dust Bowl dwindled in severity and the 

federal government had the opportunity to step back and analyze the largest disaster relief 

initiative up to that point in American history.  Never before had the federal government 

spent so much money on natural disaster aid.  But, at the same time, never before had the 

federal government constructed a welfare state as had appeared during Roosevelt’s New 

Deal.  Disaster relief was a component of that New Deal welfare state, and remained so after 

the Dust Bowl ended.  As the drought ended in 1938, a new political environment 

characterized the United States.  The Roosevelt administration expanded the reach of the 

American state; the welfare state stretched into the everyday lives of citizens.  The New Deal 

facilitated that reach.  Disaster relief compounded the stretch.  The WPA and the AAA 

managed to incorporate millions of Americans into a national welfare state.  Millions of farm 

families survived the Dust Bowl due to WPA jobs and AAA loans.  Moreover, all 

Americans, not just farm families, arguably benefitted from the New Deal disaster program 

by way of WPA projects that constructed or improved dams, parks, reservoirs, schools, 

airports, and roads.  In that way, disaster relief was truly national in scope. 

 But those who received direct assistance from the federal government were only a 

certain class of Americans living in the Dust Bowl: landowning farmers and their families.  

Allowing only farm families to receive the support of federal disaster relief points to the 

inherent favoritism of the welfare state.  Time and time again local leaders resisted outright 
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welfare.  Time and time again FDR stressed that there would be no dole.  The government’s 

relief plan for “rural rehabilitation” left out many needy people.  The ideological 

underpinnings of a country founded on the tenets of self-help and rugged individualism 

produced a welfare state and thus a disaster relief plan that favored those “upright” citizens. 

The disaster relief program was a confusing mix: undeniably statist at the root, but 

fundamentally individualistic in its aim to help most those who could preserve the Midwest 

agricultural empire.  And that was the root of this entire clip of American history: How best 

could American agribusiness proceed into the future, given that nature had already 

backlashed?  Roosevelt began the process of healing by using the welfare state to bandage 

the land and the farmers.  Just in case the Midwest Empire should start to flounder and 

agribusinesses begin to falter, a precedent had been set where the welfare state could be 

expected to come to the rescue.  Thus the Roosevelt era began the very long trend of 

funneling federal disaster relief through a welfare state most concerned with preserving 

economic vitality. 
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   Chapter Three 

Natural Power 

  

 

By the mid-1940s, the memory of the Dust Bowl weakened as diplomatic relations 

gave way to the threat of a third worldwide war.  Upon taking office on April 12, 1945, 

President Harry S Truman became the most powerful man in the world.  Just four months 

after the oath of office, Truman ordered bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki to end World 

War II. And when the Soviet Union developed its own nuclear bomb in 1949, mounting fear 

of nuclear fallout and mutually assured destruction reformulated notions of disaster relief as a 

national concern.  When the United States tested the first hydrogen bomb and obliterated a 

Marshall Island in 1952 followed by the Soviet Union’s development of a hydrogen bomb a 

year later, the political concept of natural disaster no longer meant just natural occurrences.1 

Indeed, the thought of nuclear warfare consumed Truman; historians have noted how 

the prospect of nuclear fallout influenced the way in which Truman interpreted executive 

decisions.2  Although little research has been done on the impact of this condition on the way 

that presidents carried out their other duties and responsibilities, an analysis of Truman’s 

disaster relief policy, especially his desire to develop hydroelectric power through flood 
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control development demonstrates how disaster relief became equated with national security 

during the Cold War era. Federal spending on disaster relief had already been legitimated 

during the presidency of Franklin D. Roosevelt.  Because of that precedent, Truman was able 

to expand federal disaster relief policy in new directions, and he did so under the guise of 

national security.  Federal disaster relief was already ingrained into the structure of the 

administrative state by the time Truman assumed the presidency, allowing Truman the ability 

to mold it as he saw fit.    Accordingly, flood control and the development of hydroelectric 

power became issues of security rather than disaster relief protection and recovery.  Disaster 

policy could best be used to develop electricity as a power source in a wartime economy as 

opposed to, for example, developing relief programs to streamline the process of providing 

temporary shelter and food to disaster victims.  Truman’s use of disaster programs 

demonstrated early links between disaster relief policy and national security.  That link 

caused relief in the form of grant and loan programs for needy disaster victims, for example, 

to become secondary issues.  It was not the welfare of the people that characterized the 

meaning of federal disaster relief in the 1950s, but rather it was used as a tool to attempt to 

better America’s position as a capitalist leader during the Cold War.3 
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However, Truman’s desire to initiate broad flood relief and hydroelectric projects to 

increase national security became a point of contention between Truman—the executive 

leader who wished to expand upon Roosevelt’s New Deal welfare state with his Fair Deal—

and northern Republicans and southern Democrats in Congress who wished to scale back the 

scope of the welfare state and curtail spending on Truman’s plan for extensive flood control.  

A Republican majority took control of both houses of Congress in 1946—the first time since 

1931. The relationship with Congress was tense for the former Democratic Senator from 

Missouri unaccustomed to dealing with a strong GOP presence.  Truman had little patience 

for conservative domestic policy initiatives that Republicans in Washington, D.C. proposed.  

Likewise, conservative members of Congress had little patience for Truman and accordingly 

did things like pass the Taft-Hartley Act in 1947 over Truman’s veto, ignored Truman’s 

proposals for national health insurance, a federal housing program, support for education, 

and an increase in the national minimum wage.  Truman wanted to expand the New Deal at 

the very time that many Republicans wanted to dismantle it, a dilemma that often lead to 

gridlock.4  
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 But according to Truman, natural resources were national security issues worthy of 

government planning and, therefore, government spending.  In particular, Truman focused on 

flood control—which included levee and harbor repair and construction and development of 

hydroelectric power sources as “war-preparedness measures.”  Truman also wanted to 

accelerate the growth of steel, oil, and aluminum production.  These measures could prevent 

a repeat of World War II crash programs to raise industrial production to wartime levels and 

maintain peacetime economic growth and industrial employment.5  According to the 

president, these plans were hardly wasteful spending.  Rather, constructing dams to harness 

waterpower could be transferred into national clout to defeat outside and inside threats during 

the context of a Cold War.  Flood control fit into Truman’s larger focus on national security 

in the years following the end of World War II.  Truman reasoned members of Congress who 

had balked on what they viewed as just another wasteful government spending project and 

were tired of spending on programs dealing with the natural world during the Roosevelt 

presidency would rally behind the issue of national security.  Writing on the topic, Truman 

noted that “an expanded capacity to produce power is one of the most urgent needs of our 

defense mobilization program, and it is especially urgent in the areas where these [dams] are 

to be built.  These projects are all sound investments of public funds . . . if we are to counter 

successfully the long-range Soviet threat to our national security.”6  But Truman’s plan for 
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increased spending on natural disaster measures faced much opposition from, as he put it in 

1948, that “do-nothing Republican Congress.”7  

Truman’s proposed flood control program did not appeal to average Americans.  

Flood victims were not concerned with long-term goals of developing hydroelectric power or 

linking dams to national security; they were more concerned with how the administration 

would expand on-the-ground individual disaster assistance.  This put Truman in a 

complicated position.  He felt his power in Washington diminishing as conservatives from 

both parties challenged him.  In his mind, dams could fix that problem.  He wanted a multi-

million dollar flood program so that he could increase his power as president and expand the 

economy through defense spending.  He was less concerned with establishing direct and 

individual disaster aid for ordinary citizens affected by natural calamity.  If he could harness 

America’s waters, he could harness his power as president. Truman gained more control with 

the Disaster Relief Act of 1950, which fundamentally altered the politics of disaster relief by 

granting the president broad power over disaster response.  Nevertheless, Congress refused to 

grant appropriations to fund Truman’s exhaustive hydroelectric projects.  Despite an increase 

in executive authority, the American people were left dissatisfied; they wanted a flood 

program that would expand the availability of direct federal disaster relief after the 

Mississippi River flooded in the summer months of 1951 and 1952.  Truman’s opponents in 

Congress wanted neither and advocated local solutions for the 1951 and 1952 floods and 

consistently denied Truman’s national defense flood program. 
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Truman: An Environmental Keynesian? 

  

 President Truman did not initially dip copiously into the federal treasury for the 

purpose of flood control.  The postwar economy he inherited was damaged.8  After the war, 

returning soldiers pushed wages down, inflation rose some 25 percent during the first year 

after the war, and approximately five thousand workers’ strikes occurred across the country 

as about 5 million people walked off the job by the end of 1946. Truman, hoping to improve 

his popularity by fixing the economy, preferred to cut expenses for flood control in 1946.  

Truman attempted to bring order and discipline to his White House and was especially 

interested in creating budgets for the federal government.9  Accordingly, Truman placed a 

ceiling of $130 million on federal flood control expenditures in August 1946.  The money 

allotted for flood control was to be spent only on projects that were already underway.10  In 

October of 1946 Truman made an order to further limit appropriations Congress proposed for 

flood control and reclamation, stating that he was “determined on one thing and that is to 

make every effort possible to make the income meet the expenditures.”  He continued, “If 
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there was ever a time when expenses can be cut, now is that time, and every branch of the 

Government will necessarily have to make a contribution toward that effort.”11   

 But Truman made these cuts to the flood control program before considering how his 

decisions impinged on work that had been approved and was underway.  Truman did admit 

that the 1946 budget situation may cause “further postponement of several of these projects” 

and he did “hope the matter [could] be worked out.”12  His earnest response did little to 

demonstrate his awareness of the already extensive federal flood control program initiated 

during the last administration and did not indicate any connection yet between federal flood 

initiatives and national security.  The budget seemed to be the most important topic on 

Truman’s mind.   

He received considerable reproach for his rushed budget cuts.  For instance, Kansas 

City, Missouri Mayor William E. Kemp saw little sense in Truman curtailing expenditures 

for a flood control project already underway in Kansas City.  Knowing that his city flooded 

on a regular basis, Kemp feared for its survival.  Kemp wrote to Truman that he was positive 

“the engineers will tell you that it would be far more economical to continue straight through 

with this work along the south bank of the Missouri, around Kansas City, than to do it piece-

meal.  Another flood such as Kansas City experienced in 1903,” he continued, “would 

destroy property of value many times the cost of the entire construction project now 
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underway.”13  He urged the president to reconsider his position, reiterating that he did not 

believe protecting a city from a great flood should be considered “deferrable work.”14  

Truman responded a week later to Kemp’s request that the Kansas City project be put back 

into the budget: “It is not possible for me to play any favorites in the matter, much as I would 

like to do so.”15   

 Truman’s moves disappointed and concerned the Department of Agriculture.  The 

department wanted to make clear to Truman just how complex the work already taking place 

was and how negatively his budget cuts would affect progress on such.  The reductions, 

explained the department, required extensive and detailed changes to extant work plans.  It 

included, for just one example, reopening negotiations with leaders from some 58 soil 

conservation districts and reducing their budgets.  Some of those districts had already begun 

flood control activities according to larger budgets approved by the Department of 

Agriculture in the previous year. Truman’s decisions forced the department to quash earlier 

promises.  “The reduction,” read a Department of Agriculture memorandum, “required the 

most careful handling in order not to give the impression of bad faith on the part of the 

Government and thus dampen the enthusiasm of the local leaders and the people in their 

cooperative effort.”  The Department of Agriculture memorandum noted that people within 

the department were “very fearful” that “irreparable damage will be done to the future of the 
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program, as a result of loss of confidence in the Department’s ability to carry out its 

agreements.”16 

 Although the president was cutting back the budget for federal flood projects to the 

chagrin of local leaders and federal-level bureaucrats, the activity indicated an indisputable 

presence of an administrative state involved in controlling the natural world.  But reaction of 

ordinary citizens to Truman’s spending cuts indicated dissatisfaction toward government 

involvement.  In the 1940s, Americans felt entitled to government protection; the welfare 

state provided other protections like a minimum wage, social security, and workplace 

protection, so it made sense that disaster relief would continue to be considered a component 

of the new welfare state that Roosevelt’s relief, recovery, and reform provided to Americans.  

That was evident in a particularly colorful letter addressed to Truman from a self-described 

“Indignant Citizen of Arkansas” who was peeved about the entire situation.  This person 

invited Truman to visit Arkansas the next time it flooded because “floods are very interesting 

to watch.”  Of particular concern to the Arkansan were the aging levees, especially since “the 

Engineers didn’t have enough men or money during the war to keep them adequately 

repaired.”  Truman’s budget cuts stopped flood control projects that had been approved a 

year before.  “An Indignant Citizen” complained: “The plans, as you know were made for 

these dams.  Money was appropriated by congress to build these dams.  A contract was let to 

build one of them.  Even this dam is not being started.  Why?  We know why.”  This 

disgruntled Arkansan hypothesized, “Our President doesn’t have to worrey [sic] about 

Arkansas.  He has to worrey about people in Palestine and Bongo Bongo and balencing [sic] 
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budgets in Washington.  But Arkansas always votes the Democratic ticket.  He doesn’t have 

to worry about that.”17 

By the beginning of 1947, Truman’s opinion of spending on flood control changed in 

a dramatic way, perhaps making “An Indignant Citizen” not so indignant.  Truman, the man 

who had just been pinching every penny he could on flood control projects, suddenly 

announced to Congress in January of 1947 that he wanted to “marshal” the country’s 

“national strength and ingenuity on a vast scale” in order to “subdue and regulate one of the 

mightiest forces on earth—the Father of Waters and his family of tributary stresses.”18  In 

order to do so, he supported a ten-year, multi-million dollar plan for flood control.   

Improving economic conditions and deepening national security concerns had much 

to do with his changing position. From 1947 to approximately 1960, the economy rebounded 

dramatically and the gross national product doubled. The Truman administration’s penchant 

to match the Soviet Union “gun-for-gun” influenced presidential opinion on wartime 

spending, which included water programs.  The Cold War facilitated a Keynesian economy 

in which the Truman administration explained flood control projects as components of 

national security.  The administration related flood control projects to national security in an 

attempt to gain popular and congressional support; a 1947 State Department study found that 

only 28 percent of the American population approved state efforts to stay ahead of Russians 
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by building atomic bombs.19  Given an apathetic population as well as a Congress that 

wished to reduce federal spending, the Truman administration exaggerated the threat of the 

Soviet Union on the United States and packaged spending as integral to national security.  

While there is no solid study of how Truman manipulated disaster relief to this end, other 

monographs address the topic from angles of civil rights, sexuality, and consumerism.  For 

example, Lizabeth Cohen demonstrates how a Keynesian wartime economy promoted 

consumerism as an American value, in which it became a democratic duty for citizens to 

spend and barrow to ensure freedom and equality.20 Along similar lines, Elaine Tyler May 

explains that the metaphor for the age was the notion of containment, extending to the 

nuclear family in a suburban home.21  Although these works do not grapple with disaster 

relief as a component of the wartime economy, they do demonstrate how political leaders 

engrained Keynesian philosophy into multiple levels of American domestic culture.  Robert 

M. Collins contends that the pursuit of economic growth became the central and defining 

feature of U.S. policy in the half-century after the end of World War II.22  

 Flood control projects during the Truman administration now had everything to do 

with post-World War II economic expansion and defense spending.  Indeed Truman 

promoted a sort of environmental Keynesianism, one that targeted governmental spending on 
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manipulating the natural world during a time of economic expansion.  And, because he 

linked disaster relief to defense spending programs, Truman’s flood program became a 

component of his expanded wartime spending.  Truman sought the support of Congress in his 

initiatives, warning them, “We can sit idly by—or almost as bad, resort to the false economy 

of feeble and inadequate measures.”  Because Truman conflated dams and levees with 

national security, spending on these programs can be explained as a component of his 

wartime economic policy.  For example, the Truman administration’s NSC-68 program of 

matching the Soviet Union “gun-for-gun” was not just about an arms race, but was also 

meant to increase economic growth.  The Truman Doctrine itself, which rested on a distorted 

threat of Soviet attack, promoted not a rash plunge into war but a steady capacity and ability 

to risk war, therefore requiring an active wartime economy.  The Truman administration’s 

desire for flood prevention as a national security measure was too a part of this wartime 

economy.23  

The development of America’s river system, argued the president, could increase the 

wealth and safety of the nation.  He “urged that the program for improvement of our rivers be 

pushed with full vigor” because the “productive future of this Nation lies in the effective 

development of our river basins.”  When speaking of floods, Truman announced that “such 

disasters can no longer be regarded as isolated or rare occurrences to be controlled with 

emergency and relief measures,” thus stating that the federal government should take full 

control of flood prevention—a bold statement considering that if the federal government took 

responsibility for flood prevention, the American people would expect them to bear the 
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burden when floods cracked and toppled federal infrastructure, sending water into their 

homes.24   

“This continued threat and the recurring and accumulative damage to the national 

economy and well-being cannot be ignored,” said Truman.  “Common prudence required that 

adequate measures be taken for protection against these devastating floods.  The economy of 

controlling floods as compared with the cost of continuing under the handicap of their 

disruptive force has been amply demonstrated,” pointed out Truman.  “Yet,” he continued, 

“as a nation, we have neglected our fair-weather opportunities to repair our roof and, time 

and again, with our inevitable rains, have had to bear the greater cost of the damage caused 

by our neglect.”  Truman could have been talking about his own previous neglect, 

considering that just months earlier he blocked appropriations for flood control.25  

By January 1947, Truman assessed flood control as a national problem that 

demanded a federal government solution.  In 1947 Truman proposed a ten-year major flood 

control plan in the Missouri Valley to be led by the Army Corps of Engineers.  The Missouri 

Valley plan included surveys, studies, and preparation for the construction of levees and 

dams and other infrastructure for flood prevention. But Truman was quick to remind 

Congress that, while he did want to eliminate floods, hydroelectric power development 

would be the most significant component.  In order to carry out the grand plan, Truman asked 

Congress to approve an additional $3.35 billion to cover costs.  Moreover, Truman noted that 
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the essential completion of the entire comprehensive plan in ten years would require 

appropriations averaging $300 million annually to be divided among the three departments.26 

As could be expected, conservative members of Congress distrusted Truman’s 

Missouri Valley plan. To many, it looked as if Truman wanted to replicate the Tennessee 

Valley Authority in Missouri and that initiative made them nervous.27  They wished to keep 

the federal government out of what they understood to be local matters and doubted whether 

extensive flood projects would even work.  A Missouri newspaper article read: “It appears 

likely now that Congress will boost funds for flood control work this year in the ravaged 

Missouri River basin.  But Senate Republican leaders will have no part of President 

Truman’s endorsement of a bill to create a Missouri Valley Authority.”  The article ended by 

telling readers that such a bill “hasn’t a chance of passage this year or the next.”28   

Another article appearing in a Missouri newspaper written under the penname 

Solomon Wise announced, “I can not yet endorse the plan of the M.V.A. modeled after the 

Tennessee Valley Administration.  I do not like the idea of spending billions of money paid 

in taxes by every state in the United States for the benefit of seven states where I may be 

living.”  Solomon Wise apparently disagreed with Truman’s declaration that floods were a 

national problem.   He continued to doubt that flood prevention plans would be successful, 

anyway: “The Missourian always has in mind the results after a surgical operation and he 

shakes his head when it is reported that the operation was a beautiful and successful one, but 
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the patient died.”29  Truman surely disagreed with that pessimistic assessment, because he 

was certain that a comprehensive plan of flood control “will prevent all destructive floods on 

the major tributaries of the Mississippi; and will reduce flood flows on the lower river so 

that, even under adverse conditions of synchronized storms in various parts of the watershed, 

the flood waters from almost half of our country will flow safely to the Gulf of Mexico.”30  

Of course, Truman was wrong about the prevention of all future flood disasters, but his goal 

of increasing his power as president in the arena of disaster relief—or the construction of 

dams, which Truman folded into disaster relief—continued. 

Even members of Truman’s own party doubted the President’s conflation of dams 

and national security.  Senator Herbert H. Lehman (D-NY) stated before Congress that he did 

not understand flood control to perform an essential function in the nation’s interest.  

Lehman was prepared to cut flood control amendments in 1950 by fifty percent.  He reasoned 

that such a dramatic cut would not have a negative affect on security.  His cut, argued 

Lehman, was to an area of funding that “would not hurt or interfere with national defense.”31 

Representative Henry M. (Scoop) Jackson (D-WA), who later in his career criticized 

President Dwight D. Eisenhower for spending too little on national defense, doubted that 

dam projects had much to do with national security.  Rather than spending federal money on 

those projects, Jackson pushed for the privatization of hydroelectric power, quoting a booklet 

put out by the National Association of Electric Companies entitled “You Draw the Line 
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Between Essential and Unnecessary Federal Power Projects.”  Quoting from the booklet 

before Congress, Jackson read, “We believe that a proper function of democratic government 

is to help people to do those jobs that need doing—and that they cannot do for themselves.”  

Jackson continued his narration, “If democracy is to endure, however, government must 

encourage people to do for themselves those things they can and are willing to do.  It is a sign 

of bureaucracy in putting its own interests first, not the people’s.”  The booklet cited an 

example of such as the federal construction of dams to promote flood control.  “Government 

should encourage the people to carry out whatever of these or related activities they can,” 

read Jackson.  If electric power was controlled by the marketplace rather than the federal 

government, the National Association of Electric Companies estimated that the nation would 

save 80,000 tons of government rationed metals, $22,700,000 of taxpayer money in fiscal 

year 1952 alone, and total eventual savings of $173,900,000.  But Truman did not want to 

give his plans up to the marketplace.32  As the commanding leader of the United States, he 

wanted to be in charge of the huge federal projects.  Subsequent changes in disaster relief law 

appeared to help him reach his goals.     

 

Presidential Power 

 

 Prior to the 1950s, Congress made the crucial decisions about disaster relief, in a 

reactive not proactive manner.  No federal agency exercised specific disaster relief duties.  

Rather, Congress enacted ad hoc legislation after each major catastrophe.  No central agency 
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and no formal legislation granting the president authority over assistance decisions existed; 

all was left to the legislative branch.  By the time of Truman’s White House tenure, federal 

disaster relief activity had grown considerably during the Roosevelt administration, and 

Truman wished to expand it further through hydroelectric development.  However, disaster 

relief law was incompatible with Truman’s desire to solidify the power of the executive 

branch.33  

In any case, by 1950, Congress gave more power to the executive branch with the 

Disaster Relief Act of 1950.  This act marked a turning point in the politics of disaster relief 

and came about as an alternative to the piecemeal approaches of the past.  The act was the 

first time in which the president gained authority to coordinate with the legislative branch on 

disaster relief.  Moreover, the act gave the executive power to decide when assistance should 

be given after state and local governments requested federal help.34  Broad powers in the 

arena of disaster response indicated a more powerful presidency; disaster relief seemed to be 

linked to the imperial presidency, giving the perception that more authority flowed from the 

White House.35  The balance of power between the legislative and executive branches 

appeared to be tipping toward the president in the arena of disaster relief. 
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Given the intense tension between Truman and members of Congress—those “do-

nothingers”—the passage of the Disaster Relief Act may seem a bit odd at first.  But, it made 

sense.  The act relieved members of Congress from the duty of passing separate laws to 

provide federal funds after each natural disaster.  The act stipulated that the president take on 

the role by approving or denying requests for aid from governors.  If the president approved, 

then the executive declared a major disaster.  Congress then reassumed its power to check the 

executive by voting on appropriation measures.  Both branches seemed to be satisfied: 

Truman assumed more power over the natural world while Congress continued to exert its 

control over appropriations.36  The passage of the act made sense for other reasons, too.  The 

Disaster Relief Act of 1950 initially conformed to the philosophy of limited government by 

stipulating that state and local governments were to remain the first line of defense after a 

natural disaster.  The federal government only considered helping after local and state 

governments expended “a reasonable amount of the funds” needed for recovery operations.37  

 Thus the government was still touting a hands-off position.  The Disaster Relief Act 

increased the responsibility of the federal government in providing extensive disaster relief, 

but did not entirely account for relief to individual Americans—demonstrating the tension 

between conservatism and individual entitlement.  The program did not provide for direct 
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grants to individuals but rather furnished assistance to state and local governments to make 

“emergency repairs to essential public facilities.”38  Thus the intent of the act was to provide 

an avenue in which the executive branch could appropriate money to fix federal buildings 

and infrastructure such as roads, schools, airports, post offices, communication networks, and 

other federally owned structures.  In future presidencies, however, the Disaster Relief Act 

expanded considerably.  Dams, which fascinated Truman so much, were also considered 

federal infrastructure, thus he viewed the act almost as a mandate to push further his goal for 

hydroelectric development.   

Shortly after the passage of the Disaster Relief Act of 1950, the region where Truman 

so badly wanted to establish flood control projects flooded in July 1951.  “Pursuant to the 

authority conferred upon me,” announced Truman, “I hereby determine that the 

unprecedented flood conditions now prevailing in Kansas and Missouri are a sufficient 

severity and magnitude to warrant disaster relief and assistance by the Federal Government 

and to supplement the efforts and available resources of State and local government.”39  

While Truman awaited receipt of certification from the area’s governors as to their needs, he 

requested that Congress allocate an additional $15 million for relief.40  Truman, along with 

Major General Lewis A. Pick, Chief of Army Engineers, Don Smith, the man in charge of the 
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Missouri Department of Agriculture, and First Lady Bess Truman left on July 17, 1951 to 

inspect the flooded area.41   

The trip solidified Truman’s desire for extensive federal flood control projects.  

Truman wrote to Philip Murray, a political supporter and acting president of the Congress of 

Industrial Organization.  The president thanked Murray for CIO fundraising for disaster 

relief, but also expressed his frustration with Congress.  “Such emergency relief, while 

necessary now that the flood has occurred,” explained Truman, “is no substitute for the real 

job that needs to be done—to prevent such floods from happening in the first place.”  

Truman went on to express his regret that a majority of lawmakers, even those from 

Missouri, opposed flood control projects, making it impossible to go ahead with flood 

control, navigation, irrigation, and power plans in the Missouri basin.  “I am sorry to say that 

a majority in Congress has cut my budget requests for flood control each of the last four 

years, and just a few weeks ago the House of Representatives cut this year’s budget requests 

by nearly 20 per cent,” wrote Truman.  He went on to explain that “there was still a lot of 

opposition from people who said it was wasteful to spend public funds for river development 

work, that it was socialism for the government . . . .”  But for Truman, river development was 

the opposite of socialism; he believed it an avenue to secure democracy through wartime 

spending.  Truman concluded his letter by predicting that only until there were more 
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“forward, liberal-minded members of Congress from these States” would adequate flood 

control projects be undertaken.42   

 While the role of the president in disaster relief increased with the Disaster Relief Act 

of 1950, Truman found that his ability to make Congress approve budget requests for flood 

control projects failed.  Although Truman linked disaster relief with long-term development 

for infrastructure, many members of Congress did not see the issue to be worthy of long-term 

investment—even those who lived in flood-stricken areas.  Just a month after floodwaters 

struck Missouri and Kansas, Truman wrote to Kenneth McKellar (D-TN), who chaired the 

Senate Appropriations Committee and was known for his opposition to the TVA.  Truman 

faced a challenging audience when writing to McKellar.   “I wish to urge the Congress to 

restore the funds eliminated by the House of Representatives from the original budget 

requests for fiscal year 1952 for flood control and river harbor development,” wrote Truman.  

In an attempt to persuade McKellar, Truman underscored his requests with their necessity to 

national defense.  The budget cuts, explained the president, prevented projects that, in 

addition to their flood control and navigation benefits, would “produce hydroelectric power 

urgently needed as part of our defense mobilization effort.”  An expanded capacity to 

produce waterpower, argued Truman to McKellar, was a most urgent need for defense, and 

therefore required investments of public funds.43   

 Truman’s disaster relief efforts focused on long-term development of the nation’s 

waters for national security purposes instead of protection from the water itself.  A letter to 
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Truman from the head of the Office of Defense Mobilization, Charles E. Wilson brought 

forth the issue of increasing federal spending not for wartime hydroelectric power for 

national defense but rather safety from Mother Nature. Wilson thought it best for the federal 

government to construct levees in order to prevent future flooding that would certainly 

destroy houses.  This, he believed, would be more economical.  “With the levee 

reconstruction and drainage work underway, the reconstruction job with respect to houses, 

farm buildings, and industrial structures could more reasonably be expedited, since the 

menace of future floods would be reduced to a reasonably minimum danger,” he concluded.44  

Although Wilson’s reasoning had nothing to do with national security and the development 

of hydroelectric power, he did support Truman’s extensive river control projects as a means 

to protect individuals from losing their homes and livelihood.  After inspecting the flooded 

areas in 1951, Wilson witnessed a flood that extended over 1,000 miles and over 2,500,000 

acres of land.  After flying over Kansas and Missouri, Wilson saw that at least 140 cities had 

been completely or partially inundated.45  In Wilson’s opinion, the federal government had a 

responsibility to construct and maintain water control infrastructure not to protect its people 

from a Soviet threat abroad, but from its own powerful waters within.  Truman, anxious to 

yoke Wilson’s support of flood control, began to alter the language he used when seeking 

approval for flood control measures.  Truman began to talk much more explicitly about the 
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federal obligation to prevent natural disaster in the first place rather than his previous focus 

on how dams were necessary to preventing Soviet takeover. 

 

National Natural Disasters 

 

 “Normally the aid comes from local resources or from those of private relief 

agencies,” wrote Truman to Congress on August 18, 1951.  “But when the disaster spreads 

beyond the capacity of those resources, then the Nation itself must act to share the loss.”46  

Several elements combined in 1951 to convince Truman that Congress failed at its duty to 

provide federal disaster relief to the American people.  First, since the beginning of his 

presidency, Congress had cut Truman’s budget requests for extensive programs of flood 

control in the Missouri basin.  Second, in 1950, the president’s authority over disaster relief 

increased with the Disaster Relief Act of 1950, yet Congress continued to hinder the 

expanding federal role by controlling appropriations.  In the summer of 1951, flood struck 

the Missouri basin, convincing Truman that it was time to assert his authority over flood 

control efforts.  Truman viewed the problem as national and the solution as presidential, 

despite congressional hesitation. 

 His perspective had credibility with the American people, particularly those of the 

flooded states.  A citizen sent Truman a newspaper clipping in late August 1951.  The article 

entitled, “Truman Quick to Grab Ball on Flood Relief,” appeared in a newspaper published in 

the small town of Marysville, Kansas and was full of zingers.  “Even the staunchest opponent 

of the ‘Welfare State’ will admit that the federal administration has done a praiseworthy job 
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in rushing men, medicine, and money to flood-damaged areas,” noted the article.  The Red 

Cross did most of the rushing of those supplies, but, nevertheless, the article continued, 

“Now the federal government has assumed the major burden of flood relief.  That means it 

will get the major credit at the next election, to the detriment of the Kansas Republicans who 

have so many years been shouting against federal handouts.”47  The author expressed his 

dissatisfaction with the local response: “By the time [Governor Edward F.] Arn has 

appointed his flood relief committee and got it together to work out a rehabilitation program, 

Truman already had dozens of top-flight administrators at work in the area.”48   

 Governor Arn had developed a confusing relief plan consisting of ten points.  But by 

the time he revealed it, Washington along with the help of the Red Cross had already taken 

control of disaster relief duties.  Arn, who shirked away from large government, put aside 

those values during the flood and requested the help of the federal government in his unclear 

ten-point plan.  “Eight of Arn’s 10 points,” explained the author of the Marysville, Kansas 

article, “proposed federal aid or money which had already been made available.  One asked 

for federal funds for ‘matching’ other federal funds, a new innovation of questionable 

legality.  The remaining Arn proposal called for the Red Cross to meet the immediate 
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emergency hardship cases.”49  This situation exposed the inconsistencies between politicians’ 

penchants for advocating local solutions deployed with federal money.   

Unsupportive local politicians who opposed the expansion of the federal government 

into local matters vexed the president because their obstructions threatened the federal 

provision of a flood control infrastructure to disaster prone states.  At first Truman attempted 

to persuade politicians that flood projects were a matter of national security. When that did 

not work, he sought to show that disasters were to be considered national natural disasters, 

thus allowing room for the federal government to step in and step up disaster relief and 

control efforts.  While local and state politicians certainly wanted federal aid to recover from 

natural calamity, they, unlike Truman, did not link long-term river basin projects to national 

security issues or immediate on-the-ground disaster aid. 

 But it seemed as though citizens in flood zones sought federal solutions to flooding, 

despite unsupportive representatives in Washington, D.C.  President Truman was not above 

pointing out to citizens that their own representatives were behaving irresponsibly.  For 

example, in late August 1951 Truman received a telegram from A.V. Westfall, a local leader 

in Kansas City.  Westfall congratulated Truman for his “stand for flood control and relief” on 

behalf of his community.  The 1951 flood hit Westfall’s community hard: 771 houses 

damaged and needing $2 million in repairs and sixty small businesses washed away. Westfall 

stressed the point that he and his neighbor’s were not freeloaders but rather “true Americans” 

in need of federal help.  “Our drainage district which so generously supported and built our 

dikes to a level of 35 foot six inches is completely washed out, likewise the hundreds of 

industries in the district we are fighting for flood control and a 41 foot six inch dike through 
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our district,” he wrote.  Using language fitting for the Cold War era, Westfall again thanked 

Truman for his “aggressive stand on this greatest enemy of a peaceful people” and invited the 

president to a community meeting held later that week at the local high school.  “We would 

certainly appreciate a representative from your high office present,” wrote Westfall.50 

 Because local and state leaders as well as representatives in Washington, D.C. had 

failed his community, Westfall sought the help of the executive branch.  By calling upon the 

federal government for a solution to his local level problems, Westfall indicated the blur 

between the lines of local responsibility, state responsibility, and federal responsibility.  

Truman certainly wanted the federal government present in Kansas City and he castigated 

state leaders for the fact that local officials had limited the federal presence.  Truman replied 

to Westfall, “The main difficulty in getting action for the rehabilitation for the area is due to 

the dilatory tactics of two State Governors.”  Truman continued, “No concrete actions have 

been taken by either Governor to call legislation into session or to make an effort to help 

themselves.  For that reason it is going to be exceedingly difficult to get the Federal program, 

suggested by me, into operation.”51  

 While Truman responded directly to Westfall using his reply to list his own 

grievances, many other letters poured onto his desk after the 1951 flood, far too many for a 

personal response.  Most of those letters sounded similar; the writers wanted the federal 

government to have a larger role in disaster relief.  Harry S. Bubb of Topeka, Kansas, for 

example, wrote to Truman that the Kaw Valley, or the area surrounded by the Kanas River, 
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had “experienced a disaster that is as bad as one could experience without the possible 

exception of an atomic bomb attack.”  Thousands in his community were left homeless with 

nothing but the foundations of their houses left in place.  “These people,” wrote Bubb, “feel 

that at such a time one should be able to look to their government for support.  So far they 

have had nothing but hot air.”  Bubb criticized the federal government’s lack of involvement 

in the disaster zones and urged the government to provide “direct governmental aid.”  While 

direct federal disaster relief was not normative in 1951, Bubb thought it should be, noting 

that the “government of the United States is certainly doing their own people a grave 

injustice.”52   

 But not everyone working in the federal government was complicit in propagating a 

“grave injustice.”  And not everyone working in the federal government was a staunch 

opponent to Truman’s goal of establishing a Missouri Valley commission with long-term 

goals of flood control and, of course, hydroelectric development.  One such man was John E. 

Rankin, the openly racist Democratic representative from Mississippi.  Rankin, however, 

supported those New Deal programs, including the TVA, which provided economic 

development for poor, rural communities in the South.  Furthermore, Rankin viewed disaster 

relief—both short-term and long-term—as the “only way to give permanent and adequate 

relief.”  He stood behind Truman’s desire to develop hydroelectric power in the Missouri 

basin, introducing legislation to establish a Missouri Valley Authority (MVA).  Rankin 

wanted the MVA to develop means to control floods, provide navigation, conserve soil, and, 

most importantly, generate an estimated 25,000,000,000-kilowatt hours of hydroelectric 

power each year.  That hydroelectric power would be made available to the people living in 
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the ten surrounding states that were currently using only 20,215,000,000 kilowatt-hours per 

year.  “This power could all be firmed up to the peak of the average year,” explained Rankin, 

“and supply that area with all the electricity it will need for a century to come.”53   

 Not all southern leaders agreed with Rankin’s plan for federalized river control, even 

if it could be argued that an MVA could bring electricity to the impoverished and perhaps 

prevent extensive flooding.  Even in the middle of recovering from the 1951 flood, local 

leaders spoke out against federal aid.  President of the Missouri State Chamber of Commerce, 

J.R. Wilkins, for instance, declared, “Missouri must not establish a precedent of running to 

Washington when emergencies arise.”  He continued, “The responsibility to relieve distress 

and damage caused by the flood in Missouri is our own.  We can pay for it ourselves at far 

less cost than if we shift our responsibilities to Washington.”54  A few days later, Wilkins 

reiterated his belief in limited federal involvement, noting “too little thought is being given, I 

believe, to the responsibility of state and local governments.”55  

 Helen Hall of Turner, Kansas, had a different view.  She lost her home and all of her 

belongings in the 1951 flood, except for a few bits of clothing.  By October of 1951, Hall and 

her five children moseyed from one place to another, looking for shelter.  Hall wrote to 

Truman in the hopes that the president might help her find a place to live.56  Like Hall, A.J. 
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Brown of Kansas, City, Missouri, lost her home in the flood.  In September of 1951, Brown 

wrote to Truman and requested that he increase the activity of the federal government.  

Brown pleaded Truman “to do all he can to urge Congress to pass a grant bill to aid the 

needy flood victims like herself.”57  And like Brown, Mrs. T.W. Glidewell of Sliver Lake, 

Kansas, too found herself in a very precarious situation.  While she did not completely lose 

her home in the flood, it was greatly damaged.  Glidewell’s husband was semi-invalid.  With 

the Kaw River only a fourth of a mile away from what stood of her home, she feared for the 

worst and appealed to Truman for help.58  These women found that their state and local 

governments failed in providing satisfactory disaster relief.  They also believed that the 

federal government should step in to help their situations.  Their letters to the president 

indicated that average American citizens directly linked disaster relief to the federal 

government. 

By late October of 1951, members of Congress finally agreed that it was time to 

provide limited disaster relief for the flood that had happened four months earlier.  On 

October 24, President Truman signed the Flood Rehabilitation Act of 1952.  The legislation 

provided $113 million for purpose of rehabilitation in flood-stricken areas—particularly the 

flooded areas of Kansas and Missouri.  The act did not provide individual, on-the-ground 

disaster relief, but rather focused on farms and businesses.  The bulk of the funds—$90 

million—were used at the discretion of the Department of Agriculture for farm rebuilding 

and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation for business rebuilding.  Thus, just like in 1927 
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and during the Dust Bowl, one had to own a farm or a business to qualify for federal aid.  

None of the $113 million was to be used for long-term development of flood control 

projects.59 

 Truman was less than thrilled with the measly legislation.  He was happy that 

Congress had at least passed something, but, “at the same time,” he stated, “I regret very 

much that the Congress did not provide more help for the people of the flood-devastated 

area.”  He continued to speak of the Flood Rehabilitation Act as a limited piece of 

legislation:  “The Act falls far short of my recommendations for a realistic rehabilitation 

program—recommendations which were based on the on-the-spot surveys and judgments of 

Federal, State, and local officials.”  Truman envisioned a bill that would provide individual 

disaster relief to those who did not own farms or businesses.  Truman envisioned a bill closer 

along the lines of what Brown, mentioned above, expected from her government.  Like 

Brown, the president supported a program that would provide employed individuals with 

federal rehabilitation grants.  To members of Congress who opposed the expansion of the 

state, individual rehabilitation grants smacked of welfare.  In any case, Truman was left 

disappointed by the Flood Rehabilitation Act of 1952.  “I fear that there will be thousands of 

wage earners, small farmers, and the owners of small businesses, whose losses in the flood 

represented the personal financial tragedy and who cannot qualify for loans,” remarked 

Truman.  “I recommended a program of limited rehabilitation grants which would have 

assisted such persons; this bill unfortunately will give them little or no help.”60  
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 The Department of Agriculture did reach out to ordinary Americans who found 

themselves victims of the 1951 flood.  It did so by providing a handy (if not insulting) 

pamphlet rather than, for instance, grants that could have been used by victims toward the 

costs of repairs, food, and clothing.  The pamphlet, entitled “First Aid for Flooded Homes 

and Farms,” was full of practical advice for surviving the aftermath of the natural disaster.  

“For those who are returning to homes and farms that have been flooded,” opened the 

pamphlet, “it is hoped that this booklet will bring important help.”  The pamphlet included 

such information as recommending that before one enters a building, he or she should “make 

sure it is safe and not about to collapse.”  Other tidbits tucked away in the booklet suggested 

that one should “let your house air for several minutes to remove foul odors or escaped gas” 

and “do not smoke or use open flame until you are sure that it is safe to do so.”  It also 

advised victims to “look for loose plaster ready to fall from the ceiling, and break it down 

with a stick before moving around in the building.”  After all, it noted, “wet plaster is heavy 

and is dangerous if loose.”  If a flood survivor had any furniture left, the pamphlet 

recommended how to salvage it.  For example, if the furniture was made of solid wood, they 

suggested re-gluing it.  “Brush any loose dirt from upholstered furniture and shampoo the 

fabric,” recommended the Department of Agriculture handout.  And for those with rugs and 

carpets, readers learned they should first dry them out thoroughly and then clean them by 

beating, sweeping, or vacuuming.  There were instructions for farmers, too: “As a precaution 

clean out all hog houses, barns, and chicken houses and spray with a good disinfectant before 

they are used again by livestock.”  In regards to farming implements, people were alerted to 

“inspect it carefully and remove all dirt and debris” before trying to operate it.  For those 

whose homes were unlivable and had to relocate to refugee camps, the pamphlet reminded 
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them that “concentration of people in camps may cause trouble from annoying and disease-

carrying insects such as lice, bed bugs, mosquitoes, and house flies.”  Finally, the booklet 

instructed, “Dispose of animal carcasses promptly.”61 

 Even if the advice may have been helpful for flood victims, the disaster presented a 

much larger issue, that being the proper role of the federal government in helping them deal 

with current emergency situations as well as long term flood prevention.  Glenn Parsons, a 

resident of Illinois, congratulated the president for his role in history as “the man who 

checked the world-wide flood of communism.”  But, asked Parsons, “Wouldn’t you like to 

also be known as the man responsible for ending the annual disastrous river floods in our 

country, such as those the Midwest is now suffering?” 62  

Of course Truman wanted to be the man responsible for flood prevention, but that 

required the cooperation of Congress.  He also really wanted to be the man responsible for 

developing hydroelectric power throughout the Missouri basin.  But, in the last two years of 

the Truman presidency, his political standing weakened after such events as the firing for 

General Douglas MacArthur in April 1951, Republican attacks over issues of Communism, 

and television hearings on organized crime that revealed links between Democratic 

politicians and mobsters.63  Nevertheless, Truman, still under the assumption that the 

Disaster Relief Act of 1950 provided the executive with a mandate to put forth expansive 
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disaster relief initiatives, found time and time again that Congress disagreed with him.  So, 

Truman issued an executive order on January 3, 1952, creating a Missouri Basin Survey 

Commission that would study the land and water resources of the Missouri River basin, and 

to make recommendations for the better protection, development, and use of those 

resources—i.e. flood control and hydroelectric power.64  The Missouri Basin Survey 

Commission was to have nine members: three appointed by Truman, three appointed by the 

president of the Senate, and three appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives.  

These nine men would be tasked with making a complete survey of the Missouri River 

watershed, prepare a comprehensive program for flood control, irrigation, navigation, power, 

soil and forest conservation, and to make recommendations for executing such a program.  

Thus, all Truman’s executive order did was begin the process from which future plans for 

development and requests for appropriations would come from.  Close confidante and 

advisor to Truman, Charles S. Murphy thought Truman’s slow moving and bipartisan plan to 

survey the area was a solid one, and feasible given the testy situation in Congress.  “If the 

political situation in the Midwest is, as I judge it to be, adverse at this time, to the 

establishment of a single agency to plan and carry out the majority of resource development 

work in the Missouri Basin,” wrote Murphy, “I think your proposal is an alternative which 

offers good possibilities for progress toward better planning.”65 

 

The Perfect Diversion 
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 And then ironically the perfect diversion came along to derail progress on the 

Missouri Basin Survey Commission: another flood.  Not even a year since the last flood, the 

American Red Cross busied itself alleviating the suffering caused by the Midwest Floods of 

1952.  The Red Cross estimated 22,271 families affected by the end of April.  Preliminary 

records indicated that 231 houses were totally destroyed and 6,335 damaged.  An estimated 

450 farm buildings had been destroyed and 6,236 damaged. 66  As the Missouri Basin Survey 

Commission rested idle, the American Red Cross along with some help from some members 

of the United States Army set up special evacuee centers, administered medicine, manned 

inoculation centers to prevent typhoid, conducted flights to locate survivors, and distributed 

blankets, flashlights, life jackets, canvas for tents, and some food.  The Navy conducted 

twelve air drops in Lawrence, Kansas, in which they dropped typhoid serum, tetanus serum, 

and foul weather gear onto the football stadium at the University of Kansas.67 

 Secretary of Agriculture Charles F. Brannan echoed Truman in his emphasis on the 

need for federally directed flood control to prevent national disasters caused by the national 

flood problem.  Again, the use of such vocabulary underscored the growing presence of the 

federal government in disaster relief.  Brannan argued that the Missouri flood in 1952 as well 

as others in the recent past  “highlighted the flood problem and have raised questions about 

what can be done to prevent future disasters.  This disastrous main-stream type of flood,” 

declared Brannan, “is only part of the national flood problem.”  Those other problems, 
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according to the secretary of agriculture, were national flood control.  Brannan called for 

“national flood control legislation” that would allow for the “construction of large dams and 

other engineering works.”  Brannan concluded, “Current programs are demonstrating what 

we can do.  But they also show they are not geared to finish in any short time, the intensive, 

comprehensive, upstream treatment we need—if our flood control programs are to be wholly 

effective.”  Brannan understood that any successful flood control plan must be extensive, and 

account for rivers not just in the Missouri basin but throughout the nation in Arkansas, 

Arizona, California, Colorado, Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, New Jersey, 

New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, 

Texas, Utah, and Virginia.  Just who would pay for such impressive infrastructure?  

According to Brannan, 35 percent of the costs could be divided between local, public, and 

private sources, while the federal government footed a whooping 65 percent of the bill.68  

Brannan’s plan dissatisfied many who contended that flood control was a local issue.  

 Brannan’s ambitious design never came to fruition.  And Truman’s Missouri Basin 

Survey Commission never accomplished much besides a few studies.  And, Truman never 

saw an MVA organize under his administration.  For the remainder of his time in office, 

Truman’s stance on flood control linked to national security remained strong, and members 

of Congress remained opposed.  Sounding much the same as he did in 1950 and 1951, 

Truman sent one more letter in 1952 to McKellar, who still served as the chairman of the 

Senate Appropriations Committee.  Truman noted that on April 2, 1953, the House reduced 

his budget requests for flood control and river and harbor development by 29 percent.  The 
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reduction stopped construction on a number of projects already underway, slowed work on 

many others, and prevented the start of projects that Truman had included in his 1953 budget.  

“Within ten days after the House action,” remarked Truman, “the false economy of any such 

move was demonstrated—demonstrated in havoc and destruction by floods on the Missouri 

River, the upper Mississippi River, and the Red River of the North.”69  

It seemed to be the same old story with Truman as he neared the end of his 

presidency, soon to be replaced by Republican Dwight D. Eisenhower.  His plans to solidify 

his powerful position as leader of the United States through the development of hydroelectric 

power and flood control was always spoiled by budget cuts or floods.  Truman wrote that he 

was sick of too much “‘resoluting’” and “not enough action.”  It had been long enough, 

snipped Truman, and it was “about time for the Missouri basin states to awaken to the fact 

that a complete over-all plan for the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers north of Saint Louis is a 

necessity.”  Truman’s confidence waned: “However, I suppose the situation will develop just 

as the situation developed with the old man in Southern Missouri who had a leak in the 

roof—when it rained he couldn’t fix it and when it wasn’t raining it didn’t need fixing—and 

that has been the attitude of the Missouri basin states toward proper harnessing and control of 

the great River.70  It was true; Truman was the most powerful man in the world at the time.  

He held control over atomic weaponry.  He was capable of obliterating the world, it seemed.  

However, despite all his earlier rhetoric, and despite the fact that the federal government and 

the president were constantly gaining a more significant role in disaster relief, Truman was 
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unable to harness control over troublesome members of Congress, and thus unable to even 

attempt to harness the power behind America’s waters.  
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Chapter Four 

The Polio-Drought Complex 

 

 Dwight D. Eisenhower promised a “middle way” between conservatives to his right 

and the Democrats moving toward the left. After assuming the presidency in 1952, 

Eisenhower’s middle way philosophy shaped the politics of disaster relief.  Roosevelt had 

expanded disaster relief by incorporating it into his New Deal welfare state and Truman 

attempted to solidify the power of the executive branch over relief.  Eisenhower, however, 

balanced federal control and individual state responsibility.  Eisenhower reduced the level of 

disaster relief that Americans witnessed during the Dust Bowl and reemphasized the prime 

responsibility of state, local, and individual duty in dealing with emergency, but he also gave 

the impression that he led disaster recovery.  During this Eisenhower administration, the 

welfare state was not used to extend disaster relief to individuals. This served as a precedent 

for future administrations that deemphasized the use of the welfare state to provide direct aid 

during times of natural calamity.    

 An examination of two key disasters is required to understand that claim.  This 

chapter thus deals with a Southwest drought that took place from approximately 1953-1956 

and the drama that was the development and distribution of the poliomyelitis (polio) vaccine 

from 1954-1955.  During both of these disasters, the middle way philosophy translated into 

reduced federal spending on disaster relief for individuals.  The Eisenhower presidency 

deemphasized the use of the welfare state for disaster relief purposes in an effort to curb 

federal spending while it emphasized the primary responsibility of individuals and local and 

state governments to deal with disaster recovery.  But when national disasters such as polio 
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and the Southwest drought surpassed local level capabilities and required federal 

intervention, the state proved unable to use administrative functions to address emergencies.  

Blunders of administration during the polio debacle and the drought revealed weak relief 

policies and lack of federal oversight over relief programs. Because of an absence of federal 

authority over polio vaccine production, the national inoculation program was ultimately 

suspended after tainted vaccines were released to the public.  The implementation of a 

moderate drought relief program of loans to farmers and reduced feed prices was 

uncoordinated with local and state leaders, making federal studies conclude that stronger and 

improved federal control over the implementation of disaster relief was a necessity for 

smooth relief recovery.  Nevertheless, Eisenhower’s middle way, with its emphasis on 

reduced spending, stymied centralized administration of federal disaster relief.      

 The Eisenhower administration’s “middle way” was primarily based on economic 

concerns regarding federal spending.  Although an analysis of how the “middle way” 

impacted disaster relief is yet to be published, many scholars explain it through study of the 

New Look policy, which intended to curb spending on national security.  The administration 

wished to address national security in a manner that would “control the spiraling costs of 

national defense” and was also “determined to limit … the course of militarization.”1 The 

desire to address federal spending though the “middle way” influenced disaster policy.  The 

fact that economic theory is married to political action (or inaction) and policy development 

is best explained by Robert M. Collins.  Collins shows that a political economy of growth 

became an arena for ideological expressions and conflict in the post-World War II era.  
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Throughout this time, ideology shaped conceptions of growth while at the same time growth 

itself influenced ideology.2  Economic advancement through reduced spending became the 

cornerstone of the Eisenhower administration.  Eisenhower was determined to shed the 

Republic Party of its “party of depression” label.  This negatively impacted federal disaster 

relief; it encouraged political leaders to deemphasize the use of the welfare state to the 

benefit of disaster victims.  Rather, disaster relief was seen as the duty of state and local 

governments and individuals.  But the polio and drought emergencies surpassed the efforts of 

individuals and local and state governments and required federal intervention.  However, the 

federal government was stubborn to use welfare state disaster relief.  Unprepared and naïve 

in administrative capacities, disaster relief programs malfunctioned.  The polio and drought 

episodes demonstrated that once emergencies became national in scope, they became 

disasters of state planning.3  !!!!!!! 

  

Why Polio? 

 

Why should polio be categorized under the heading of “disaster” and made subject to 

federal disaster relief?  Polio is not a hurricane that blows off the roof of a house, it is not a 

flood that requires sandbags, and it does not fill one’s lungs with the dust of a drought.  Polio 

is a viral infectious disease.  However, polio during the Eisenhower administration was 
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conceptualized as a national disaster.  This was an important category at the time because it 

was used to link disaster to the federal government and justify federal spending for disaster 

aid and prevention projects, such as dams and levees.  The idea of national disasters really 

began an administration earlier, with President Truman, who viewed disasters as national 

problems linked to national security.   

Eisenhower thought differently, and his understanding of federal responsibility during 

times of disaster was complicated.  Eisenhower was no less concerned about national security 

than Truman, but deeply focused on reducing deficit spending.4  However, as scholars point 

out, Eisenhower’s economic policies were inconsistent.  For instance, some historians note 

that Eisenhower accepted the permanency of the New Deal while at the same time sharing an 

intense distaste of it with conservative Republicans.  However, Eisenhower knew he would 

ruin the GOP if he totally dismantled the New Deal.5  On the other hand, scholars like 

Richard N.L. Andrews write, “President Eisenhower sought to dismantle the New Deal 

agencies” and devolve federal powers to the states.6  Both scholars are correct; Eisenhower 
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did not throw out the welfare state completely but did reduce welfare state spending on some 

programs, particularly those related to the natural world.  For example, Eisenhower 

recommended to “give away” some federal lands to state and local governments and private 

businesses.  He also toyed with the idea of dismantling New Deal initiatives like the 

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA).7   Yet at the same time, Eisenhower planned to continue 

the New Deal with expanded Social Security.  He also greatly expanded public works 

programs for federal highways, roads, water projects, and nuclear power development.  The 

Eisenhower administration generated the largest peacetime deficit up to that point in history.8  

All of those considerations informed his understanding of how national (and natural) 

disasters should be handled.  Being moderately conservative, he did agree that the federal 

government had some responsibility in helping the people during times of disaster, but not to 

the extent in which Roosevelt did.9   
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And, being less concerned with increased disaster relief spending as a means of 

assuring national security, Eisenhower relied less on the presidential power granted in the 

Disaster Relief Act.   This was important because many argued that the Disaster Relief Act 

explicitly dealt with natural disasters—floods, hurricanes, tornados, and drought—rather than 

diseases as national disasters. Eisenhower focused less on the written words of the Disaster 

Relief Act and intellectualized disasters broadly. In the Eisenhower mindset, polio and the 

Southwest drought were one in the same—both were of a national character because the 

magnitude of each were beyond local and state capabilities and both required at least 

moderate federal attention.  According to Eisenhower, the drought was so extensive that it 

was “almost by definition, at least in part, a National responsibility from the start.”  

Eisenhower explained, “Natural disasters such as these are not only National in scope and 

magnitude, i.e., major disasters, but the measures necessary to relieve them involve major 

National policy considerations.”10  Polio was not a natural disaster in the traditional sense, 

but was a national disaster.  He made that clear in a Sunday night radio address when he 

announced the fight against polio was one of “national teamwork.”11  Both polio and the 

Southwest drought, then, were to be treated as national disasters worthy of federal direction.   
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Handling polio as a national disaster was not controversial because political leaders 

seemingly had very little understanding of the specifics of disaster relief law as it existed in 

the 1950s.  The Disaster Relief Act dealt with natural disasters and increased the control of 

the president over disaster relief.  The act stipulated that the president declared an area a 

disaster zone after receiving and reviewing the request of state governors.  If the president 

deemed an area a disaster zone, the Disaster Relief Act allowed for the executive “to provide 

an orderly and continuing means of assistance by the Federal Government to States and local 

governments in carrying out their responsibilities to alleviate suffering and damage resulting 

from major disasters.”12  But, Eisenhower and members of the legislative branch downplayed 

the specifics of the act and interpreted it loosely.  Senator from Texas, Lyndon B. Johnson, 

made that clear.  No member of the Senate disagreed with him when he pointed out that it 

was unclear what the Disaster Relief Act allowed the president to do.  “His powers are now 

under study,” reassured Johnson.  But at that point in time, there was “considerable doubt as 

to the powers the President possesses.”  And that doubt seemed to be spread throughout all 

branches of government.  In regards to the drought situation in particular, Johnson admitted, 

“I have consulted with a number of his agencies and they do not know whether they have the 

authority to do the things that must be done.”13  Leaders decided not to trouble themselves 

with technical laws; “I do not believe that we can permit needed relief to be blocked by legal 
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technicalities,” noted Johnson before the Senate.14  Everyone seemed to agree that both polio 

and the drought required the helpful hands of the federal government.  But that did not mean 

that everyone agreed on just how much obligation the federal government had in fixing the 

two problems.  Just as leaders were confused about the meaning of the law, they were too 

perplexed with how to solve the emergencies. The blunders that subsequently took place 

during the Southwest drought recovery efforts and the polio crisis demonstrated that the new 

federal control of disaster relief was used improperly to handle national disasters.     

    

The People and Polio 

 

 On April 12, 1955, the American people learned that after years of study, Dr. Jonas 

Salk had successfully developed a vaccine to be distributed to the public to counter the 

deadly affects of polio.  The date happened to be the tenth anniversary of President 

Roosevelt’s death.  The announcement, made by the director of the University of Michigan 

Poliomyelitis Vaccine Evaluation Center Dr. Thomas Francis, Jr. before a gathering of 

scientists from all over the country and some 400 newspaper, television, and radio reporters, 

seemed to please a nervous nation.15  The public was no doubt put to ease by the University 

of Michigan report that found the field trials of the vaccines to be 60-90 percent effective as a 

preventative against a nationwide problem that was rising in severity from year to year.  The 
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Public Health Service reported 38,741 new cases of polio in 1954.  Of those cases, 1,620 

ended in death.  1954 was the third highest year of polio incidence in the history of the 

United States, being exceeded only by the recent past in 1949 and 1953.  Polio was 

particularly troublesome because it targeted the most innocent of Americans: children, 

specifically those between five and nine years of age.16   

The disease was recognized in the eighteenth century; not until the twentieth did 

scientists begin to understand how it entered the body and, more importantly, how to control 

it.  In 1949, Dr. John Enders of Harvard University successfully cultivated the virus in human 

tissue cultures, which paved the way for the production of large quantities of the virus 

required to test the vaccine.17  Between 1949 and 1955, years testing took place under the 

direction of Francis.  The January 1955 issue of the Michigan Alumnus described the 

monotony of research perfectly.  All of it took place in a “squat, red brick building, with ugly 

fire-escape chutes sprouting from its upper stories.”  The interior was not better.  “Inside,” 

noted the article, “the feeling of anticlimax achieves an ultimate deflation.  There are rooms 

full of filing cabinets and clerks” and a few humming IBM machines.  “But there are no 

whirling centrifuges, no white-coated lab technicians hurrying through the corridors with 
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flasks,” explained the author.18  Scientists, fueled with $17 million dollars donated by The 

National Foundation of Infantile Paralysis (NFIP), popularly known as the March of Dimes 

founded by Roosevelt in 1938, worked tirelessly.19  By the early months of 1954, scientists in 

Michigan were on the cusp of breakthrough.  Dr. Jonas Salk, who normally worked as the 

chair of the Department of Preventive Medicine at the University of Pittsburgh, believed he 

had found the correct recipe for a vaccine against polio while working at the University of 

Michigan lab.20  From that point, the vaccine was commonly referred to as the Salk vaccine.  

The NFIP announced a 1954 campaign to provide trial vaccines for millions of first and 

second grade children across the United States to test the effectiveness of the vaccine for 

future mass public distribution.  The trial was huge, involving 1.8 million school kids across 

44 states (and some monkeys imported from India).  Of the nearly 2 million children, only 

440,000 received the real vaccine, 210,000 were injected with a placebo, and the vast 

majority, 1.2 million, served as the control group and had no injection.  The field trial 

findings indicated success, which Dr. Francis explained on April 12, 1955.21   On that same 

day, the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Oveta Culp Hobby hurriedly granted 

licenses to six independent firms to manufacture the Salk vaccine for general distribution.22  
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 But before all Americans yanked their children out of their homes and rushed to 

physicians for a shot, there was confusion among the public.  Some of the more common 

questions concerned just when the six manufacturers would produce enough for distribution 

of the vaccine across America, how much it would cost, when and where it would be 

available, and, more importantly, the safety of the new vaccine.  One of the major interests of 

the American people was whether or not the federal government was going to provide free 

distribution of the medicine.  Letters to that effect poured into the White House.  Two New 

Jersey parents pleaded to Eisenhower.  “We beg of you to vote that the government take 

control of the Salk vaccine and keep it out of the hands of medical doctors until such time as 

our needy children have been cared for,” wrote the couple.23  Another unsigned letter sent to 

Eisenhower  “strongly urge[d] control of distribution of Salk vaccine be placed in the hands 

of Federal Government.”24  Concerned parents continued to flood the White House with their 

recommendations.  “As a parent,” explained one mother, “I implore you to provide for the 

distribution of the Salk vaccine in the manner whereby the most possible shall benefit.”25  
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Annitta Quinn wrote Eisenhower on behalf of several thousand parents in her school district, 

noting that they “respectfully urge” distribution be placed under federal control.26  Many 

parent-teacher organizations across New York sat down to craft letters to Eisenhower.  

Members of the Parent’s Association of one Brooklyn public school did not sugar coat their 

message:  “We deplore the administration’s inhumane laxity in handling [the] Polio vaccine 

program.”27  Like other telegrams, one sent to the president from another Brooklyn parent-

teacher organization suggested that the government provide free administration to 

schoolchildren to ensure their inoculation.28  The letters went on and on. 

And it was not just angry parents who crafted letters of dissatisfaction and worry, 

professionals and local politicians did, too.  A prominent pharmacist in the Philadelphia area 

expressed his concern.  Daniel Cooperman felt the weight of uncertainty among his 

customers, doubt as to fair distribution, anxiety as to their ability to secure the vaccine, and 

hesitancy in regards to the potential cost of the vaccine as well as the required medical 

services that went along with inoculation.  He urged Congress and Eisenhower to develop a 

concrete plan of action in order to reassure parents.  “Let us try to do this human project 
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without a profit-making motives,” he wrote.  Furthermore, the pharmacist concluded “no 

family should be deprived of this vaccine, because of poor planning, or avoidable human 

error.”29  Robert F. Wagner, the mayor of New York, also sent a telegram to Eisenhower, 

requesting that the federal government supervise the distribution of the Salk vaccine.  “It is 

becoming increasingly apparent that only through the establishment of clearcut federally 

supervised channels of distribution and system of allocation, can the problem of making the 

vaccine available to those in greatest need be achieved,” argued Governor Wagner.30 

But there was some hesitancy even among the people who expected the government 

to take a lead role in the distribution of the Salk vaccine.  Those reluctances revealed a clash 

of values.  On one end, many felt an individual obligation to take care of ones own family 

without relying on the government for help.  At the other end, many believed that a strong 

federal government should do something to aid its people during a time of crisis.  The Cold 

War context of the time and exaggerated claims of a communist threat and a fear of socialist 

government underscored all those conflicting lines of reasoning.  After all, Eisenhower 

himself developed the Domino Theory; the last thing citizens wanted was a charge of being 

communist sympathizers because they wanted a free polio vaccine for their children.31  But 

for some, like the Millers of New York, an emergency eclipsed those fears.  Mr. and Mrs. 

Miller pointed out to Eisenhower that a failure of the federal government to take charge 
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revealed a disregard for human life.  “I don’t care that people might have called a federal 

government plan for this situation ‘Socialized medicine’ or what not.  There were and still 

are children’s lives at stake!” they wrote Millers.32  

 There were those who disagreed, though.  William B. Strothman, President of the 

Mountlake Terrace Lions Club in Washington, wrote Eisenhower that the Club was prepared 

to launch a local campaign to provide free immunization for needy children in grades three to 

six.  “We strongly feel that this problem can best be handled at the local level through lions 

clubs or other service organizations working with school and health authorities,” wrote 

Strothman.  He also pointed out that a local level campaign would eliminate “extra federal 

expenditures,” which would surely please the president.33  An editorial that appeared in the 

Indianapolis Star went something along the same lines as Strothman’s letter and counseled 

Eisenhower to keep a “firm stand against the great pressure to have the government take over 

distribution of the vaccine.”34  People like those in the Washington Lions Club and the 

person who wrote the editorial clearly understood polio to be a personal or local emergency 

that could be handled at a community level.  Polio was not a national disaster, but an issue to 

be solved by community organizations.   
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But, local level solutions threatened to leave out certain people, particularly those 

who lived in impoverished neighborhoods without the benefit of an activist Lions Club 

prepared to provide free vaccines.  Could those people afford to visit the doctor? Or perhaps 

those who lived in rural areas where Lions Clubs did not exist, how would they receive the 

vaccine?  They were valid concerns, and pushed the majority of Americans to prefer that the 

federal government devise a plan for fair and efficient distribution.  As Elspeth Lee, a mother 

in New York put it, “I can’t afford a private physician—and we over-crowded slum dwellers 

are particularly vulnerable.”35  

A few things were clear in 1955.  The country was concerned, and the country was 

confused.  The Salk vaccine promised a nearly certain solution for the prevention of polio.  

But it was still unclear how the nation’s children would receive inoculation. It was up to 

Congress and the Eisenhower administration to figure out a plan for inoculation.  It was also 

up to Congress and the Eisenhower administration to decide the appropriate level of 

obligation to serve the American people during this time of national disaster. The sensitive 

situation prompted Congressman James Priest (D-TN) to remember the words of a polio 

expert who in 1953 aptly said, “Everybody in the public health field knows that when you 

reach the point where you can begin to inoculate an agent in millions of children, your 

problems have only just begun.”36   

 

Drought and the People 
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 Concurrent with the polio scare was a drought that began to creep into the Southwest 

in the early years of the 1950s and lasted until 1956.  This was most certainly a natural 

disaster in the traditional sense.   Eventually, under the provisions of the Disaster Relief Act, 

Eisenhower declared several states disaster zones.  And like polio, the drought was also 

considered a national disaster, too, as it threatened to impact the entire country in one way or 

another—i.e. directly by killing crops and starving cattle and putting pressure on local credit 

lenders, and indirectly through increased national food prices and food shortages.   

But the drought was different from polio, too.  Polio put at risk the lives of innocent 

children, perhaps making it easier to gain support for a federal initiative.  Drought relief, 

however, would primarily benefit adult landowning farmers.  Rhetoric of self-reliance stuck 

tighter to the idea that grownups, especially tough and rugged farmers, should be able to fend 

for themselves, maybe reducing the expectation for a federal solution.  But the American 

people, particularly those who farmed in the southwest states, thought otherwise.  The Dust 

Bowl was still fresh in their memories, so too was the dramatic incorporation of landowning 

drought victims into Roosevelt’s welfare state. 

 One member of Congress described scorched land, barren fields, and piles of sand 

and dust that lay like snow banks.37  Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson noted in 

September of 1953 that the state of Missouri was most troublesome, as the lack of cover crop 

in many places threatened severe winter erosion.  He feared cattle prices would quickly 
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become unstable, sending the nation into panic.38  Missouri was not the only state going 

through dusty times.  By early October 1953, thirteen states were proclaimed disaster areas, 

including Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, New 

Mexico, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia; requests from four 

other states were pending presidential approval.39   

The Department of Agriculture kept weekly notes on conditions in the drought states, 

each depressing.  For instance, during the first week of January 1954 no measurable 

precipitation fell in the central Mississippi Valley, most of the Great Plains, and the entire far 

southwest portion of the country.  From Iowa, Missouri, and Arkansas to the Appalachians 

the summary reported a shortage of subsoil and the streams and wells alarmingly low.  In 

parts of Texas, the department reported that the shortage of soil moister was “critical.”  Cattle 

had grazed bare the wheat and grain pastures in Texas and Oklahoma, and nothing grew 

back.  From New Mexico to California, range feed and winter grains deteriorated.40  

Conditions did not improve a month later when the Department summary stated that surface 

soil was too dry to grow grains to feed cattle.  “In most of the area between the Continental 

Divide and the Mississippi,” read the report, “the need for moisture has become urgent.”41   
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Many people appealed directly to their political leaders for federal-level disaster 

relief.  Senator Lyndon B. Johnson kept letters from fellow Texans to document their appeals 

for federal relief.  Charles E. Long, for example, wrote, “We urgently request that our entire 

ranching are of Texas be put on a disaster basis due to extreme drouth conditions and which 

has demoralized the sheep and cattle markets.”  Another letter described crop conditions as 

“deplorable and absolute failure,” requesting aid from the federal government. A telegram 

from The Moran National Bank kept their request short and to the point: “Cattlemen in our 

district need immediate relief.  Feed scarce, market bad.”42  While at the same time asking 

the government for direct help, many tempered their appeals with assurance that they did not 

expect simple government handouts, demonstrating their resistance to the idea of welfare but 

desire for it at the same time.  P.G. Haines of Texas wrote that the people in his town were 

too proud to ask the federal government for disaster relief.  “You and I appreciate this 

attitude,” he told Johnson, “but there is a point where pride must be momentarily forgotten—

where the public welfare must be given consideration.”43  Max Rosenstock did not expect 

Eisenhower to provide him with a blank relief check, but he feel that the government had “a 

sort of a paternal obligation” to help farmers. Rosentock suggested not “a dole or a subsidy” 
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but something “more in the light of a partnership” between the federal government and 

individuals.44   

Benson, in his trips through the drought-stricken portions of the United States, 

reported some of the same.  Benson told his fellow cabinet members he “failed to find the 

anticipated dissatisfaction” with the administration.  Instead drought victims “urged only that 

the Federal Government help them to help themselves.”45  Maybe Benson talked to the 

wrong people, though.  Or maybe the people he talked to wanted to provide him with only 

positive feedback.   “It definitely is a bump to some of the men who are taking the hundred 

dollar loss on each animal unit,” wrote a Nebraskan.  A man from Arkansas complained there 

was no concrete drought relief program, noting that the inactivity of the federal government 

was a “cruel hoax” to the people of America.46 

Americans in the drought areas were left with similar questions about relief for this 

disaster as they were about the possibility for a federal program of polio vaccination.  Would 

the government step in as it did during the Dust Bowl?  And if it did, was that even an 

appropriate response to a disaster that some believed the farmers should deal with alone?  To 

what extent would Eisenhower help them?  Would Congress push for disaster relief 

measures?  The federal government probably would not extend individual relief to just 

anyone in the drought areas, but would it at least aid the landowning farmers?  Most of them 

wanted help.  But more importantly, most of them needed some relief measures during a time 
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of great instability.  News from Washington, however, left many nervous.  Secretary Benson 

had all the information needed to understand that a severe natural disaster was underway in at 

least thirteen states, but, at the same time, he found that “nothing but rain can save the 

situation.”47 

 

A Congressional Polio Match 

 

 While cows thinned in the Southwest, members of Congress had an additional 

national disaster that threatened children.  Legislators had to decide what level of 

responsibility appropriate. Americans across the country were waiting for federal solutions to 

the polio emergency.  One of their biggest concerns was public relations.  It was noted in a 

congressional report that the “intense popular interest in the new vaccine” indicated that a 

federal distribution program “would receive widespread acclaim.”  Members of Congress 

were acutely aware of public demand for action, indeed the feeling of entitlement to 

government action.  “The growing popular pressure on Congress to ‘do something’ may well 

lead to some Federal aid program, even without Administration sponsorship,” read the 

report.48 

 One solution to the problem was to treat polio exactly like a natural disaster.  This 

would include disaster-type grants to states, upon certification by each governor of need for 
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federal aid and after review of each state’s lack of emergency funds and proof that a 

substantial number of children would not receive vaccination unless provided with 

government funds.  Early discussion projected about $10 million would be needed for 

emergency grants to states, probably through October 1, 1955.  But members of Congress 

saw immediate flaws in this plan and stressed that the “analogy to natural disaster aid cannot 

be pressed very far” because “in practice, the availability of ‘free’ Federal money would 

probably mean that the governors of all States would be under great pressure to request such 

aid.”  Members of Congress feared that state leaders might take advantage of government 

handouts.  The report concluded that because there was no adequate measure of relative state 

“needs,” the federal government would potentially have to provide almost every state large 

sums without an objective basis for allocation, draining national funds.49 

 Another potential solution, according to the report, was the appropriation of $10 

million in emergency interest free loans to states unable to finance the immediate costs.  The 

funds would be available for just one year from the date of enactment.  But before any money 

was handed over, the governors had to submit requests detailing their inability to pay for a 

vaccination program.  States were expected to repay the loans within five years, or annual 

deductions of 20 percent from other federal health grant allotments made to the various states 

would be deducted over five years.  This plan certainly provided an alternative to “free” 

disaster money because the loans would be paid back.  Most importantly, described the 

report, “there would be no competitive pressure on State to certify to ‘needs’ that are not 
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real” and it “would establish no precedent for Federal responsibility for special preventive 

programs in the future.”50  

  The House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce developed their own 

potential plan, and unanimously concluded that the federal government should share the 

expense of the national polio vaccination program.51  Some leaders were persuaded by Dr. 

Salk’s own suggestion that the federal government arrange for distribution and allocation of 

his vaccine.  Senator Wayne Morse (R-OR) quoted Dr. Salk’s suggestion to the Senate and 

then proceeded to introduce a bill that he “believe[ed]” would “accomplish what the inventor 

of the vaccine suggest[ed].”  His bill called for a commission of five, headed by the Surgeon 

General, to decide priorities of distribution and vaccination.  This commission, to be called 

the Commission to Control Infantile Paralysis, would be composed further of Dr. Salk, a 

state-level public health official, a vaccine manufacturer, and a representative of the NFIP.  

He emphasized, as if he was introducing a bad thing, that it in no way would be a permanent 

commission—it would not permanently enlarge the government.  “I am proposing an 

emergency commission, to meet an emergency need,” he explained, and it would only last 

about a year.  The point of introducing his bill was just to put some plan for federal oversight 

in place.  “I am not wedded to the particular procedure I am proposing,” he explained.  “I 

introduce this bill only in order to focus attention upon the Federal Government’s proceeding 

to do what it can, within its legislative powers, to protect the health of all the people of this 
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country.”52  It was not that Morse tried to introduce a plan for socialized medicine—he even 

remarked that he saw not even “the slightest tinge of creeping socialism in a bill which 

provided that a vaccine, which was developed from the dimes taken from the school children 

of America and from their parents for over the years, shall be distributed by the Federal 

Government”—he simply wanted to strike the correct balance between action and inaction in 

order to protect America’s children during what Eisenhower had called a national 

emergency.53   

Senator Irving Ives (R-NY) too wanted effective government distribution of the 

vaccine.  In his opinion, the emergency necessitated “immediate action by the Federal 

Government.”  To do so, he introduced a joint resolution “to provide the most effective use 

and distribution of infantile paralysis vaccine.”  And he was not alone in his introduction.  

Joining him were twelve other senators from across the country: James Beal (R-MD), 

Prescott Bush (R-CT), James Duff (R-PA), Clifford Case (R-NJ), Ralph Flanders (R-VM), 

Hubert Humphrey (D-MN), Herbert Henry Lehman (D-NY), James Murray (D-MT), 

Leverett Saltonstall (R-MA), Arthur Watkins (R-UT), Frederick Payne (R-ME), and Thomas 

Kuchel (R-CA).  The aim of the bill was to facilitate the “free flow” of the vaccine 

throughout the country “in order to insure its most effective and equitable distribution.”  

This, the men agreed, was “a definite responsibility of the Federal Government to all of the 

people of the United States.”  The bill’s supporters felt it was the only way to solve a massive 

problem at hand, a problem of entitlement.  All children, whether or not they could afford to 

go to the doctor for the vaccine, were indeed entitled to inoculation, and the government 
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should promise such.  The current atmosphere of confusion and alarm had to be alleviated for 

doctors and parents alike.  Senator Case reminded his colleagues, “Today many doctors find 

themselves besieged, by anxious parents, by patients asking, in some cases threatening, for 

injections to which they may or may not be entitled, and for which the doctors may or may 

not have necessary supply of vaccine.”  The bill could fix the situation fairly.54   

Although there were many plans floating about, Congress had to come to an 

agreeable solution to approach the polio predicament.  It took them over a month since the 

announcement of a successful vaccine at the University of Michigan, but finally, on May 11, 

Congress reached agreement.  The bill authorized and empowered Eisenhower to provide for 

“prompt, fair, and effective distribution and use of poliomyelitis vaccine for the purpose of 

preventing abuses and safeguarding the public interest, and for other purposes.”  The bill was 

broad in the discretionary powers in presented Eisenhower and the words sounded familiar to 

those used in the Disaster Relief Act.  Eisenhower was authorized “whenever he shall 

determine that such action is in public interest” to provide the vaccine “upon such conditions 

and to such extent as he may deem necessary.”  What is more, Eisenhower could establish 

classifications and priorities as to use and distribution, such as age groups, physical 

conditions and geographical location.  And, if he deemed it necessary, he could set the price 

of the vaccine or even offer it free of charge to whomever he deemed appropriate.  

Noticeable in the bill was vague language: when, if, may.  The language reflected the 

clashing opinions among members of Congress as to the appropriate role of the federal 

government.  Most agreed that the federal government had some obligation to the people 

during this time of national disaster, but the correct balance between an activist welfare state 
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and a hands-off federal state was still in question.  This bill seemed to solve one problem.  

Congress had decided that the federal government did have a say in a vaccination program.  

To what degree, however, was left to Eisenhower.55  

 

A Dry Debate 

 

 If leaders in Washington were hesitant to implement a nationwide program of free 

inoculation for America’s children, it seemed even less likely that they would provide open 

disaster aid to America’s farmers in the thirteen declared disaster states.  As proof, the 

administration put out a rather conservative general statement on agricultural policy that 

described the negative effects of big government not just on agriculture but on the moral 

fiber of the country’s farmers.  According to the statement authored by Benson, the supreme 

test of agriculture policy and any government policy “should be ‘How will it affect the 

character, morale, and well-being of our people?’”  America’s character and moral, explained 

the statement, was based on God-given freedom, an eternal principle vouchsafed to the 

people under the Constitution.  The principals of limited government and hard work 

sustained that freedom for everyone: “It is doubtful that any man can be politically free who 

depends upon the state for sustenance.”  A welfare state “weakens initiative, discourages 

industry, destroys character, and demoralizes the people.”  Farmers had an even bigger 

responsibility to serve as role models for the nation.  “Rural people” were the “bulwark 

against all this [was] aimed at weakening and destroying our American way of life,” 
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according to the document.  Accepting free drought relief would surely chip away at the very 

line of defense protecting Americans from a welfare state. It was possible, they believed, that 

the drought problem could be solved “locally with a minimum of federal assistance and 

control.”  Secretary Benson closed the general statement with an ironic comparison: “The 

guiding purpose will be to strengthen the individual integrity, freedom, and the very moral 

fiber of each citizen.  We must establish a climate which will further promote, cultivate, and 

release the great reservoir of dynamic latent energy of every individual in this great nation.”56 

 Although some members of Congress took the statement on agricultural policy 

literally and opposed federal solutions to local drought issues, most did openly accept the 

need for disaster relief.  Members of Congress did not agree to implement such a dramatic 

plan for national relief as Roosevelt did during the last major drought disaster, but instead 

approached the issue from the standpoint of providing landowning farmers in drought areas 

with loans, reduced freight rates, and government purchase of cattle.  Roosevelt had done the 

same as part of his drought initiatives, setting this precedent during the Dust Bowl.  

Congress’s disaster relief plans indicated an active role of the federal government while at 

the same time keeping in mind those values of individualism.  They were not going to 

provide every individual in the Southwest with access to the dole, but they could agree upon 

measures to help the farmer help himself. 

 A relief reservoir, so to say, was not completely undone, but was modestly opened; 

this indicated that the federal government nevertheless felt required to provide disaster aid.  

Senator Edward Thye (R-MN), concerned with the climate, announced to his fellow senators 
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that Congress simply had to recognize the existence of an emergency.  Furthermore, he 

suggested, “We should be bold in our action.”  Actions that Thye thought appropriate to meet 

the emergency included allocations to the states through the Disaster Relief Act.  Machinery 

for relief aid already existed, and Thye thought it only logical that they use it by offering 

funds to the dry states.  “Mr. President,” he said, “if we are sufficiently bold at this time, so 

that we make adequate funds available to the President, sufficient relief in the form of feed 

can be provided to the Southwest area, so as to make it possible to hold together the 

foundation herds until the drought is broken.”57  On that same day, Senator Johnson of Texas, 

with a bit more insistence in his words, told fellow lawmakers that relief had to be found in a 

matter of days or “almost the whole area will become a wasteland.”  In his opinion, the 

Disaster Relief Act had to be tapped to rush feed to hungry animals.58  These callings were 

not “bold,” as Thye had put it, in comparison to disaster initiatives during the Roosevelt 

administration.  Providing appropriations for feed at reduced prices had been achieved during 

the Dust Bowl.  Members did not call for free feed handouts at the government’s expense, 

but simply for a reduction in cost of food to farm owners overseen by the federal 

government. 

 Members of Congress quickly began drafting bills and resolutions to deal with the 

drought debacle.  Two days after Thye and Johnson expressed the need for bold action, they 

introduced a bill “to provide assistance to farmers and stockmen in areas where a production 

disaster caused by severe drought has occurred.”  Also introducing the bill were John 
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McClellan (D-AR), Joseph Lister Hill (D-AL), John Sparkman (D-AL), James Eastland (D-

MS), John Stennis (D-MS), Earle Clements (D-KY), Marion Daniel (D-TX), Burnet 

Maybank (D-SC), Samuel Keer (D-OK), Mike Monroney (D-OK), William Langer (R-ND), 

Andrew Frank (R-KS), and Frank Carlson (R-KS).   This showed wide support for a federal 

move to provide relief, despite it being quite vague. 

 A week later, the House of Representatives recommended passing a more concrete 

bill.  House Resolution 6054 laid out the following plan for relief: loans to be provided to 

farmers for “any agricultural purpose” if need could not be met by normal credit sources, 

special livestock loans offered for two years to farmers whose “operations are jeopardized by 

the economic conditions resulting from the drought, who have a good record of operations 

but are unable temporarily to get the credit they need from recognized lenders,” and feed and 

seed to be provided “at reasonable prices” to distressed farm owners.  And, just like 

suggestions for a plan to deal with polio, it was stressed that “the provisions of this bill are 

entirely of an emergency character.”  Representatives wanted to make clear that Congress 

was not suggesting a permanent relationship between farmers and the federal government, as 

the plan was a temporary response to a temporary disaster.  It would not permanently 

increase the size of government.59 

 Twenty days later, the Senate developed its plan and made appropriations to the 

Department of Agriculture for the upcoming fiscal year.  “The purpose of the resolution,” 

stated Henry Styles Bridges (R-NH) representing the Committee on Appropriations, “is to 

provide emergency assistance to farmers and stockmen.”  The emergency assistance they 

provided came in the form of $150 million to the Department of Agriculture’s Disaster Loan 
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Revolving Fund for loans to farmer owners as well as emergency assistance to furnish feed 

and seed to the disaster area at reduced prices.60   

It was clear that hard work and perseverance had to be supplemented with federal 

funds.  Secretary Benson, who had laid out his attack on laziness, soon understood the 

necessity of aid, too.  A few months after Congress approved appropriations to the 

Department of Agriculture for the disaster, Benson mentioned in a September cabinet 

meeting the need for more funds from Congress for the feed program.61  A month later in 

October, Benson remarked in a cabinet meeting that funds for the feed and loan programs 

were “extremely short.”  He also mentioned that the Department began negotiating with 

railroad authorities for the extension of reduced transportation rates.  Again, he reiterated, 

“Funds for the several programs underway are extremely short, and nothing but rain can save 

the situation.”62  Benson’s priorities had shifted due to the exigencies of emergency.  

Although he preferred the principals of limited government, natural disaster necessitated 

active government in practice. 

The congressional plan for disaster relief in the drought-stricken areas of the 

southwestern portions of the United States was moderate as it consisted of loans and reduced 

feed prices.  Ideally, this moderate approach was to placate disagreement in regards to federal 

spending on disaster aid, but, as can be expected, it did not.  On one side there was Senator J. 
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William Fulbright (D-AR) who was “deeply disturbed” by the inadequacy of the drought 

relief program as it existed before Congress was set to adjourn in the summer of 1954.  In his 

state, the program in practice demonstrated weakness.  The feed program as implemented in 

Arkansas allowed 60 cents per hundredweight to those farmers who qualified to buy grain.  

“Correspondents tell me that the 60 cents will not, in numerous areas, pay the inflation in the 

cost of grains resulting from the feed shortage.  In other words, even with the 60-cent 

allowance, it will still cost as much as, or more than, it did prior to the drought,” stated 

Fulbright.  Sounding like Benson, Fulbright closed his remarks with a warning, “I do know 

that, unless there are early abundant rains in a vast part of the Nation, we are set for a 

tremendous drought disaster, with only penny-ante relief programs which will prove wholly 

inadequate to save tens of thousands of farmers from ruin.”63   

At the other end of the debate was Senator Olin D. Johnston (D-SC).  When leaders 

started to consider reducing the interest rates on the disaster loans, Johnston was alarmed.  

Reducing the interest rate, argued Johnston, would only increase the likelihood of disaster 

relief abuse.  Some barrowers, he explained, would be so attracted to the lower interest rates 

that they would obtain the federal loans even though it was possible for them to attain credit 

elsewhere.  He advised against putting federal loans into competition with commercial 

lenders.  The Senate agreed with Johnston and trashed the idea completely.64 

The story of Congress and the drought closed with loans and reduced prices for feed.  

This was apparently the “bold” action as called for by its members.  It confirmed a much 
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more restrained approach to federal disaster relief in comparison to FDR’s plan to attack the 

Dust Bowl.  That comparison in turn revealed the limits of the political climate of the time.  

Values of independence, self-sufficiency, and limited government were definitely strong 

currents that informed the political culture.  Many viewed American freedom and democracy 

in contrast to communism during the 1950s.  An enlarged welfare state could be conceived of 

as step toward socialism.  But, at the same moment, there was constant talk of these shared 

national disasters—both polio and the drought—and constant demand from the American 

people for federal answers to the problems.  It seemed that Congress’s solution was to 

provide help, but limited help, and leave the rest for Eisenhower to fix.  The American 

people, then, were left to wonder if their president, who vowed to combat “Communism, 

Korea, and corruption,” would add drought and polio to his list. 

               

Presidential Polio 

 

  The NFIP provided free polio vaccinations to children in the first and second grades.  

Eisenhower’s own grandchild had received one of these free shots.  But the program ran out 

before millions of other American children received vaccination.  Congress left this problem 

to Eisenhower, when they granted him broad discretionary powers to develop a national 

inoculation program.  Eisenhower held some general principles that ultimately guided his 

plan.  On the one hand, Eisenhower wanted to keep the issue out of the government and rely 

on voluntary organizations like the NFIP and the Ford Foundation.  He pointed out from the 

beginning that these organizations demonstrated an “unparalleled example of national 

teamwork” through “philanthropic, help-thy neighbor efforts of two great American 
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foundations.”  Funds raised from private sources could save America’s children, argued 

Eisenhower, and if need be, the “guiding but not dominating hand of government for the 

people” could step in if necessary.65 

 Later at a press conference, a reporter from the Indianapolis Star asked Eisenhower 

what he believed the federal government’s role was in the polio vaccine program.  He 

reiterated his previous statement: “I believe very greatly in the power that can be developed 

by the humanitarian agencies of the country,” said Eisenhower.  He elaborated.  According to 

Eisenhower, a compulsory role for the federal government “would slow it up.”  “By the time 

you establish more bureaus and all of the rest of the stuff,” said Eisenhower, “I believe you 

would be in trouble.”66  As April turned into May, Eisenhower’s stand back stance began to 

shift slightly.  Instead of a reliance on philanthropy, Eisenhower put the brunt of 

responsibility at the state level.  And, if the states could not afford a program to finance shots 

for poor children, Eisenhower stated that “if necessary” the federal government could cover 

the cost.67  

 A few days later, the press heard word of Eisenhower’s new position and pushed the 

president to describe the details of his apparent plan to provide poor children with a free 
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vaccine.  Robert Spivack of the New York Post asked Eisenhower to explain the program.  

Eisenhower did not seem to be one for details.  “Well, of course I can’t tell you all the detail 

of how we would do it, but I will tell you this: the second I find out that any child in the 

United States is denied this by reason of lack of money to pay for it, I am going to move as 

hard as I can, and I will certainly make someone listen to me very earnestly before there is 

any defeat on that one.”68  

Eisenhower lacked the details because he relied on Secretary of Health, Education 

and Welfare (HEW) Oveta Culp Hobby to develop a plan. This was normal of Eisenhower 

throughout his presidency, as he divvied specific responsibilities for individual areas of the 

presidency to a wide range of aides.  In doing so, Eisenhower could function as the director 

of the administration, be its face to the public, and at the same time avoid tremendous paper 

work and frivolous minor issues.69  Hobby, of Texas, was the first secretary of HEW as well 

as the first female secretary of the new organization.  As the leader of HEW, Hobby 

approved the Salk vaccine for distribution to the public. By mid-May 1955 Hobby authored a 

voluntary plan for the distribution of the Salk vaccine, which Eisenhower endorsed. Her plan 

set forth that as soon as the NFIP program ended, the Salk vaccine would be distributed in a 

fair and orderly, albeit voluntary, manner. Each state was to report to Hobby with a plan for 
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distribution.  To deal with the problem of the poor, Eisenhower asked and received $28 

million from Congress to make available to states for the purchase of the vaccine.70   

The plan was voluntary, but the federal government, especially Hobby, assumed a 

massive responsibility for the direction and distribution of the vaccine within the country.  

The task at hand was large.  But when Eisenhower was asked about supporting regulatory 

legislation, he calmly replied, “I do not believe that regulatory legislation in this field is 

necessary.”71  Anticipating a backlash from members of Congress, Representative George 

Bender (R-OH) jumped in to defend Eisenhower, Hobby, and state’s rights.  “Certainly,” he 

proclaimed, “the matter should be handled by the States, instead of by the Federal 

Government.”  Government control would be expensive and needless, maintained Bender.  

But, as expected, legislators seemed weary.  Senators Joseph Lister Hill (D-AL) and Herbert 

Lehman (D-NY) immediately questioned the ability of the states to control the allocation of 

the vaccine between private physicians and public agencies.  The Baltimore Sun reported that 

Hobby’s voluntary plan for the control of the Salk vaccine “met with a mixed reaction.  

Democrats were in general critical and Republicans receptive.”72   Eventually, however, the 

laidback plan proved to fail miserably, suggesting a need for the heavy hand of an 

administrative state.     

 Rush to distribute the vaccine and a lack of federal authority over production soon 

made Hobby a target among political leaders and parents alike.  The debacle also pushed 
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many to consider a stronger role for the federal government in future similar situations.  The 

problem started immediately after the April 12, 1955 announcement of the Salk vaccine, 

when Hobby licensed six firms to produce the vaccine for distribution to the public.  A little 

over two weeks later, Cutter Laboratories located in Berkeley, California, was under fire by 

Surgeon General Leonard A. Scheele.  Six cases of poliomyelitis developed in children 

vaccinated with the Salk vaccine manufactured by Cutter Laboratories.  The Surgeon General 

therefore instructed Cutter Laboratories to temporarily withdraw all of its vaccines from 

circulation.  In the meantime, Scheele slapped together a Poliomyelitis Surveillance Unit 

composed of scientists to conduct on-the-spot investigations of Cutter Laboratories as well as 

the other five firms.  For a week, experts met and discussed the situation.  At 4:00 on the 

morning of May 7, Scheele issued a bulletin that recommended that each state postpone their 

vaccination programs until further notice.  At 4:00 pm on May 8, Scheele issued a second 

report recommending that all polio vaccine programs be temporarily suspended pending a 

reappraisal of production procedures, testing and reevaluation of vaccines produced and not 

yet injected.  The immediate suspension and quality assurance of each vaccine halted 

vaccination programs.  Retesting of the vaccine caused a shortage.73   

In turn, the public panicked.  Hobby attempted to explain the terrific situation as 

normal, though.  “Just as the production of a drastically remodeled automobile or airplane, 

large scale production of biological products presents initial technical problems which 

ultimately are solved as the result of extensive experience.”74  Her remarks did not alleviate 
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tension.  Rumors of black markets and price conspiracies quickly developed as public 

opinion of Hobby and the six firms sank.  In some cases, the rumors were valid.  The 

Department of Justice had filed an antitrust suit against the Eli Lily & Company on May 12, 

1954.  The company’s president dismissed the charges as “complete nonsense.”75  Other tales 

of racketeering, profiteering, and a black market echoed throughout the United States.76   

Concerned citizen D.H. Miller responded by organizing the Polio Prevention, Inc. and 

served as its president.  He wrote polemical letters to Eisenhower, noting that the “Salk 

Vaccine Carnival” threatened to murder America’s kids.  The manufacturers, with 

government approval, maintained Miller, was a the same “gang” that put “rat poison in the 

drinking water of many cities.”  “These little children’s bodies,” noted Miller, “don’t need 

this damnable, fraudulent vaccine.”77  Miller demanded government intervention while at the 

same time suggesting government corruption:  

 If you or I, were to ‘concoct’ some ‘get-rich-quick’ fake vaccine, and start  

  inoculating hogs Coast to Coast, they would STOP use before sundown…lock 

  us up and throw the keys away.  Why, then, permit get-rich-quick ‘charity- 

  brokers’ of questionable integrity to ‘inject’ millions of little innocent children 
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  in their criminally-planned ‘HOAX’????  This KILLING vaccine must NOT 

  be approved by our U.S. Public Health Department which according to reports 

  is ‘loaded’ with RUSSIAN doctors.78  

Not everyone was as paranoid as Miller, a man who thought polio was essentially 

constipation, but many were completely frustrated with Hobby and an administration that 

allowed such a shocking blunder.79  For instance, Elspeth Lee of New York wrote 

Eisenhower in protest against “the disgraceful manner” of distribution of the Salk vaccine.  

She recommended that the government control manufacture and distribution and get rid of 

Hobby by appointing her ambassador to Luxembourg.80 

 Newspapers across the country reported unfavorably of Cutter Laboratories, Hobby, 

and the federal voluntary vaccination program.  The San Francisco Chronicle noted that 

production went about with “too much haste.”  The Troy, New York Record reported that the 

federal government should fix the problems and provide the vaccine free of cost.  An 

interview with a San Mateo, California county health official noted that the official was “not 

surprised” that only 28 percent of eligible children received their shorts “in view of all the 

confusion about the vaccine” in the San Francisco News.  And the Seattle Teamster published 
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a damning editorial that called the polio vaccination program the “greatest scandal of this 

federal administration.”81  

 Hyperbolic editorials and widespread panic was arguably unwarranted when one 

considered that of the nearly 2 million children who received treatment, only six showed 

problems.  But, at the same time, anger seemed warranted with the federal government 

decided to shut down all production and distribution of a vaccine that parents anxiously 

awaited for the health of their children. 

 Members of Congress pointed toward Hobby, who they believed had not only 

botched the program from the beginning but was also hiding from the Cutter incident.  

Representative Richard Bolling (D-MO) found it odd that for the first two years of Hobby’s 

time as secretary, she was the only person permitted to speak on behalf of the department.  

“Now when there is a really tough problem the Surgeon General is shoved in front and 

Madam Secretary disappears into the background?” questioned Bolling.82  Senator Morse, 

who had been vocal in his earlier opinion as a proponent of strong government control, 

snapped at Mrs. Hobby and remarked that meat was tested and inspected more carefully than 

the polio vaccine.83 

 On May 25 and 27, 1955, formal hearings took place in Congress.  Hobby was absent 

on the first day.  Even without her present, some interesting information emerged.  The 
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Cutter Laboratories had a history when it came to botched products.  Seven years earlier, an 

intravenous solution produced by the company was removed from the market and subsequent 

criminal information filed.  Moreover, there were a number of instances in which products 

violated Food and Drug Act regulations.  However, these products were not deemed to be 

dangerous to the public health.  Representative Arthur Klein pointed out that hindsight 

demonstrated that it was probably important that someone in the Surgeon General’s office 

“be a little more careful than usual in checking the output for this particular laboratory.”  

Representative Charles Bennett (D-FL) projected that it would have been better for the 

federal government to take control of the program, “not only to the allocations of the vaccine, 

but in the manner of providing rules and regulations as to the priority of its use, and provided 

all of the funds that are necessary to carry that out.”  He did reiterate that he did not mean for 

socialized medicine, but rather federal control over “a problem of great national concern.”84   

 In the middle of the second day of hearings, Secretary Hobby decided to join.  She 

did not say much and deflected most questions.  She did however take the time to point out 

that it was the Surgeon General who recommended to her which manufacturers he thought 

should be licensed to produce the vaccine, pinning blame for the Cutter incident on 

Scheele.85 

 Probably more annoying than Hobby deflecting questions was Eisenhower’s habit of 

offering only vague answers.   During a press conference, a reporter asked Eisenhower for 

his opinion of the “hoop-la” with the Cutter vaccines.  Eisenhower answered that he believed 
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it boiled down to two things: the great pressure to develop and distribute a vaccine to the 

people; “and, therefore, some of the exhaustive tests through which such a product normally 

goes, probably they tried to shortcut a little bit.  I don’t know….I am not a scientist, as you 

well know.”  Eisenhower suggested that Cutter Laboratories mishandled their duty to 

distribute an adequate vaccine.  When another reporter asked if he believed the situation 

could have been avoided had the government controlled production and distribution, he 

simply responded, “I don’t know.”  Another reporter pushed Eisenhower on what exactly he 

meant by “they tried to shortcut a little bit.”  Eisenhower clarified that he meant the scientists 

at Cutter probably made mistakes as they rushed to produce the product for distribution.  

“Look,” he said in an attempt to close the subject, “I am speculating on that particular point.  

I say I haven’t got my report, and I am not making any statement that is to be taken as 

authoritative on that point, but they have stopped the vaccinations while they take a double-

check on something.  Now, what this is, I am not sure.” The President did not know, and, he 

said to the press, “the Government would know no more about the factors in this than this 

body would.  What would you know what to do with such technical things.  I wouldn’t.”86  

 But the point was that the reporters, and the American people, expected Eisenhower 

and the federal government to know the answers to their questions regarding the safety of the 

Salk vaccine—it was their responsibility.  Eisenhower, on the other hand, made one thing 

clear: neither he nor the federal government was obligated to promise successful output.  

That was left to the six private corporations, and, at least one of them had failed. 
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Eisenhower Buys a Farm 

 

 We last left the Southwest drought with Congress’s $150 million moderate relief 

program of federal loans and reduced cost of feed.  But, what was Eisenhower’s opinion?  

Eisenhower certainly liked American farmers, or more appropriately he liked the idea of the 

American farmer.  He himself bought a farm in Pennsylvania in 1954.87  The perceived 

personality of American farmers captivated President Eisenhower.  He admired their 

resilience, values of self-sufficiency, and ability to work hard.  In this way, his views of the 

American farmer mirrored Secretary Benson’s as put forth in the statement on agricultural 

policy. Indeed, farmers had to be jacks of all trade: they had to know how to fix a machine on 

the spot, doctor a sick cow, ask for a $5,000 loans “without blinking an eye.”  The farmer 

faced many risks, and both Benson and Eisenhower were seemingly awed by their ability to 

deal with those dangers.88  Eisenhower also revered the fact that the American farmer had not 

“lost their sense of self-reliance and independence” during the drought.89  Farmers probably 

enjoyed the compliments of Benson and Eisenhower, but many wanted to know how the 

federal government would help them when drought became too severe to handle with their 
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own ingenuity.  Eisenhower downplayed the drought’s severity, as he announced, “You farm 

folks can do far more for yourself than the government can ever do for you.”90 

 Eisenhower’s early opinion regarding federal disaster relief and the farmer tended to 

lean toward self-help, based on his idea of the “sovereign ideal.”  According to Eisenhower, 

the “supreme belief in our society” was “dignity and freedom to the individual.”  He held 

firm to this belief, stating that the sovereign ideal “must direct every thought and every 

decision.”  In reality, farmers suffering from drought wanted freedom, but they also wanted 

federal help.  The sovereign ideal, however, directly influenced Eisenhower’s moderate 

disaster relief stance.  “I repeat,” said Eisenhower, “this sovereign faith of ours in the 

freedom and dignity of the individual is infinitely more than a dry and lifeless philosophic 

doctrine.  It is the nerve and the fiber of our very laws.  This supreme ideal—not merely the 

votes of so many Congressmen or Senators—is what sends aid to drought-stricken areas.”91  

In Eisenhower’s opinion, federal aid, if needed, must be small in nature as not to threaten the 

sovereignty of the individual. 

 Appropriately, then, Eisenhower consistently supported small-scale federal relief 

efforts while promoting the responsibility at the individual, local, and state levels.  When 

asked by a reporter at a press conference whether he thought there was a need for more aid in 

the areas or a long-range program of drought prevention, Eisenhower simply responded, “I 

don’t think you can prevent the effect, because drought is a meteorological conditions that 
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even the most powerful governments seem to be helpless in front of.”92  Eisenhower did 

agree to do something, though, and approved with the support of Congress the amount of 

$150 million for the Department of Agriculture to make loans and provide feed at reduced 

prices.  When he announced his support for the measure in the summer of 1954, he tempered 

the news with a reminder that he still considered the burden of relief to be at the local level 

rather than the federal.  “The States, local governments involved, however, should strive to 

do everything possible within their power to overcome the situation and minimize the 

necessity for Federal aid,” stated Eisenhower.93  Additionally, Eisenhower remained faithful 

in the American farmer’s ingenuity in overcoming despair, despite their real need for federal 

aid.  After visiting the areas, Eisenhower left impressed with “the courage and self-reliance 

of the people” and the “determination to work out their own salvation as fully as they can.”  

But, he noted, “I am no less impressed with their desperate need for help.”94 

 Drought conditions worsened during the following months, convincing Eisenhower 

that the farmers needed more federal help.  He sent them his assurance, promising that the 

federal government would continue, as long as necessary, to assist “in meeting the 

misfortunes of our people in the drought areas.”  To solidify his promise, he initiated a ten 
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million dollar hay delivery program to provide livestock farmers with much-needed fodder, 

especially in the hard hit state of Missouri.  Furthermore, Eisenhower explicitly stated the 

necessity of the federal government in disaster relief when he said, “There are many 

problems relating to agriculture that are predominately Federal in character.”95  

 Again, Eisenhower made clear that federal relief was meant only to supplement local 

level programs, tasking Benson with overseeing state-federal negotiations.  For example, 

Eisenhower announced a ten million dollar hay program, but after meeting with local leaders, 

quickly scaled back the measure.  They felt justified with their decision to stop airplane 

delivery of hay in Missouri for the following reasons: “Once a haylift were inaugurated in 

Missouri, other states in the drought area would probably demand the same assistance;” and 

“if delivery of hay by airplane were undertaken, it would be difficult to discontinue such a 

program.”96  The Eisenhower administration did not want to set a precedent of disaster relief, 

projecting that it would start a bad habit of relief expectations among other states that would 

surely threaten the sovereign ideal.  Eisenhower seemed to have doubts in the self-reliance 

capabilities of the American farmer as the drought intensified.  He would help them, but not 

too much. 

 The states helped themselves to federal loans, the largest program put in place by the 

federal government, soaking more and more up as the drought went on.  From late 1953 

through March of the following year, the amount of federal loans taken out by farm owners 
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in the Southwest consistently increased, suggesting the great need for federal relief.  The 

numbers were as follows: 

   

Date   Loans Taken Out  Amount 

 November 6, 1953     1,828   $20,800,013 

 November 26, 1953     2,306   $26,539,001 

 December 4, 1953     2,437   $27,534,373  

 January 8, 1954     2,917   $32,043,973 

 February 5, 1954     3,256   $34,810,843 

 February 26, 1954     3,474   $37,571,401 

 March 5, 1954     3,600    $38,005,08797 

 

Finally, in 1957, as the drought continued on, the Secretary of Agriculture called for a special 

meeting in Wichita, Kansas.  Farmers, ranchers, and agriculture workers from fifteen states 

came to the conference, along with 190 state representatives, bankers, businessmen, state and 

federal agency workers, farm organizers, and scientists.98  Eisenhower walked away from the 

conference unmoved.  The president drew two conclusions from the three-day meeting—

conclusions he had held all along.  First, Eisenhower determined that the administration of 
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emergency disaster programs “must be kept close to the local people.”  Second, the president 

walked away from the meeting understanding that, in his own words, “state and local 

government should assume a greater part in alleviating human distress and hardship and in 

meeting other local needs in times of disaster, calling on the Federal government only to 

supplement their own resources.”99  When asked about long-range as well as temporary need 

for relief, the president shut down conversation and said, “Well, I am not prepared to talk 

about it this morning.”100   

 

Conclusions: Disasters for Another Day 

 

 Eisenhower agreed that both polio and the drought in the Southwest constituted 

national disasters.  For Congress, polio and the drought in the Southwest both constituted 

national disasters that demanded presidential leadership.  Drought, easily considered a 

natural disaster, prompted the use of the Disaster Relief Act of 1950 in which the executive 

leader assumed prime responsibility over relief and recovery.  While the polio problem did 

not fall under the Disaster Relief Act, Congress agreed that the president assumed prime 

control over recovery.  In both cases, Eisenhower proved moderate in his plan to control the 

situations, relying on arguments of state’s rights and deemed inefficiency of federal bureaus 

and administrations.  Congress at times supported the President and at times demanded that 
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he do more.  In any case, the result for each emergency was the same: Congress passed 

appropriations to be divvied out at the state level, Eisenhower remained aloof from the actual 

events taking place in the states, and the American people felt entitled to more federal help 

under the shared assumption that national disasters, as Eisenhower himself had put it, 

required additional national direction.  Subsequent conferences and meetings in the aftermath 

of both disasters tended to agree with the public that a more dominant role of the federal 

government could have alleviated distress in both emergencies. 

 Reflecting on the government voluntary polio vaccine program and the recall during 

the dedication ceremony of the New York University-Bellevue Medical Center in New York 

City, Adali Stevenson announced with a touch of sarcasm and a brush of disappointment that 

he did not believe that “it required any special clairvoyance to estimate the demand for the 

vaccine, the supply and the hazards of production and distribution, or to foresee, with the 

happiness and lives of our children involved, that here was a situation above all others that 

called for foresight and meticulous planning and preparation.”  Incidentally, on that same 

June day Stevenson stood in front of the new medical center, 239,850 potentially tainted 

doses of the Salk vaccine were yanked from New Jersey.101   

Stevenson echoed the thoughts of many average Americans and leaders.  The national 

polio disaster had become a disaster of poor federal planning.  The Cutter Laboratories 

incident prompted a reevaluation of the government’s reliance on private companies to 

handle a national emergency.  In doing so, they discovered the free market solution failed 

and required stronger federal oversight.  A five-week investigation of the six manufacturers 

revealed massive problems.  In the first place, the companies failed to keep essential records 
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of the production process.  “The intensive investigations,” read the government report, 

“indicate that the records which manufacturers were required to submit did not include 

certain data which are essential for an adequate assessment of consistency of performance.”  

The information that the companies turned over to the federal government related only to the 

vaccines that were proposed for clearance to the general public.  The companies provided no 

information regarding vaccines that were discarded during the course of manufacture, 

suggesting a cover up of something.  What is more, the companies had no information 

concerning the actual processing and testing that took place over the course of production.  

The report concluded that the “intensive investigations of the past 5 weeks indicate that the 

records required of manufacturers were inadequate to permit realistic assessment of 

consistence in the performance of each establishment.” 102   

As a result of the investigation and analysis of the manufactures’ experience and 

records, the government enforced changes in processing and safety testing, allowing for the 

resumption of vaccine production.  “The modifications provide greater assurance of safety,” 

guaranteed the report.  Actions taken included a revision of minimum requirements and 

testing of the Salk vaccine, the creation of a technical committee within the Public Health 

Service on the poliomyelitis vaccine, creations of a Division of Biologics Standards, 

increased on-site plant surveillance and consultation, a “reorientation” of testing and research 

programs, the establishment of a Poliomyelitis Surveillance Unit, a review of legislative 

authority, and the incorporation of the new minimum requirements in official regulations as 

mandatory standards.  In short, the changes called for the creation of more government 

agencies—which Eisenhower had previously argued would only hamper the vaccine 
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initiative—and increased government oversight.  With the new changes in place, production 

and availability of the Salk vaccine to the public was delayed as vaccines were double-

checked.  Many rightfully argued that the government standards of control should have been 

implemented from the very beginning, not as reactive measures.103  

Study of the drought during the three-day Wichita conference came back with similar 

lessons about the need for stronger and better-coordinated federal direction during times of 

national calamity.  The report from the January conference released the following month 

demonstrated the importance of federal leadership and better coordination between the local, 

state, and federal levels.  But at the same time, the report revealed that national leadership 

and cohesion would, simply put, probably never happen.  “The main purpose,” read the 

report describing the point of the Wichita conference, “is that there will be more effective 

coordination of efforts and more adequate sharing of responsibility between individual, local 

communities, and governments—local, State, Federal—in helping prevent disasters and 

alleviating distress when disasters come.”  When the question of the degree of responsibility 

that state and local governments should assume in natural disasters of any type, there was 

agreement in the viewpoint that calamities that went beyond the reach of local and state 

resources “is, almost by definition, at least in part, a National responsibility from the start.”  

So, it was decided that the federal government was indeed obligated to provide relief to the 

people of America during times of natural disaster.104   
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But, the conference also reported disappointment and doubt that a local-state-National 

relationship of mutual teamwork could be established.   “Endorsement was given to the 

principal of sharing the responsibility and the cost of emergency assistance and to the need 

for general realization and acceptance that a real obligation of a joint nature does exist,” 

acknowledged the report.  It went on, “However, it was felt that it was beyond the immediate 

scope of recommendations to indicate how such responsibility should be shared.”  The 

Wichita Conference pinpointed a problem, but provided no possible solution.  

Representatives from various federal agencies and Eisenhower reviewed and discussed the 

pinpointed problem, but tended to shy away from actually fixing it and demonstrated their 

inability to even attempt to tackle large national issues of an emergency nature.  The result of 

the conference was depressing:  “All the proposals and other matter herein presented have 

been reviewed and discussed with the Federal agencies concerned.  An analysis of these 

plans and programs reveal no proposed action looking toward a unified, comprehensive, 

long-range solution to the drouth problem.”105 

 In the end, the problem of disaster and federal responsibility of disaster relief was left 

for another day.  Meeting, conferences, and reports on both national emergencies—polio and 

drought—exposed the need for more efficient and dedicated federal direction.  Eisenhower 

contended throughout his presidency that disasters were local in nature and thus should be 

fixed at the local level.  But, at the same time, he acknowledged the need for some form of 

government help and consistently reminded the American people that the federal government 

would do all it could to protect its farmers and children during national disasters.  Rhetoric 
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suggested protection provided through the avenue of the administrative state and executive 

leadership through the Disaster Relief Act.  And, the structures for federally directed 

emergency help were already put in place with the welfare state created by Roosevelt, but 

Eisenhower was hesitant to use them.  Practice, then, showed that Eisenhower preserved the 

“sovereign ideal” of independence and self-reliance at the expense of solid and effective 

disaster relief and aid.  
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                                                               Chapter Five 

              Executive Disasters 

 

 

In late August 1965, a tropical storm formed in the Atlantic Basin about 675 miles 

east northwest of Trinidad.  On August 27, 1965, the storm became a full-blown hurricane 

known as Hurricane Betsy.  Betsy was a rather shifty hurricane; Representative Adam 

Clayton Powell, Jr. (D-NY) even described her as “the capricious female.”1  Her erratic 

course first moved westward, then northwestward over the Windward and Leeward Islands, 

then north toward Puerto Rico, then again northwestward in the direction of the Virginia 

coastline and Washington, D.C.  But during the night of August 30, Betsy moved away from 

the nation’s capitol and suddenly button-hooked and headed south, then west, then northwest 

toward the Carolinas.  Betsy button-hooked again during the night of September 4.  She 

headed south, then southwest, then west toward the southern tip of Florida.  A few days later, 

the hurricane moved across the Florida Keys and into the Gulf of Mexico and continued 

westward for twenty-four hours, finally veering northwestward toward Louisiana.  On 

September 9, she stopped meandering as her sights set on Louisiana.  Hurricane Betsy’s eye 

moved across the coast of Louisiana as a Category 4 hurricane and slammed into the 

southern portion of the United States with winds in excess of 160 miles per hour and tidal 

surges reaching up to sixteen feet.  Her force toppled levees all along the Mississippi River.  

Betsy hurt worst Louisiana and Florida, inundating over 4,800 square miles of land with 
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floodwater.  The hurricane caused a reported 81 deaths and $1.42 billion in damages to 

public and private property.  At that moment, Hurricane Betsy took her place as the most 

expensive natural disaster in American history.2   

Four days later, concerned citizen Kirk McGee wrote President Lyndon Baines 

Johnson.  “If I were President,” noted McGee, “I’m sure I would at least have tried to use all 

bombers available and pounded this thing to see if it couldn’t be destroyed…. Surely,” 

continued McGee, “we have smoke bombs.”  McGee asked Johnson to “let the ‘man on the 

moon’ rest in peace” and redirect federal dollars being spent on space exploration into 

“harnessing” hurricanes.3  McGee’s letter suggested that Johnson had an obligation to protect 

the American people from natural disaster, and, moreover, that he had failed to do so by not 

stopping Betsy in the first place.  Although McGee’s smoke bomb solution was off base and 

likely ineffective, McGee’s letter pointed out that citizens considered control of natural 

disasters and natural disaster relief well within the confines of federal government authority.  

This had been a trend in the politics of federal disaster relief since the Hoover presidency, 

when moments of emergency overpowered individual, local and state capabilities and 

required government planning through the incorporation of disaster relief programs into the 

welfare state.  
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During Johnson’s time in office, federal disaster relief under the leadership of a 

strong executive expanded even more, showing the enlargement of the welfare state and an 

increase in the power of the presidency as well as its control over disaster relief initiatives.  

President Johnson liberalized existing disaster relief laws, namely the Disaster Relief Act of 

1950, to unprecedented levels and initiated new disaster relief legislation by using his power 

as executive leader of the United States.  Through an examination of three disasters—the 

Alaska earthquake of 1964, Hurricane Betsy in 1965, and the Detroit, Michigan riots in 

1967—the intensification in federal control of disaster relief over state and local 

responsibility becomes evident.  

But, as presidents before him, Johnson too grappled with the paradox central to 

American political culture.  At the same time that Johnson liberalized federal disaster relief, 

he consistently underscored the primary responsibility of the local and state levels, as had the 

presidents before him.  That suggested the continued importance given to individual and 

local authority in comparison to reliance on the various programs of a large welfare state.  It 

also showed the limits of the American welfare state, as it was grounded in philosophies of 

self-help.  An impressive collection of literature deals with the paradox of conservative 

values alongside the use of welfare state programs in America, particularly in the suburbs.  

For example, people who used federal home loans at the same time spoke out against other 

aspects of the welfare state, such as civil rights social programs of Johnson’s Great Society.  

The literature of this topic focuses on issues involving how Great Society programs of home 

ownership, desegregation of public schools, and public housing, for example, intersected 

with segregation, busing boycotts, red lining, and other forms of racism stemming from the 

outcome of Great Society programs.  An analysis of the tension between expectations and 
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use of expanded welfare state programs of disaster relief and simultaneous objections to 

notions of big government is yet to be published, but worthy of scholarly explication.4  

Although Johnson provided rhetoric of limited government at least in the case of 

disaster aid, the reality of the Johnson administration and its Great Society was the expansion 

of welfare that included the administration of programs aimed at helping individuals, such as 

his well-known Medicare and Medicaid programs, for instance.  According to Johnson 

scholars, Johnson considered himself an heir of Franklin D. Roosevelt and set out to enact a 

post-New Deal agenda had been stalemated in Congress for a generation.5  Once assuming 

the presidency, Johnson was anxious to establish himself as a great liberal president in a 

similar if not better manner than he considered Roosevelt had done.  And before the political 

climate was subsumed by the war in Vietnam and race issues, Johnson enjoyed legislative 

triumphs that enacted his Great Society agenda.  Law dealing with education, conservation, 

solutions to urban problems, and health care seemed to indicate that Johnson had indeed 

exceeded Roosevelt and the new Deal.6  How the Great Society changed the politics of 
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disaster relief has yet to be thoroughly examined by scholars.7  The goals of the Great 

Society, so it seemed, also transformed federal disaster relief. No longer did Johnson limit 

disaster relief aid to landowning farmers and business owners, as had previous presidents.  

No longer did Johnson limit disaster relief aid to the temporary restoration of government-

owned facilities.  Johnson, along with the agreement of Congress, dramatically expanded 

disaster relief benefits during the earthquake in Alaska, Hurricane Betsy, and even used 

disaster relief law for an unnatural disaster in Detroit, suggesting that relief had indeed 

become an entitlement of the welfare state that more and more Americans could appreciate as 

a benefit of a larger welfare state.8    

   

The Disaster Relief Act of 1950 in the 1960s 
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 When Johnson worked as a senator during the Eisenhower administration, he was not 

exactly sure of the “technicalities,” as he put it, involved with the Disaster Relief Act of 

1950.9  He was sure, however, that he expected the federal government and Eisenhower to do 

something to help alleviate suffering caused by the severe Southwest drought from 1953-56.  

Johnson had noted that he expected a strong federal program to deal with the natural disaster 

despite uncertainties of what the 1950 law meant.  Senator Johnson felt that “needed relief” 

should not “be blocked by legal technicalities.”10  To Johnson’s dismay, Eisenhower led an 

arguably weak disaster relief initiative during the drought, not wanting to exert too much 

authority lest he harm the “sovereign ideal” integral to American’s moral fiber.  Once 

Johnson assumed the presidency, he cared less about Eisenhower’s “sovereign ideal,” which 

often translated into an excuse for the federal government to remain distanced from national 

concerns, and more about what he could do as an effective and strong leader.  Known to be a 

“volcanic president” who valued initiative and self-starting over careful deliberations of 

alternatives among his advisors, Johnson preferred action to slothfulness and practiced strong 

leadership as a taskmaster president.11 
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 Accordingly, Johnson ignored the so-called technicalities of the Disaster Relief Act 

and interpreted the disaster law in a broad manner that enhanced presidential authority.  The 

1950 Act allowed more presidential authority over disaster relief by awarding the executive 

the power to decide when assistance should be given.12  This indicated the potential for wide 

presidential discretion in disaster response as he deemed fit.  But that did not mean that a 

president was automatically going to provide large-scale individual disaster relief to all 

individual victims. It did not provide for direct grants to individuals but rather furnished 

assistance to state and local governments to make “emergency repairs to essential public 

facilities.”13  Put differently, the Disaster Relief Act was to provide an avenue in which the 

executive branch could appropriate money to temporarily fix federal buildings and 

infrastructure such as roads, schools, airports, post offices, communication networks, and 

other federally owned structures, destroyed or damaged by nature.14   

 But by the 1960s, the Disaster Relief Act expanded considerably under the Johnson 

administration because Johnson read the act as a mandate for broad presidential power.  By 

the time Betsy, the worse of the natural disasters during the Johnson administration, hit in 

1965, Johnson had expended more money through the act than ever before in its history.  
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From 1950 to 1960, Disaster Relief Act expenditures averaged approximately $21.5 million.  

But, during the first year of Johnson’s presidency, expenditures increased to $30 million.  In 

1964, expenditures jumped to $53 million.  The increase was in part due to the exigencies of 

horrible natural disasters, most notably the Alaskan earthquake of 1964 that caused over 

$310 million in damage.  But, the increase in federal spending also happened because 

Johnson and Congress supported amendments to extend the reach of the federal government 

through the act.15 

 

A Federal Earthquake 

 

 An examination of relief initiatives after the Alaskan earthquake that took place on 

March 27, 1964 indicated that Johnson wished to take the Disaster Relief Act to a new 

extreme and provide substantial federal disaster relief like never before.  This made sense 

considering the desolate conditions after the earthquake.  Some seventy-eight people were 

reported dead by mid- April as debris clearance workers uncovered bodies.  An additional 

thirty-three people were recorded as missing and presumed dead.  Throughout the month of 

April a series of earthquake tremors continued to shake the Alaska-Bering Sea area, making 

for a nervous population.16  As land subsided, shifted, and settled after that earthquake, 
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flooding became an additional problem.17  By September, the death count grew to eight-two.  

The relatively low population density of the state showed to be the only positive in the 

situation.  In total, the earthquake damaged an area of about 50,000 square miles, being most 

severe on the Kenai Peninsula-Cook Inlet area, which included Anchorage, Whittier, Homer, 

Seldovia, and Seward.  The Kodiak Island, Valdez, and Cordova on the north and east shores 

of Prince William Sound also witnessed extensive damage.18   

 An official report submitted the Johnson by the Office of Emergency Planning (OEP) 

detailed the significance of the earthquake’s effect.  “Though this triangle comprises less than 

ten percent of the land area of Alaska, nearly half of the population live and work in the 

affected area.  It is the economic heart of the State.”  The report went on to detail how 150 

miles of major railways and $56 million worth of highway lines were ruined.  The earthquake 

also damaged and destroyed fishing ports, fleets, small boat harbors, and processing plants.  

This was of great concern because the Alaskan economy largely depended on the fishing 

industry.  The report pointed out great damage to important military installations, too.  It 

shook the ground under Fort Richardson, Elmendorf Air Force Base, and the Naval Station 

on Kodiak and made for $40 million in damage.  Gross damage to public buildings, schools, 

hospitals, and public utilities totaled around $110 million.  “In a wealthier State a disaster of 
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this magnitude would have caused great economic disruption.  To Alaska, the economic 

consequences of the earthquake were catastrophic,” concluded the report.19  

The OEP report handed over to Johnson was impersonal.  The report tallied the 

millions of dollars in damage to government-owned infrastructure; the account focused less 

on the personal tragedies endured by those who lived through the natural disaster. There was 

no mention of, for example, destruction to homes, apartment complexes, automobiles, or 

personal belongings.  “Personal property losses have not been calculated,” read the report.20  

But, existing federal disaster relief law was not aimed at ameliorating such loss.  The 

Disaster Relief Act of 1950 laid out that the government was only responsible for fixing 

federally funded structures to restore normal day-to-day economic activity.  It was not a 

personal law, but rather one that made the federal state accountable for repairing buildings 

and infrastructure that it had funded before a disaster. 

On the other hand, the American people understood natural disaster and its 

relationship to the federal government in a much more intimate way.  Many also assumingly 

believed that the welfare state existed to help the people during personal struggle and thus 

oversaw individual aid after the quake.  The feeling was evident in piles of letters and 

donations that accumulated at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue following the Alaskan earthquake.  

Cash, personal checks, and money orders made out to “the Alaskan Disaster Victims” arrived 
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at the White House immediately after the earthquake.  During the day of April 10, 1964, for 

instance, letters to Johnson with money attached totaled $257.  Americans from across the 

country gave what they could afford under the impression that the federal government used 

the money to help individuals rather than reconstruct military bases or repair other federal 

structures.  The dollar amounts varied.  Harold A. Bikerlor of Maryland mailed a one-dollar 

bill to Johnson on April 10, while the Perlsteins of New York sent a personal check for $200.  

The money continued to flow over the following days.  On April 13, Janice Hinkle of 

California offered a fifty-cent piece.   New York resident Donald L. Cobler donated a $20 

money order to the victims.  Particia Hume of Chicago offered a check for $100 on April 15.  

Each donation received reiterated the reality of individual misfortune affecting Alaskan 

residents.  Each letter addressed to Johnson emphasized the perception among the American 

people that the president and the federal government cared for each single victim.  However, 

up to that point in history, the Disaster Relief Act highlighted government concern for 

infrastructures deemed integral to the national economy rather than individual victims.21 

The public, on the other hand, desired a more prominent role for the government in 

direct and individual disaster relief.  Max R. Medema of California, for example, wrote to 

Johnson that he was “shocked” and “disturbed” that the government did not provide 

“monetary assistance” to the “man on the street,” the “individual,” and the “un-insured.”22  

Cecil E. Jenks of Washington State wrote Johnson angered that the government spent billions 

on “trying to land someone on the moon” but “debate, argue, and penny-pinch” about doing 
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something for disaster victims.  Jenks went on to criticize Johnson’s “penny-anting about” 

instead of providing the Red Cross—the major organization that provided disaster victims 

with food, water, and shelter—with money.23 Thus there was a sense among citizens that 

they were entitled to direct federal disaster relief that went beyond the charity of the Red 

Cross.24  

 Local leaders in Alaska recognized the constraints on disaster aid set by the Disaster 

Relief Act and pushed Johnson to overcome the limitations.  Leaders at the local level 

reminded Johnson that their state had “just suffered the greatest proportionate damage in the 

history of the United States.”  And, “if it is to proceed as a vibrant part of our country,” read 

a letter sent to Johnson, “it needs help from…the federal government.”  The same letter 

urged Johnson to expand all existing federal programs and adapt them to “deal with Alaska’s 

specific problems,” noting that “existing programs cannot by themselves meet the unusual 

situation created by the earthquake.”  Moreover, the letter suggested that the “objective” of 

the federal government during relief and recovery efforts “should be to keep the population 

confident.”25  The Alaska Legislative Council in Juneau sent in a similar plea to Johnson, 
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noting specifically the need for federal dollars to permanently fix both public and private 

schools so that children could return to their normal routines.26  

Johnson responded to calls for increased federal disaster relief activity that moved 

beyond the precedents set by previous activity under the existing disaster relief law.  First he 

had to declare the affected areas disaster zones to trigger the Disaster Relief Act and begin 

the federal response.  He took care of that small detail the day after the earthquake.  

Following his declaration, Johnson made available an initial $5 million in Federal disaster 

relief funds for Alaska.  Five million looked small in comparison to the total amount of 

federal dollars eventually spent over the course of recovery in Alaska.  Despite setting new 

records in federal funds appropriated for relief, Johnson still did little to directly help 

individuals during this disaster recovery process, rather focusing on repairing federal 

infrastructure.27 

In order to provide broad and unparalleled amounts of federal aid for Alaska 

recovery, Johnson crafted new legislation in the form of a draft bill to amend the Alaska 

Omnibus Act.  The original purpose of the Alaska Omnibus Act was to admit Alaska as a 

state in 1959.  But in April of 1964, the primary purpose of the Omnibus Act for LBJ was to 

amend the law to allow for additional transitional grants.  Johnson explained his draft bill, 

stating, “I believe that this form of assistance to the State is essential to help it overcome the 

results of the tragic earthquake of March 17.”  If passed, portions of the funds were to be 
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given to local governments affected by the disaster.  The funds, argued Johnson, “are needed 

to insure the continuance of State and local government during the emergency.”28   

In a letter to the Senate, Johnson explained his plan in sharper detail.  First he made 

clear that new legislative authority was urgent to provide additional special assistance to 

Alaska—new legislative authority that went beyond the Disaster Relief Act of 1950.  

Initially, Johnson had set aside $5 million for quake recovery.  His amendment to the Alaska 

Omnibus Act, however, planned for $275 million in appropriations.  Of that, Johnson wished 

to set forth $80 million in grants for restoring public facilities and debris clearance, over $75 

million for restoration of federal buildings, over $60 million for grants for highway repair, 

and up to $45 million in grants for urban renewal projects.  Such funds were needed, stated 

Johnson, to “provide greater flexibility in Federal programs to cope with the extraordinary 

circumstances arising out of the earthquake.”29 

A majority of members in the House of Representatives and the Senate were happy to 

comply with Johnson’s plan to increase disaster relief funds in Alaska and approved his 

request.  For the most part, Congress supported Johnson’s Great Society efforts during the 

first two years of his presidency, passing multitudes of welfare state legislation.30  While no 

evidence overtly links disaster relief to the Great Society, the support Johnson received for 
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the Alaska Omnibus Act amendment may have been related to the generally encouraging 

atmosphere in Congress.   By early May of 1964, Senator Henry (Scoop) Jackson (N-WA) 

introduced the bill with the bipartisan co-sponsorship of Senators Clinton Anderson (D-NM), 

Thomas Kuchel (R-CA), Warren Magnuson (D-WA), Edward (Bob) Bartlett (D-AK), and 

Ernest Gruening (D-AK).  Jackson explained the bill as “another of the affirmative actions 

taken by the Federal Government to aid the State of Alaska to recover from devastation.”  

Jackson along with the other sponsors wanted to make clear that the amendment to the 

Alaska Omnibus Act increased disaster funds immensely, but also that the bill was not a 

complete answer for recovery,.  This suggested that the federal government had incredible 

responsibility over disaster relief and recovery.  They “wished to make clear” that the 

amendment “deals with only one of the many problems stemming from the Alaska disaster, 

namely the continuance of State and local governmental functions,” suggesting limitations in 

disaster recovery still existed despite the large and impressive relief funds.31  

The proposed legislation limited repair funds to damaged federal facilities.  Thus, the 

amendment basically kept the same formula as the Disaster Relief Act and differed only in 

the amount of money appropriated for disaster relief programs.  Johnson explained this to 

Congress, “These proposals, in most cases, are to repair or replace Federal facilities damaged 

by the Alaska earthquake and the following seismic waves.”32  Debris clearance, military 

base reconstruction, port rebuilding, and highway repair were all necessary components of 
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the recovery process, but did not fix the problems of economically crippled individuals.  

Alaska’s Senator Gruening pointed out the flaw, “With 50 percent of the income base of the 

State of Alaska gone, the task is to rehabilitate the private sector of the economy to bring the 

tax revenues flowing back to the State government as soon as possible so that I can resume 

normal functions.”  Gruening asked, “What does it profit the Federal Government to dangle 

the carrot of urban renewal—badly needed—before the people of Anchorage [when] their tax 

base has been crippled by the earthquake?”33  The Alaskan Senator therefore suggested that 

the formula for disaster relief be flipped to start at the bottom to aid individuals themselves.  

His logic suggested that once individuals were economically set, their security would work to 

rebuild the economy of the state—a reversal of the apparent trickle-down relief traditionally 

provided to abstract state governments and federal programs and facilities.   

But the amendment, which became law in late August 1964, stayed true to its original 

intent and funneled funds to rebuild primarily federal facilities.  Johnson touted the 

amendment as the liberalization of federal disaster relief.  It did indeed liberalize federal 

assistance to Alaska in terms of money spent on repairing government structures.  Johnson, 

however, set a new precedent and demanded permanency, which in turn demanded more 

money. Dealing with repair and reconstruction of federal highways, the amendment 

increased the federal share to the same percentage of dollars that were provided for original 

construction, increasing federal responsibility from 50 percent to 94.97 percent.34  It gave the 

Department of Agriculture funds in the amount of $650,000 to replace and restore 
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administrative and recreational facilities.  Another $350,000 went into relocation, 

reconstruction, and repair of national forest roads, trails, and bridges in the Chugach National 

Forest.  For the Department of Commerce, $1.72 million for salaries and expenses for special 

hydrographic, photogrammetric, and geodetic surveys on the physical deformations that 

resulted from the earthquake.   

However, certain individuals did receive direct benefit from the amendment to the 

Alaska Omnibus Act in the form of aid for the use of personal home reconstruction: Indians.  

One million dollars went to the Bureau of Indian Affairs for reconstruction of Indian housing 

in five demolished villages.  Free lumber arrived in the communities.  However, the 

government aid stopped there. The wood piled up.  The Indians were to supply all necessary 

labor in turning the lumber into shelter.35    

The federal government was most concerned with repairing infrastructure on which 

Alaska’s economy relied.  The Alaska Omnibus Act amendment approved money to repair 

certain damaged structures integral to the state and national economy that were not federal 

buildings.  This provided another new precedent.  Money for repair of non-federal buildings 

was referred to in the amendment as “appropriations involving new obligational authority”—

meaning that the government had never before assumed responsibility or spent such massive 

amounts of sums.  That in turn demonstrated how Johnson changed traditions of federal 

disaster relief by expanding it to new levels.36  
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 Included under new “obligational authority” were railroads.  States received $25.2 

million to repair equipment, docks, roadbed, and railroad maintenance facilities.  Another 

$5.6 million went into projects to fix channels at the Homer, Seward, and Valdez fishing 

harbors.  Johnson reserved $17 million for the purpose of awarding grants to state and local 

governments, as he deemed necessary, and $150,000 for the Federal Reconstruction and 

Development Planning Commission for Alaska—or, wages for the people who coordinated 

the various federal reconstruction and repair programs throughout the affected areas.37  

Johnson and Congress were well aware that the massive quantities spent during the 

earthquake recovery set new standards for federal disaster relief.  Not only were the 

appropriations large, they also went into fixing and replacing structures that were not 

government-owned.  At the same time, the federal government tried to convince the 

American people that the changes were not meant to apply to future disasters.  The 

modifications to disaster relief by way of the amendments to the Alaska Omnibus Act “was 

not intended to serve as a precedent in other disasters,” so read a memorandum.38  Johnson 

did his part to reiterate that point and tempered the increased role of the government with a 

reminder that this federal relief was not a precedent nor indicative of individual entitlements.  

All work authorized by the amendment (debris clearance, road and street repair, repairs of 

damaged essential facilities and structures), reminded Johnson, would proceed immediately 
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after a natural disaster, but, “all other problems (how to handle the private sector losses) 

[would] receive the sympathetic attention” of the federal government but not its direct 

involvement.39   

At this point in the Johnson administration, disaster relief was yet to be divvied at the 

individual level.  Spending had increased dramatically, but not in a way significantly 

different than had been customary under the Disaster Relief Act in the past. Federal dollars 

went for repair of structures that were either government-owned and/or deemed essential to 

the state and national economies.  Federal dollars did not provide direct and individual aid to 

Alaskan residents.  If one divided the amount of money spent on repair and reconstruction 

under the amendment by the population of the affected areas, each citizen would have 

received around $1360 in federal aid.40  But, they never personally felt the impact of the 

money, considering that most did not live under docks, in federal parks, or along highways.   

The sum was nevertheless impressive and Johnson’s reputation as a big disaster relief 

spender during the earthquake attracted some negative attention.  A newspaper article 

entitled “Power Through Disaster” questioned the president’s seemingly unrestrained 

authority to deal with natural calamity by appropriating evermore amounts of money.  “There 

is no doubt that Federal aid is the best way to meet national emergencies.  No state can be 

certain that it will be struck; none can be sure of being spared,” read the article, pointing 
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toward the need for federal disaster assistance but control over it at the same time.  “At the 

same time,” noted the article, “the mounting expenditure on disasters by the White House 

and Congress is questionable.”  “The question,” concluded the piece, “is whether the nation 

is being visited by more and more disasters, every year, or whether [Johnson] is simply 

finding more ways of spreading funds among the states.”41 

 

Disaster Relief in Flux 

 

 The anonymous author of the article that criticized Johnson for unabated disaster 

relief spending was not the only person critical of the administration’s penchant for 

increasing aid.  Johnson funneled the appropriations through the OEP, which had the 

responsibility for coordinating disaster relief recovery plans.  But, in the summer of 1965, 

OEP’s Deputy Director Ruford Ellington was hesitant to continue extensive disaster relief aid 

programs at the level experienced in Alaska.  Writing to Lee C. White, who served as 

Johnson’s Associate Special Counsel to the President, Ellington, speaking for the OEP, 

stated, “We will want to take careful look at the criteria and uses of the [disaster relief] fund 

to be sure that they are as tight as they should be.”  Ellington expressed some doubt of 

Johnson’s approval of permanent reconstruction of damaged infrastructure—public and 

private—under the Alaska Omnibus Act amendment. “The tendency has been to provide for 

permanent and improved public facilities,” wrote Ellington, “whereas the original intent of 

the [Disaster Relief Act of 1950] was to provide for temporary restoration to preserve life 
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and property.”  It appeared that disaster relief no longer had any bounds.  The idea that a state 

could not only enjoy the helping hand of the federal government after a natural disaster but 

actually come out of recovery with better facilities than it had before the emergency troubled 

the Deputy Director.  It also suggested that Johnson, despite the history of federal disaster 

relief, could expand federal programs and the national debt by using disaster relief as an 

excuse to fund improvement programs across the nation, taking the entitlement of federal 

disaster relief to new levels.42 

 Ellington also realized that most members of Congress supported Johnson’s potential 

for seemingly boundless disaster relief spending.  Senator Birch Evans Bayh (D-IN) led the 

way toward increased presidential discretion and liberalization of disaster relief in the 

summer of 1965, just on the eve of Hurricane Betsy.  Bayh corresponded with Johnson on the 

matter, “Mr. President, one cannot escape recognition of the fact that several adjustments are 

necessary in current disaster relief legislation to equitably provide for those in need.”  Bayh’s 

proposals for disaster relief reform focused on the plight of individual citizens, those that 

current federal disaster relief law overlooked.  “I know I speak for my colleagues when I say 

we are anxious to join you and to cooperate in every way possible to help those who suffered 

losses in this most recent disaster, or those who may suffer in any future disasters, to return 

to their roles as normal, effective and productive members of our society,” Bayh wrote to 

LBJ.43   
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Bayh’s suggestions included specific assistance for homeless individuals so that they 

could secure adequate living quarters after a natural disaster.  He thought it appropriate that 

the federal government provide mobile homes for disaster victims to rent “in accordance with 

the occupants’ ability to pay” or, “in hardship cases, the rental could be waived for as long as 

one year.”  Among other suggestions, Bayh pushed LBJ to provide additional assistance that 

would not just permanently rebuild damaged or destroyed schools, “but buy new equipment 

and books to keep school going.”  Senator Bayh also recommended that the federal 

government establish a disaster fund to refinance outstanding non-federally insured mortgage 

obligations.  Finally, the Senator proposed that the government provide 100 percent full loans 

in the event of disaster to citizens wishing to secure low-income housing under the National 

Housing Act established in 1934 under Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal.44  

 Bayh’s proposals were provocative because they pushed Johnson to extend federal 

disaster relief directly into the realm of individual disaster benefits.  Fixing post offices and 

highways was disaster relief of the past, according to Bayh.  Johnson’s new political era of 

the Great Society, focused on individual uplift, called for the transformation of disaster relief, 

too.  Disaster relief as part of a changing welfare state had to be updated to address the plight 

of the individual American—including the low-income ones. 

 Ellington was not so keen on Bayh’s proposed changes, however, and remained an 

entitlement curmudgeon, at least in the realm of federal disaster relief.  A few days after 

Johnson received the Senator’s letter, OEP Director Ellington followed up with LBJ 
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concerning the issues.  According to Ellington, “One of the more far-reaching proposals is 

that of establishing a disaster fund to refinance outstanding non-Federally insured mortgage 

obligations of private individuals affected by disasters.”  Ellington warned Johnson to 

approach that matter “very cautiously.”  Two other topics troubled Ellington: emergency 

housing and the purchase of equipment and supplies for public schools.  “These objectives,” 

wrote Ellington, “are already provided for under the Federal Disaster Act.”  That may have 

been partially true, but, up to that point in history, no president had used the Disaster Relief 

Act to provide housing or school supplies after a disaster.  Ellington did not point that fact 

out, though.  And Ellington did not explicitly state that housing and loans under the National 

Housing Act would best provide aid to low-income families and individuals, but it was 

implied.  It seemed as though Ellington wished to keep disaster relief as it was: impersonal 

and focused on temporary rebuilding of structures integral to the functionality of the national 

economy.   

 But several members of the Senate supported Bayh’s recommendations, including 

Quentin Burdick (D-ND), Joseph Clark (D-PA), Everett Dirksen (R-IL), Paul Douglas (D-

IL), Ernest Gruening (D-AK), Rupert Hartke (D-IN), Daniel Inouye (D-HI), Henry (Scoop) 

Jackson (D-WA), Edward (Ted) Kennedy (D-MA), Thomas Kuchel (R-CA), Frank Lausche 

(D-OH), Edward Long (D-MO), Warren Magnuson (D-WA), Michael Mansfield (D-MI), 

Eugene McCarthy (D-MN), Gale McGee (D-WY), Patrick McNamara (D-MI), Lee Metcalf 

(D-MT), Jack Millar (R-IA), Walter Mondale (D-MN), Wayne Morse (D-OR), Gaylord 

Nelson (D-WI), Maurine Neuberger (D-OR), William Proxmire (D-WI), Jennings Randolph 

(D-WV), Abraham Ribicoff (D-CT), George Smathers (D-FL), William (Stuart) Symington 
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(D-MO), Joseph Tydings (D-MD), Ralph Yarborough (D-TX), and Stephen Young (D-

OH).45 

 Johnson never replied to Ellington’s letter, but his actions during Hurricane Betsy 

revealed his position on federal disaster relief.   

 

Lyndon Meets Betsy    

 

 When the “capricious woman” finally made landfall on Thursday, September 9, 1965, 

Johnson made his way south the next day to see what she had left behind.  According to 

Louisiana’s Senator Russell Long, “in spite of [Johnson’s] extremely pressing and busy 

schedule…he dropped what he was doing and, in the space of an hour, he was on his way to 

Louisiana.”46  That Friday Johnson flew over the devastated areas.  He also disembarked the 

plane to tour the area by foot and visit refugee centers.  After wandering through the 

makeshift refugee camps, Johnson got back on his plane where, overtaken by the extensive 

damage, immediately declared Louisiana and Florida disaster zones and pledged his support 

and federal assistance.47   

 In the meantime, as citizens awaited federal relief, the Red Cross worked tirelessly to 

provide aid.  The organization’s $8 million disaster relief budget for 1965-66 was wiped out 
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as victims required nearly double that much in aid. Their resources running out, Red Cross 

president James F. Collins wrote to Johnson for help.  “The individuals and families heaviest 

hit by the flooding following the hurricane are in the low-medium income groups, many of 

them falling into the category you are seeking to reach through your poverty program,” wrote 

Collins, invoking the reality of an expanding welfare state under the Johnson 

administration’s Great Society program. 48  !

  In response, Johnson broadened the role of the federal government under the Disaster 

Relief Act of 1950 significantly, as the law was used to justify additional changes regarding 

disaster relief efforts.49   To the chagrin of Ellington, certain individuals were indeed helped 

through the Disaster Relief Act after Betsy.  One of Johnson’s primary concerns was a topic 

that Bayh had addressed earlier in the summer: housing.  A story that passed throughout 

Louisiana reached Johnson; he liked to retell the tale about a farmer who had lost everything 

during Betsy—his house, his barn, his livestock, his car.  As Johnson told it, “Finally the 

farmer looked over at his wife and family and laughingly said, ‘Well, honey, we have lost 

everything, but we do still have the mortgage!’”50  People chuckled when Johnson told the 

story, but the President was indeed touched by the humor, as he had seen the destruction 

firsthand.   
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 Johnson did not go as far as Bayh’s suggested program of providing 100 percent 

loans for housing through the National Housing Act, but he stretched aid to individual 

homeowners—even the uninsured, regardless of how much money they had on hand.  There 

was an economic bias in Johnson’s new program because one had to at least own a home, but 

he planned on liberalizing existing rigid loan programs within the Disaster Relief Act by 

reducing requirements needed for approval and offering loan forgiveness.  “Under present 

law,” said Johnson, “direct Federal aid to property owners who have suffered losses is 

limited to the provision of long-term loans at low interest rates.”  Under Johnson’s new plan, 

though, individuals who received loans from the would be permitted “to obtain a cancellation 

of part of the principal, or a waiver of part of the interest, due from him under the loan 

agreement.”  His plan was to “provide in general the most liberal assistance to those suffering 

the greatest loss in relation to their resources.”51 

 For the most part, Congress supported Johnson’s initiatives.  Representative Prentiss 

Lafayette Walker (R-MS) seemed genuinely touched by Johnson’s generosity to extend loans 

regardless of economic status.  In September of 1965, Walker pointed out that “the majority 

of these people [in Louisiana and Florida] presently have no legal means of getting Federal 

assistance to meet their personal needs.  These are low-income people who in many cases 

cannot meet the requirements for small business or other Federal loans.”52  A couple days 

later in the Senate, Russell Long (D-LA) supported a plan for emergency loan forgiveness to 
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those who suffered uninsurable losses.  “The federal government,” understood Long, echoing 

Johnson’s words, “ha[d] and obligation to those people to do something more than make 

long-term loans at reasonable interest rates.”  He suggested loan forgiveness equal to the cost 

of repairs to homes in an amount not to exceed $5,000.53   

 After two weeks, though, Long’s $5000 idea had dropped to $1800 in order to 

compromise with other Senators and the Bureau of the Budget.  Long introduced a measure 

to provide relief by forgiveness of loans in the amount of $1800 insofar as the individuals 

initial loan exceeded $500.  Again, a class bias applied.  Long saw the partiality as 

unfortunate but agreed to the terms.  “It is my view and the view of others,” he said before 

the Senate, “that it would be better to reduce the amount of the loan forgiveness to $1,500 

and not have the $500 deductible feature.  This would be better for poor people and the 

people who had very little to lose, although everything they had might have been wiped out.”  

He continued, “For people who owned very little and had what little they did own wiped out, 

and are left with nothing, with no money with which to pay, it would make better sense if 

their loans would be completely forgiven.”54   

 Long compromised, though, and the bill for $1800 forgiveness on loans greater than 

$500 moved through Congress.  On October 13, 1965 the House Committee on Public 

Works, to whom the bill was referred, reported favorably and recommended that the bill 
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pass.55  Five days later on October 18, 1965, the House, having over two-thirds voting in 

favor of suspending the rules, passed the bill.56  Two days later, the Senate Committee on 

Public Works, to which the bill was referred, remarked that the bill contained “what the 

committee believes is needed and necessary to give further aid to the disaster-stricken areas” 

and recommended that the bill pass.57  Finally, after having made it through the Senate with a 

suspension of the rules, Johnson signed what was to be known as the Southeast Hurricane 

Disaster Relief Act of 1965 on November 8, 1965.  Johnson remarked, “This legislation is a 

fine example of constructive cooperation by the Congress and the executive departments and 

agencies in providing additional authority needed to aid the victims of disaster.”58   

 And it certainly provided additional authority.  Besides loan forgiveness, the Disaster 

Relief Act of 1965 allowed for aid that had never been seen before.  To the delight of Bayh, 

Johnson and Congress liked the idea of offering free shelter to those who lost their homes, 

whether they owned or rented.  Senator Long supported the idea, as nearly 1,500 people lost 

their dwellings while an additional 150,000 homes were damaged in his state of Louisiana.  

“Construction of permanent housing in the ordinary sense will require years to replace the 

homes wrecked in Betsy,” he explained.  Long thought the trailers a necessity, and advocated 
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for the permanent sale of the trailers at fair prices to the occupants.59  When Johnson signed 

the bill in November, he also authorized the “sale of trailers provided as temporary housing 

to occupants at fair prices.”  The goal was to provide homeless disaster victims with a 

solution.  As Senator McNamara put it, “Adequate low-cost housing is often not readily 

available to the trailer occupants, and this provision would give them an opportunity to be 

housed without being uprooted.”60  

 With that, the federal government during the Johnson administration ushered in a 

new era of federal disaster relief, one that appeared to care for the plight of individual 

citizens, even those who did not own businesses or farms.  The federal government moved 

beyond its traditional role of assisting in debris clearance and restoration of public facilities 

and provided homeless disaster victims with some 1000 trailers costing between $3000 and 

$3500 each.61 

But that was not all.  As mentioned earlier, before Hurricane Betsy hit, Bayh pushed 

Johnson to consider expanding the Disaster Relief Act so that schools repaired after 

disasters—public, not private—could be furnished with necessary equipment and supplies to 

keep them running effectively.  Ellington dismissed the notion.  But Johnson pushed the 

issue.  Johnson, who already endorsed educational programs under the Great Society 

initiative, took it to be “a national responsibility to share the burden of assisting schools” 

after natural calamity.  Accordingly, Representative Neal Smith (D-IA), introduced HR 9022, 
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to “provide financial assistance in construction and operation of public schools in areas 

affected by major disasters” on August 30, 1965.  In support was Representative Powell, Jr., 

who explained it simply as a bill “designed to help local educational agencies keep their 

heads above water in the aftermath of disaster.”  Powell furthermore explained the current 

deficiencies of disaster relief law and the OEP under Ellington: “But what would happen to 

the schools in the areas affected?” he asked.  “They could, under the present limited Office of 

Emergency Planning authority, be patched up and cleaned for temporary use.  New structures 

could not replace the old, and any textbooks or instructional materials that were too 

waterlogged to be of any further use would have to be written off as total losses without any 

federally supported replacement.”  Not parsing any words, Powell bluntly said, “We cannot 

tolerate the continuance of any such situation in any school system in any section of this 

country.”62 

 Johnson signed the bill into law on November 1, 1965.  As he signed the School 

Disaster Aid Act that offered up $17 million Johnson remarked, “This bill will augment the 

assistance now being advanced to schools in major disaster areas by the Federal Government 

under the Federal Disaster Act.”  Johnson pointed out that the government would provide 

children with books, desks, and any other essential tool of learning.  But, he tempered his 

happiness with a reminder that the new law was temporary and thus could not be expected as 

a given in future disasters.  “This new authority is limited to disasters occurring within a two-

year period and we will carefully examine its operation in relation to other disaster assistance 
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programs to determine whether it should later be continued or revised,” said Johnson.63  

Perhaps the law’s short shelf life was a way to assure those opposing the measure—like 

Ellington—that the federal government did not plan on offering such entitlement 

permanently.  Johnson seemed to always reiterate after each significant disaster that his 

extension of relief to new levels was not to set a precedent for the future.  But his words 

seemed futile because with each new disaster came new far-reaching disaster relief.   

 In addition to the housing and school relief, Johnson ushered in smaller but notable 

new disaster relief programs throughout the hurricane recovery process.  Veterans with loans 

through the Veteran’s Administration were extended “all possible forbearance” in the 

payment of debts, and a moratorium was put on payments.  The Farmers Home 

Administration began extending emergency 3 percent loans repayable over 30 years to help 

finance the replacement of machinery, equipment, and livestock lost as a result of the 

hurricane.64  Citizens already integrated into government programs received additional 

support through those existing programs during times of natural calamity.  The federal 

government therefore used standing social programs to provide additional disaster relief to 

individuals—a convenient way to work around the original purpose of the Disaster Relief 

Act. 
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In December 1965, Johnson provided $2.5 million dollars to Florida.65  In May 1966, 

Johnson allocated an impressive $25 million in federal disaster relief—the largest single 

allocation of disaster funds since the enactment of the Disaster Relief Act in 1950.66  Federal 

assistance was supposed to expire one year after the declaration of the disaster on September 

10, 1966, but, Johnson extended the date and authorized another $7 million is disaster funds 

in February 1967 and an additional $2.75 million in July 1967.  This made for a total of 

$39,750,000 in just Disaster Relief Act of 1950 funds allocated for Hurricane Betsy and did 

not include expenditures under the Disaster Relief Act of 1965 or the School Disaster Aid 

Act.67  Johnson obviously went beyond the original intent of disaster relief law when he 

provided individual assistance as well as millions and millions of dollars in disaster relief 

funds. 

As expected, Johnson had critics.  In the second half of the Johnson presidency, 

lawmakers began to fade in their support for his overall legislative agenda.  Support for 

Johnson diminished for many reasons, including the worsening situation in Southeast Asia, 

racial unrest at home, the president’s penchant to engage in major social issues through 
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requesting broad civil rights legislation.68  Not all political leaders were happy with 

individual aid to disaster victims.  Some, like Representative James Wright (D-TX) walked 

away from Betsy recovery dissatisfied, noting that Johnson did not provide a “cure-all” for 

disaster recovery, but did make “a substantial advance in disaster relief.”69  At the other end 

were politicians like Senator A. Willis Robertson (D-VA).  Robertson opposed entitlements 

of the welfare state, which included individual disaster relief aid.  Mostly, he disliked low-

income “city people” living in, as he put it, “the so-called disaster areas.”  He doubted that 

the federal government had any responsibility at all for helping the millions of Americans 

rocked by natural disasters.  “The reason,” Robertson clarified, “some of them think it foolish 

to work for a living when they can continue to draw relief checks.”70  Robertson put forth a 

typical, unsubstantiated opinion frequently used by people who opposed to the expansion of 

welfare, implying that government-sponsored entitlements would eventually lead to the death 

of the American way of small government, independence, and economic security through 

hard work. 

 

Disaster Relief in Flux, Part Two 
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 Ellington apparently agreed with Robertson’s critique of Johnson’s welfare state.  

Ellington warned Johnson against providing relief that could be perceived as entitlements, 

cautioning that Washington was “opening up a door where the slightest loss from any person 

in the United States could bring a request to the Federal Government for direct assistance.”71  

Johnson may have broadened the welfare state through various social programs, but, 

Ellington did not want his OEP to be complicit in such and advised Johnson to scale back 

disaster relief.   

 But on March 23, 1966, Ellington stepped down as deputy director of the OEP.  The 

former governor of Florida, Farris Bryant, replaced him.  One may suspect Bryant to be an 

advocate of expanded disaster relief aid.  As governor, Bryant backed spending on education, 

highways and interstates, and the purchase of public lands.  He also pushed for spending on 

the Cross Florida Barge Canal project to connect the Gulf of Mexico to the Atlantic Ocean 

via a canal across his state.  The project was eventually cancelled, but his support 

demonstrated that Bryant was not opposed to the expensive manipulation of nature.  Nor was 

he opposed to government spending on various programs as illustrated by the other issues he 

supported.  Oddly, though, as director of the OEP, he opposed expanding federal disaster 

relief.72   
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That became clear in the months and years following Hurricane Betsy.  On March 1, 

1967, Johnson’s office drafted a report to Congress summarizing disaster relief activity for 

the previous fiscal year, which included continued aid for Betsy recovery.  LBJ’s first sketch 

highlighted large-scale disaster relief activity initiated by Johnson in 1965 and 1966.  In the 

draft, Johnson highlighted “liberalizing existing Federal authorities for helping States and 

communities.”  He announced that “the Federal machinery to deal with natural disaster,” 

including the OEP, had been “strengthened” and “streamlined.”  He concluded his draft by 

writing, “We cannot abolish natural disasters.  But we can move swiftly and effectively in 

dealing with the.”73      

As drafts of his speech bounced between special assistants, speechwriters, and top 

aids, the men flagged portions of it that dealt with the OEP.  They were sure these sections 

would displease Bryant because they suggested an enlarged role for the OEP in disaster relief 

the next time emergency struck.  Johnson’s staff assistant and speechwriter William Sparks, 

for example, suggested a revision that deemphasized the role of the OEP.  Sparks 

recommended that the report following the “identical wording used in 1963, 1964, and 

1965.”  The wording in the old reports that Sparks referenced focused on the temporary 

restoration of public facilities using the Disaster Relief Act of 1950.  “I recommend that we 

follow this precedent and avoid getting into the kind of absurdity reflected in the draft,” 

wrote Sparks.  “I do not see that there are any Brownie points to be won on national 

disasters,” he concluded.74  
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A month after the initial draft appeared, Wilfred H. Rommel, Assistant Director for 

Legislative Reference sent a memorandum to William C. Gaither of Florida, who was close 

to Bryant.  In it he suggested revisions to the proposed statement to Congress.  Rommel 

wrote that neither he “nor the OEP were happy” about Johnson’s promise for expanded 

disaster relief aid.  “A Presidential expression of enthusiasm,” he warned, “could lend 

encouragement to sponsors of further legislation in this Congress.”  He pointed out Senator 

Bayh in particular.  He suggested the report stay true to the original intent of the Disaster 

Relief Act of 1950.75 

Thus it appeared that leaders of national disaster relief within the OEP disagreed with 

Johnson on the meaning of federal disaster relief policy.  They wished to hearken back to the 

days in which disaster relief activity relied on the 1950 act that meant for the temporary 

replacement and repair of public facilities.  The OEP wished to go into 1967 with a scaled 

down version of disaster relief that steered away from on-the-ground individual aid.  Johnson 

agreed to the suggested revisions to the speech, but the revisions in no way convinced the 

president to proceed into the next year with a frugal disaster relief policy. 

 

An Unnatural Natural Disaster 

 

 “Thousands of rampaging Negroes firebombed and looted huge sections of Detroit 

last night and early today,” read a New York Times article that appeared in the paper July 24, 

1967.  “Violence spread uncontrolled over most sections of the city,” it continued.  

“Destructive fury swept along three-mile and four-mile sections of streets crisscrossing the 
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heart of Detroit.”  Looters, stabbings, arrests, and arsonists filled the streets, sparked by a 

police raid of a “blind pig,” an after hours drinking establishment.  Out of control drunks, it 

seemed from the newspapers, had overturned the city.  Governor George Romney (former 

president of the American Motors Corporation from 1954-62 and father of Mitt Romney) 

called out the state guard and immediately halted the sale of alcohol.  Exaggerated and racist 

reports blamed the city’s African Americans.  “Groups of Negroes grabbed liquor from stores 

and drank beer on some of the city’s main streets” as the riot grew out of control.76  In the 

end, the 1967 Detroit riot, also known as the 12th Street Riot for where it began, fizzled out 

on July 27 with 1189 injured (mostly African Americans), 43 dead (33 were black), more 

than 7000 arrested, over 2,500 buildings destroyed by fire or looting, nearly 400 families left 

displaced or homeless, and an estimated loss of property of $80 million.77 

This was not a natural disaster but a race-fueled uprising that provided social 

commentary on the status of civil rights and economic disparity in America during the late 

1960s.  The riot grew so volatile that it outgrew the confines of state control and demanded 

federal assistance.  Governor Romney and Mayor of Detroit Jerome P. Cavanagh officially 

requested the immediate deployment of federal troops.  “There is reasonable doubt that we 

can suppress the existing looting, arson and sniping without the assistance of federal troops,” 
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wrote Romney to LBJ on July 24, 1967.  Johnson responded the same day, and deployed 

federal troops to arrive in Detroit by the afternoon.  “On the basis of your representation that 

there is reasonable doubt that you can maintain law and order in Detroit,” replied Johnson, “I 

have directed the troops you requested to proceed at once.”78 

 As disorder continued into the next day, OEP Director Bryant notified Johnson that 

Romney was in the process of preparing an application for a disaster declaration for the city 

of Detroit.  Bryant believed that Johnson should immediately reply to Romney with a note 

clarifying that the Disaster Relief Act had never before been approved for circumstances not 

constituting a natural disaster.  The closest similar situation was federal direction over the 

polio crisis during the Eisenhower administration, but even then Eisenhower never used the 

Disaster Relief Act of 1950 to deal with the emergency.  Moreover, Bryant did not believe 

that Congress should appropriate natural disaster relief money for a riot.79  In a memorandum 

to LJB, Bryant reminded the President that the wording of the law defined major disasters in 

the natural sense, as droughts, floods, and hurricanes.  Bryant finished his letter by describing 

to Johnson the definition as written into law.  The law stated that major natural disasters also 

included “other catastrophes as determined by the President to warrant federal funds.”  

Bryant inadvertently highlighted a loophole.80  
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 Michigan’s Representative John Dingell, Jr. believed the riot warranted the use of 

disaster relief funds, as did others, showing that they accepted the extension of the federal 

government into state matters.  Dingell telegrammed Johnson the same day that Bryant 

attempted to dissuade him from using the Disaster Relief Act for the riot.  “I strongly urge 

that you immediately declare Detroit, Michigan a disaster area so that the full resources of 

the federal government can be made available to restore essential services to full operations 

levels,” wrote Dingell.  He admitted, “I am aware that the provisions of the Federal Disaster 

Assistance Act have not previously been invoked to assist areas hit by civil disorders.”  But, 

he too believed that the chaos in Detroit required “an innovative response” from the federal 

government.81   For the moment, Johnson remained silent on his opinion. 

 Just a couple days later, Johnson heard from Romney and Cavanaugh.  “The 

catastrophe which has struck the city of Detroit is a ‘disaster’ by any reasonable definition of 

the term,” wrote the couple.  And to reiterate, they wrote: “Entire blocks have been leveled 

by fire and pockets of destruction exist throughout the city.  Losses due to fire and looting 

have been estimated at hundreds of millions of dollars and these estimates may very well 

prove to be conservative.”  The letter explained that Bryant had indeed pointed out to them 

that the provisions of the Disaster Relief Act had not in the past been applied to disasters 

other than those resulting from natural causes.  That may have been true, but the men also 

noted, “Last week part of the Detroit metropolitan area was declared a disaster area following 

a five-inch rainfall.  It simply does not make sense not to commit federal assistance to the 

city of Detroit in view of what has happened there in recent days.”  And, to add to their 

thoughts, Cavanaugh and Romney cited the loophole in the 1950 act: “We urgently request 
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that this policy be reevaluated, in view of the fact that the statue covers natural disasters, ‘or 

other catastrophe which in the determination of the president’ warrants special federal 

assistance and that such assistance be approved for the city of Detroit.”82 

 Per the rules, the Governor had thus officially sent his request to trigger the use of 

disaster relief funds following a presidential declaration of a major disaster.  According to 

Detroit’s leaders, the federal government was obligated to provide aid.  Cavanaugh and 

Romney waited patiently to see if Johnson would again set a new model for aid in the history 

of federal disaster relief by declaring Detroit a disaster zone.   

 It did not take long for Johnson to make his decision; two days to be exact.  On July 

29, 1967, President Johnson declared the riot torn sections of Detroit as disaster areas, 

making them eligible for federal assistance under the Disaster Relief Act.  Although his 

actions forever changed the notion of “natural disaster” as it applied to federal disaster relief, 

the way federal administration of aid played out in Detroit mirrored the history of federal 

relief in Alaska. Johnson was not concerned with directly helping those injured during the 

violent riots or providing schoolbooks and loan forgiveness to low-income individuals who 

lost personal property.  Definitive reasons why remain unclear; perhaps Johnson wanted to 

provide a quasi-compromise with Bryant, who was already frustrated with the disaster 

declaration, or perhaps Johnson realized support for welfare state programs had begun to 

wane like his overall popularity as the war in Vietnam stalemated and his domestic policy 

base weakened from of dissent from the left and unease among white voters on the right with 

what they viewed as a civil rights revolution.  Urban riots of the mid-1960s convinced many 

Americans that the Johnson White House had carried social programs too far.   The GOP 
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furthermore made significant gains in the 1966 congressional election.83  These issues 

compounded the controversy of adding riots to the list of natural disasters.      

During a news conference on the last day of July, Johnson explained his disaster 

declaration to reporters who were confused.  “Can the Government grant that?” asked one 

perplexed member of the audience.  Johnson answered the question with an explanation of 

disaster relief activity.  Under the Disaster Relief Act, relief in Detroit consisted primarily of 

small business loans to help repair the local economy.  “In connection with the disaster 

declaration handled by Bryant’s office,” stated Johnson, “that concerns itself a great deal 

with public building damage.”  Johnson clarified to the press that “there are several types of 

disaster declarations” and this one concerned “damage to public facilities.”  Johnson even 

called it a “small business disaster declaration” which had “to do with loans and assistance of 

that kind.”  Therefore, the Detroit natural disaster was not one of heart retching emotion for 

lives lost, but rather a calamity of local business that the federal government offered to fix.84 

 Accordingly, disaster relief came in the form of federal loans to businesses damaged 

or destroyed during the riot.  Because this round of federal disaster relief did not deal with a 

majority of Detroit’s citizens but only with those who owned businesses, federal aid was 

rather unimpressive.   

 The only somewhat dramatic component of the Detroit disaster relief program had to 

do with liquor stores.  The federal government had to decide whether or not liquor stores 
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damaged during the riots were eligible for relief loans.  Argument against making such loans 

included issues of image.  Leaders were concerned that the federal government would receive 

protest mail from citizens and “create a distorted image of federal assistance.”  Moreover, 

some worried that repaired liquor stores “will be restoring to riot areas a dangerous stimulant 

to further violence.”  Others pointed out that if liquor stores were omitted from federal aid, 

“it would be difficult to justify loans to such businesses as gasoline stations and supermarkets 

with liquor departments which may also have provided the means of destruction.”  In the 

end, liquor stores could receive loans after passing through the same procedure for loan 

approval as other businesses, which included carefully screened applications, a complete 

credit check, and an examination of insurance coverage.  Liquor stores, just like any other 

business, could be weeded out of consideration through the same strict review process that 

rejected other businesses.85 

 Approximately 1,500 business owners made inquiries into acquiring federal disaster 

loans.  Of the 1,500 business owners, the federal government decided that 1,000 of them 

were either fully covered by private insurance or had adequate personal resources to deal 

with damages on their own terms.  With that, 66 percent were automatically dismissed.  Of 

the 500 (or 33 percent) who had loan applications accepted, fifty were eventually declined or 

withdrawn.  A total of 450 loan applications (30 percent of the initial inquiries) were 

approved.  The total estimated value of the loans granted to the 450 applicants was $30 

million, an average of $66,667 per applicant.  It can be deduced, then, that the federal 

government granted a relatively low number of loans of relatively sizable sums, suggesting 

that the businesses approved for disaster relief were larger establishments that had a greater 
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impact on the local and national economies rather than mom and pop stores that made little 

difference to national economies. 

 

“The American Tradition” 

 

 A few weeks after the riots ended in Detroit, Attorney General Warren Christopher 

reflected upon the state of federal disaster relief.  “As I look upon this problem, the Federal 

Disaster Act should be available to assist innocent victims of all major disasters, whether 

resulting from natural causes, from accidents, or from the lawless activities of others,” wrote 

Christopher.  “The Federal government’s helping hand, it seems to me, should be extended to 

innocent victims and stricken communities without regard to the origin of disasters,” he 

continued.  “This is in the American tradition.  This is consistent with the humanitarian 

purpose of the Federal Disaster Act,” concluded the Attorney General.86 

 Unless he believed that disaster relief that applied only to insured businesses that 

passed screening processes to receive low-interest federal loans as it did during the Detroit 

debacle constituted a “humanitarian purpose,” Christopher was wrong.  As demonstrated 

during the Alaskan earthquake in 1964, Hurricane Betsy the following year, and Detroit in 

1967, the Disaster Relief Act handled the restoration of the economy by way of business 

loans and the repair of federally-owned essential public facilities.  The Disaster Relief Act 

was rather impersonal and certainly lacked the characteristics of benevolence as Christopher 

suggested.  The Disaster Relief Act as designed in 1950 increased the power of the president 

to oversee economic restoration during times of natural calamity.   
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 Conversely, Johnson harnessed his power as president to transform the politics of 

disaster relief.  To do so, he pushed for legislation designed to work around the limitations of 

the act.  At least in 1965, for the first time since the 1950 act, Johnson interpreted federal 

disaster relief to be an individual entitlement of an administrative state that cared about the 

plight of ordinary citizens and even low-income citizens.  That was clear once Johnson 

signed into law legislation to provide government trailers and school supplies to adults and 

children in Florida and Louisiana.  Leaders within the OEP scoffed at the legislation, 

concerned that it would lead to unabated disaster relief to any individual of any background.  

And when Johnson declared a riot to be a natural disaster, his critics’ fears seemed to be 

validated.   But on the other side, many politicians of the Great Society era thought the point 

of federal disaster relief was individual aid—something Americans were entitled to after 

federally financed levees and dams gave way to the pressure of rising water or when 

federally financed highways cracked into pieces during an earthquake.   

 Nonetheless, an examination of three natural disasters—or, two natural disasters and 

a riot—show that Johnson himself flip-flopped between individual entitlement to on the 

ground disaster aid (as seen during Betsy) and reserved federal disaster relief aimed at 

infrastructure repair and economic reconstruction (as witnessed in Alaska and again in 

Detroit).  Therefore, while disaster relief had been expanded greatly by strong executive 

leadership as a component of the welfare state, the president still had the ability to 

manipulate disaster aid as he saw fit.  Johnson set a precedent for individual relief in 1965, 

but quickly scaled-back disaster aid in 1967.  In any case, Johnson set the highest point for 

active federal administration of disaster relief.  By harnessing the power of his position as 

executive leader, Johnson expanded existing disaster relief law and implement new programs 
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to not only alleviate the suffering of the business and landowning classes and fix public 

facilities, but also to limitedly ensure direct relief to any individual who fell victim to 

nature’s fury.  Johnson’s philosophy regarding disaster relief mirrored his overall political 

agenda encapsulated by the Great Society, thus millions of federal dollars spent on disaster 

relief fit seamlessly into the millions of dollars spent on improving society through the 

welfare state’s Great Society programs.  Johnson was a unique president in that he expanded 

the American welfare state, including disaster relief as a component of such, to new levels.  

Johnson indeed left the incoming executive leader with a solid base on which stood strong 

disaster relief provided by a complex administrative state.  But it remained doubtful in 1969 

that presidential nominee Richard Nixon, a Republican who touted values of law and order 

and a return to traditional values, would continue the bold domestic agenda of his 

predecessor.  The same remained in question as to how the new president would approach 

federal disaster relief. 
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Chapter Six 

 
“We Deal With Things and Not With People” 

 

 Hurricane Camille smacked into the southern portion of the United States during the 

night of August 17, 1969 as the strongest recorded hurricane to ever hit America.  This 

Category 5 beast put Richard Nixon and his philosophy regarding relief to the test.  Camille 

moved north across the Gulf of Mexico on August 17; by nighttime, she made landfall on 

southern Mississippi and Louisiana.  She ripped across the land with winds in excess of 190 

mph and ocean tides of over 20 feet.1  A federal report indicated that the Gulf Coast of 

Mississippi “was damaged to a degree and extent unprecedented in the history of the Federal 

disaster program.”  As the storm dissipated, it moved over Tennessee and Kentucky, but 

caused no significant damage to the states.  It continued across the mountains of West 

Virginia, intensified, and produced torrential rains in western Virginia.  One location faced 

27 inches in 24 hours.  These flash floods ripped through Virginia homes in rural valleys 

during the dead of night, when warning was virtually impossible.  Nelson County in Virginia 

lost nearly one percent of its population.2  In total, 248 people died.  An estimated 75,000 

families lost $1.5 billion in property; 20,000 homes were destroyed or heavily damaged. 3  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Hearing Before the Special Subcommittee on Disaster Relief of the Committee on Public 
Works, Congressional Record, 91st Cong., 2nd sess. (7 January 1970): S641. 
 
2 Report on Federal Disaster Assistance in 1969, March 1970, Folder Ex DI 4/15/70-4/30/70, 
Box CFSU DI 01 [EX] DI Disasters Beginning – 2/28/69 to [GEN] DI/ST [State/1969-70], 
White House Central Files (hereinafter WHCF): Subject Files: Disasters, Richard Nixon 
Presidential Library, Yorba Linda, California (hereinafter RNL). 
 
3 Hearing Before the Special Subcommittee on Disaster Relief of the Committee on Public 
Works, Congressional Record, 91st Cong., 2nd sess. (7 January 1970): S641; Philip D. Hearn, 
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Although the federal government expended $173 million in disaster relief funds over 

1969 and 1970, it did not provide substantial and direct aid to the individuals harmed by the 

hurricane.4  Rather, disaster relief centered on aid for the physical reconstruction of federally 

funded public buildings integral to the local and national economies.  Human recovery was 

left to local governments, the Red Cross, and other charity and volunteer organizations.  The 

federal official who oversaw relief during the Camille disaster bluntly stated the 

government’s priority, “‘We deal with things and not with people.’”5 

 Disaster relief policy grew more complicated during the Nixon and Gerald Ford 

administrations.  It initially expanded, then contracted, and all the time continued to focus on 

state, local, and individual responsibility as a way to reduce the federal tax burden on 

ordinary American citizens.  At the outset of the Nixon presidency, Nixon seemingly 

embraced disaster relief policy as set in motion by Lyndon Johnson.  Through legislative 

interaction with prominent liberal members of Congress, the Nixon administration enhanced 

federal disaster relief, particularly for the white middle-class.  At the same time, though, 

Nixon reiterated the prominent role of states, local governments, and individuals and the 

federal government’s supplementary role.  As demonstrated by previous administrations, the 

supplementary nature of federal disaster relief had always been the rule, so Nixon was not 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Hurricane Camille: Monster Storm of the Gulf Coast (Jackson: University Press of 
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4 Hearing Before the Special Subcommittee on Disaster Relief of the Committee on Public 
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5 The Aftermath of Hurricane Camille, Congressional Record, 91st Cong., 1st sess. (24 
November 1969): S35468. 
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doing anything out of the ordinary as extant modes of disaster relief already complemented 

his partiality for local government solutions to public policy problems.6   

As the economy worsened, unemployment increased, and middle America staged tax 

revolts in the early 1970s, Nixon’s predilection for small government and white middle-class 

Americans intensified.  At the risk of displeasing liberals, he strengthened his efforts to scale 

back the federal government, cut social programs, and attempt to bring the economy under 

control through a reorganization effort he called the New Federalism. Expanded welfare state 

disaster relief programs such as those developed during the Johnson administration fell as a 

calamity of Nixon’s New Federalism.  Accordingly, Nixon considered disaster relief directly 

connected to the economy and a welfare state program that could be cut during economic 

hardship.  He cut programs, scaled back government obligations, refocused disaster relief 

policy, and pushed private insurance as a solution to disaster.  A new focus on insurance was 

perhaps the most controversial element of disaster relief policy during the Nixon presidency.  

It had an obvious class bias as well as trust in a private, profit-driven industry as opposed to a 

welfare state.  But insurance was an inadequate solution to public policy dilemmas.7   
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6 For biographical works on Nixon, see, Melvin Small, The Presidency of Richard Nixon 
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1999); Joan Hoff’s revisionist interpretation, Nixon 
Reconsidered (New York: BasicBooks, 1994); Stanley I. Kutler, Abuse of Power: The New 
Nixon Tapes (New York: The Free Press, 1997); Jeffrey Kimball, Nixon’s Vietnam War 
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1998). 
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The failure of insurance to provide adequate protection during time of national 

emergency dramatically manifested during the swine flu fiasco that took place during the 

Ford presidency.8  The Ford administration largely continued policy according to the 

previous presidency; Ford’s brief tenure largely reflected Nixonian policies.9  With that, 

disaster relief policy remained much the same: it centered on aid for public facilities and 

infrastructure, loans to business and farm owners, and required insurance as protection 

against natural calamity.  However, the swine flu scare that occurred during Ford 

administration put into question faith in the insurance industry.  During this debacle, swine 

flu vaccine manufacturers refused to produce the medicine because their insurance providers 

refused to give adequate protection.  The government, who had purportedly trusted insurance 

to be the solution to disaster, had to fill the holes left by the failure of the insurance 

companies to provide protection, which lead to questions about insurance as a component of 

disaster relief policy.   

Combined, disaster relief policy during the Nixon and Ford administrations mirrored 

the national economy. As the economy contracted, so too did disaster relief.  Relief was cut 

as a welfare program once American faced stagflation in 1970 and onward, and reflected the 

beginning of a larger political turn rightward in America.  Disaster relief policy weakened 

between 1969 and 1977, exposing how the beginning of the turn rightward in American 
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politics coincided with the economy, negatively affecting components of the welfare state 

and thus those Americans who benefited from state programs, including disaster relief.10 

 

Expanded Relief for the Economy, Not for People 

 

 At the beginning of his presidency, Nixon worked in conjunction with the Office of 

Emergency Preparedness (OEP), headed by Director General G.A. Lincoln, to deal with 

natural disaster relief in a manner that suggested a continuation of welfare state disaster 

programs created during the Johnson presidency.  Just how Nixon would deal with the 

welfare state remained questionable in the early days of his presidency.  Scholars point out 

that in the two years before Nixon took office, his opponents and supporters believed they 

knew his politics: he was a Republican partisan and an opponent of an expansive welfare 

state.  But, as president it seemed like Nixon was neither of those things, or, as Allen J. 

Matusow puts it, “at least not often and not consistently.”11  Nixon’s inconsistent approach to 

governance and the welfare state help explain how he handled disaster relief.  Upon election, 

Nixon put forth the typical rhetoric expected of a small-government Republican.  But Nixon 

was certainly not an ordinary man or politician.  Nixon was perhaps the most paranoid 

president in American history.  Part of his paranoia translated into a preoccupation to be liked 

by Democrats.  That translated into Nixon’s support for some of the opposing party’s 

political and progressive goals.  For example, Nixon supported the creation of the National 
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10  William C. Berman, America’s Right Turn: From Nixon to Clinton, 2d ed. (Baltimore: 
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11 Matusow, Nixon’s Economy, 1. 
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Environmental Policy Act, which established the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 

1969.  He endorsed the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and thus the 

expansion of what some may call intrusive government regulation.  Nixon went so far as to 

support the expansion of the Great Society to include a minimum annual income for all 

Americans; this plan never lived through Congress.  Nixon publicly embraced affirmative 

action, too.  And, during his time in office, Nixon doubled the budgets for the National 

Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) and the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA).12 

 It appeared then, that perhaps Nixon would continue the trend of large-scale federal 

disaster relief, too.  Hurricane Camille provided the first instance of insight into Nixon’s 

disaster relief policy.  Shortly after Hurricane Camille landed in August 1969, Lincoln 
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ordered federal interagency evaluations of response mechanisms and an overall study of 

relief policy.  The reports were significant for a couple of reasons.  First, they demonstrates 

just how engrained the federal government was in disaster relief—billions of dollars annually 

spent on relief as well as the steady increase in presidential disaster declarations proved that 

point.  Second, the reports concluded that strong federal control rather than local and state 

control was a precondition for successful disaster relief initiatives.  That stance eventually 

flipped in the 1970s.  All in all, the studies indicated an expanded welfare and administrative 

state that did not hesitate to take charge of disaster relief response and recovery.  “In 

approximately seven months of your Administration,” wrote Lincoln, “you have already 

made 23 disaster declarations compared to a recent annual average of 18.”  But that was not 

to suggest that Nixon was simply a “yes” man or that the inflated number was due to an 

uncharacteristically high rate of natural disasters.  Lincoln pointed out that Nixon had thus 

far denied 14 requests compared to a recent annual average of 8 denials.  Because more 

disasters fell under government responsibility, it followed that more funds were expended 

through the Disaster Relief Act.  “The expenditures under PL 875 [the Disaster Relief Act] 

have averaged $57,700,000 million per year during the last five fiscal years,” explained 

Lincoln.  “Even though your Disaster Fund received supplemental ’69 input of $25 million 

recently, only $5,824,585 now remains in the fund against which we must make allocations 

for new disaster declarations and for support of the recovery efforts in at least two dozen 

different active declared disasters.  The fiscal ’70 appropriation of $40 million, when 

received, will not carry the expenses of already declared disasters beyond the end of the 

calendar year,” Lincoln warned.13  Acquiring more money for disaster relief became a 
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necessity for the Nixon administration. In 1968, total Disaster Relief Act expenditures tallied 

just under $28 million; a year later under a new administration, expenditures reached nearly 

$150 million, which included just $90 million in Camille allocations at the close of the 1969 

Fiscal Year.  Ultimately, total allocations for only Camille totaled $173 million.14  Welfare 

state disaster relief initially expanded until the economy of the 1970s prompted Nixon to axe 

disaster relief spending. 

  

Disaster Allocations for Fiscal Year 196915 

January 26 California Severe Storms and 
Flooding 

$108,000,000 

February 15 Arkansas Severe Storms and 
Flooding 

$350,000 

April 18 Minnesota Flooding $5,000,000 

April 18 North Dakota Flooding $3,700,000 

April 18 South Dakota Flooding $1,050,000 

April 19 Nevada Flooding $150,000 

April 25 Iowa Flooding $1,710,000 

May 1 Wisconsin Flooding $500,000 

May 19 Colorado Severe Storms and 
Flooding 

$4,100,000 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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June 6 Illinois Flooding $750,000 

July 11 Tennessee Severe Storms and 
Flooding 

$550,000 

July 11 Wisconsin Severe Storms and 
Flooding 

$275,000 

July 15 Kentucky Severe Storms and 
Flooding 

$200,000 

July 15 Ohio Tornadoes, Severe 
Storms, and 

Flooding 

$3,000,000 

July 15 Kansas Tornadoes, Severe 
Storms, and 

Flooding 

$900,000 

August 5 Minnesota Heavy Rains and 
Flooding 

$200,000 

August 14 Iowa Severe Storms, 
Heavy Rains, and 

Flooding 

$1,250,000 

August 15 California Flooding $250,000 

August 18 Mississippi Severe Storms and 
Flooding (Camille) 

$6,000,000 

August 19 Louisiana Hurricane Camille $5,000,000 

August 19 Pennsylvania Severe Storms and 
Flooding 

$1,125,000 

August 23 Virginia Hurricane Camille $2,000,000 

August 26 New York Heavy Rains and 
Flooding 

$515,000 

August 30 Illinois Heavy Rains and 
Flooding 

$500,000 

August 30 Vermont Severe Storms and 
Flooding 

$400,000 

September 3 West Virginia Hurricane Camille $220,000 

September 24 West Virginia Severe Storms and 
Flooding 

$150,000 

November 7 Alabama Hurricane Camille $350,000 

December 19 Alaska Heavy Rains and 
Landslide 

$150,000 

Subtotal: 
$148,470,000 

Allocations Made in 
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1969 for Previous 
Year’s Disasters: 

$500,000 
TOTAL: 

$148,970,000 
 

The allocations for disaster relief were spent in various ways.  Many programs were 

remnants of Johnson’s expanded disaster relief welfare state, such as repair to federal 

facilities and infrastructure, temporary housing for eligible disaster victims, and loans to 

business owners and landowners through the Small Business Administration (SBA) and the 

Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) at set 3 percent interest rates.  The loans were 

administered quite liberally because they were granted whether or not one owned property.16   

Nixon utilized existing welfare state agencies and bureaus put in place by the Great 

Society to provide funds directly to individual victims.  For example, Nixon used the Food 

Stamp program to make surplus commodities available “for as long as necessary when he 

determines that low-income households are unable to purchase adequate amounts of 

nutritious food.”  Nixon also provided unemployment assistance to those left jobless after a 

major disaster.  A new feature of federal disaster relief under Nixon was free grants to states 

and localities for the purpose of removing debris on privately owned lands.  Also, Nixon 

offered the permanent reconstruction or replacement of local and public facilities, streets, 

roads, and highways—both federally owned and non-federal at 100 percent cost.  Before, 

under the Disaster Relief Act, the federal government provided only temporary repair or 

reconstruction of only federal infrastructure and facilities on a 50-50 cost sharing basis 
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between the national government and the individual states. What is more, in 1969, Nixon, 

along with Lincoln and the OEP, were so fascinated with disaster relief that they even 

prepared for what the OEP called a “super disaster”—a catastrophe far greater than any 

which had yet been experience.  All in all, the federal government footed quite the bill for 

disaster relief programs.17 

Because of Nixon’s expansive federal disaster relief agenda, he often sought 

supplemental appropriations from Congress.  Because disaster relief was a seemingly 

uncontroversial expense, funds were usually easily approved. Congress voted favorably on 

appropriations for continuation of disaster relief programs into 1970.  In a message to 

Congress, Nixon praised the “constructive and cooperative efforts” of lawmakers to enhance 

the role of the federal government in the “very important part” they played in disaster relief 

response to help restore “community life.”  Nixon was pleased with the unprecedented 

spending.   “In 1969,” announced Nixon, “the Federal government allocated $250 million for 

assistance from the President’s Disaster Relief Fund—the largest sum for any one year in 

history.”18 

While the impressive dollars spent on federal disaster relief indicated the intensity in 

which the government supported relief efforts, it also suggested that leaders in Washington, 

D.C. believed that centralized disaster relief from the federal government was the best option 

in dealing with the aftermath of natural calamity.  And, if dollars did not provide convincing 

evidence, an OEP-initiated interagency evaluation of the federal response during disasters 
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both before, after, and including Hurricane Camille overtly argued the point.  The study 

pointed to the reality that in the immediate post-disaster period, “State and local officials are 

likely to be under great pressure.”  Moreover, continued the report, “the problem is 

complicated because the affected localities and State may not have the needed professional 

personnel to undertake the planning and programming activity required.”  The report 

indicated that variance in local capabilities from community to community as an additional 

downfall.  It listed some of the most troubling local level deficiencies:  unavailability of 

professional planning and management personnel, inadequate staff resources, inadequate or 

nonexistent basic social and economic data on disaster areas, and a shortage of local financial 

resources.  Successful disaster relief policy hinged on the ability of the federal government to 

hold control over relief programs, putting local responsibility secondary to the administrative 

state.19 

It seemed as if the government was prepared to effectively deal with disaster relief 

and viewed its role as critical to post-disaster recovery.  But questions emerged regarding the 

efficacy of disaster relief for lower class Americans.   The U.S. welfare state’s bias toward 

preserving capitalism, historians have shown, has been significant to post-WWII 

development.  For example, Jennifer Klein argues that the American welfare state developed 

according to a corporate political strategy that influenced policy and defined security on 

market terms rather than a public good for all citizens.  Thus Klein reveals an intimate 

relationship between the public and private. “Private welfare schemes have developed, 
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expanded, and contracted in tandem with public ones,” aptly argues Klein, in an attempt to 

“sever the links” between the people and the state.  The result of that relationship was a 

haphazard mix of private and public welfare programs, where the consequences of 

privatization include unequal benefits and left out citizens.20  Steven M. Gillon argues that 

the relationship between private and public produced unintended consequences, namely a 

welfare state unable to reconcile its preference for the free market with real demands for 

social services.21  Because of that reality, welfare state programs—including disaster relief—

favored American citizens who owned businesses or property and, ironically, disfavored the 

lower classes who often most needed federal assistance. Therefore, the statistics of increased 

disaster relief funding are ambiguous at best. 

At the end of 1969, Senators Evan Bayh (D-IN), who had been instrumental in 

expanding disaster relief programs during the Johnson administration, and Edmund Muskie 

(D-ME), who later served as Jimmy Carter’s Secretary of State, requested hearings in 

Mississippi and Washington, D.C. to analyze the adequacy of relief in the wake of Hurricane 

Camille.  Their requests prompted Senator Jennings Randolph (D-WV), chair of the Senate 

Committee on Public Works, to commission a non-governmental study of disaster relief 

during Camille in Mississippi.  The findings exposed the real inadequacies of relief under 

federal control. 
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  Randolph commissioned the American Friends Service Committee (AFSC), a 

Quaker-affiliated organization for peace and justice, and the Southern Regional Council 

(SRC), an organization focused on increasing racial equality especially in the South, to make 

the report.22 Working together in November 1969, the two organizations released their 

findings entitled “In the Wake of Hurricane Camille: An Analysis of the Federal Response.”  

The study concluded that the major flaw in federal disaster relief was that “the thrust of 

federal disaster aid is in the direction of physical reconstruction and economic recovery” that 

“clearly leaves thousands of disaster victims exposed to misery from which they should be 

protected.”  Policy indeed focused on rebuilding local economies and public facilities and 

infrastructure after natural calamity.  Existing programs up until the Johnson administration 

provided only direct aid in the form of loans to landowners and business owners.  Not until 

the era of the Great Society did individuals receive relief in the form of temporary housing 

and grants.  The report suggested, however, that those minimal changes to disaster relief 

policy were still quite inadequate to alleviate the plight of victims.23   

The study criticized the priorities of federal disaster relief policy under the OEP; 

namely failure to provide direct aid to suffering individuals.  “The agency [OEP] views its 

primary responsibilities in natural calamites to be those providing for physical reconstruction 

of public facilities, debris clearance, and aid to government,” read the report, suggesting that 

the broader role of the federal government in providing for debris clearance and permanent 
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reconstruction of facilities was still too limited.  The report outlined that the OEP believed 

the American Red Cross should meet individual needs. The investigators understood the 

extant design of disaster relief, but argued that it take into account both human and physical 

dilemmas.  With striking language, the authors wrote that federal disaster relief had “severely 

circumscribed its own activities under its general leadership mandate: it is geared to deal with 

objects and not people, governments and not individuals, systems and not persons.”24 

That philosophy—a preoccupation with economic recovery—crippled the OEP in the 

area of individual human care following natural disasters.  In fact, the OEP had no 

government-wide plan by which to measure human need.   “In the aftermath of Camille,” 

detailed the AFSC/SRC report, “there was systematic analysis of destruction of public 

facilities, but no comparable affirmative federal action to measure accurately the extent of 

human suffering and disruption.” It followed that the implementation of the limited federal 

relief programs actually designed to alleviate human suffering was mismanaged and 

haphazard.  For instance, the locations of loan and aid dispensing offices were not 

prominently advertised.  Policy guidelines describing available assistance were not “laid 

down quickly nor made public in clear and understandable terms until . . . more than two 

months after the hurricane struck.”  And, even two months later, “no affirmative effort was 

made to put the information in the hands of the people whom they might especially concern.”  

Informational flyers were not widely distributed, people living in trailer camps and back 

roads were never visited my government officials, and the government employed only a 

limited number of outreach workers.  Scholars assessing other domestic policy aspects of the 

Nixon administration argue that economic circumstances trumped social problems during the 
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Nixon administration so that liberalism was negatively viewed as a vehicle for big 

government spending on useless welfare programs.  Economic recovery certainly trumped 

individual misery during Camille recovery.25  

This had very serious consequences after Camille.  For example, federal disaster 

relief delegated the task of emergency housing—a new component of the expanded disaster 

relief program stemming from the Great Society era—to the Department of Housing and 

Urban Development (HUD).  The AFSC/SRC study lambasted HUD’s performance as 

“reluctant” and “highly insensitive to human problems.”  The investigators had facts to 

support their claim.  Immediately after Camille struck, 4,000 homes laid destroyed in 

Mississippi alone.  An additional 12,000 homes were damaged.  But HUD only distributed 

applications for temporarily housing to one-third of these homeless individuals.  More 

disturbing, policies on how citizens should apply for government housing and terms of rent 

were not released until fully two months after the hurricane.26 

The problems continued.  Federal loan programs were made available through the 

FmHA, SBA, and the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) following major natural 

disasters.  The federal government, however, never admitted the inherent class bias in those 

relief programs.  The AFSC and SRC joint report did, and pointed out that with the exception 

of emergency housing, approval of loans rested upon the ability of individuals to establish 

credit, or the ability to repay.  “For people who are poor,” the report pointed out, “who are 

unemployed or seasonal workers, who have very low incomes when they get a chance to 
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work, who rarely have collateral to back a loan and who cannot promise regular payments—

this system is cruel.”  The loan program arbitrarily discriminated against those who were not 

in the right economic class.  Moreover, a technicality within the disaster loan program even 

weeded out certain people who did own their own property.  Loans were not provided to any 

person whose real property, as a result of such loan, would be worth more than before the 

disaster—such as a person living in a small wood frame house with minimum furniture. 

Finally, the SBA approved loans in a discriminatory manner.  During September 1969, the 

SBA approved 617 disaster loans.  All but 21 (3 percent) went to white barrowers.  The 

average loan made to a white person was $8,919; the average loan made to a black person 

was $3,797.  A shocking 99 percent of the total dollars in loans approved by the SBA were 

for whites.27 

Under the Nixon administration, disaster relief expanded through existing welfare 

state programs to provide non-monetary aid to victims, but the SRC/AFSC report revealed 

class bias in these initiatives, too.  One of the better-known programs was the integration of 

disaster relief victims into the Food Stamp program.  After a natural disaster, one could 

participate in the Department of Agricultures Food Stamp program in which struggling 

survivors could procure surplus commodities from the government.  However, as the 

SRC/AFSC study revealed, this too had a distinct class bias that demonstrated the reluctance 

of the state to provide true, no-strings-attached aid.  As the case was in Mississippi, if a 

victim had a pre-disaster income of $70 per month or below, food stamps cost $0.50.  If 

one’s income was higher than $70, the fee increased rapidly.  A family of four with an 

income between $90-$100 per month was required to pay $40 per month for food stamps—
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nearly half their total income.  If a family income was $170 per month, the family had to pay 

$56 dollars for stamps.  Any family earning more than $180 per month in Mississippi was 

ineligible for the food stamp program.28  Indeed, the government continued to focus on things 

and not people.      

 

A “People Oriented Program”? 

 

 The critique of the OEP and disaster relief did not necessarily mean that Director 

Lincoln simply did not care about the country and citizens after a disaster struck.  He did 

care, but often seemed too concerned with repairing national economic strength rather than 

individual stability following disaster.  But in Lincoln’s mind, they were one in the same. 

Lincoln examined federal disaster relief response, looking for “changes needed to enable the 

Federal Government to meet more effectively the longer range rebuilding problems from 

major disasters.”  Lincoln put forth several suggestions in his study, all of which increased 

the role of the federal government over disaster relief.  These included federal government 

programs of permanent flood control and hurricane prevention, disaster assistance to 

“political subdivisions experiencing substantial loss of their tax revenue,” and governmental 

foresight in taking damage-preventing measures in advance of predictable disasters.  

Although Lincoln seemed to look at people as a larger component of a bigger tax base, he 

urged Nixon to stress in his upcoming Union Message that federal disaster relief was indeed 

sensitive to individual struggle:  “Indicate generally that the sympathy and understanding of 

the President over the suffering and losses caused by disasters results in his intention to 
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increase his positive program to do something about it.  The proposal identifies the 

Administration with a ‘people oriented program’ in this case, close to the lives of the 

ordinary citizens.” But missing were from his suggestions were programs such as fixing 

discriminatory temporary housing programs or making the food stamp program more 

accessible—benefits that would truly be “close to the lives of ordinary citizens.” 29     

Lincoln’s recommendations if implemented would cost the federal government much.  

Many within the Nixon administration were leery of Lincoln’s report and were not convinced 

that the federal government should become more involved in disaster relief efforts.  James R. 

Schlesinger, Acting Director of the Bureau of the Budget examined Lincoln’s report.  

Schlesinger disregarded the report.  He did not Nixon should highlight relief in his State of 

the Union Address, although a “passing mention” may be in order.  He also had “reservations 

about any mention of disaster relief which either states or implies the need for additional 

comprehensive disaster legislation.”  To Schlesinger and the Bureau of the Budget, disaster 

relief was an expensive government sore, and he did not want Nixon to pick the scab in his 

State of the Union.30   

Paul W. McCracken, who chaired the Council of Economic Advisers, held a similar 

stance.  On the verge of the post-World War II economic bust, McCracken stated agreed in 

principle that disaster prevention merited a substantial emphasis.  However, he held that 
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major investment in prevention ran into the obvious budget bind.  McCracken had a solution 

with a much more attractive cost-benefit analysis: “I believe that some studies have 

suggested that, in certain cases at least, relocation makes better sense than very costly flood 

control works which might at best give only partial protection.”  Thus, McCracken was a 

proponent of personal responsibility; if someone lived in New Orleans, for example, he 

should simply move rather than rely on the federal government to provide safety from likely 

future calamity. He was certainly not the only person to believe that the government should 

not provide aid to people who knowingly lived in disaster-prone locations.  Political scientist 

and policy analyst, Peter J. May, assesses the debate within Congress as a philosophical 

wrestling match between those who support federal relief and those who believe that the 

government should “reward” people who foolishly live in disaster-prone areas. 31  This logic 

was flawed, however, because no state within the country is safe from natural disasters.32  
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The negative responses to Lincoln’s report continued.  George Romney, who served 

as the Secretary of HUD, read the report.  As governor of Michigan during the Detroit riots 

in 1967, Romney petitioned Johnson to declare the city a natural disaster through a broad 

interpretation of the Disaster Relief Act in order to trigger federal relief.  But, in late 1969, 

Romney apparently viewed disaster relief differently.  Speaking on behalf of his department, 

Romney suggested that a “wholly private, non-Federal program” of private property 

insurance be instituted as a substitution for federal disaster relief.  “In the Department’s view, 

a wholly private-industry approach is much preferred to…the commitment of Federal 

monies,” wrote Romney.33 

All in all, each of the replies stressed a scale-back of the federal role in disaster relief 

and a preference for individual control over one’s destiny before and after a natural calamity, 

be it by relocating to a less dangerous region of the United States, securing insurance from a 

private seller, or relying on local-level governments for relief.  As the threat of creeping 

stagflation loomed, political leaders in 1969 and early 1970 questioned the enhanced 

authority and expensive cost of federal disaster relief.  Men who oversaw the national budget 

and treasury had trashed Lincoln’s suggestions.   

Nonetheless, Lincoln remained adamant and pushed for bigger federal disaster relief 

programs.  With the support of Congress, changes made to disaster relief leadership and law 

facilitated its final expansion before the ultimate scale back.  In 1950, the President gained 

much control over disaster relief with the Disaster Relief Act—i.e. he decided if and when a 

state was to be considered a disaster zone and he distinguished how his disaster relief funds 
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would be spent.  But in early 1970, Nixon transferred his decision-making power to Director 

Lincoln.  The handover was Lincoln’s idea.  On February 7, 1969, Lincoln sent a 

memorandum to Nixon’s deputy assistant in which he suggested that Nixon assign the 

Director of OEP the responsibility for allocating funds in the president’s disaster relief fund 

as well as decide when to approach Congress for supplemental allocations.  He justified his 

suggestions by pointing out “the new procedure [would] eliminate the need for Presidential 

signatures, eliminate some paperwork in the White House, and streamline the administration 

so as to help avoid delays in allocation which have at times slowed down rehabilitation 

efforts.”  The change gave Lincoln the upper hand in disaster relief decisions.  Nixon allowed 

the exchange of power.  That he acquiesced power to Lincoln may seem a bit illogical as 

Nixon’s image has widely been associated with what Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. termed the 

“Imperial Presidency.”  Schlesinger referred to Nixon as such due to his seemingly unwieldy 

power, executive secrecy, withholding information from Congress, refusal to spend fund 

appropriated by Congress, espionage, and sabotage of political opposition.  But, even 

Schlesinger noted, “The imperial president was essentially the creation of foreign policy.”  

Perhaps that explains why Nixon allowed the transfer of domestic power in this case.34  
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 Executive Order Number 11495 divvied up the President’s power even more.  

“Executive Order No. 11495,” explained Assistant Attorney General William H. Rehnquist 

in a memorandum, “assigned functions of the President under the Disaster Relief Act to the 

Director of the OEP, except for functions pertaining to the distribution of food coupon 

allotments and surplus commodities . . . , which were assigned to the Secretary of 

Agriculture.”35  With that, by the early months of 1970, disaster relief decisions were put into 

the hands of those who led the OEP and the Department of Agriculture—two national 

agencies.  This suggested at least two things.  First, Nixon relinquished his authority.  And 

second, he relinquished his authority to government agencies, which suggested the growth of 

the administrative state.  Disaster relief authority in 1970 dispersed into an activist welfare 

state. 

 It became clear that Lincoln wished to expand disaster relief with his new powers.  

And he was free to do so with support of Congress and Nixon and the passage of the Disaster 

Relief Act of 1970 on December 31, 1970.  Congress quickly passed legislation making the 

Disaster Relief Act of 1970 ready for the Nixon’s signature.  Conservative members of the 

Nixon’s cabinet scoffed at Congress’s seeming “compulsion to pass legislation in response to 

natural disasters,” as Schlesinger, the Acting Director of the Bureau of the Budget, put it.36  

But proponents in Congress commended the liberalization of disaster relief.  Senator Bayh 
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praised the “proposed broadening and enlargements of existing statutory provisions” to 

“extend needed emergency relief and recovery assistance to individuals, organizations, 

businesses, and States and local communities suffering from a major disaster.”  Bayh, along 

with 26 co-sponsors, introduced the bill on March 20, 1970. If passed, the Disaster Relief Act 

of 1970 would place federal coordination of disaster assistance solely under the control of 

Director Lincoln, revise and expand federal programs for relief, and establish an entirely new 

basic federal disaster relief law by repealing the Disaster Relief Act of 1950.37  The House of 

Representatives passed the measure on December 17, 1970; the Senate passed it a day later, 

and on December 31, 1970, Nixon put his signature on the Disaster Relief Act of 1970.38  

 The Disaster Relief Act of 1970 provided Lincoln with a plethora of disaster relief 

programs under his control.  For instance, the act allowed for clearing and removing debris 

and wreckage from public lands and private lands at no cost to the landowners, repair or 

replacement of destroyed public roads and buildings, temporary transportation services, and 

emergency shelters.  The act provided provisions for temporary housing free of rent for a full 

year after the disaster struck.  For victims who faced the loss of their home as a result of 

financial hardships caused by a major disaster, the act allowed for mortgage or rentable 

payments for up to a year.  Loans through the SBA and the FmHA now had a forgiveness 

feature of $2500 above the first $500.  Provisions for food grants and other agricultural 

commodities were written into the law on “favorable terms (including outright grants).”  

People with loans through the Rural Electrification Administration benefited from 
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“adjustments to schedules of payments of principal and interest.”  Many programs addressed 

in the new legislation expanded existing disaster relief policy by providing aid and relief 

through welfare state programs, a practice that began during the Dust Bowl of the New Deal 

era.  For example, those with HUD loans were offered suspension of payments and extension 

of maturity.  The food stamp provision and unemployment assistance and reemployment 

assistance utilized preexisting welfare state programs to provide disaster relief.39  

 Although the Disaster Relief Act of 1970 expanded on-the-ground disaster relief to 

new levels under the Nixon administration (the new programs were estimated to have cost an 

additional $60 million), much of the Disaster Relief Act overlooked lower class Americans.40  

Rather, the new provisions provided for the persistence of disaster relief for property owning 

Americans, local economies, and local governments in order to reestablish tax revenues after 

disaster hit.  SBA and FmHA loans, for example, were reserved for those who owned 

businesses and property.  Monies also focused on encouraging “private investment by 

providing low-interest, long-term loans to help businesses expand or establish plants in 

redevelopment areas for projects that cannot be financed through banks or other private 

lending institutions.”41  Therefore, disaster relief during the Nixon administration expanded, 

but expanded in such a way to fix and improve local economies and the national economy.  
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The welfare state grew in a way that prioritized the needs of local, state, and national 

economic health as opposed to individual livelihood.  In the area of disaster relief, the 

American welfare state worked to preserve capitalism rather than ensure proper disaster relief 

aid to that those living in poverty, Americans in the lower classes, or citizens who did not 

own property. 

 

Disaster Relief, Stagflation, and Nixon’s New Federalism  

 

 In the early years of the 1970s, Nixon believed that the federal government was “too 

large and too powerful and must be reduced.”42  As the economic conditions worsened in the 

first few years of the 1970s, the problem became evermore acute and Nixon worked to scale 

back liberal spending on welfare state programs, including disaster relief.  When the post-

World War II economic boom reached its breaking point, the post-boom bust informed 

Nixon’s view of government spending and resulted in the contraction of federal disaster 

relief programs.  Increased disaster relief spending came to a screeching halt by the early 

1970s.  The war in Vietnam, and arms race, the Great Society, and disaster relief all cost 

billions of dollars.  Johnson had refused to raise taxes to support spending, leaving Nixon 

with a sizeable burden.  America’s changing industrial landscape as well as an evermore 

complicated and competitive global market, including an oil embargo, compounded the 

problem.  America’s industrial sector both weakened due to foreign competition and 

relocated to the Sunbelt.  Poverty increased and unemployment placed stressed on average 

Americans.  Prices pushed upward, reducing the value of the dollar, while employment and 
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the availability of jobs stagnated.  Nixon became the president of an American era of 

stagflation.  To tackle the issue, Nixon decided to attack the welfare state.43  To justify such 

measures to the general public, his administration, and Congress, Nixon focused on the basic 

principals of his New Federalism—a program of government reorganization, government 

scale back, reorientation of responsibility to the state level, and an overall return to the 

American values of individualism, dignity, and self-reliance. To accomplish this, his New 

Federalism promised to harness government spending and attempted to dig the economy out 

of stagflation by putting more pressure on individual accountability.44   

Nixon understood that the federal state over the course of the twentieth century grew 

significantly, and that the public relied on a complex administrative state for a plethora of 

programs and benefits.  “During the last four decades, almost every major attempt by the 

Government to meet a major social need has resulted in a new national program administered 

in Washington by a new bureaucracy,” pointed out Nixon.  Before the New Deal, there had 

been 600,000 Federal employees; by 1974, the federal government had over 2.7 million 

people on their payroll.  Nixon warned the nation and suggested that government spending 

had grown out of control as the welfare state expanded over time.  “In the last decade, this 
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problem has grown acute.  In 1960 there were some 200 Federal grant-in-aid programs with 

outlays of $8 billion, but by 1970 there were nearly 1,000 and the total outlays had risen to 

$22 billion,” he said.45 

 According to Nixon, growth in the welfare state had created conditions of 

government waste, inefficiency, delay, and uncertainty.  Nixon was indeed accurate in his 

assessment of bureaucratic inefficiency.  Whether the solution to the problem was simply the 

removal of bureaucracy is debatable, though.  Stephen Skowronek provides invaluable 

lessons on the growth of American bureaucracy and administrative capabilities, which helps 

to understand Nixon’s reasoning behind the New Federalism.  “A headless bureaucracy had 

taken center state in governmental operations,” writes Skowronek. It was bureaucracy run 

amok that Nixon wished to curtail with his New Federalism.46   

 Nixon’s New Federalism directly addressed disaster relief.  As with other federal 

programs, he advocated an “increase[d] . . .  role of State and local officials” to “cut the 

tangle of Federal red tape.”47  Nixon repealed a $5000 forgiveness clause and a 1 percent 

interest feature on disaster relief loans available for homeowners, farm owners, and business 

owners at the end of June 1973.48  The move shocked Chairman of the American National 
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Red Cross Frank Stanton.  He wrote Nixon “alarm[ed] at the prospect of a sudden 

termination of benefits for disaster victims without the availability of adequate alternative 

relief measures.”  Stanton noted that in the recent decade federal disaster relief activity had 

increased to new levels.  Accordingly, contributions to the Red Cross and other voluntary 

agencies dwindled because, according to Stanton, the American people “increasingly 

assumed these [needs] would be met by the government.”  But in reality, the Red Cross was 

the major organization that dealt directly with the immediate emergency needs of hundreds 

of thousands of disaster victims—food, clothing, water—“in those crucial days before 

governmental resources became available.”  It was at that depressed point, explained Stanton, 

“that the Congress has sent to the White House a bill that drastically reduces Federal benefits 

by eliminating the forgiveness feature of government loans.  Our primary concern now,” he 

continued, “is that many disaster victims will no longer look either to the Red Cross for 

recovery assistance or to the Federal Government until and unless some new provision is 

made for such aid.”49 

Just a few weeks after Stanton’s letter, Nixon delivered a special message to Congress 

proposing the Disaster Preparedness and Assistance Act of 1973, ignoring the Red Cross 

concerns.  The bill aimed at consolidating the responsibility for disaster assistance by 

reducing the number of Federal agencies involved.  But the heart of Nixon’s plan was “to 

strengthen the role of State and local governments and of private institutions in meeting this 
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important challenge.”50  Both houses of Congress supported Nixon and the Disaster 

Preparedness and Assistance Act of 1973 became law by the end of May.   

Arguably the most dramatic component of the new act was that it eliminated the OEP. 

The Disaster Relief Act of 1970 transferred nearly all presidential power to the Director of 

the OEP.  The new 1973 law, however, transferred all those powers back to Nixon.  “In the 

interest of efficiency and economy,” explained Nixon, “we can now further streamline the 

Executive Office of the President by formally relocating those responsibilities and closing the 

Office of Emergency Preparedness.”51  Nixon promised that the reorganization and 

elimination of the OEP would promote better efficiency and execution of disaster relief, 

arguing that the OEP represented an agencies unnecessary to the “efficient conduct of the 

Government.”  Furthermore, the President said his plan was “logically consistent” with the 

overall goal to streamline of government.  One was left to wonder, though, how the complete 

reorganization of disaster relief and the elimination of the agency that primarily controlled 

disaster relief efforts would contribute to its reinvigoration and efficiency.  But Nixon vowed 

that his new “leaner and less diffuse” program of disaster relief would be a great success.52   

The Disaster Preparedness and Assistance Act of 1973 focused on increasing the role 

of state and local governments while minimizing the responsibility and costs of federal 
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disaster relief and reversing the “increasing trend of Federal assistance for individual 

victims.”  The legislation consolidated disaster loans into one program, with a standard 5 

percent interest rate across the board.  The new legislation stipulated that, at the request of a 

community, government loans “of up to 10 percent of a community’s annual operating 

budget” could be made to “help meet expenses” after a disaster.  If a community happened to 

be composed of low-income families, the annual operating budget would most likely be low, 

thus so too would the government loans.  It required states to pay 25 percent of the cost of 

rebuilding and debris removal.  In the recent past, the government took on 100 percent.  In an 

effort to help transition states into their new responsibilities as primary disaster-relief 

providers, the federal government offered applications for grants to develop preparedness 

plans and programs for disaster relief.  The government acknowledged that the grants would 

reduce the amount of aid local governments and the private sector would receive.  In any 

case, only five states actually applied for the federal grants to update current disaster plans.  

Finally, the act required the purchase of disaster insurance by individuals, businesses, and 

government entities if they wished to be eligible for federal disaster relief.  The failure to 

purchase and maintain required insurance would result in the denial of future disaster 

assistance. This was perhaps the most controversial element of the 1973 Act because it 

required a person to own property and have that property insured to be considered eligible for 

federal assistance, demonstrating an overt class bias in the federal program of disaster 

relief.53 
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If the administration and Congress remained uncritical of the new disaster relief 

program, the press did not.  On May 8, 1973, the press met with OEP Director Darrell M. 

Trent.  One of the first questions regarded the new 25 percent state requirement for debris 

clearance and rebuilding.  A press member asked, “What was the reason for putting the 

burden on the State?”  Trent attempted to skirt around the question.  “First of all,” he said, 

“to provide flexibility; and secondly, to provide for greater management within the State 

structure so that they can have flexibility in how they use money.”  The reporter responded 

with dissatisfied sarcasm, “But you could give them flexibility at 100 percent if you wanted 

to.”  Another major issue was that of the insurance requirement.  Someone asked Trent, “You 

would require, if I understand it correctly, that [a potential disaster victim] obtain the 

maximum amount of insurance available at a reasonable cost from private sources to become 

eligible for [federal disaster aid]?”  He continued, “There seems to be in that the likelihood 

that he wouldn’t have to call on any government for assistance if he were fully covered. Is 

that what you are thinking?”  Trent could not respond before another question came forward.  

“In order for any individual to get any aid, they would have to have what is available in 

disaster insurance?” asked another reporter.  Trent simply responded to both questions with, 

“Yes, that is correct.”54 

The provisions of the 1973 act rolled back federal responsibility and placed liability 

on individuals now required to purchase insurance.  It eliminated costly programs in an effort 

to scale back the welfare state through Nixon’s New Federalism.  But Congress and Nixon 

were not yet satisfied.  On May 22, 1974, Nixon signed into law his final piece of disaster 
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relief legislation, the Disaster Relief Act Amendments of 1974.  At the signing ceremony, 

Nixon congratulated Congress for “acting speedily and responsibly” in pushing the bill 

through quickly.  He added, “This bill responds to the vital needs of the American people, 

and it demonstrates that the Federal Government…is ready and able to provide 

compassionate assistance to the victims of natural disasters.”55  The “vital needs of the 

American people” were to be met by amendments that further emphasized the supplemental 

role of the federal government.  The amendments, among other things, required an 

exhaustive use of state and local resources before federal assistance became available after a 

natural disaster.56  It differentiated “major disasters” from “less-than-major disasters,” noting 

that federal grants to states for repair and reconstruction of facilities damaged or destroyed by 

a “major disaster” could be offered, but not for “less-than-major” emergencies.57  The 

definitions of what constituted major disasters and what was considered a less-than-major 

disaster were left undefined, the decision to be made by the president once the emergency 

took place.  The amendments made it clear that the federal government stood “firm on 

keeping [disaster] relief from becoming ‘forgiveness.’”  In regards to long-term federal 

disaster relief programs for economic recovery, the federal government found such measures 
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unacceptable.   Wage controls, rent controls, price controls, unemployment assistance, and 

crisis counseling funded by the government were all cut.58 

 

Insured Irony 

 

 Policy during the Nixon administration moved away from federal governmental 

responsibility and toward state, local, and individual duty.  Individual responsibility in the 

form of private insurance revealed a perceived faith in privatized protection.  Scholars have 

assessed the relationship between the welfare state and private insurance.  Klein, for 

example, notes that the state moved toward a trend of facilitating personal control over ones 

own security through “welfare capitalism, and public policy would, for the most part, 

supplement the gaps in private coverage.”59  When Nixon resigned his position on August 9, 

1974 and was replaced by Ford, welfare capitalism and its faith in private insurance was 

tested.60   

During the Ford presidency, the nation faced a purported swine flu epidemic.61  Like 

Eisenhower during the Polio scare, Ford deemed it the responsibility of the federal 
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government to provide care for its citizens during a time of national emergency, thus saw the 

flu as a national disaster to be treated similar to natural disasters.  However, Ford also 

continued Nixonian policies of limiting the welfare state.62  However, the swine flu case 

study demonstrated an ironic twist to the federal government’s trust in insurance companies 

as solutions to natural and national disaster.  Although the swine flu vaccination program did 

not use federal monies designated for natural disaster relief, the episode is important because 

it provides insight into the use of insurance and the class dimensions of federal assistance.  

The case study provided commentary on the effectiveness of welfare capitalism through 

private sector insurance.  During the swine flu scare, the federal government made special 

concessions to four large drug companies under contract to produce swine flu vaccinations to 

protect them against liability issue arising for the use of their vaccines.  This proved that the 

drug companies and the federal government lacked complete confidence in the insurance 

industry during a time of emergency.  It also proved again that the federal government 

privileged those in positions of economic power during times of tragedy.  Scholars detail the 

rise and influence of private corporations and interest groups in federal politics.  Particularly 

when American politics were starting to turn rightward in the late 1960s, private companies 

were legitimized as solutions to bureaucratic stretch.  Privatization meant that companies 

dealt with public problems, such as disaster relief through insurance, without requiring the 

administrative state to expand.  This fit seamlessly into the values of the New Federalism.63  

The swine flu debacle and the federal government’s plan to inoculate the entire population 
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ultimately floundered and ended prematurely because of a lack of government oversight.  In 

the end, it demonstrated that the program was more about assuring the drug companies 

liability protection than it was about providing protection to the American people through 

inoculation.64   

On February 5, 1976, an outbreak of swine flu spread among several hundred recruits 

at Fort Dix Army Base in Trenton, New Jersey, and caused the death of one recruit, David 

Lewis.  While it remained unproven that the strain had spread beyond the Army base, the 

appearance of the swine flu alarmed the medical community, and eventually the entire 

American population.  The last time that the swine flu produced a major concern in the 

United States had been 1918-1919.  During those years, a swine flu epidemic killed some 

548,000 Americans and some 20 million people worldwide.  Since that time, the virus had 

been limited to transmission among pigs, with only rare transmission from pig to man and no 

reported instances of secondary person-to-person transmission.  Because the strain in 1976 

had not substantially affected the United States for nearly 50 years, antibody surveys 

suggested that only people over the age of 50 had any immunologic safety against the flu; 

therefore, everyone under the age of 50 were potentially at risk.  Moreover, even those over 

the age of 50 with antibodies to the swine flu had “little residual resistance to the infection.”  

Experts working for the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases suggested that 

the population was “extremely vulnerable to rapid spread of swine influenza” and noted “a 
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pandemic [was] clearly possible.”  Medical experts advised that the only solution to a 

potential epidemic was full-scale inoculation.65 

On March 24, 1976, Ford met with influenza experts, medical professionals, public 

health officers, pharmaceutical executives, and public officials in the White House Cabinet 

Room to make plans for a federal initiative to immunize all Americans against the swine 

influenza.  More notable participants included Drs. Jonas Salk and Albert Sabin, who played 

key roles in the development of the polio vaccine in 1956.  Members of the meeting 

concluded that sufficient evidence demonstrated a likely epidemic.  Therefore, they decided a 

nationwide program of prevention was appropriate.  Following the meeting, Ford announced 

his decision to give the go-ahead for a national immunization campaign, which he estimated 

to cost $135 million to produce 213 million doses—enough for the entire US population.66 
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But before Congress approved the supplemental appropriations to finance the $135 

million project, Ford instilled fear into the American people in a presidential statement made 

immediately following the March 24, 1976 meeting.  “Let me state clearly at this time,” 

announced Ford, “no one knows exactly how serious this threat could become.  Nevertheless, 

we cannot afford to take a chance with the health of our nation.”  Suggesting premature 

confidence in Congress’s support, Ford went ahead and announced, “Inoculations are to be 

available at schools, hospitals, physicians’’ offices, and public health facilities.  The reaction 

to the shot, I am told, may mean a sore arm for a day or two—a very small price to pay for 

this vital protection.”67 

Ford indeed had a program in mind for total inoculation, and it was to be called the 

National Swine Influenza Immunization Program (NIIP).  Secretary of the Department of 

Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) David Mathews under the direction of Assistance 

Secretary for Health Dr. Theodore Cooper, was responsible for the development and 

implementation of NIIP.  All activities were to be coordinated with the Center for Disease 

Control, the Bureau of Biologics of the Food and Drug Administration, and the National 

Institutes of Health.  The federal agencies and organizations were to work in conjunction 

with state and local health agencies and local distribution centers.  As planned, the NIIP 

campaign would also include a public awareness campaign in which “a nationwide citizen 

awareness program [would] be developed through a multi-media campaign to coincide with 

the availability of the vaccine.”  Advertisement of the vaccine as it were, was to be supported 

by each state, regional, and community media.  Finally, epidemiological and laboratory 
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surveillance of the population was to be maintained at all times by the federal government as 

a safeguard against any harmful outcomes of inoculation, outbreaks of the flu, and, if needed, 

epidemic control.  The goal of NIIP: “Inoculating every man, woman, and child in the three 

month period from September through November.”68 

In order to do so, the federal government had to work with drug manufacturers to 

produce over 200 million doses of the swine flu vaccine.  According to preliminary plans, the 

federal government would initiate production of sufficient vaccine by the pharmaceutical 

manufacturers.  The details of the government-drug company partnership remained sketchy 

during the early phases of planning.  Interdepartmental memoranda indicated that the federal 

government had indeed had to “call upon the drug industry to manufacture more than 200 

million doses of swine influenza vaccine by the fall.”   “In bare outline,” explained the 

interdepartmental memorandum, the federal government was to “contract with licensed 

manufacturers to purchase all of the swine influenza vaccine to that they can produce during 

a specified period, and will arrange to grant those vaccines to State and local public health 

authorities under cooperative arrangements through which those authorities will provide for 

the vaccines’ administration.”69 
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Whether or not the drug companies supported the plans of NIIP was left to be 

decided, but Congress initially approved of Ford’s NIIP.  By April 9, 1976, hearings on the 

details of NIIP and the requested $135 million to pay for it were held before both Houses of 

Congress.  The House of Representatives passed legislation to carry out the program on April 

6.  On April 9, the House of Representatives and the Senate had passed legislation to 

implement it—including approval of the requested $135 million supplemental 

appropriation.70  On April 15, 1976 House Joint Resolution 890 landed on Ford’s desk for his 

signature.  The bill supplied the funds needed to “manufacture the necessary vaccine, assist 

the states in distribution and inoculation efforts, test the efficacy and effectiveness of the 

vaccine, continue ongoing surveillance of disease trends in outbreaks, and conduct 

professional and public awareness programs.”  Once signed, Ford received the supplemental 

appropriation requested for NIIP.71  

Although Ford’s NIIP gained much initial support, the key players—the vaccine 

makers—expressed hesitancy.  Without their participation, of course, the 213 million doses 

of swine flu vaccines could not be produced and distributed to the American population.  

Even before Ford signed H.J. Res. 890, questions of liability began stirring among the four 
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drug manufactures commissioned by the federal government to produce the vaccine.72 John J. 

Horan, President of Merck and Co., Inc., one of four manufacturers, sent a troublesome letter 

to Ford’s Deputy Assistant James Cavanaugh.  In the letter, Horan explained that the 

company was glad to produce the vaccine per the government’s request. “The cause of our 

concern,” he went on, “is that Congressional and HEW actions to date indicated that if there 

is any failure in the government’s programs, through states and municipalities, to use the 

vaccine properly . . . , we would be expected to bear the risk of liability for the government 

failure.”  The company did not want to enter a partnership with the federal government under 

such condition, and the company’s insurance provider did not want to cover Merck and Co. 

Inc. in the endeavor.  “Our own insurance carrier has just told us that it is willing to insure us 

only against negligence or fault on our part,” explained Horan.  “I do no want to risk being 

misunderstood,” he continued.  “We do not ask to be relieved of our responsibility to produce 

vaccine which meets government safety and potency standards, or of product liability based 

on negligence or other fault on our part in manufacturing the vaccine.”  However, ended 

Horan, “We do ask to relieved of liability for matters for which we have no responsibly and 

over which we have no control.”73  

 The federal government initiated a program that required a partnership with private 

drug companies, which in turn required cooperation with the insurance industry.  The private 

insurance industry did not want to protect its customers from participating in an inoculation 
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program led by the government that aimed to reach every single American.  The risk of 

mishap when inoculating 213 million people was too high for the profit-seeking insurance 

providers.  Thus, the drug companies requested additional protection against liability from 

the federal government.  In short, the drug companies demanded protection from the federal 

government when their insurance providers failed during a time of national disaster.  This 

was extremely ironic for the time, considering that the federal government placed much faith 

in the private insurance companies to provide protection to less-powerful individual citizens 

against the harmful affects of natural calamity.  During 1976, the situation inverted as drug 

companies asked for government protection as insurance proved inadequate. 

 The situation became so acute that Mathews described it to Ford as “a crisis for the 

National Immunization Program.”  The issue dragged out the implantation of NIIP into the 

summer months of 1976.  On July 20, Mathews noted to Ford, “Without resolution of the 

liability issue, manufacturers are expected to stop vaccine production within a matter of 

days.”  Seventy-six million doses of the vaccination had already been produced, but, “none 

of these manufacturers will enter into contracts to sell existing stocks of 76 million doses to 

the government for use in NIIP” because of the threat of suits against them for government 

negligence in the use of their vaccines.”74 

The manufacturers’ refused to continue with production until they received 

satisfactory liability protection.  John L. Huck, Senior Vice President of Merck and Co., Inc., 

wrote, “We feel we cannot sign the proposed contracts because to do so in the absence of 
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protection against uninsured liability could involve risks too significant for us to assume.”  

Huck noted that the company was “need[ed], and should be accorded, appropriate protection 

against product liability risks.”75  A representative of Wyeth Laboratories echoed Huck’s 

position.  Wyeth believed that the risk of liability was “holding up execution of the purchase 

contract, especially since shortly after this program was announced almost all of the product-

liability insurance carriers withdrew coverage from this vaccine, leaving [Wyeth’s] insurance 

coverage grossly inadequate.”76  A representative of the Richardson-Merrell Company wrote, 

“It is simply not possible or fair for a private company to take on risks of possibly 

catastrophic loss when neither the insurance industry nor the Government is willing to 

assume such risks in connection with a program conceived and controlled by the 

Government,” read the statement.77  It appeared, at least to the drug companies, that both 

their insurers and the federal government botched the success of a nationwide inoculation 

program.  The companies had little confidence in the insurance industry and were frustrated 

when the government faltered to provide adequate protection for the initiation of their own 

program.78 
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 Ford’s Chief of Staff Dick Cheney noted on June 7, 1976, “We’ve got a serious 

problem in our swine flu immunization program.”  The serious problem was that the drug 

manufacturers requested liability protection from the federal government because their 

insurance providers failed to satisfactorily safeguard them combined with Congress 

seemingly ignoring the situation.  Inaction in Congress meant that no legislation to satisfy the 

demands of the drug companies was in the works and the entire NIIP program was stalled.  

Cheney wrote, “It’s vitally important that we not let this one slip through the cracks, and that 

we do whatever necessary to achieve the best record possible.”79 

 But if Congress was not pursuing the issue, the administration certainly was.  Indeed, 

as Cheney suggested, Secretary Mathews promised that the government would “do 

everything possible to make the manufacturers whole for losses they may incur as a result of 

lapses in the government-controlled part of the program.”  Mathews worked diligently within 

the NIIP to attempt to include provisions in the contracts with the manufacturers to clarify 

that they would only be held responsible for injuries resulting from their own negligence, 

while the federal government would be liable for injuries resulting from its failure to perform 

properly those aspects of the inoculation program over which it had control.  Three of the 

four companies had even agreed to a new contract with the government based upon those 

lines, agreeing that their risk was reduced to an acceptable level.  But, the fourth company, 

Richard-Merrell, still refused to participate in NIIP even with the new contract, and promised 

to stay away from any government contract unless its risk resulting from failures in the 

government-controlled part of the program was reduced to nothing.  Lawyers working for 
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NIIP advised Mathews that that could not be done; the Antideficiency Act enacted in 1884 

prohibited the federal government from entering into an agreement specifically to indemnify 

the contractor against any loss that it may incur, even if that loss resulted from the 

government’s failure to perform correction in its part of NIIP.80  It appeared that the NIIP 

was at a standstill.  

As July ended and six months had passed since the first swine flu episode at Fort Dix, 

Ford became increasingly agitated.  He focused his agitation at an apparently indifferent 

Congress.  On August 6, 1976, Ford made a damning announcement to the general public.  “I 

am frankly dumbfounded that Congress, which took the time and effort to enact ill-advised 

legislation to exempt its own Members from certain State income taxes, has failed to act to 

protect 215 million Americans from the threat of swine flu.”  Ford continued his lambast: 

“Because of these legislative delays, we are, at this moment, at least six weeks away from 

beginning an effective inoculation program.  Had Congress acted promptly after I submitted 

my proposal, we would have been in a potion to dispatch shipments of vaccine today.”  Ford 

continued, “I cannot accept any further dilly-dallying by the Congress on this legislation that 

could be vital to the health and safety of our people.”  He ended is statement by calling on 

Congress to act quickly, before its next recess, to protect the American people.  In reality, 
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though, he was not so much calling on Congress to protect the people, but rather calling on 

Congress to initiate legislation to protect the drug companies.81 

 A breakdown of Congressional inaction went like this: The Ford administration 

proposed legislation to Congress on June 16 to have the federal government pay the 

manufacturers for loss due to “baseless” suits above what their insurance providers covered.  

While the House Health Subcommittee held hearings on the bill during June, Congress 

recessed for two weeks on July 2 without passing legislation.  The day after Congress 

returned on June 20, the Administration reported that without legislation, negotiations with 

the drug companies remained at an impasse, despite “virtually round-the-clock discussion 

during the two week Congressional recess.”  In the meantime, the government could not 

purchase the vaccine and NIIP could not go forward, and manufacturers grew “weary and 

suspicious of government promises to act.”82 

 Speaking on behalf of the House Health Subcommittee, Chairman Paul Roger’s (D-

FL) clarified their reason for inaction. They thought the insurance companies were simply 

being “intransigent in not underwriting the liability policies.”  He also believed the Ford 

should work to resolve the situation by meeting with the four drug companies and 

appropriate insurance executives.  Essentially, Rogers noted that Congress expected Ford to 

demonstrate a bit more strength and clout in wrangling in the uncooperative insurance 
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companies.83  Historians have explained that Ford was often seen as a relatively weak 

“caretaker president following a failed administration” and was oftentimes not taken 

seriously.84  Rogers’ remarks also revealed that Congress believed that the insurance 

companies had an obligation to provide adequate coverage, especially during a national 

crisis.  But, the federal government had to supplant private insurance, and Congress was less 

than pleased with the situation.85 

 Presidential pressure ultimately pushed Congress to act.  In early August, Congress 

presented a bill to establish a mechanism to handle claims and “if necessary, compensate 

persons injured as a result of inoculation with vaccine under the Swine Flu National 

Influenza Immunization Program.”  The bill provided that those injured by inoculation could 

file suit against the federal government.  The federal government would be liable for claims 

against “program participants”, including the vaccine manufacturers and distributors.  With 

that, the drug companies had their protection.86 
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 The bill, sponsored by Senator Ted Kennedy (D-MA) authorized “the Secretary of 

Health, Education, and Welfare to carry out a national swine flu immunization program until 

August 1, 1977, and provided legal protection for agencies, organizations and individuals 

who manufacture, distribute…swine flu vaccine against liability for other than their own 

negligence to persons alleging personal injury or death arising out of the administration of 

the vaccine.”87  Congressional votes on the bill broke down as follows: Democrats 

contributed 169 yeas and 58 nays; Republicans contributed 81 yeas and 25 nays; in total 

there were 250 yeas and 83 nays.88 Ford signed it on August 12 and announced his pleasure 

with the “extraordinary Federal measures” that enabled the government to “assure 

appropriate liability protection” for the drug companies.89  With Ford’s signature, the NIIP 

finally kicked off on August 12, 1976. 

Showing his lack of enthusiasm for the program, his lingering anger toward Ford for his 

scathing public statement against Congress, and a foreshadow of the upcoming NIIP flops, 

Johnson remarked, “Having passed the indemnity legislation, Congress does not want to take 

the rap for any further programmatic problems.”90 
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Doubt, Apathy, and Failure 

 

 Although the insurance debacle had been solved, the NIIP was inherently flawed.  

Ford and his administration were blindsided by the issue of liability insurance to the degree 

that it overshadowed the actual implementation of the program.  That in turn exhibited that 

the administration was more concerned with placating the demands of the big drug 

companies than ensuring proper vaccination of the American people.  Literally days after the 

NIIP went underway, critique followed.  Critics included important participants in the 

initiation of the nationwide immunization plan back in March 1976.  On August 16, Dr. 

Sabin wrote that he saw “need for a new strategy for the national swine flu vaccination 

program to avoid potentially harmful consequences to public health and to public credibility 

in the reliability and prudence of the health information and recommendations for the 

government.”  So, just five days after NIIP began, Sabin suggested a “new strategy.”  

According to Sabin, problems of NIIP included first and foremost its initial delay.  Sabine 

described the inoculation program as “too little and too late.”  Despite the purported 

surveillance of the four manufacturers, Sabin pointed out that the four companies produced 

vaccines with different levels of effectiveness.  He remarked,  “The vaccine prepared by only 

one (Merck) of the four manufacturers is effective in persons, 6 to 24 years of age, and none 

of the four has acceptable immunizing activity in children under 6 years of age.”  Sabin noted 
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that the vaccine effective in school-age children had produced high rates of fevers and other 

signs of illness in 6 to 10 year old children.91 

 Serious problems developed soon after August 12.  By September 1 a report 

presented to Ford revealed that the manufacturers had never received official notification as 

to the cost and availability of negligence insurance coverage.  Accordingly, they scaled back 

production, in turn providing insufficient quantity of the vaccine.92   Reported deaths of those 

who received the immunization was another major concern.  On October 12, HEW received 

notification of three deaths associated with the vaccination.  Three elderly people in 

Pittsburgh (two women ages 71 and 74 and one man age 75) died within 24 hours of 

receiving the shot.  The other 23,000 people who received their shots at the same clinic 

panicked as Allegheny County health officials shut down the program.  One autopsy 

indicated death caused by a heart attack, while one family refused autopsy.  The other 

autopsy was on-going at the time of the memorandum.93  Just a few days later, a reported 35 

deaths had occurred, primarily among older people with a mean age of 71.94  A memorandum 
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to Ford concluded that there was “no evidence to link these deaths…with the vaccine or 

vaccination program.”95  Later studies revealed that side effects from the vaccine were 

thought to have caused the deaths of 25 Americans.  Ironically, the flu itself only killed one 

person, David Lewis.96   

 Less traumatizing than deaths due to complications associate with the vaccine was the 

overall disorganization of the federal government in implementing its program.  Part of that 

was due to its inability to coordinate with states. Governor of Pennsylvania Milton J. Shapp 

explained to Ford that his state’s Department of Health had been ready since May to 

administer NIIP.  The Governor had signed a special $1,390,000 appropriation to administer 

the program throughout the Commonwealth.  “Unfortunately,” wrote Shapp, “with each 

passing day, lack of Federal guidelines and direction on the legal issues have seriously 

jeopardized public confidence in this preventative health program.  Our deadlines for 

inoculating high risk groups and mass population have been pushed back several times by 

Federal indecision.”  Shapp was angered by the lack of presidential leadership, writing to 

Ford, “Throughout this entire four-month period, you have remained silent.”  Baltimore’s 

Mayor William Donald Schaefer was equally peeved.  Delay in receiving the vaccine had 

created confusion in his city that was particularly susceptible to the spread of flu because of 

its high-density population and high incidence of poverty.  What is more, financial issues 

plagued the city.  “The estimated cost for the vaccination of Baltimore city residents is 
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$300,000,” explained Schaefer.  “Only $67,000 in federal funds is available through the State 

of Maryland to offset this expense.”97  Although the NIIP was a federal program, it was not 

completely federalized in that local implementation of the program placed a financial burden 

on local budgets.98 

 Reported deaths and delayed implementation of NIIP combined to make for general 

apathy among Americans.  A Washington Post article appeared on November 13 titled 

“Public Apathetic and Industry Fearful.”  The article described the public and the industries 

as “no longer enthusiastic.”  Public apathy, according to an interview with Dr. Cooper of 

HEW, caused the government to limit their program.  Initially, NIIP aimed at inoculating all 

Americans (213 million), but by November it remained doubtful that the government would 

even attempt to vaccinate the 40 million children aged 3 to 18 who were at the highest risk.  

The article read, “Congress passed a bill in August to protect swine flu vaccine makers 

against injury suits after they refused to participate and insurers refused to insure them 

without such protection.  This and other delays, and bad publicity after the apparently 

coincidental deaths of three elderly persons who had received swine flu shots at a Pittsburgh 

clinic,” described the paper, “have hampered the program.”99  A later memorandum to Ford 

corroborated the Washington Post article: “Public response is generally falling below the 
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goals set for the program.  There is a continuing concern, therefore, about the public 

reticence to seek flu vaccines.”100 

 NIIP ended in failure.  The program was canceled by December of 1976.  Only 40 

million Americans received the vaccine—much less than the initial target.  More Americans 

died from the vaccination than from the swine flu.  The drug manufacturers were indeed 

smart in pushing for protection because the government faced multiple suits against them, 

potentially costing billions of dollars in damage payments.  By March of the following year, 

the government had paid $117,483 to settle 20 different claims, one of which was for 

wrongful death.  But the Department of Justice had also denied 511 claims totaling nearly 

$236 million, including 39 claims of wrongful death.  By December of 1978, nearly 3,700 

people had filed claims against the federal government alleging personal injuries varying 

from minor temporary symptoms to paralysis to death.  In total, over $3.3 billion in damages 

were sought.  Because the government had stopped monitoring recipients of the vaccine ten 

weeks after they received inoculation, it was difficult for persons who later developed 

problems to prove that their ailments were a direct result of the vaccine.  In total, the 

government awarded $1.3 billion in damages while the four manufacturers were protected 

with indemnity, compliments of the federal government.101 

 

Conclusions 
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 At the end of the Nixon administration, federal disaster relief had returned to the 

limited, supplementary role that it had in 1950.  Nixon, once a proponent of extensive federal 

aid, accomplished his later goal of significantly trimming federal disaster relief policy down 

in an effort to curb government expansion and spending.  Nixon was satisfied with his 

achievements.  By the end of his administration, Nixon considered any expansion of relief to 

“represent a backward march for the Federal Government’s disaster relief programs.”  

Instead, he entrusted states and local governments with the safety and recovery of 

communities—even if they were proven to have incapable disaster relief plans.  But, alas, 

Nixon, in the midst of his own economic disaster, refused to offer federal disaster funds.  As 

he put it, he would not “reopen a leaky financial tap in the Federal Treasury.”102  

 In an effort to fix the leak, federal disaster relief policy shifted to a focus on private 

insurance as the first safeguard against damages incurred by the effects of natural disasters.  

Besides the obvious class bias in this move, faith in a private profit-seeking industry seemed 

problematic.  Although the swine flu episode did not represent a natural calamity in the 

traditional sense, the government handled it as a national emergency.  More importantly, the 

implementation of NIIP during the Ford presidency provided lessons on the limitations of 

emergency policy and the insurance industry as well as what groups the government 

prioritized.  Insurance companies failed to provide protection for huge and powerful drug 

companies during the 1976 case study.  The federal government, who had purportedly 

believed insurance to be the solution to disasters, ironically had to fill the gaps left by the 
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failure of the insurance companies to provide adequate protection.  Under the Ford 

administration, the federal government decided to shield the drug companies from the 

downfalls of private insurance in an effort to preserve the economic strength of the wealthy 

companies.  In the meantime, disaster victims were left susceptible to a shaky insurance 

market.  The government chose what groups it would protect during times of calamity, and it 

selected the wealthiest.  With a sardonic twist of faith, the entire episode cost the federal 

government over a billion dollars in damages. 
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Chapter Seven 

“This Is A Forgotten Place Over Here” 

 

 First Lady Rosalynn Carter sat on the patio at Camp David and had lunch with her 

husband.  Jimmy Carter (1977-1981) and his wife watched a hummingbird as they dined and 

chatted on the late August summer day in 1978.  “We talked of accomplishments,” 

remembered Rosalynn Carter, “the unemployment rate down . . . . But mostly we talked 

about the bureaucracy.  I think it is even worse than we had anticipated before we came to 

Washington.”  During the Carter presidency, the administration developed a Presidential 

Reorganization Project with the goal of eliminating bureaucratic waste, streamlining 

government, and, ideally, achieving efficiency and effectiveness in the multitude of 

government programs. For much of the twentieth century, the federal government had 

expanded in size, but Carter was set on roping and reigning in bureaucracy.  “Jimmy is 

determined to do something about it,” noted Rosalynn Carter, “and already has cut down red 

tape, unnecessary federal regulation, and paper work.  He and his staff work daily on the 

reorganization of government.  Everyone knows it is necessary.  Not one of his 

reorganization plans has been turned down by Congress.”1 

 A component of Carter’s reorganization agenda was the consolidation of federal 

disaster relief functions.  Federal disaster relief policy had already shrunk substantially 
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during the Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford administrations from its high point during the 

Lyndon Johnson presidency.  Even so, during the 1960s and 1970s, state and local leaders 

found that acquiring federal disaster relief during times of emergency was often complicated 

and confusing, especially so with less money up for grabs.  Critics of the large disaster relief 

bureaucracy contended that more government did not necessarily result in better government.  

Navigating the application processes for federal aid added additional stress to already 

tenuous disaster induced situations and meant federal aid was slow in coming.  With vocal 

critique coming from local and state leaders, members of Congress and the Carter 

administration initiated studies that ultimately prompted the reorganization through 

consolidation of federal disaster relief and the creation of the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency (FEMA) in April 1979 as a part of his Presidential Reorganization 

Project Number 3.  Carter believed eliminating bureaucratic waste by consolidating a 

agencies and programs would improve an economy plagued by inflation and stagnation, 

suggesting motivation for the reform had little to do with disasters and therefor would not 

placate local and state leaders who expressed dissatisfaction with federal disaster relief 

programs.2    

 Concerned with bureaucratic efficiency, Carter ironically created arguably one of the 

most inefficient bureaucratic agencies.  Created as a part of a consolidation plan, FEMA did 

not improve the functionality of disaster relief programs, partly because of a string of poor 
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leadership and bouts of scandal, but more so because its mission focused on reducing 

bureaucratic waste by merging already dysfunctional disaster relief programs with national 

security issues.  In an effort to cut back bureaucracy, federal disaster relief combined with 

national security functions, which became the main focus and downfall of the organization.  

Rather than improving relief efforts after floods, hurricanes, and tornadoes as local and state 

leaders asked the government to do, FEMA instead focused its resources on preparing for 

potential nuclear fallout.  Rather than looking closely at the root problems inherent in disaster 

relief policy, as it existed, FEMA instead became overwhelmed by its new task of protecting 

the country from nuclear attack.  This nuclear mission, one that was never deployed, 

diminished bureaucratic attention on providing relief for victims of natural disaster, which 

happed frequently.  Focus on civil preparedness deemphasized the need for egalitarian, on-

the-ground natural disaster relief. This became acutely true during the Ronald Reagan 

presidency. “Doomsters at the agency,” writes Ted Steinberg, “worried about mushrooms, 

not funnel clouds.”3   

The fact that no significant policy changes took place to fix preexisting flaws of 

disaster policy as well as the attempt by both the Carter and Reagan administrations to 

decrease the extent of disaster relief exhibited the continuance of deficient government 

programs as a result of efforts to scale back the welfare state.  This in turn underscored the 

limitations of the American welfare state and the turning rightward of American politics.  “I 

have found this,” remarked Mrs. Carter as she remembered conversations over lunch with her 

husband.  “Programs that work have one common ingredient—people who care about each 
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other.”  She was speaking of private citizens throughout the country “who know there are 

many national needs as well as local needs that can be met at the community level, who 

understand the tremendous power of private initiative and citizen responsibility, the potential 

good that comes when citizens seek out problems and assume the responsibility for them, 

working at times in partnership with the government.”  Mrs. Carter echoed the attitudes of 

her husband, the administration, and Congress toward disaster relief in the 1970s: less 

government authority and reach, more personal and local responsibility.4   

However, the creation of a central federal agency—FEMA— at the same time 

signified the institutionalization of federal disaster relief aid into an administratively complex 

state.  But, as disaster victims soon understood, the federal government and FEMA were 

incapable and perhaps unwilling to expand state authority to address the aftermath of natural 

disasters.  The state had institutionalized disaster relief by creating a bureaucratic agency, but 

at the same time reduced the effectiveness of relief programs, contradicting the ideological 

milieu in which it functioned.  Disaster relief, like many government agencies and bureaus, 

was considered another component of an inefficient administrative state that was unable to 

control its bureaucratic glut.  Scholars aptly point out the dilemma.  For example, Stephen 

Skowronek argues that the administrative state’s inefficiency is a combination of extended 

bureaucracy and a state unwillingly to assert authoritative control and direction to make 

programs run effectively.  Although his work examines an earlier period of governmental 

change, namely the expansion of national administrative capacities during the Gilded Age 

and Progressive Era, Skowronek’s conclusions are relevant for the 1970s, especially 
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regarding “stopgap measures” instead of systemic reform.  Disaster relief under the direction 

of a strong executive had become a new direction in public policy in the second half of the 

twentieth century.  However, disaster relief implementation developed as an ineffectual and 

haphazard part of an active state.  Skowronek writes of political leaders during times of 

governmental change found themselves “unwittingly implicated in the implementation of 

stopgap measures to defuse immediate government problems without penetrating the 

problem of American government itself.”  After natural disasters, the federal government 

typically resolved to reactive emergency legislation implemented on an ad hoc basis because 

support of an ongoing administrative state with permanent on-the-ground disaster relief 

programs was never created.  Moreover, the disaster relief policy that was permanent (loans 

for business owners and homeowners) did little to provide immediate help for disaster 

victims in need of food, clothing, shelter, and medical attention.  It at least appeared that 

FEMA would fix these issues as a permanent fixture of the state.  However, FEMA, too, 

proved to be little more than a stopgap measure that did little to address disaster relief policy 

issues.  “Beyond the state of courts and parties,” writes Skowronek, “l[aid] a hapless 

administrative giant, a state that could spawn bureaucratic goods and series but the defied 

authoritative control and direction.”5  

 

Inherent Problems, Pre-FEMA 

 

 Beginning in 1972, Nixon initiated his New Federalism, which like Carter’s 

Reorganization aimed to reduce government inefficiency and largesse and reemphasize the 
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role of state and local responsibility as opposed to federal.  Nixon’s New Federalism cut 

disaster funding, eliminated some federal relief benefits, and was supposed to simplify the 

myriad of existing disaster relief programs spread throughout the federal government.  That 

goal, however, failed, which in turn prompted the Comptroller General Elmer B. Staats 

(1966-1981) to head an investigation into the reasons for state and local dissatisfaction with 

federal relief in 1975.  This report is important to the Carter administration because it put 

forth the problems the administration inherited, including programs stretched across multiple 

agencies, inefficient red tape issues, and restrictive funding, to name a few.  The report 

indicated the problems that Carter would have to address if he wished to see effective and 

efficient disaster relief during his administration.6   

“Substantial problems occur when State and local government’s attempt to identify, 

obtain, and use Federal assistance,” opened the report.  Some 52 federal agencies 

administered various disaster relief programs by 1975.  With such stretch, noted the report, 

“certain shortcomings in these programs and their administration became apparent.”  Among 

those general shortcomings listed were red tape, delays, vast amounts of paperwork, 

restrictive grant and loan eligibility, confusing applications, and inept administration.  

Substantial growth in the number and variety of federal assistance, continued the study, “has 

been accompanied by increasing criticism, even from supporters of expanded assistance to 

State and local governments.”7  The most common issue appeared to be disconnected 

communication between state, regional, and local communities and the federal government.  
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The report indicated that the federal government had no single source of “reliable and 

complete information on the type and availability of Federal assistant programs for State and 

local governments.”  Because of that, many state and local officials would “not learn of 

available Federal assistance or learn of it too late to apply.” Given the befuddling complexity 

of the process, the study showed that state and local governments had to “devote 

considerable time and effort to simply keep informed of available Federal assistance.”  In 

response, state leaders developed methods to keep abreast of the federal tangle.  The 

Comptroller’s report disclosed that at least 18 states had offices in Washington, D.C. “to help 

those governments grapple with the maze of available Federal programs and to reduce the 

possibility of missing out on available assistance.”  Several other cities maintained their own 

offices in Washington, D.C.  Some states and cities relied on private consultants “to look 

after their interests” in Washington, D.C.   One undisclosed large city, for instance, paid a 

man $28,000 a year to keep them up-to-date of the latest disaster relief policy. Sometimes 

this man-in-Washington was “able to acquire and disseminate information to the city before 

the regional office of the particular Federal agency receives it.”  This particular city also 

staffed an office of legislative liaison at an estimated cost of $50,000 a year and purchased 

information services from a private firm for about $600 a year.  Not all states however could 

afford such services.  One such city, left unidentified in the report, used two college students 

as summer interns tasked with reviewing federal disaster relief programs and identifying 

those suitable for their city’s need in case of natural calamity.8 

Another issue discussed in the Comptroller’s study was that of restrictive funding and 

uncertain federal aid.  While the study did not specify exactly what groups of people were 
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left out of disaster relief benefits, policy spoke for itself.  As demonstrated during the Nixon 

administration, federal disaster relief was reserved for primarily property-owning citizens as 

well as state governments in order to repair businesses integral to local, state, and national 

economies and public facilities already subsidized by federal funds.  “State and local 

government officials consider the uncertainty of Federal funding to be one of the most 

significant problems in dealing with the Federal assistance delivery system,” stated the 

Comptroller in his report.  The study suggested a less restrictive system as “fundamental to 

improving the administration of Federal assistance programs at all levels of government.”9  

The suggested changes did not take place during the Nixon or Ford presidencies.  

Comptroller Staats’s report recommended the consolidation of disaster relief programs, but it 

also advocated the extension of benefits on a more equal basis.  During the Nixon and Ford 

presidencies, only one side of Staats’s two-fold conclusion fit within the framework of the 

New Federalism.  Consolidation according to the principles of the New Federalism proved to 

be a much better option because the federal government could cut programs under the guise 

of streamlining.  Put a different way, consolidation became synonymous with reduction.  

Rather than organizing disaster relief to make it more effective, the administrations simply 

wanted to make federal disaster aid smaller and less of a drain on the severely damaged 

federal budget.  Thus Carter inherited a disaster relief program that that was less exhaustive 

and generous, but disorganized nonetheless. 

 

Carter Kicks Off Reorganization 
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 Staats’s study was a precursor to Carter’s Reorganization Plan No. 3 and prompted 

Carter to initiate a preliminary study of federal response to disasters eight months in to his 

presidency.  In charge of the study was his Reorganization Staff in the Office of Management 

and Budget (OMB).  Their task was to provide a comprehensive study of the federal 

government’s role in responding to natural disasters.  But also included in their assignment 

was an examination of how the federal government prepared for the potential of wartime 

civil disasters, most importantly nuclear attack.  Carter never explicitly stated why he 

decided to include the possibility of recovery from nuclear warfare as a component of a study 

aimed at the reorganization of natural disaster relief.  He did simply suggest that both 

required federal direction.  Moreover, nuclear war and hurricanes, floods, tornadoes, etc., 

were “events that physically threaten[ed] the lives or property of the civilian population” in 

large numbers.10   

 Nine months later, OMB Director James T. McIntyre, Jr. came back with the results 

of the study.  His overall conclusion was that Carter needed to initiate a reorganization plan 

to consolidate emergency preparedness and response authorities dispersed throughout various 

federal agencies into “a new independent agency reporting to the President.”  According to 

the 1977/1978 study, at least 20 federal agencies had specific emergency research, 

prevention, or operational duties during times of natural disaster.  This disorganization and 

the inability to provide satisfactory relief became a target of severe criticism by Congress, the 
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Comptroller, “and especially State and local governments,” reminded the study.  Like 

Staats’s report made two years earlier, McIntyre found similar downfalls within disaster 

relief policy, including lack of accountability for performance of federal workers, duplication 

and overlap, conflicts over authority and jurisdiction, and reactionary legislation passed on ad 

hoc bases.  McIntyre viewed the only solution as consolidation.11 

Another issue stressed more than disaster relief implementation was the effectiveness 

of the federal government in emergency preparedness and response to nuclear fallout.  The 

report found that the “federal government’s organization for carrying out its responsibilities 

in civil emergency preparedness, mitigation, and response has historically been unstable and 

is currently in disarray.”  Therefore, the United States was incredibly vulnerable.  In the 

previous year, Carter received a memorandum from Stock Coleman, who worked in the 

OMB under its previous director Bert Lance.  Coleman’s memorandum indicated that the 

country’s vulnerability had been a longer issue.  Coleman wrote Carter, “I don’t believe that 

our country could function in an orderly fashion should.”  Coleman explained that disaster 

preparedness was “outdated ten to fifteen years” and “functionary lines which would have to 

be sued between agencies and the private sector [were] non existent.”  Coleman predicted 

“complete chaos” if nuclear attack happened.  “Not to be an alarmist,” he wrote Carter, 

“however, I would like to bring your attention to fact that this…needs our most prompt 

attention.”   This alarming issue subsumed the study and was more heavily emphasized than 
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disaster relief issues.  Civil defense became the common theme of the study, thus diminishing 

discussion of the need for new and adequate disaster relief programs.  Disaster relief became 

secondary.12  

 The OMB study did consider the possible downfalls of a focus on nuclear disaster 

over natural disaster, aptly noting that attack preparedness “could deemphasize” natural 

disaster “by putting both in one agency.”  However, read the report, “We believe that the 

political and management benefits substantially exceed the costs and that the later can be 

minimized by determined and effective leadership by the head of the new agency.” Instead of 

suggesting a deep study of disaster relief policy, programs, and implementation, the OMB 

buried disaster relief under the new attention given to the creation of an independent 

executive agency capable of responding to nuclear fallout.  This was alarming considering 

that disaster relief on its own presented the federal government with what seemed to be an 

unending task.13  

 Carter read the OMB report and considered the creation of a new independent 

agency—to be known as FEMA—as a component of his reorganization efforts.  At the end of 

the report, Carter had the choice to note his approval or disproval of the creation of such an 
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agency.  He marked the box next to “approve new independent agency.”  However, in 

handwriting next to his selection, Carter wrote the word “Reluctantly.”  It appeared as though 

Carter doubted the worth of the creation of a new agency as a solution to both natural disaster 

relief problems and nuclear fallout.  

 Leaving the issue of nuclear fallout aside, disaster relief on its own presented the 

federal government with what seemed to be an unending task.  In 1977 alone there were 52 

presidentially declared disasters, in 1978, 41.  The following year saw another 52 disasters.  

By signifying his approval of the need for a new federal agency in charge of disaster relief, 

Carter also signified his awareness of problems within the existing structure.  Carter, his 

administration, and members of Congress were well aware of the unsatisfactory and inept 

disaster relief policy.  And they constantly received reminders from political and program 

leaders, the press, and constituents. 

 For instance, in March of 1977 disaster relief leaders realized that they had made 

erroneous disaster relief aid contributions to six private libraries in Pennsylvania damaged by 

floods waters after Hurricane Agnes hit back in 1972.  In 1977, the federal government 

wanted their money back, and demanded $561,066.09 from the libraries.  Law enacted 

during the Johnson administration permitted relief to state and local governments to restore 

public facilities belonging to such state or local governments that were damaged or destroyed 

by a major disaster.  Although the six damaged libraries were private, they nonetheless 

submitted applications for federal disaster aid to pay for debris clearance, structural repair, 

and replacement of books, unaware that they were supposed to be ineligible.  The federal 

government, also apparently unaware of their ineligibility, approved the applications in 1972, 
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sending nearly $600,000 to the libraries.  Later realizing their mistake, the government 

requested that the aid be repaid.14   

 A month later, Representative Nick Rahall (D-WV) stood before Congress to describe 

conditions in West Virginia the weeks after major flood damage.  “It almost tore my heart 

out to tell some of my constituents, who had just lost their home, all of their belongings, their 

car and their livelihood, that help would arrive in 2 or 3 days.  I witnessed this type of 

situation all too often during those 15 days.  And I hope none of my colleagues in the House 

of Representatives or the Senate ever have to face a similar occurrence,” said Rahall.  Rahall 

was angry over two aspects concerning the shoddy disaster relief effort in his state.  First, he 

was incensed that the federal government did not have a more prominent presence in his state 

after the disaster.  “The victims do not want excuses as to why help is not readily on hand,” 

explained Rahall.  Second, Rahall was upset that federal disaster relief policy did not provide 

more substantial funds for overall recovery. This was a problem of policy, not 

implementation.  “Federal funds must be available at all times to finance the speedy 

implementation of a Federal disaster relief operation,” he argued.15   

 Rahall’s critique of policy rather than implementation—or his position that disaster 

relief should positively affect more Americans than it did—was a common complaint among 

ordinary citizens left out of disaster relief benefits.  However, those who were firsthand 

victims of natural calamity tended to join the two issues together as they personally 

witnessed shoddy policy under misguided direction.  In May of 1977, the Washington Post 
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ran a striking piece by its political correspondent William Peterson.  Peterson spent time 

West Virginia examining flood damage and interviewing local residents and leaders.  His 

overall assessment of the situation was that victims were incredibly bitter.  

Carter immediately declared West Virginia to be a disaster zone, as over 2,000 people 

were driven from their homes.  Peterson arrived almost a month after the flood, expecting to 

see a large federal presence.  His first impression: “It looks like the flood happened only days 

ago.”  Twenty-six days after the flood, only 85 of 2,100 eligible families had been placed in 

temporary trailers, only 37 of the 85 applications for small business loans had been approved, 

and only five of 3,481 applications for family assistance had been approved.  The statistics 

were surprisingly depressing.  In an article, Peterson wrote, “This time, the enemy is deemed 

a new one—the very people who were sent into the area to help it. ‘This is the worst federal 

recovery effort that I’ve ever seen,’ said Grant Tsutras, director of the Congressional Rural 

Caucus. ‘It’s been a case of bureaucracy at its worse.’”16     

Recovery efforts “hamstrung by what some see as bureaucratic bumbling” seemed to 

be stalled.  Local officials became so frustrated with federal inaction and their inability to 

even contact officials in charge of disaster recovery that they threatened to arrest them in 

order to get them to come a disaster planning meeting.  In the meantime, some 25 residents 

sought safety on a barren ridge above a coal camp, where they slept in the back seats of their 

cars.  Robert Moore, a father of nine, had been staying on that ridge.  Peterson interviewed 

him.  “‘We don’t know when we’ll get some place to live.  We’ve been lied to so much we 

don’t believe anything anymore.  Every day someone different comes around here.  One tells 

you one thing.  The next tells you something else.  You don’t know what to do . . . . We’d 
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like to preach some funerals of the big shots in Washington running this thing.  They sit up 

there with their big cigars and we don’t get nothing,’ he said.’”17   

Robert McCoy, Jr., the mayor of Matewan, West Virginia, backed up Moore’s class 

analysis, suggesting that indeed disaster relief policy did not really aim to help lower class 

victims.  “‘It’s the little guys who suffered most,’” said the Mayor to Peterson.  “‘You can’t 

imagine the mental anguish you go through when you’ve lost everything.’”  Matewan’s 

legacy as one of the nation’s poorest and most isolated areas in central Appalachia influenced 

resident’s assessment of federal disaster relief, tending to make them chalk up the delayed 

and inadequate help to class discrimination.  Disaster relief had a history of favoring those 

with property and economic clout.  Matewan’s residents usually had neither.  “‘This is a 

forgotten place over here,’” said McCoy to Peterson.18 

Examples of federal blunders abounded.  Federal disaster relief agent, for instance, 

established headquarters hours away from the disaster zones that centered around the Tug 

River.  West Virginia headquarters were set up in Bluefield, a three or four hour drive over 

horrible roads; on the Kentucky side of the Tug, federal headquarters were located in 

London, a five hour drive.  The official reason for setting up camp in those places, according 

to a federal spokesman, was that only those locations provided adequate lodging space.19  

“Local officials looked at it differently,” reported Peterson.  “‘They wanted to stay in 

Holiday Inns and we don’t have any here,’” said one resident.  Other officials would not 

return phone calls.  Mingo County Commissioner G.L. Chafin had to complain directly to the 
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White House before a disaster agent returned his call.  Representative from HUD proved 

equally uncooperative.  With over 7,000 people homeless, it was essential that HUD work 

with local leaders to provide shelter.  Chafin could not get HUD to sit down with him and 

discuss the emergency.  He tried for a week and a half.  Finally, a National Guard general 

told Chafin, “‘I’ll give you troopers and shackles and you bring them in.’” Peterson wrote, 

“Chafin said he then called the top HUD official in the state and told him, ‘By God, if you 

don’t get someone here, I’m going to have you arrested.’  It wasn’t a threat.  It was a 

promise.”20 

Residents of West Virginia considered disaster relief blunders to be issues of 

ineffective bureaucracy and inadequate class-based policy.  Both reasons were correct.  

Federal disaster relief would not greatly benefit the people of Matewan, for example, because 

most of them did not own businesses or farms.  Moreover, many would not pass an 

application process to receive government loans because of their financial situations.  

Immediate disaster relief to provide basic necessities—food, water, shelter, clothing—at no 

cost to the residents was stalled for months, prompting them to set up makeshift safe zones 

on ridges above flood waters.  Two disasters took place in West Virginia, one natural, one a 

product of government failure.    

 

Carter Announces Reorganization and the Creation of FEMA 

 

 Armed with McIntyre’s report, critique from members of Congress, poor support 

from the press, and bitter citizens, Carter announced on June 19, 1978 his Reorganization 
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Plan No. 3 that would consolidate federal disaster relief (and nuclear disaster preparedness) 

in a new federal agency, FEMA.21  Standing the in White House Briefing Room a little after 

1:00 pm, Carter said he had “an important announcement to make…concerning how we 

might make our own government better able to deal with the potential disasters that affect 

our Nation from both natural and manmade disaster.”  Carter remarked that he was well 

aware of state and local officials’ dissatisfaction with the complexity, confusion, and 

fragmentation of federal disaster relief programs.  Therefore, he vowed to streamline the 

process through consolidating existing federal agencies into a single structure.  Carter also 

made sure to accentuate his plan to combine natural disaster relief with civil preparedness for 

nuclear fallout.  According to Carter, his plan to merge the two would “reduce waste and 

inefficiency in government operations.”22  

 A day later, Edmund S. Muskie (D-ME) who served as the chairman for the Senate 

Committee on the Budget, presented Carter’s Reorganization Plan No. 3 to Congress.  

Muskie made clear to Congress the Carter’s desire to consolidate disaster relief would in no 

way change existing disaster relief policy and would not raise the federal cost of providing 
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aid.  “We must be sure that this reorganization does not lead to the kind of hemorrhages in 

the Federal budget that we have seen in the recent past,” said Muskie.  So the reorganization 

plan was not meant to “fix” disaster relief policy or provide better disaster relief programs to 

the American people.  Rather, the plan was to simply consolidate various dysfunctional 

programs into a central agency.  McIntyre reinforced that fact.  “Emergency planning and 

relief assistance to those injured by disasters is and must remain primarily a responsibility of 

State and local governments.  The Federal role is and must remain one of backing up those 

authorities and supplementing their resources when needs exceed local capabilities,” said 

McIntyre.23  But politicians were aware that disaster relief programs were not adequate to 

satisfy the needs of states and local communities.  Oddly, Carter’s reorganization plan did not 

consider changing faulty policy.  

 To compound problematic disaster relief programs, Carter’s Reorganization Plan No. 

3 added additional responsibility to federal disaster relief: protecting the nation from nuclear 

attack.  McIntyre and Carter referred to the combination as a “dual role.”  McIntyre noted 

that “our effort to maintain a viable attack preparedness program have been largely 

unsuccessful.  This means that civil defense systems and resources must be designed to serve 

a dual role applicable to natural and manmade disasters as well as nuclear attack.”24  It 

seemed nonsensical that combining two important planning efforts would make the federal 

government any more efficient in coordinating the delivery of services. 
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 Several critiques followed.  Randy Jayne, who served as Associate Director of 

National Security and International Affairs in the OMB read the proposed changes.  After 

looking through the document, Jayne admitted to “a feeling of uneasiness.”  His major 

complaint was that the Reorganization Plan did not address root causes of unsuccessful 

disaster relief—i.e. it did not attempt to overhaul existing policy.  “Problems are still 

described in very general and impressionist terms, policy options to address these problems 

are not sharply defined, and the impact of various organizational options on solving problems 

or on implementing policies, is not well described,” wrote Jayne.  Jayne argued that the plan 

did not move “very much beyond the realm of assertion and anecdote.”  Jayne understood 

that simply consolidating agencies in charge of implementing unsatisfactory policy would 

not fix the issue of bad policy. Furthermore, Jayne suggested that disaster relief and 

preparation for nuclear attack be kept separate because the two functions were quite different 

and required different responsibilities.  “Does it make more sense to separate nuclear attack 

and civil emergency preparedness activities, consolidating one set of functions in Defense 

and the other set outside Defense?” asked the man who had had a long career in military 

service and whose current job was to analyze national defense.25 

 Dennis O. Green, who also worked in the OMB as the Assistant Director for 

Economics and Government had somewhat similar issues with the reorganization plan.  

Green read the report and was also left “confused” as the to exact “purpose of the 

recommended new agency.”  He found that the plan was “broad” and “not sufficient to 
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convey any particular purpose.”  What is more, Green stated that the entire document 

resembled “the jargonistic statements many existing agencies have concocted to justify a 

conflicting mixture of programs assigned to them over the years.”  Like Jayne, Green 

doubted that consolidating programs would solve their underlying problems and believed that 

disaster relief and nuclear disaster relief had to be separated if either were to be effective.  

Green saw obvious differences between responding to local or regional natural disasters 

versus responding to a national emergency.  “Yet,” he wrote, “the paper does not discuss the 

different requirements of each situation or the strengths and weaknesses of the current 

disaster mechanism or the proposed new agency in meeting those requirements.”  The 

Reorganization Plan No. 3, as presented, only touched the surface of a complex problem of 

inadequate disaster relief.  Consolidation and a new responsibility over nuclear attack relief 

certainly would not mend those inherent problems.26 

 Anxious to gain Congressional approval and begin the reorganizational process, the 

administration ignored its critics.27  The plan was referred in the Senate to the Government 

Affairs Committee in June of 1978; the House Government Operations Committee’s 

Subcommittee on Legislation and National Security held hearings on the proposed plan on 

June 26, 1978.  Both Committees reported favorably.  The House voted in favor on 

September 14, 1978.  The Senate, by failing to act, showed its approval of the Reorganization 
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Plan, and therefore agreed with Carter that the emergency and disaster functions of the 

federal government were to be better administered by a single agency.  Reorganization Plan 

No. 3 went into effect on September 15, 1978, thus the birthday of FEMA.28 

 Representative Henry Heinz III (R-PA) gave an appropriate foreshadow at the end of 

February 1979.  “We should not delude ourselves into thinking that it will solve all our 

problems,” he said.  “The new Federal Emergency Management Agency will have a 

tremendous and important task to perform. . . . Unless FEMA can be made to do what the 

Reorganization Plan intends, we have failed,” remarked Heinz, who called FEMA nothing 

other than bureaucracy with a different title.29   

 

FEMA: Headless and Motionless 

 

 FEMA was scheduled to open its doors on April 1, 1979.  As of February, the new 

agency still had no director.  Leaders became concerned.  Recently declassified 

correspondences between Zbigniew Brezesinksi, Carter’s assistant for national security 

affairs, and William E. Odom, military assistant to Brezesinski, revealed frustration among 

the men who looked to FEMA as a troublesome agency ill-prepared to deal with the effects 
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of potential nuclear attack.   In early February, Odom wrote to Brzezinski, “This FEMA 

reorganization, headless and motionless, is becoming a potential embarrassment for the 

President.  To salvage it, he will need to appoint an unusual director and empower him to 

acquire quickly a strong set of deputies.”30  But Carter could not seem to find a person 

willing to lead the new agency; people kept declining the offer.  By the end of February, 

President of the Red Cross George Elsey declined appointment to head FEMA.  So did Mike 

O’Callaghan, who had served a regional director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness 

under Johnson and was the governor of Nevada.  Maurice (Moon) Landrieu, the former 

mayor of New Orleans and Carter’s Secretary of HUD, also declined. So did Wesley Posvar, 

an Air Force brigadier general and chancellor of the University of Pittsburgh.31 

 Brzezinksi grew anxious.  “The Federal Emergency Management Agency must open 

its doors under the re-organization law by the end of March,” he wrote to Carter.  “Yet it 

does not have a director-appointee.  We have lost nearly five of the available six months 

between the passage of the law and the day FEMA must exist for providing effective re-

organization leadership.”  Brzezinski, like Representative Heinz, suspected that FEMA 

would fail as a successful agency and become a source of political embarrassment as well as 

a “drag on upgrading some increasingly important defense-related programs.”32  Although 

Brzezinski’s focus remained tight on national safety from nuclear attack, his assessment of 
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FEMA as an “embarrassment” and a “drag” revealed that the agency was ill-prepared to 

provide relief for either nuclear attack or natural disaster.  In fact, FEMA, the agency in 

charge of protecting Americans from the affects of both calamities, could, according to 

Brzezinski, make the country more vulnerable to each.  Just a month away from its planned 

opening, FEMA had yet to be staffed and reorganization was at a standstill. 

 Finally, on May 3, 1979, Carter announced his intentions to nominate John W. Macy, 

Jr. to be the first director of FEMA in a rather humdrum message to the public.33  Macy, born 

April 6, 1917 in Chicago, Illinois, a father of four, with a BA from Wesleyan and graduate 

work completed at American University in public administration, had a long career in 

government that served as his experience in leading FEMA.  From 1961-1979, Macy served 

as Executive Director and Chair of the U.S. Civil Service Commission, which gave him 

experience in emergency planning, mobilization preparedness, and civil defense.  Macy 

participated in national security planning and management in previous assignments with the 

Department of Defense (DoD); from 1940-53 he held various positions within the DoD, 

including Assistant Director of Civilian Personnel, Office of the Secretary of the Army, and 

Special Assistant to the Secretary of the Army for Management Improvement.  Macy had 

intimate knowledge of the government’s atomic energy program, as he was the Assistant to 

the Manager of the Santa Fe Operations office in Los Alamos, New Mexico, from 1947-51.  
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All in all, Macy looked like a solid candidate for strong leadership.  However, his 

performance as leader was yet to be determined.34  

 A full assessment of FEMA’s effectiveness cannot be made by just analyzing the 

agency during the Carter years because the Carter presidency ended shortly after FEMA was 

up and running.  In the couple of years left in the Carter presidency, however, FEMA proved 

to be a rather ineffectual organization.  A spattering of examples litters the archival material.  

For instance, Odom mentioned to Brzezinski in a March 14, 1980 memorandum that 

meetings between the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), the DoD, and FEMA regarding 

defense systems showed the CIA taking the most initiative.  “Defense is coming along 

somewhat slower,” mentioned Odom.  “All of us are carrying FEMA.”35  By April 30, 1980, 

Daft working in the Domestic Policy Staff explained that FEMA was in serious need of funds 

for their disaster programs.  Lynn noted that FEMA had resisted “cutting corners” thus far, 

but he was “concerned that they might soon become more conservative than they should as a 

result of their funding problems.”36  

 Later in May of 1980, Odom met again with FEMA leaders regarding nuclear 

preparedness.  His memorandum to Brezinski was quite short: “It was a regressive, not 

progressive, meeting.”  FEMA’s capability in the arena of national preparedness was 

extremely low in 1980.  A memorandum to Brezinski from the Defense Policy Coordinator 
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explained that it had yet to receive an overdue draft report on the topic of responding to 

nuclear attack.  “The FEMA-directed task force still anticipates sending us a first draft by 

June 1,” read the memorandum.  “I expect it to be of mixed quality (mostly on the low side), 

and intend to be rather vocal in my criticism of its bad parts to let the community know we 

mean business.”  As a safe guard, a second task force that included civilian contractors was 

organized to make up for FEMA’s poor performance.  The memorandum also told that 

FEMA had been consistently doing “a lousy job” and had to be “shamed into a more 

cooperative posture.”37 

 By the summer of 1980, FEMA was in its own state of emergency. Since December 

of 1979, explained Macy, the agency had an obvious funding shortage.  “It is hard to believe 

that we have been struggling to get money for such an extended period,” Macy wrote.  All 

public assistance “except that of an emergency or threatening nature” provided by FEMA 

had been deferred until additional funding granted.  “Unless we soon get Congressional 

action,” warned Director Macy, “we will have to close down operations.  This could very 

well happen early this summer.”38 

 At the end of the Carter administration it became apparent that his Reorganization 

Plan No. 3 failed to create a cohesive and coherent federal agency with capabilities to handle 

both natural and nuclear disasters as it had promised.  Lack of money, lack of coordination, 

and lack of experience plagued FEMA from its birth.  But most importantly, the agency 
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inherited faulty disaster relief policies to begin with.  Consolidating programs spread out 

across various agencies and departments into one central organization did indeed have the 

potential for streamlining disaster relief.  However, reorganization did nothing to fix 

problems fundamental to disaster relief policy.  FEMA during the Carter years showed 

unable to organize even to a level sufficient enough to implement those faulty programs.   

 Macy feared that FEMA’s doors would close by the end of the summer of 1980 due 

to a funding shortage.  That did not happen, but given the millions of dollars spent and the 

millions of dollars requested by the agency for civil defense programs, it was not shocking 

that the agency faced budget issues.  FEMA’s 1980 budget request indicated just how 

married the agency was to civil defense concerns rather than natural disaster relief, despite 

the fact that the agency initially planned to focus 80 percent of its resources on natural 

disaster relief.39   In fact, during the Reagan years, FEMA expended 12 times as much on 

nuclear attack as it did on disaster relief.40  

 Civil preparedness for nuclear fallout was expensive, and pushed hard against 

FEMA’s budget constraints.  For example, Macy’s requests, placed in order of “their priority 

status,” included an increase of $2,681,000 for FEMA’s Radiological Emergency 

Preparedness program, which already had a budget of $1.9 million.  This program was 

“designed to improve readiness for nuclear reactor accidents” by creating and enforcing 

regulations for the thirty-two U.S. states with operating reactors.  Other elements of the 

program consisted of hiring independent contractors to assess the time required to evacuate 

people from within a 10-mile radius around reactor sites in the 12 most populated areas.  
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With additional funds, FEMA wished to enhance the program by completing a “pilot 

implementation of advanced radiological instrumentation and computerized dosed 

assessment systems.”  Moreover, with an increased budget, FEMA planned a plethora of 

other civil preparedness plans including improving evacuation methodology, conducting 

shelter planning, stockpiling radioprotective drugs on a pilot basis, the development of 

“improved methods for simulating and managing the large number of exercises 

(approximately 80 per year) needed to test State and local plans.”  Macy requested an 

additional $5 million for its Continuity of Government program to prepare political leaders 

for continued leadership during a time of nuclear disaster.  According to Macy’s request, 

“While the details of this program are classified, the broad objective is to improve national 

readiness systems.”  Another component was its Mobilization Planning program to “estimate 

mobilization capabilities and potential” and “adjust crisis scenarios, emergency actions and 

preparedness activities to insure their continued relevance.”  Accordingly, Macy suggested a 

$3 million increase. Finally, Macy requested an additional $750,000 increase for FEMA’s 

Relocation program, tasked with studying relocation potential of the population after nuclear 

attack.  Including other minor increases for things such as renovating office space, Macy 

requested an increase in budget of over $15 million dollars, increasing FEMA’s budget to a 

total of $22,823,000 just in the area of civil defense.  There was no mention of natural 

disaster relief.41 
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 Macy had to resign on January 19, 1981, before his budget increase request was either 

denied or approved, because of the inauguration of Reagan on January 20, 1981.42  

Nonetheless, Macy and the Carter administration left a legacy for FEMA centered on a civil 

preparedness program, particularly the three components of preparedness, continuity of 

government, and relocation during times of potential nuclear calamity.  Those three programs 

became the cornerstone of FEMA during both Carter and Reagans’ presidencies.   

 

A New President, A New Director, Same Direction 

 

 When Macy resigned on January 19, 1981, Brigadier General Horace L. Russell, 

director for defense programs within the National Security Council staff, doubted that FEMA 

could protect the country after nuclear attack. “It is an open secret that FEMA is rather 

fragile…and…John Macy…[was] just beginning to make significant progress in 

transforming FEMA into an effective and efficient agency.”43  Therefore, it was essential that 

Reagan appoint a competent and capable leader who could handle nuclear disaster 
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preparedness and the seemingly forgotten task of natural disaster relief.  Reagan’s 

questionable nominee, Louis O. Giuffrida, however, proved to set the same tone for FEMA 

as Macy had, that being its duty to save the country during nuclear emergency.44 

 On February 24, 1981, Reagan announced his intention to nominate Giuffrida to be 

the new director of FEMA.  A resident of California, Giuffrida was a longtime friend of the 

state’s former Governor Reagan.  Giuffrida was born on October 2, 1920 in Middletown, 

Connecticut.  He married Genevieve Chapowicki, was a registered Republican, raised four 

children, and graduated from the University of Connecticut and completed graduate work at 

Boston University.  What set him aside as a potential leader of FEMA was his military 

experience and expertise in terrorism.  Giuffrida had a lengthy career as a military and 

civilian expert in crime prevention and investigation, industrial defense, physical security, 

confinement and rehabilitation responsibilities, and civil disturbances.  In 1968, he attained 

rank of Colonel in the U.S. Army, where he served a variety of positions.  As a student at the 

U.S. Army War College in 1970, Giuffrida authored an odd paper entitled “National 

Survival—Racial Imperative” in which he laid out detailed plans, including flow charts and 

graphs, for the successful internment of some 500,000 militant African Americans as a 

solution to a hypothetical social emergency where violent blacks overtook U.S. cities.45  
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Giuffrida left the Army in 1971 at the request of then Governor Reagan.  Once back in 

California, Giuffrida served as an advisor on terrorism for the Office of the Governor of 

California.  Reagan had also asked that he return to California to organize and direct the 

California Specialized Training Institute (CSTI).  The CSTI formed to provide training in the 

management of terrorism, civil disorders, civil defense, and, according to the private 

organization, “other sensitive subjects.”  The Institute did touch lightly on natural calamity, 

as it trained students in how to handle the aftereffects of earthquakes.  However, its main 

focus was on civil calamities resulting from terrorism.46  “Most of Giuffrida’s background,” 

points out historian Ted Steinberg, “centered on responding to terrorist attacks and 

squelching political protests, which of course made him ideal to lead an agency ultimately 

concerned with responding to nuclear war.”47  In any case, Giuffrida assumed the 

directorship in May of 1981.  

 Giuffrida was arguably a controversial appointee.  But, nevertheless, the Reagan 

administration had faith in Giuffrida to head an agency that had just been given billions of 

dollars in civil defense funds.  A month after Giuffrida’s appointment, Reagan tasked him 

with spending $100 million dollars to purchase unspecified “strategic and critical materials” 
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for the national defense stockpile.48  Thus, Reagan handed over $100 million to an agency 

that Macy feared would soon shut down due to lack of funds.  There seemed to be no 

spending limit on national security, though.  Eight months later, Reagan announced that he 

was directing Giuffrida to procure approximately 1.6 million tons of Jamaican-type, metal 

grade bauxite for the stockpile.  The price tag remained hidden—Reagan said a combination 

of cash purchase, exchange of excess materials, and barter would complete the exchange.  

Reagan announced, “This bauxite acquisition program represents another necessary step.  

Bauxite is a raw material used to produce aluminum, a major element in almost all modern 

military weapons systems such as the B-1 bomber and F-18 aircraft.  It is a critical input to 

industries that are essential to support a mobilization effort.”49  Therefore, Reagan tasked the 

Director of FEMA to purchase supplies for a future war that may or may not take place under 

the appearance that bauxite and other unspecified materials fit under FEMA’s duty for 

providing civil preparedness.  While that excuse worked, there was certainly little chance that 

Reagan could justify the purchase of materials to build B-1 bombers as a component of 

natural disaster relief.50   

 Congress approved appropriations of just over $152 million for FEMA for the 

upcoming fiscal year 1983.  Congress decided on an appropriation of $152 million, which 

was a full $100 less than what Reagan and Giuffrida had proposed as adequate to initiate a 
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seven-year Civil Defense Program.51  Disappointed with the sums, Giuffrida nevertheless 

outlined how his agency would spend the millions of dollars through their Civil Defense 

Program.  Like Macy, Giuffrida’s plan rested on the pillars of preparedness, relocation, and 

continuity of government.  Equally vague in his description, Giuffrida’s statement on the 

program stated, “It will save lives by dispersing people into rural areas where they will be 

least affected by the blast and thermal effects of the nuclear explosions, leaving radiation as 

the major hazard for the dispersed population.”  Giuffrida continued, “Our goal is to double 

the number of Americans that would survive from a major Soviet attack on the United 

States.”  Other components of the plan that Giuffrida chose to expound on were still vague, 

but included efforts to reduce the ability of the Soviet Union to coerce the United States with 

“nuclear blackmail” a the overall goal of “deterring a Soviet attack on the US.”52  He did not 

mention anything about possible internment camps, though.   

 The main thrust of FEMA’s multi-million dollar Civil Defense Program to protect 

Americans from nuclear warfare was relocation.  As FEMA’s Civil Defense Program 

progressed, more and more individuals found the effort ridiculous.  On a broader level, as the 

Cold War seemed to drag on endlessly, the some members of the public and politicians began 

to grow disenchanted with the Reagan administration’s seeming obsession with nuclear 

warfare.  During the administration, governing changed in an effort to promote nuclear 
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power and national security.  Brian Balogh refers to this as the “proadminstrative state.”  In 

the proadminstrative state, government formed a permanent link between self-interested 

federal agencies (in this case, FEMA) and experts (in this case private contractors selling the 

goods for nuclear warfare preparedness) who needed one another in equal measures.  This in 

turn, according to Balogh, prompted the formation of policy from a top-down perspective, 

thus at times ignoring real needs of average citizens, creating public distrust of government 

capacity and expert authority.  That became particularly acute during FEMA’s 

implementation of questionable civil preparedness programs.  During the Reagan 

administration, public policy shaped by expert and administrative agendas in order to boost 

nuclear power prompted FEMA to promote questionable objectives.  “A permanent crisis—

the Cold War—cemented demand for the kinds of services provided by the proadminstrative 

state,” writes Balogh. However, as time moved on and no nuclear bomb fell, people began to 

question the administration’s and FEMA’s penchant to package programs of doubtful quality 

as necessities for national security.53   

But FEMA’s laughable relocation plan did not diminish the seriousness if a nuclear 

attack were to happen. Dr. Jeffry Kuglman, a professor of psychology at Yale University, 

encapsulated the mixture between alarm and humor before Congress in the summer of 1982, 

after Giuffrida announced FEMA’s plan for its Civil Defense Program.  “Approximately 

once a week over the past few months,” said Klugman, “ I have spoken to groups about the 

threat of nuclear war, and its medical effects.  My talk upsets people.  A woman told me that 

she nearly fainted.  A man burst into tears.  The one time I get laughs is when I talk about 
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FEMA and civil defense plans.  People instantly see the logistical impossibilities of 

evacuation plans, and their ignorance of human nature.  Civil defense,” said Klugman, “is 

comic relief.”  According to FEMA, people in Klugman’s state of Connecticut were to drive 

through Harford during an evacuation.  “Have you ever tried to drive through Hartford on a 

Friday afternoon?  It’s difficult,” pointed out Klugman.  “Imagine getting in your car and 

trying to get gasoline, imagine the traffic jams, the desperate hitchhikers, the cars stalled or 

out of gas, the fear and the anger.”54 

 But in reality, if the United States faced a nuclear attack, Klugman pointed out that 

relocation plans would be useless.  “For most of us, there would be no post attack world.  We 

would be dead,” said Klugman.  Forest fires would denude the Earth, most likely causing 

floods.  Dust clouds would form and affect the climate in extreme ways.  Nitrous oxides 

produced by a nuclear explosion could deplete the ozone.  According to a National Academy 

of Sciences study, a nuclear attack would deplete 70-80% of the ozone in the Northern 

Hemisphere, and 30-40% in the Southern Hemisphere.  With only 20% depletion, enough 

ultraviolet light would be let in to blind all eyes.  Mammals, birds, and insects would all go 

blind and die; flowering plants that require insect pollination would too die.  Microorganisms 

in the upper layer of the ocean would likely be scorched to death.  A total collapse of the 

ecosystem would be possible, as well as human extinction.55  

 Representative Edward J. Markey (D-CT), like Klugman, viewed FEMA’s defense 

plans with anger and frustrated humor.  “Here’s what a recent FEMA public information film 

envisions for a post-nuclear attack world.  The film shows people ducking behind trees to 
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avoid blast effects.  Then these people emerge form the trees to put out fires with pails of 

water.  Supposedly, buckets of water will be enough to deal with firestorms of 800 degrees 

centigrade with winds of over 100 miles per hour.”  Markey went on to sarcastically describe 

how FEMA would protect the population after relocation in shelter spaces located throughout 

the country.  The problem, though, was that these shelters were located in mostly urban 

downtown areas where nuclear bombs would likely be dropped.  “Now, what do you need in 

case of a nuclear war and you have to take care of yourself?” continued Markey.  “Well, 

remember back in grammar school in the fifties, the early sixties, you had to put your head 

under your desk?  We now put it under a car.  That is how far we have progresses in 30 

years.  We have developed a new, more sophisticated way of creating the illusion that 

nuclear war is survivable.56 

 Representative John J. Moakley (D-MA) thought FEMA’s reliance on its relocation 

plan was “absurd.”  Moakley pointed out the major flaw in FEMA’s relocation logic: the 

agency assumed that a nuclear war would occur only after a period of rising tensions—that 

the US would have a clear signal as to when the bombs would drop.  Thus, there would be 

time for the entire U.S. population—over 230 million people—to relocate to safe zones.  If 

the President indicated to the country that a nuclear attack was eminent, mass panic would 

likely ensue.  But Moakley played along for a minute: “But assuming, just assuming that 

there was advance notice—what then?”  Supplies and equipment needed to support an 

evacuated population as well as the immediate construction of nuclear refugee camps had 

already been doubted by a Center for Defense Information report.  According to the report, 

2,000 shelters for 10,000 people could require 300,000-500,000 logs.  Moreover, the Center 
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suspected that those working within FEMA lacked the competency to build effective shelter.  

And, even if people were competent, extreme weather conditions following nuclear attack 

would make it likely impossible to build shelters if Americans survived.  Moakley ended his 

remarks, “What is truly ironic about this whole nuclear civil defense program is that in a time 

of fiscal restraint when many valuable and essential social programs are being cut, an 

initiative as useless and potentially destructive as this is seriously being considered.  The 

money that is being requested for civil defense could be more prudently and wisely spent 

elsewhere.”57 

  

What About Natural Disaster Relief? 

 

 Reagan’s economic program was best known for its attempts to cut taxes in order to 

gain control on inflation, stagflation, and an acute budget deficit.  But as taxes were cut, 

policy makers found it much more difficult to implement programs, particularly social 

programs.  Reagan froze the minimum wage, slashed public housing and rent subsidies, cut 

budgets for Medicaid, food stamps, the EPA, and federal education programs.  “Antitax 

sentiment,” writes Julian Zelizer, “required that state builders operate with limited fiscal 

capacity.”  Thus, policymakers wishing to provide better on-the-ground disaster relief 

through FEMA faced a particularly hard challenge in an era of welfare state budget cutting.  

However, the Reagan administration’s economic program was elusive.  While budgets for 

social programs were cut and certain taxes slashed for the top income tax brackets, the 

overall level of taxation increased every year from 1981-1987 on programs such as the Tax 
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Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA), Social Security, Deficit Reduction 

Act of 1984 (DEFRA).  Moreover, the federal income tax increased from 1980-1989 from 

$308 billion to $549 billion.  During the Reagan years, taxes were raised 11 different times.  

The national debt in turn rose from $997 billion to $2.85 trillion during Reagan’s tenure.  

Although the primary concern of political leaders appeared to be the task of aligning foreign 

and domestic policies with public expectations for economic growth without succumbing to 

inflation, stagnation, and unemployment, the plan always failed.  As Moakley pointed out, 

FEMA was given and spent much money for its farcical and likely useless Civil Defense 

Program, but what was the agency doing by way of natural disaster relief?  After all, the 

agency formed to improve the functions of various natural disaster relief programs—

consolidate, streamline, cut bureaucratic red tape.  But in the early 1980s, those duties were 

overshadowed by the concerns of nuclear warfare.  Because of the overwhelming focus on 

national defense, disaster relief policy was only damaged more during the Reagan 

administration, and, ironically, wrapped up in additional red tape.58 
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 One of the early steps to alter disaster relief aid was to make new and more 

exclusionary disaster loan regulations for businesses and farm owners.59  In the early months 

of 1981, the Reagan administration implemented stricter loan regulations.  Under the new 

provisions, business and farm owners had to first undergo a credit check to determine loan 

eligibility.  New policy also limited loans to only 60 percent of one’s actual net loss.  Lastly, 

and perhaps most controversial, the changes were made effective as of March 19, 1981, but 

made applicable to victims of prior disasters, even to those whose applications had been duly 

filed and processed.60   

As predicted, members of Congress reacted with irritation, especially those working 

for states where constituents had received disaster loans under one condition only to be 

surprised by the new, less-pleasing regulations.  Senator Walter Huddleston (D-KY), for 

example, was confused as to why an administration that was on record as opposing the 

expansion of government regulation, attempted now to “legislate through regulation.”  

“While I fully support your effort to reduce unnecessary federal expenditures, I do not 

believe that legislating through regulation in this drastic manner is the way to accomplish it,” 

he wrote to Reagan.  In Huddleston’s state of Kentucky, the new regulations adversely 

affected some 400 farms or farm-related businesses.  A vast majority of those 400 relied on 

the disaster regulations that existed prior to March 19 and had planned accordingly for the 

upcoming crop year.  “These new regulations in effect change the rules in the middle of the 

game and could result in the demise of many drought stricken farming operations 
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nationwide,” wrote Huddleston to Reagan.  Huddleston did not believe that it was fair to 

penalize famers with an arbitrary and unexpected deadline.61   

Other examples of FEMA red tape and ineptitude emerged, demonstrating that 

Carter’s Reorganization Plan No. 3 had yet to achieve its goals.  For instance, the small town 

of Meredosia, Illinois, with a population of only 1,200 in 1981, regularly experienced 

flooding.  The Village of Meredosia, located in the central west portion of Illinois along the 

Illinois River first experienced flooding in 1922 due to a combination of levee system failure 

along the Illinois River and diversion of water into the river from the growing city of 

Chicago located upstream.  The community remained relatively flood-free until 1943, again 

in 1973, and once more in 1979.  The later two floods brought substantial damage, 

particularly to the town’s sewer system, as the damage in large part was caused by 

underground water pressure on the sewer lines.  After the 1979 flood, FEMA required the 

town to adopt federally mandated base flood elevations that set minimum building levels for 

structures in flood prone areas.  Mayor James W. Boyd explained their dilemma to Reagan: 

“The initial base flood elevations and accompanying maps for the Village confined these 

restrictions to the areas of the Village levels which have or are most likely to be flooded.  

These areas are adjacent to the River’s edge.”  But,  “in 1980, a new map and base flood 

elevations were promulgated.  The proposed base flood elevations require that the new 

building or replacement of existing structures be built in most areas of the Village 2-6 feet 

above ground level.  The area encompassed by these restrictions includes approximately 90 

percent of the corporate limits,” explained the Mayor.  Therefore, if any person or business 

owner within the town wished to receive federal disaster aid, they had to first prop up their 
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home or business 2-6 feet, rebuild, or relocate.  Unsurprisingly, 70 percent of the residents in 

Meredosia filed appeals with FEMA against the new regulations.  The Mayor furthermore 

feared that the regulations would “spell economic stagflation for [his] community.”  Most of 

the 1,200 residents were not particularly wealthy and did not have extra cash to lift their 

homes into the air.  Moreover, the Mayor fared that newcomers would not want to live in the 

town if they were forced to build a home up to six feet off the ground.  “These Federal 

regulations could mandate us to become a Village on stilts!” he wrote. He concluded his 

letter to Reagan with a request that he help the town “get the government off our backs with 

these excessive government regulations.”62  Reagan never responded to Boyd, but an 

assistant did verify that they received the appeals but could not be processed because the area 

of Meredosia was apparently “undergoing study.”63  

 

A Scandal at FEMA 

 

 The cases of Meredosia and new loan regulations suggested that FEMA had not 

accomplished the goal of reducing bureaucratic inefficiency, but rather intensified it.  

FEMA’s pigeonholed focus on nuclear preparedness and recovery showed that civil defense 

was the agency’s priority and diminished its responsibility over natural disaster relief.  

FEMA prepared for a nuclear attach that may or may not happen (often in absurd ways such 
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as suggesting people camp out under their cars during nuclear fallout) and let disaster relief 

fall to the sidelines.  All in all, by 1984, FEMA failed to achieve its objectives—disaster 

relief policy was getting more and more restrictive, red tape appeared with more frequency, 

and some leaders saw civil preparedness as a horrible waste of federal dollars while others 

laughed at the program.  And if that was not enough, by the summer of 1984, Giuffrida as 

well as FEMA’s Deputy Director Fred Villella, were engrossed in rumors of misspent 

government money and sexual harassment.   

  An August 2 1984 Washington Post headline read “Key FEMA Official Accused of 

Sexually Harassing Aide.”64  Two days later, the newspaper had another headline that read, 

“No. 3 FEMA Official Quits Amid Charges of Misusing Funds.”65  The main man in 

question was Fred Villella of California.  Reagan nominated Villella to the position of 

Deputy Director of FEMA—the third highest ranking—on May 1, 1981.66  Like Giuffrida, 

Reagan and Villella were friends.  Before coming to FEMA, Villella worked as the head of 

the Academic Division of the CSTI and served as faculty at the Institute, which was run by 

Giuffrida at the time.  In February 1984, however, Villella came under fire for misusing 

government money and sexually harassing his private security guard, Connie J. Peresada.  

Peresada also complained of being used as Villella’s personal chauffeur rather than security 

guard.   
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The House Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight, chaired by Albert (Al) 

Gore, Jr. (D-TN), headed an investigation into the matters beginning in late July 1984.  

During the subcommittee’s investigation, hundreds of documents were reviewed, extensive 

interviews with current and former FEMA employees were conducted, 55 people were 

subpoenaed to testify before the subcommittee, and subpoenas for documents that FEMA 

refused to supply voluntarily were issued.  A total of three hearings and five subcommittee 

meetings were held, spanning two Congresses.67  During the interviews, several troubling 

issues arose.  In regards to the misuse of government funds, it was alleged that Villella 

ordered extensive and extravagant renovations to a FEMA training facility in Emmitsburg, 

Maryland.  Alleged renovations included items such as an $11,000 gourmet stove, fireplace, 

wet bar, microwave, cherry wood cabinets, and a remodeled bathroom.  It was purported that 

the stove was to please Director Giuffrida, who liked to cook Italian food with a lot of garlic 

and thus wanted a stove with a hood vent capable of removing garlic odor.  It was also 

claimed that Giuffrida requested the bathroom renovations so that a vanity could be raised 

two inches higher because Mrs. Giuffrida was tall.  The subcommittee heard evidence from 

Peresada that she functioned as Villella’s personal chauffeur, driving him around in a 

government car.  “An example,” testified Peresada, “I would go to the bank for him, on 

occasion to the drugstore for prescriptions, stop and pick up things at residencies, paperwork 

that was forgotten, or things like that.”  She also took his wife shopping and dropped his 
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clothes off at the dry cleaner.  Included in the investigation was a copy of a memorandum 

from Villella to Peresada dated October 15, 1982.  It read, “Connie, routinely I leave my 

shirts on the chair in the bedroom.  Wanta[sic] check that every once and awhile?”  When 

Gore asked where the bedroom was, Peresada told him that it was located in the FEMA 

building.  Villella and Giuffrida had been using the building as their personal residence off 

and on.  Near the end of her testimony, Peresada became noticeably nervous in tone and 

admitted that Villella had sexually harassed her.  “There were constant personal remarks 

made to me, suggestive remarks made to me, while I was in assignment under him.  There 

were instances physical contact, and I would like it to be made clear to me why.  I would like 

to pursue it.  I am going to need your guidance,” she said to Gore.68 

Before the subcommittee came to any conclusions, Villella resigned from his position 

at FEMA.  Giuffrida, on the other hand, testified that he knew nothing of the allegations.  

When asked about the $11,000 stove, Giuffrida responded, “That is not a gourmet 

kitchen….and that kitchen, as a matter of fact, has become a part of the instruction process at 

the National Fire Academy, where the students from fire departments all over the United 

States, I might say, from other parts of the world, go up and look at the fire suppression 

system that exists in that kitchen, that so-called kitchen.”  When confronted with testimony 

provided by the Deputy Associate Director of FEMA, who stated that the Giuffrida used the 

stove to cook for visitors and allowed the cafeteria cook to use the stove, rather than fire 

suppression training, Giuffrida simply said that the man was lying.  Giuffrida was also 

questioned about a gift he received from Triton Corporation (a company that FEMA 

purchased materials from) in the form of two tickets to a dinner event with Reagan.  The 
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subcommittee asked him if he had knowledge of where the tickets came from.  He 

responded, “I don’t know.  The message that came to me is, ‘You are invited—we are invited 

to something at the Capitol Hill Club.’  I never heard Triton.”69    

But the subcommittee found that Giuffrida did know where the tickets came from—

the findings indicated guilt on many other instances, too.  The subcommittee decided that 

Giuffrida approved the building renovations, and that Villella used the facility as “a 

permanent, private residence.”  They found the renovations to be “extravagant, excessive, 

and unnecessary.”  Moreover, the subcommittee made clear that it was unlawful to permit 

renovations by personnel not on contract to the government and unlawful to make such 

decisions concerning the expenditure of government funds.  The subcommittee ruled that 

Villella misused government property when he took a government car for personal trips and 

home-to-work transportation. Such behavior warranted disciplinary action, but the 

subcommittee decided that the point was moot because he had already resigned.  It was also 

concluded that Villella ordered extensive renovations to the facility’s chapel, including 

electrical work and lighting upgrades, “made solely for the purpose of enhancing the chapel 

for the wedding of Villella’s daughter.”  He was ordered to make restitution.70    

Giuffrida was found guilty of misusing government funds to purchase airfare for his 

wife on two occasions: a trip to Europe and a trip to Mexico City.  The flights totaled $5,091 

and Giuffrida had to repay the government.  Giffurida was also guilty of accepting the two 
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tickets from Triton Corporation, as well as two tickets to attend a Capitol Hill Club 

fundraiser—a $500 value.  FEMA’s own standards of conduct stated clearly that an 

employee could not accept any entertainment from a person who had business relations with 

the agency.  Triton certainly had business relations with FEMA; its business relationship was 

“undocumented and questionable,” according to the findings, and payments to the company 

were “put on a special system of “pay now, question later.”71  The matter of sexual 

harassment was left untouched.  The final report indicated, “As to the sexual harassment 

charge, the Subcommittee notes that other, more appropriate avenues are available for pursuit 

of this allegation and, therefore, make no findings or recommendations in this regard.”  

Peresada never followed up on the charges.72 

  While Villella resigned, Giuffrida stayed on with FEMA.  The subcommittee simply 

chastised the director and marked on his record that he “should take a more active role in 

assuring that his subordinates strictly adhere to the rules and regulations governing the proper 

use of government vehicles and contract personnel.”73  The entire debacle further lessened 

FEMA’s reputation. 

 

Conclusions: “Reclaim Your Crater” 

 

 Members of Congress grew increasingly disillusioned with FEMA during the Reagan 

presidency.  By 1986, several members of Congress were exasperated with FEMA’s 
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dysfunctional Civil Defense Program and its seemingly complete disregard for its 

responsibility over natural disaster relief.  One of those was Representative Tom Ridge (R-

PN), who later served as the first U.S. Secretary of Homeland Security (2003-2005); Ridge 

recognized the uselessness of FEMA’s new focus on building expensive bomb shelters.  In 

1986, FEMA projected a plan to build 3,400 shelters just for government officials to use in 

the event of nuclear war.  The price tag for the first 600 shelters would be $1.5 billion ($2.5 

million per shelter).  Civilians would benefit only from shelters used to protect land records.  

The odd logic behind this move was that after a nuclear war, survivors could prove 

ownership of their property.  The plan, in an unusual way, again demonstrated the 

importance of property ownership in the arena of federal disaster relief.  “My colleagues,” 

said Ridge, “before FEMA embarks on a wholesale abandonment of the natural disaster 

component of its mission, and launches a return to the 1950’s strategy of a bomb shelter in 

every yard, I believe that some oversight hearings are in order on the natural disaster 

assistance portion of FEMA’s task.”  Ridge noted that stricter eligibility requirements existed 

and the agency had plans to substantially reduce federal contributions even more in the 

upcoming year.74 

 Senator Byron Dorgan (D-ND) announced to Congress that the script writers at 

FEMA deserved the Pulitzer Prize in macabre humor for the $1.5 billion plan to protect 

public officials in radiation-free bunkers.  “Not to worry if you have to fend for yourself as 

an ordinary citizen,” said Dorgan, “FEMA will take the deed to your house to a special 

property records shelter.  Then you can reclaim your crater after the war.”  Dorgan joked that 

the plans made great bedtime reading, but, in a more serious tone noted, “We have much 
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more pressing disasters like annual floods and tornado damage…on which we need to 

husband the taxpayers’ emergency relief dollars.”  He also urged his colleagues to reject the 

persistent delusion that the country could actually survive a nuclear attack.75 

 In a final example, Senator William Proxmire (D-WI) stood before the Senate and 

succinctly summed up the major problem with FEMA under the Reagan administration 

during the 1980s: 

  Although no one likes to think about nuclear war, we all know that there is a 

  remote possibility that one might occur, some day.  And although no one likes 

  to think about a major tornado, hurricane, or earthquake, we do know that they 

  occur all the time, often crippling our cities, States, and citizens.  Mr.  

  President, I do believe it is a myth that nuclear attack planning is the No. 1 

  priority for disaster planning in this country.  What is not a myth and what is 

  read are plans that State and local officials have made for many years to  

  protect our citizens against real and recurrent natural disasters.  Let us not let 

  FEMA get out of hand and threaten to cut off the Federal aid available to  

  those unfortunate Americans who fall victims to the real disasters, those  

  caused by nature.76 

 Fortunately, one cannot assess FEMA’s ability to respond to nuclear warfare.  The 

agency never had to put to practice its controversial and probably ineffective Civil Defense 

Program because the United States never became a victim of nuclear attack.  What 
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examining FEMA’s Civil Defense Program can assess is that the agency lost focus on its 

natural disaster relief duties.  Also fortunate for the 1980s was that no massive natural 

disaster took place under Giuffrida’s watch.  He pointed to “favorable weather conditions” as 

contributing to fewer major disasters.77  Americans were likely lucky that that was the case.  

Massive natural calamity always negatively impacts people with death, destruction, and 

disruption of life.  But questionable leadership, increased arbitrary restrictive regulations on 

disaster relief policy enforced by an administration that purported to dislike government 

control, and the agency’s intense focus on civil defense combined to make a rather weak 

organization to combat the effects of natural calamity.  While the 1980s ended without a 

huge natural disruption, the following decade was not as fortunate.  How FEMA would 

handle the upcoming emergencies remained apprehensively unanswered until Hurricane 

Andrew made landfall in the summer of 1992.   
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     Chapter Eight 

“‘This Who Shot John Thing’” 

 

 

On August 28, 1992, four days after Hurricane Andrew slammed into southern 

Florida and continued its path of damage into Louisiana, President George H.W. Bush stood 

before journalists in the White House Rose Garden. The press wanted to know whom to 

blame for the slow response in addressing people’s needs. Bush became agitated by the 

audience’s fixation on culpability. “There is no point getting into blame and this ‘who shot 

John’ thing that I know everybody’s fascinated with,” interjected the Bush. “I don’t want 

that, and I don’t want one single Federal official trying to be in the blame-assigning 

business…. The important thing is to help the people.”1 

  Initially, the media’s finger pointing was aimed at the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency (FEMA), the primary disaster relief provider.  That FEMA had 

provided less than satisfactory disaster relief assistance after the hurricane did not come as a 

huge surprise, though.  The relatively young agency had not developed solid disaster relief 

programs during the Jimmy Carter or Ronald Regan administration because of questionable 

leadership and an intense focus on civil preparedness plans should a nuclear attack take place 
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on U.S. soil.2  In any case, Bush contended that the press badgering was unproductive 

because the federal government was at least trying to deal with the catastrophe.  But media 

criticism signaled something much more important about the American state in general:  

public demand for immediate federal solutions to natural disasters and dissatisfaction with 

existing programs. The federal government during the Bush administration took 

responsibility for disaster relief recovery within a larger political environment that favored 

limited government. This revealed that the American people, despite their general 

antistatism, believed that they were entitled to federal disaster relief. Growth in the activity of 

government along with continued doubts about “big government” made for a paradox. The 

modern state—the White House, Congress, and a bureaucratic agency designed to handle 

disaster relief—undertook disaster response initiatives during a political era that stressed 

downsized government.3  

The rhetoric of small government held sway over an increasingly conservative 

American political culture.  But despite conservative criticism, the increased role of the 

presidency, the legislative branch, and FEMA during three of the most calamitous natural 
                                                             
2 C.V. Anderson, ed., The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) (New York: 
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disasters of the 1990s— Hurricane Andrew (1992), the Midwest flood of 1993, and the 

Northridge Earthquake (1994)—indicated that disaster relief was an entitlement of the 

welfare state.  This occurred during a time when conservative leaders portrayed the federal 

government as the problem and not the solution, as Ronald Reagan had put it a decade 

earlier.4  That paradox influenced disaster relief policy.  The federal government indeed 

solidified federal disaster relief as a benefit of the state with the creation of a federal agency 

designed specifically to streamline relief programs.  FEMA matured during this conservative 

political era as bureaucratic agency to deal directly with disaster relief, suggesting that the 

federal government too believed that at least certain Americans—business owners and 

property holders—were entitled to the benefits of federal relief.  However, political leaders in 

favor of small government and opposed to expansive welfare programs proved to hinder 

successful implementation of disaster relief.  As Stephen Skowronek has argued, new 

“governing problems”—in this case demand for disaster relief—challenge[d] our institutional 

arrangements as the administrative state enlarged.5    

Skowronek suggests that the modern American political structure was indeed capable 

of handling new governing demands, but foundational beliefs of limited government 
                                                             
4 For an impressive study illustrating patterns of executive leadership throughout U.S. history 
as well as providing a historical context for the modern presidency, see Stephen Skowronek, 
Presidential Leadership in Political Time: Reprise and Reappraisal (Lawrence: University 
Press of Kansas, 2008). For literature on Reagan, see Robert M. Collins, Transforming 
America: Politics and Culture During the Reagan Years (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 2006); John Ehrman, The Eighties: America in the Age of Reagan (New Haven, CT: 
Yale University Press, 2006); Steven Hayward, The Age of Reagan: The Fall of the Old 
Liberal Order, 1964-1980 (New York: Random House, 2001); Michael Schaller, Reckoning 
with Reagan: America and Its President in the 1980s (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1994); and Sean Wilentz, The Age of Reagan: A History, 1974-2008 (New York: 
HarperCollins, 2008). 
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prevented the effective expansion of national administrative capacities.”6  This was 

particularly evident when disasters struck under the Bush and Bill Clinton administrations.  

During these administrations, bureaucracy, legislators, and the executive branch seemed 

befuddled as to how government should operate during times of calamity.  Specific 

challenges included coordination between FEMA, the legislative branch, the executive 

branch, and local governments, what classes and groups of people should and should not 

receive aid as a benefit of the welfare state, and how Congress should move forward with 

legislation to provide emergency appropriations to disaster states.  At root was confusion 

about how to navigate between a conservative political era that stressed limited government 

and the reality of an expanded welfare state that promised federal disaster relief programs.  

That confusion harmed policy implementation and revealed an American state controlled by 

inept political leaders and bungling bureaucratic heads—in FEMA, in Congress, and in the 

White House, Democrat and Republican.7   

“A ‘sense of the state’ pervades contemporary American politics,” explains 

Skowronek.  “It is the sense of an organization of coercive power operating beyond our 

immediate control and intruding into all aspects of our lives.  We have labeled this 
                                                             
6 Ibid. 
 
7 For literature on the presidency of Bush, see, Herbert S. Parmet, George Bush: The Life of a 
Lone Star Yankee (New York: Scribner’s, 1997); David Mervin, George Bush and the 
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organization an administrative state, a bureaucratic state, a capitalist state, a corporate state, a 

postindustrial state, a regulatory state, a welfare state,” he writes,  “but we have yet to 

consider the grand historical irony that lingers behind these labels.  After all, it is the absence 

of a sense of the state that has been the great hallmark of American political culture.”8  This 

chapter attempts to explain the effects of that irony on disaster relief policy. 

 

Hurricane Andrew, FEMA, and Bush’s Calvary 

 

 Former Dade County manager Ray Goode explained the shock that many of his 

fellow Floridians felt after the 1992 storm.  “We went almost a generation in the community 

without a major, major storm,” explained Goode.  “The passage of time very likely caused us 

to drop our guard more than we should have.”9  Meteorologists tracking the development of 

the tropical storm similarly felt surprised. In a period of only 36 hours, Hurricane Andrew 

intensified from a tropical storm to the threshold of a Category 5 hurricane on the 

Saffir/Simpson Hurricane Scale.10 By August 22, 1992, meteorologists recognized this as a 

serious storm barreling toward the Florida coast. In the predawn hours of August 24, Andrew 

made landfall on the southeast coast of the Sunshine State, smacking the area with 145 mph 

sustained winds, gusts of more than 175 mph, and a storm surge reaching 14–15 feet.  In just 

four hours after landfall, Andrew became the most expensive natural disaster up to that point 
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9 L.S. Tait, Lessons of Hurricane Andrew: Excerpts from the 15th Annual National 
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in U.S. history, costing Dade County alone more than $20 billion in damages.11  A 1993 

FEMA report tallied the damages in Florida at 40 deaths, 75,000 destroyed homes, 

approximately 160,000 people left homeless, and an estimated federal assistance for just the 

state of Florida of more than $1.8 billion.12 

Destruction was less severe in Louisiana, where Andrew weakened into a Category 3 

storm and was later downgraded to a tropical storm when it made landfall on August 26, 

1992.  Nevertheless, Louisiana saw nearly 42,000 homes damaged or destroyed.  Estimated 

federal assistance for Louisiana exceeded $172 million.13  While the winds weakened, 

Andrew still made an impressive showing in the state; Ann Collins, a graduate student at 

Louisiana State University at the time of the storm, remembered airborne squirrels being 

blown past her apartment window, propelled by Andrew’s force.14  A hurricane of Andrew’s 

magnitude had not struck the two states for nearly a generation.15 The people of Louisiana 

and Florida were taken aback by the power of nature. 
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But more than just wind and rain whipped through the areas.  Those who opted to ride 

out the storm, such as Grace Laskins and her family, experienced a nightmare: “two adults, 

three teenagers and another child and the dog in this 2x2 half bath . . . we heard things flying 

around outside the door.  Bombs going off, it seemed . . . windows were exploding . . . . The 

girls were nervous and they got sick, vomiting, everything…everyone on top of each 

other.”16  Floridian Michael Laughlin too was amazed by the bomb-like destruction: “It was 

just like someone had dropped a bomb in our vicinity . . . . It was just flat.”17  Moreover, 

rumors circulated that 600 monkeys had escaped from the Dade County Zoo, running 

through the streets.  In the chaos and confusion, fear spread that the monkeys were infected 

with AIDS, prompting residents to shoot at various stray animals.18  Hurricane Andrew 

painted Dade County as a picture of chaos. 

When the recovery process began, so too did disappointment in Louisiana and 

Florida. Relief could not come fast enough; lives and homes were destroyed and people 

wanted immediate help from the federal government.  Even though FEMA entered the 

disaster zones in Louisiana and Florida immediately, the disorganized agency worked slowly 

and ineffectively because of the size of the storm and extent of destruction.  Rep. Wilbert 

Tauzin (D-LA), for instance, noted that FEMA’s efforts at setting up field offices in the 

disaster zone, where disaster victims went to fill out paperwork to receive aid, were lacking.  
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Tauzin reported that leaders in Louisiana had to “coach” and “cajole” the agency to persuade 

them to open the offices faster.19   

Many of FEMA’s problems stemmed from the fact that the agency lacked effective 

leadership and was unorganized and uncoordinated when dealing with local officials, 

exhibiting an incongruence between capabilities and expectations.  Moreover, the magnitude 

of the disaster overwhelmed the agency.  While people in Florida experienced a similar 

situation, some expressed their frustration in good humor; within the first week, a few 

residents in South Dade sported t-shirts that read:  “I survived Hurricane Andrew, but the 

rebuilding is killing me!”20  To alleviate dissatisfaction, Bush joined the scene and reminded 

people that it was a bad idea to play the “blame game,” but the game continued as 

government actions proved too slow for satisfaction.21  

 FEMA became the focus of much frustration.  The FEMA that Bush inherited was 

poorly funded, poorly structured, and poorly integrated.  Moreover, the agency focused on 

laughable national security preparedness plans (such as providing bunkers for property 

records) rather than natural disaster recovery, and political appointees with little emergency 

management experience led the agency.22   In the immediate years following the 

organization’s birth, the Reagan administration focused on reviving Cold War concerns about 
                                                             
19 Hurricane Andrew, Congressional Record, 102nd Cong., 2nd sess. (Sept. 9, 1992): J8179. 
Tauzin was a Democrat during the time of the hurricane, but by 1996 he had switched parties 
to become a Republican. 
 
20 Provenzo and Provenzo, In the Eye of Hurricane Andrew, 73. 
 
21 Theodore Steinberg, “Do-It-Yourself Deathscape: The Unnatural History of Natural 
Disaster in South Florida,” Environmental History 2, no. 4 (Oct. 1997): 414. 
 
22 R. Steven Daniels and Carolyn L. Clark-Daniels, “Transforming Government: The 
Renewal and Revitalization of the Federal Emergency Management Agency,” in Anderson, 
ed., The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), 79. 
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national preparedness for nuclear attacks, leaving FEMA unprepared to handle natural 

disasters like hurricanes.  Moreover, it is unlikely that even if FEMA had substantial funding 

and solid leadership, integration, or structure, the agency would have been able to cope with 

the fallout of Mutually Assured Destruction.  Nor were these changes helpful for FEMA’s 

natural disaster relief functions.23   Thus, unsurprisingly, in the summer of 1992, FEMA’s 

efforts in Florida and Louisiana disappointed the disaster victims and political leaders alike. 

 Initially, Congress, like the media, played its own blame game and pointed fingers at 

FEMA.  This proved to be ironic in subsequent disaster relief initiatives which highlighted 

the legislative branch’s own incompetence.  But for the time, members of the 102nd Congress 

expressed their frustration with FEMA within the halls of Congress.  “Let us get past FEMA 

and get help down there,” said Senator Ernest “Fritz” Hollings (D-SC).  “They need water, 

food, shelter, generators, the whole gamut.  So they finally galvanized when they sent Andy 

Card, Secretary of Transportation.  He worked with officials in Florida and they got past 

FEMA and I am delighted they got the help.”24  

 Senator Hollings became vocal and emotional.  “The lesson is that a major hurricane 

is not one disaster, but two: the natural disaster of the hurricane itself, and the unnatural 

disaster of Federal efforts to aid the victims.”  “I must point out,” he continued, “that the 

performance of the Federal Emergency Management Agency in the latest crisis—despite the 

excellent work of many, many individual FEMA employees—has been riddled with 

deficiencies and delays.”  The senator summed up his speech colorfully: “Looking back on 

                                                             
23 Keith Bea, “FEMA’s Mission: Policy Directives for the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency,” in Anderson, ed., The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), 47.  
 
24 Hurricane Andrew, Congressional Record, 102nd Cong., 2nd sess. (8 September 1992): 
S12851.  
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FEMA’s sorry performance after Hugo, I am reminded of the old expression that there is no 

education in the second kick of a mule.  Or, in this case, there is no education in the second 

kick of a bureaucratic jackass.”25  

 Dade County Director of Emergency Preparedness Kate Hale witnessed FEMA 

failing. Three days after Hurricane Andrew blasted Florida, Hale held a press conference 

where she expressed disappointment.  Frustrated by FEMA’s slow response and the continual 

chaos evident in her home state, Hale asked, “Where the hell is the cavalry on this one?  We 

need food.  We need water.  We need people.  For God’s sake, where are they?”26  Within 48 

hours of Hale’s public plea, Bush sent in his own cavalry:  14,500 federal troops, and an 

additional 20,000 Navy, Air Force, and Coast Guard units.  To head the troops, Bush 

dispatched Secretary of Transportation Andrew Card to take over the response and recovery 

activity that had been the duty of FEMA.  The White House bypassed a failing FEMA and 

took the commanding role.27 Although FEMA believed it was responding with “better than 

average speed,” the people affected by Hurricane Andrew, including Hale, were 

unsatisfied.28  In stepped Bush.  

 Seeing the failure of FEMA, members of the legislative branch rallied behind Bush’s 

decision to send in his federal task force.  And, it should be noted that those in agreement 

with Bush were not simply throwing their support behind their political party.  For example, 
                                                             
25  Andrew’s Aftermath, Congressional Record, 102nd Cong., 2nd sess. (9 September 1992): 
S13094.  Hurricane Hugo struck Guadeloupe, Montserrat, Dominica, the British Virgin 
Islands, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, and North Carolina in 
September of 1989.       
 
26 Wamsley and Schroeder, “Escalating in a Quagmire,” 236–37. 
 
27 Ibid., 236. 
 
28 Ibid. 
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Senator Sam Nunn (D-GA) returned from a visit to Florida and said, “I think President 

Bush’s appointment of Secretary of Transportation Card as his personal representative in the 

relief effort is recognition that FEMA does not have the clout within the executive branch it 

needs to do the job it has been assigned to do.”  Furthermore, Senator Nunn found the work 

being performed by the task force to be “an outstanding job in every area of disaster relief.”29  

Representative Fortney “Pete” Stark, Jr. (D-CA) agreed, “When California gets hit with the 

big one, I’d like to see someone like Stormin’ Norman [Schwarzkopf] come to the rescue, 

not a bunch of political donors holding down fancy-titled jobs.  The civil servants at FEMA 

try, but the leadership is so bad, that it just doesn’t work.”  Stark continued, “As the disaster 

relief director of Dade County said, ‘Where’s the cavalry?’ Let’s give the job to the cavalry 

from the start.”30 

 Perhaps because of Hale’s plea, Bush asserted a dominant executive role; when 

culpability was placed on FEMA, Bush sent in troops, lest blame be placed on him during a 

re-election year. However, Bush’s reaction demonstrated the conflation of disaster relief with 

civil defense.  The federal troops were being used contrary to their training. Unlike the 

National Guard, they were not trained in providing relief to people.  The federal troops 

inserted into the disaster zone were taught to fight and kill, not deliver ice, and their 

increased presence created problems in Florida.  For example, Frank Da Silva, Jr., captain of 

Florida’s National Guard explained the clash between local and federal-level troops. “They 

[federal troops] really treat the National Guard . . . like they’re nothing. . . . They treated all 

                                                             
29 The Role of the Military in Disaster Relief, Congressional Record, 102nd Cong., 2nd sess. 
(10 September 1992): S133000.         
 
30 Introduction of Legislation to Transfer FEMA to the Department of Defense, 
Congressional Record, 102nd Cong., 2nd sess. (17 September 1992): H8721.         
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of my people like dirt,” explained Da Silva.31  What is more, Kathy Brechtel, a registered 

nurse at Homestead South Miami Hospital, found herself at 2 a.m. loading her personal 12-

seater minivan with patients bound for the emergency room.  When she arrived at the 

hospital, federal troops greeted Brechtel with a rifle pointed at her face. “Halt! Who goes 

there!” demanded the soldier. Brechtel remembered that it was “shaky for a few minutes.”  

Eventually, the situation calmed after a local guardsman explained to the rifle-wielding 

soldier who Brechtel was and what she was doing.32  Even though Bush was pushed to send 

in his cavalry, dispatching federal troops revealed the persistent conflation of disaster relief 

and national security as well as the inability of FEMA to operate. Moreover, Bush’s efforts 

demonstrated that while the federal government showed a strong presence it had yet to 

develop an appropriate policy to respond to natural calamity. 

 Bush found himself in a quagmire and confused by demands for more active 

intervention against a backdrop of a conservative political era during a re-election year.  As 

soon as he sent assistance, he faced charges of being an incumbent seeking to gain political 

support while he sagged in the polls. Hurricane Andrew provided Bush the political 

opportunity to fly in on a helicopter, don khakis and boots, and meet with disaster victims, 

essentially capitalizing on a calamity in order to boost his image; after the hurricane, though, 

Bush suffered in public opinion from the poor response.33  Even perturbed Floridians 

interpreted Bush’s more direct role as a political strategy at the same time that they 

demanded federal government intervention, underscoring the paradox of continued 

                                                             
31 Provenzo and Provenzo, In the Eye of Hurricane Andrew, 64. 
 
32 Kathy Brechtel, “Andrew’s Aftermath,” The American Journal of Nursing (Nov, 1992), 
16. 
 
33 Ibid., 238. 
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conservatism amid expectations for a prominent federal role, especially for the President. 

Florida resident Peggy Marko asked Bush, “Are you going to save a country or are you going 

to campaign? Saving the country will get more votes.”34  

Marko’s words showed that the American people in the late twentieth century held 

the president accountable for disaster response.  Americans demanded that the president have 

a strong presence in disaster relief operations.  Walter and Mary Keller addressed a letter to 

Bush, expressing their desire for the chief executive to take charge:  “We request you to ‘Pull 

out all the Stops’ in order to gain control in South Florida.  Our feeling is lack of 

coordination is the most serious problem which exists with the relief effort.  We urge the 

Federal Government to take the lead role in the coordination of this effort.”35  

 Even if Americans scoffed at the image of Bush stomping around in the middle of the 

muddy southern Florida disaster zone, Floridians expected and demanded presidential action. 

The initial failure of the state’s efforts through FEMA left the President in a no-win situation. 

Bush insisted that his concern was in fact genuine, rather than an image-making attempt to 

gain political support. The Kellers felt relieved when on the same day that they mailed their 

letter Bush announced in a news conference, “the President is going to be on top of this.”36  

President Bush, like Marko, believed the politics of disaster relief was not about 

campaigning, but rather about saving lives and returning a devastated area back to normal as 

soon as possible—at least according to his remarks. “This may be hard for you to believe,” 
                                                             
34 Letter, Peggy Marko to President Bush, 9/9/1992, Case No. 821573, DIOO2, WHORM 
Subject File, Bush Presidential Records, Bush Library (hereinafter WHORM-BPR, GBL). 
 
35 Letter, Walter and Mary Keller to President Bush, 8/28/1992, Case No. 349556, DI002, 
WHORM-BPR, GBL. 
 
36 U.S. President, Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1993, 1447, and Pool 
Report, 9/1/1992, Folder FEMA-Hurricane Andrew, Subject File Marlin Fitzwater, OA/ID 
6790, GBL. 
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said Bush in the White House Cabinet Room on August 29. “I am thinking about what’s 

good for the people here. I don’t even think about the politics of it. We’re trying to help 

people.”37  

Both the executive and legislative branches were very active in the relief process.  On 

September 8, 1992, Bush made a White House statement on his proposed disaster relief 

legislation.  Bush viewed the hurricane as a serious natural disaster to be handled by the 

federal government and was prepared to spend federal money for the recovery of Florida and 

Louisiana.  Underscoring the class bias inherent in disaster relief, he requested $2.9 billion in 

emergency supplemental appropriations for disaster loans available to property owning 

disaster victims. Additional loan activity of over $3 billion was requested to assist in the 

rebuilding of homes through homeowner loans, encourage economic recovery by providing 

small business loans, and help farmers who lost crops and farm buildings with federal 

loans.38  That same day, Bush sent his request to the legislature, determined to have the bill 

approved by the House and Senate before the close of the fiscal year on September 30, 

1992.39  At 9:35 on the morning of September 8, Bush remarked in the White House Cabinet 

Room that he was asking Congress to move promptly and not entangle the legislation in 

other issues.40  By 10:25 a.m., the proposed legislation was posted by the Press Office and 

                                                             
37 Ibid., 1452. 
 
38 U.S. President, Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, 1993, 1501. 
 
39 Letter, President Bush to Thomas Foley, 9/8/1992, Case No. 361102SS, FI004.02, 
WHORM-BPR, GBL. 
 
40 Remarks in White House Cabinet Room, 9/8/1992, folder “Florida Disaster—Hurricane 
Andrew,” OA/ID 45567 Counsels Office, White House, Subject File, BPR: Staff and Office 
Files, GBL. 
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transmitted to the Hill.41  The speed shown contrasted with FEMA’s slow reaction, but, 

moreover, it illustrated the ability of the executive and the legislative branches to cooperate 

with one another and to work swiftly to achieve desired ends.  The legislative and executive 

branches were indeed active, demonstrating that in times of emergency the federal 

government did have the capacity to act swiftly. Both Bush and members of the legislative 

branch of government recognized the necessity of passing the emergency supplemental 

appropriations for property owners. 

 The bill, House Resolution 5620, sailed through the Senate (84-10) on September 15, 

1992, and then proceeded through the House by voice vote on September 18, 1992. Congress 

served as an echo chamber of support.  The cooperation between the legislative and the 

executive branches culminated in the quick appropriation of $2.9 billion in disaster relief 

assistance for certain Florida and Louisiana residents on September 23, 1992.  In a 

remarkable illustration of speed, Bush signed the legislation into law on September 23, 

before the end of the 1992 fiscal year on September 30.   The funds available in the final 

legislation provided for $5.8 billion in budget authority and an additional $4.8 billion in 

federal loans; infrastructure repair, loans to assist in rebuilding homes and small businesses, 

and aid to farmers whose crops were destroyed by the wind and flooding were all 

components of the law.42  

                                                             
41 Letter, President Bush to Thomas Foley, 9/8/1992, Case No. 36110255, FI004.02, 
WHORM-BPR, GBL. 
 
42 White House Memo, 9/21/1992, folder “Disaster Recovery—Hurricane Andrew,” OA/ID 
45279, Lee S. Liberman Files—General Subject Files, BPR: Staff and Office Files, GBL. 
Hurricane Iniki struck Hawaii as a Category 4 hurricane on September 11, 1992, causing 
approximately $1.8 billion in damage. Typhoon Omar struck Guam in late August 1992, 
causing $457 million in damage. 
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 Despite the formation of FEMA, the aftermath of Andrew proceeded in a way that 

revealed the continued practice of federal disaster relief policy:  Bush led efforts to provide 

assistance by allocating substantial disaster relief appropriations.  The federal role in disaster 

relief and the expectation of voters for that aid as shown in 1992 illustrated that demands for 

aid were inconsistent with a so-called conservative tradition of American governance, 

suggesting a conflicted combination of circumstances.  When Members of Congress and the 

Bush reacted to natural disasters they had to straddle two incompatible ideas:  the persistence 

of a conservative tradition (at least in a rhetorical sense) and the reality of an administrative 

state and demands for relief made by the American people.  Federal disaster relief, 

particularly a strong federal role in disaster relief on the ground, had become a component of 

the modern American welfare state. 

 By the end of September 1992, Bush and Congress accomplished their goals, 

providing relief after initial efforts did not work.  FEMA, the “bureaucratic jackass,” lived up 

to its name, so to say, as Bush had to bypass the agency altogether.  Luckily, Congress and 

Bush worked well together during the Andrew debacle, to provide prompt relief to some of 

the victims.  But it was not enough to appropriate funds that did not fix systemic problems of 

federal disaster relief. Congress and the president were not successful in creating a thorough 

solution to provide satisfactory disaster relief because aid only directly affected a limited 

section of the American population—ie business and property owners.  

 

 

The Midwest Flood of 1993 
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 Another round of federal disaster relief happened in the summer of 1993 with the 

Midwest flood during the Clinton administration.  What set the Midwest flood apart from 

Hurricane Andrew was a seeming reverse in performance by FEMA and Congress.  For the 

first time in the agency’s history, FEMA functioned well.  Congress, on the other hand, 

proved to slowdown the disaster relief process by tacking on unrelated social welfare 

legislation and other unrelated items to disaster relief legislation.  This slowed down the 

passage of emergency appropriations of the Midwest flood victims and, on a larger level, 

demonstrated the bankruptcy of the liberal welfare state because legislators essentially 

attempted to capitalize on calamity in order to maneuver within the administrative state to 

slide through Congress legislation for social programs.  This case study demonstrates that 

although bureaucracy seemed to work in this case, the interplay between FEMA and 

Congress failed, illuminating weak administrative capacities. 

  Although experts pinpointed the beginning of this slowly developing natural disaster 

in the spring of 1993, Congress, FEMA, and Clinton remained unconcerned until the extreme 

flooding of the summer months.  Not until the very end of June did Congress or the President 

mention the rising waters.  When the flooding finally became a federal issue, the Midwest 

flood of 1993 also fit into a common trend similar to Hurricane Andrew.  Like the state’s 

response to Andrew, federal efforts during the 1993 natural disaster also revealed a faltering 

twentieth-century American state that could not find the correct balance of government 

action required to handle an emergency taking place during a time that stressed limited 

governance.   

Nevertheless, the case study of the Midwest flood fits into the study of the politics of 

disaster relief in a different manner.  For the first time in its history, FEMA—the federal 
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agency—under the new direction of James Lee Witt, proved to be a resourceful and 

reinvigorated federal agency. When Clinton took the presidency in 1993, he appointed Witt 

who the Senate confirmed.  Even though Witt represented a crony appointee—as governor of 

Arkansas, Clinton picked Witt to head the Arkansas Office of Emergency Services and thus 

later rewarded him with an appointment to lead FEMA—he had proved himself to Clinton by 

reorganizing Arkansas’s emergency management system.  Witt then took his skills to FEMA, 

reorganizing the agency.  A bolstered FEMA was most impressive for an organization that 

had not long ago been known for its inadequacy.  Clinton provided communication with 

FEMA, working alongside Witt rather than bypassing the agency as had been done in the 

previous administration.  The Clinton administration’s dealing with the 1993 natural disaster 

seemed to be better than the Bush administration’s failure because he kept open lines of 

communication with the bureaucratic agency in charge of disaster relief.43     

However, Congress proved inefficient and revealed itself as the weak link.  The 

finger of blame, then, pointed at the 103rd Congress.  Congress did not work with initiative or 

speed to pass the emergency disaster relief legislation suggested by Clinton and desperately 

needed by the people of the nine Midwestern states affected by over $15 billion in 

damages.44  Instead of addressing the disaster immediately, political arguments echoed 

throughout the halls of Congress and delayed the passage of federal disaster relief aid.  

                                                             
43 According to Otis L. Graham, America is at the risk of failing when the executive, 
legislative, and federal agencies are unable to work productively and complementally.  
Through the lens of disaster relief, Graham is proved correct.  See, Otis L. Graham, Toward 
a Planned Society: From Roosevelt to Nixon (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976).  
For further reading on Witt, see, Steinberg, Acts of God, 190-191, 200; Anderson, ed., The 
Federal Emergency Management Agency, 71-75; 82-89. 
 
44 Affected by the floodwaters were Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, 
North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.  See Stanley A. Chagnon, ed., The Great Flood 
of 1993: Causes, Impacts, and Responses (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, Inc., 1996). 
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Disagreement and delay characterized Congress.  While the state failed for different reasons 

in 1993, the overall lesson was the same: the twentieth-century American state was still 

unable to deal adequately with natural disasters.  

 Even though the state did not provide solid relief with its response to the 1993 

disaster, FEMA proved to be a success in comparison to the same agency that so badly 

faltered in previous years.  Director Witt recognized that the agency had never developed 

solid plans to deal with natural disaster relief as one of FEMA’s most significant downfalls.   

Witt’s reorganization away “from nuclear attack scenarios to natural disaster themes was 

fresh air in a stagnating environment,” noted a FEMA report.45  “By the time I got there,” 

reflected Witt, “the Cold War was over but natural disasters were still occurring and nobody 

had a clear sense of what to do.  So we re-stated our mission in clear terms—help the nation 

prepare for, respond to and recover from natural disasters.”46  

The Midwest flood that took place soon after Witt took over the agency put his 

leadership to the test. The flood began early in the year.  The first nine months of 1993 were 

the wettest for the Midwest in 121 years, with 44.5 inches of rain falling.  Not since 1881 had 

the Midwest seen such precipitation.  The 1993 flood broke river level records as well as 

duration records.  What became dubbed the 500-year flood affected nine states including 

Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, and 
                                                             
45 A History of the Federal Emergency Management Agency During the Clinton 
Administration, 1993-1994, Prepared for the Clinton Administration History Project, 
Washington D.C., 2000, Box 25, OA 23877, Subject File Federal Emergency Management 
Agency [5], Folder 101206-008, History of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, 
William J. Clinton Presidential Library (hereinafter WJCL).   
 
46 James L. Witt, Director of FEMA Describes Agency’s Reinvention at Excellence in 
Government Program, Washington, D.C., 11 July 2000, Box 025, OA 23877, Subject File 
Federal Emergency Management Agency [4], Folder 101206-007 History of the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, WJCL. 
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Wisconsin for more than six months.  The power of the flood caused unfortunate results: 532 

county disaster zones, more than 55,000 homes flooded, and 52 dead.47  While waiting for 

federal help, entire communities swept away.  The 900 residents of Valmeyer, Illinois, 

watched their town wash completely away.  Displaying their values for community, the 

residents agreed to move their town, rather than abandon it.  The village relocated to higher 

ground, eventually re-building on a bluff some three miles away.48  As levees succumbed to 

the power of nature, residents of the Midwest stood with those ubiquitous sandbags, waiting 

for FEMA’s arrival. 

Although one may argue that FEMA’s appearance was too late—the flood began in 

April and FEMA arrived only at the flood’s summer extreme in June—Midwesterners found 

that when the agency came, it was generally effective.49  Reflecting on FEMA’s 

transformation, Clinton remarked standing before the flood victims of Iowa, “I did a novel 

thing.  I appointed a qualified person to head it, not a politician.  And people are proud of 

it.”50  The Iowans clapped because the president’s remarks rang true.  FEMA under Witt 

foiled FEMA under the Bush administration because it was headed by a man with experience 

                                                             
47 Box 025, OA 23877, Subject File FEMA-Regions [2], Folder 101206-012 History of the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency, WJCL. 
 
48 Ibid.; Stanley A. Chagnon, ed., The Great Flood of 1993, 4. 
 
49 The slow and rolling nature of the disaster caused a different response vis-à-vis a more 
immediate disaster like a category five hurricane.  For example, Hurricane Andrew’s 
destruction was immediate and impressive, whereas the flood developed over an extended 
period of time and did not produce sensational damage until two months after flooding 
started in April of 1993. 
 
50 Remarks by the President at Iowa Jefferson-Jackson Dinner at the Veterans Memorial 
Auditorium, 20 October 1995, Des Moines, Iowa, Box 10, OA 8691, Subject File Iowa, 
WJCL. 
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as well as the desire to streamline the agency and place its focus back on handling natural 

disasters rather than national preparedness.  

                                 

Figure 1:  Extent of Midwest Flood of 199351 

Fourteen years after the agency’s creation, Director Witt wished to increase the value 

of it at all levels; Witt aimed to augment communications and improve relationships between 

FEMA and the president, between FEMA and Congress, and also between FEMA 

employees.  And Witt had potential.  He was the first FEMA director with hands-on 

experience in emergency preparedness. The four years prior to his nomination, Witt was the 

Director of the Arkansas Office of Emergency Preparedness.52  Although Witt was also a 

                                                             
51 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mississippi Valley Division: 
http://www.mvd.usace.army.mil/flood /fl93 /maps /floodext.gif. 
 
52 Hearing Before the Committee on Governmental Affairs, United States Senate, One 
Hundred Third Congress, First Session on Nomination of James Lee Witt to be Director, 
Federal Emergency Management Agency, March 31, 1993; Printed for the use of the 
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crony appointment, the point was that he had experience and during his tenure he proved that 

Clinton picked a strong leader.  From the time of his appointment on March 31, 1993, leaders 

within the federal government remained optimistic regarding the potential of FEMA under 

new guidance.  During Witt’s swearing in before Congress, Senator David Pryor (D-AR) 

remarked with a sense of hope, “Under his leadership and guidance, I am certain that we are 

going to see a reinvigorated FEMA, and we will be proud of Mr. Witt’s leadership.”53 

Witt’s first day on the job seemed to confirm Senator Pryor’s optimism.  Standing in 

the lobby of the FEMA headquarters, Director Witt welcomed each of his employees with a 

handshake and a “hello.”54  From that point on, FEMA workers could not escape the 

cheerleading qualities of their new leader.  Inspirational flyers hung from the headquarters’ 

walls, reminding agency staff to “empower employees with responsibility and authority” and 

“establish a nationwide culture of people helping people.”55  Director Witt ensured that lines 

of communication with employees remained open.  Witt kept an open-door policy, being 

personally available each Tuesday morning for one-on-one meetings with any employee who 

wished to sit down with him.  Furthermore, the changing agency saw brown bag lunches, 

increased memos, all-hands meetings, weekly printed updates from the director, and a new 

monthly newsletter titled IMPACT. Employees frequently observed Witt making walk-
                                                                                                                                                                                             
Committee on Governmental Affairs, Washington: 1993, Box 026, OA 23855, Subject File 
FEMA-Supplemental Materials [1], Folder 101176-006 History of FEMA, WJCL. 
 
53 Ibid. 
 
54 A History of the Federal Emergency Management Agency During the Clinton 
Administration, 1993-1994, Prepared for the Clinton History Project, Washington, D.C., 
2000, Box 025, OA 23877, Subject File Federal Emergency Management Agency [2], Folder 
101206-005 History of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, WJCL. 
 
55 FEMA Flyers, Box 026, OA 23855, Subject File FEMA-Reinvention/Reorganization [3], 
Folder 101176-003 History of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, WJCL. 
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arounds of the building.56  Witt had a clear vision for teamwork and renewal: In order to 

“manage the hell out of moments of truth,” the agency must “work as ONE team; trust each 

other; support each other; address challenges together; be willing to change.”57  For Witt, 

moments of truth meant natural disasters that demanded a federal response. 

The American people, particularly those in the wet Midwest, took notice of the new 

leader.  Senator Tom Harkin (D-IA) represented a state where all 99 counties were declared 

federal disaster zones.  He was impressed with Witt, even though the two had never met.  

When Harkin received word in July from Des Moines that the hospitals there had no safe 

drinking water, he contacted Witt asking for water purification units.  “I did not even know 

what [water purification units] looked like,” said Harkin. “But [Witt] went to work and found 

them someplace in the country, got some Air Force C-5A’s, loaded them on, and about 24 

hours later in Des Moines the hospitals were hooked up by Tuesday…. FEMA responded and 

responded well.”58  That Harkin was able to contact Witt personally and saw results with 

speed indicated the agency’s success and contrasted sharply to the slow-moving, ineffective 

agency visible during the Bush administration.  

Senator Paul Wellstone (D-MN), whose state was also affected by the rising waters, 

echoed Harkin’s approval of the strengthened agency.  In July of 1993, Senator Wellstone 
                                                             
56 A History of the Federal Emergency Management Agency During the Clinton 
Administration, 1993-1994, Prepared for the Clinton Administration History Project, 
Washington, D.C., 2000, Box 025, OA 23877, Subject File Federal Emergency Management 
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spoke before Congress, “I am very impressed at the responsiveness of Mr. Witt and FEMA.  

When you talk to the people in the communities that are struggling with this, they are very 

pleased.”59  Even people in Texas, although not directly affected by the Midwest flood but 

nevertheless familiar with FEMA, commented positively on the agency makeover performed 

by Witt: “If anyone was expecting a cynical, cold-hearted, uncaring bored bureaucrat, they 

were surprised.  Victims received attention and respect for their losses, large and small.  

Thanks, FEMA!  You’re helping Americans and in so doing, America too.”60  

Witt also improved communications between the federal agency and the executive 

branch.  Strengthening the relationship between the federal agency and the executive made 

the response to the Midwest flood appear to be smoother than the Bush administration’s 

response to the hurricane.  Moreover, the relationship between FEMA and the Bush 

administration during Hurricane Andrew provided a checklist of what not to do.  Under the 

Bush administration, the response to Hurricane Andrew was reactive; the administration was 

unprepared for the storm.  Bush’s attention to disaster management issues was hasty.  

Marked as a critical problem was Bush’s circumvention of FEMA; as mentioned earlier, 

prompted by Hale’s politically damaging public plea, Bush bypassed FEMA and established 

his own independent task force headed by Secretary of Transportation Andrew Card.  This 

rushed response produced several negative consequences such as duplicated efforts, wasting 
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of resources, and recovery efforts placed in the hands of less qualified personnel.61  While 

injecting his own task force was impressive and showed an increased role of the executive in 

responding to disaster relief, Bush’s action was unsuccessful and further indicated the failure 

of the state.62  Bush’s tactics failed to fix fundamental problems at the core of federal disaster 

relief.   

 President Clinton, on the other hand, relied on FEMA to deal with the Midwest 

disaster.  Whereas Bush marched around the disaster zones of Florida and Louisiana 

portraying himself through the media as closely involved with the recovery process, Clinton 

made four trips to the affected areas and stepped back from the disaster, allowing FEMA to 

accomplish its tasks.  Some, however, argued that Clinton was too detached from the scene.  

While the water started accumulating in April, White House press briefings indicate that the 

flood was not on Clinton’s agenda until mid-July, suggesting that the president acted once 

the flooding became too severe for the affected states to deal with alone.  And, press 

briefings during the extreme flood months—July through August—made remarkably few 

mentions of the catastrophe, showing that after an executive response became necessary, it 

was still limited.  For example, an August 20, 1993, press briefing mentions nothing of the 

flood, but rather details Clinton’s week-long retreat at Martha’s Vineyard.  While the people 

in the Midwest sat in a disaster zone, Clinton, according to the briefing, slept in, read 
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newspapers on the porch, and opened gifts, including a sweatshirt decorated with the phrase 

“Bubba’s Summer Place” and an inflatable saxophone.63  Thus a moderate role characterized 

Clinton’s reaction.   

But, at the same time, President Clinton’s seemingly lax stance in comparison to 

Bush’s involvement in Hurricane Andrew recovery proved more successful, allowing FEMA 

room to complete its immense recovery task.  In a way, Clinton got lucky in 1993.  FEMA 

director Witt, a political appointee, proved to be a strong leader who could make up for 

Clinton’s detachment to the flood.  If Witt had not revamped FEMA, though, Clinton’s 

stance would have received much more negative critique.  Before his August retreat to 

Martha’s Vineyard, Clinton made clear that FEMA was leading the recovery process.  On a 

July 14, 1993, interview with a Des Moines radio station during Clinton’s visit to Iowa, he 

reiterated the primacy of FEMA: “I just want you to know that we’re going to do everything 

we can to be there and to be a good partner.  And if there are more things that should be 

done[,] I want the people to let us know through FEMA.”64  Relying on FEMA, rather than 

bypassing FEMA, was Clinton’s approach and it allowed him to place responsibility for the 

disaster on FEMA rather than himself.65 
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 Clinton thought that the newly reorganized federal agency and its ability to deal 

satisfactorily during the Midwest flood of 1993 came as a direct consequence of his 

determination to scale back the size of the federal government.  Clinton’s policies reflected 

his moderate Democratic politics and goal to mute the Party’s liberal image. Clinton believed 

that government agencies would be most successful if made smaller, yet more effective, and 

then allowing them—in this case FEMA—to do their own work.  In thinking this way, 

Clinton emerged as a rather conservative Democratic president who embraced a rhetoric that 

described the era of big government as over.  Clinton was conservative in his view of 

governance vis-à-vis mid-century liberal presidents such as Franklin Delano Roosevelt and 

Lyndon Baines Johnson.  And, paradoxically, he relied on a scaled-back, less-active 

government to provide a significant role during the flood. 66   

Speaking in 1995 before a gathering in Galesburg, Illinois, Clinton explained his 

interpretation of FEMA’s success.  “I wanted to change the way the federal government 

works,” explained Clinton to his audience.  “I wanted the government to be smaller, but more 

effective.  Now,” he continued, “we’ve changed the way the government works.  There are 

100,000 fewer people working for the federal government today than there were working for 

                                                                                                                                                                                             
develop over a longer period of time, the federal government should consequently have more 
time to prepare for disaster relief efforts.  Each type of natural disaster produces unique 
problems and challenges.  It is beyond the scope of this paper to thoroughly discuss what 
could be an entirely separate scholarly issue.  Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out the 
complexities of natural disasters and subsequent disaster relief.  
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the federal government on the day I became President…. It will be the smallest it’s been 

since John Kennedy was President, but it’s doing things.  It’s doing things.”67    

 Clinton used the success of FEMA to claim that scaling back the scope of government 

was good policy.  Using just FEMA to support his claim was a bit narrow and perhaps 

misleading.  FEMA proved to be horribly insufficient prior to the Clinton administration.  

With that, reducing the size while simultaneously increasing the agency’s efficiency worked 

in the case of FEMA.  It worked because Clinton, by appointing Witt, prompted the 

reorganization and streamlining of an ineffectual and inadequate organization.  FEMA was 

not made better simply because it was made smaller.  Rather, FEMA’s reputation improved 

because it was too big and unorganized to begin with.  Once reinvigorated with trained and 

useful members, FEMA’s usefulness enhanced.  Rather than showing the positives of 

reduced government, as Clinton argued, the effectiveness of FEMA came about due to 

reorganization and new leadership under Witt.  Under Witt’s direction, FEMA showed 

positive potential in a trajectory marked by failed disaster relief responses. 

 Up to this point, the case study of the Midwest flood of 1993 seemed encouraging in 

comparison to prior failed responses of the state.  Both the president and FEMA appeared to 

display positive roles.  Congress was also an integral component of the study.  And, as it 

would turn out, Congress emerged as the bad character during the disaster.  As noted earlier, 

the blueprint for a successful state included a legislature that took initiative and worked with 

speed.  “Initiative” and “speed” were oxymoronic terms to describe the 103rd Congress’s 

dealings with the Midwest flood of 1993.  And ultimately, Congress’s mishandling of their 

duties in 1993 led to the conclusion that the state in the end failed in its response to the 
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natural disaster.  Even though congressmen such as Harkin and Wellstone displayed their 

approval and the approval of their constituents towards the recovery process, an inept 

Congress waylaid FEMA and Clinton’s effectiveness. 

 Director Witt realized the importance of FEMA’s partnership with Clinton and 

Congress.  Witt remained steadfast on his belief that proper disaster relief response could be 

achieved only through a “united federal government response.”68  While Clinton and Witt 

had a good relationship, Witt moreover “supported and participated in a proactive 

engagement of members of Congress and their committee and personal staff in order to enlist 

them as partners in emergency management.”69  Some within the Clinton administration 

made it seem that Congress reciprocated Witt’s efforts, and that overall, FEMA and Congress 

remained open and helpful and had a constructive relationship.  “His expertise, dedication, 

empathy, and non-partisan approach have made him the kind of appointee that members of 

Congress believe and respect,” read a document composed for the Clinton Administration 

History Project.  “That’s not an overstatement: from liberal Illinois Democrat Senator Dick 

Durbin, to moderate Republican House member Sherwood Boehlert, to conservative 

Oklahoma Republican Senator James Inhofe, would come the same statement: James Lee 

Witt is the best appointment in the Clinton administration.”70  The document certainly 

painted a rosy picture of a Congress in step with the priorities of Director Witt.  But, while it 
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stressed the bipartisan and respectable treatment of the legislative branch toward a united 

disaster relief response, an examination of the 103rd Congress during the Midwest flood of 

1993 created a much shadier portrait. 

On July 26, 1993, some three months after the floodwaters began rising in the 

American Midwest, Representative Richard Durbin (D-IL) stood before members of the 

United States House of Representatives with a sandbag in his hand.  “For those who live in 

the Midwest,” explained Durbin while waving the bag, “we have become well acquainted 

with these sandbags.  We have spent hours, days, weeks, and for some people it seems like a 

lifetime filling these sandbags to fight this flood.”71  The people of the Midwest were all too 

familiar with the little bags, filled and stacked in oftentimes failed attempts to restrain the 

strong floodwaters that had been gathering since April 1993.72  The bags symbolized public 

frustration with the 103rd Congress, where political bickering within its halls delayed passage 

of emergency disaster relief legislation.  

 Midwesterners, whose homes and communities were being washed away, stood wet 

and helpless with measly sandbags while Democrats and Republicans in Congress stood dry 

and divided, arguing over the politics of disaster relief.  Durbin explained the frustration of 

his constituents: “The people asked me as they were filling these bags, ‘How could Congress 
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vote against the rule to provide disaster aid for Americans?  How could you have 45 

Democrats and every single Republican Congressman vote against the rule for disaster aid 

for Americans?’”  The people of the Midwest were justifiably angry with their 

representatives in Washington, D.C. and their moderate approach of governance.  One man 

suggested to Representative Durbin that if the members of Congress could not pass 

legislation quickly, they ought to “be wearing one of these sandbags over their heads.”73 

It was ironic that Congress worked quickly under the Bush administration in the 

aftermath of Hurricane Andrew but not under the Clinton administration during the flood.  

Although Clinton was a Democrat, his politics were not considered liberal; Clinton was a 

moderate.  Because of that, he did not bring a different approach to the politics of disaster 

relief.  Both presidents attempted to approach disaster from a conservative to moderate 

standpoint during a conservative political era.  However, liberal-minded members of 

Congress attempted to take advantage of a Democratic administration in the hopes of passing 

social programs unrelated to the flood by tacking them on to the emergency disaster relief 

appropriations legislation.  This revealed complicated points for analysis. By taking charge, 

the federal government illuminated the weaknesses of negative government.  Moreover, 

when liberal members of Congress took advantage of a calamity to pass unrelated legislation, 

they also revealed the bankruptcy of liberalism in the late twentieth century.    

The congressional process proved to be slow, making Witt, who recognized the 

necessity of congressional approval of the bill in order to continue with disaster relief 

response activities, worrisome.  Clinton reassured the people that federal dollars would come 

within a matter of days, or perhaps weeks.  “I think that Congress will move very quickly on 
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this,” said Clinton optimistically.74  Despite Clinton’s request for and promise of expediency, 

Witt and the people of the Midwest did not find the congressional support they desired and 

deserved. 

 It should be noted that several members of Congress, especially those who hailed 

from states directly affected by the flooding, aligned themselves with Witt and Clinton.  

Several members of the legislature wanted to work with speed and initiative to pass the 

Clinton bill.  Senator Larry Pressler (R-SD), for instance, reminded his colleagues that they 

must work quickly and with the executive branch to provide disaster assistance.  “Many 

Midwestern States are in dire straits,” spoke Pressler.  “Congress and the administration must 

act immediately.  Federal disaster assistance is needed desperately to alleviate suffering and 

ensure survival…. Our people need assistance.  They feel they are being neglected to some 

extent.  We must fight very hard.”75  While Pressler seemed to acknowledge that Congress, 

along with FEMA and the executive, all had to work collectively for disaster relief and 

response to run smoothly, other members of the legislative branch were more interested in 

playing politics, thus slowing the passage of much-needed emergency funds. 

 Meanwhile, flood conditions worsened.  The day after Clinton proposed his $2.48 

billion emergency supplemental appropriations bill, it rained another 4.5 inches in Missouri.  

The small town of Trenton, Missouri, which was not even declared a disaster area at that 

point, witnessed a 30-foot earth dam topple.  A collection of volunteers, National 

Guardsmen, and prisoners worked non-stop sandbagging the major Missouri highways 
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leading to the capital at Jefferson City.76  Senator Wellstone recognized the tenuous natural 

situation and the irresponsibility of Congress.  On July 15, Wellstone commended the work 

of FEMA and the executive.  He knew that Congress’s turn to play its role in the disaster had 

come; it was time for Congress to support the roles of FEMA and the executive by passing 

emergency relief aid legislation.  “If there ever was a role for the Federal Government,” 

Wellstone aptly explained, “it is to respond to people in this hour of dire need.  Now let us 

here in the Congress act, and let us act soon.”77 

 But Congress did not listen to Wellstone, did not take Clinton’s advice to leave out 

extraneous matters, and disrespected the American people and Witt by delaying the passage 

of the emergency funds.  Three days after setting forth his emergency appropriations bill at a 

roundtable discussion on flood relief in Arnold, Missouri, on July 17, 1993, Clinton 

acknowledged the dire situation in the Midwest.  Clinton even asked in front of the group, 

“What are we going to do right now, while everybody is up to their ears in alligators?”78  The 

people surely wondered, too.  Yet, Clinton remained optimistic.  “But the big aid will be 

there just as quickly as we can get it through the Congress,” he said.  “I think this will happen 

very soon.”  He predicted that he would sign the bill “in the next day or so.”79   

Only six days later, on July 23 did the House of Representatives begin debating the 

bill.  California’s Representative Maxine Waters (D-CA) became the enemy of several 
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members.  Waters tacked on an unrelated social program proposal to the emergency 

supplemental appropriations bill.  Waters’s unrelated provision sought to provide a weekly 

stipend for troubled Los Angeles teenagers.  It was not simply the cost of the stipend, placed 

at $100 per week, but Waters’s definition of youths—those 13 to 30 years of age—that 

unsettled Republicans and some 45 Democrats who voted against Waters’s proposal and thus 

the emergency supplemental appropriations legislation.  Sitting on the other side of the aisle, 

Representative Jennifer Dunn (R-WA) pithily described the program as “providing 30-year-

old teenagers a $100-a-week stipend for good grooming habits.”80  Waters took advantage of 

the circumstances, perhaps because she knew that her liberal social program would not be 

able to pass under normal circumstances because of the conservative political era.  Knowing 

that relief funding was coming anyway, Waters hoped her proposal could slide by.    

Representative Newt Gingrich (R-GA), peeved with all of his Democratic colleagues, 

not just Waters, spoke out against the proposal.  “They should ask,” said Gingrich regarding 

the House Democrats, “why there are millions of dollars for one particular program in Los 

Angeles that has nothing to do with the flood.  They should ask why we are redefining 

‘teenager’ to be 30 years of age…who have nothing to do, nothing, with the flood in the 

Midwest.”81  Gingrich posed valid questions, and Republican Representative James Nussle of 

Iowa, whose home state saw the brunt of the floodwaters, echoed Gingrich’s points.  “I am 

tired of the partisan politics played by this side on disaster relief, holding up millions and 
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billions of dollars because they cannot get their act together,” spoke the disillusioned Iowa 

representative.82 

Democrats in the House were just as passionate—passion that was perhaps fueled by 

their partisanship rather than by their genuine concern.  Concluding the meeting of the 103rd 

Congress on July 23, 1993, was Representative Durbin of Illinois.  Durbin marked the 

proceedings as a “sad day in the history of the House of Representatives.”  Blaming 

Republicans for the delay in passage, Durbin stated that because “of a vote that was heavily 

loaded by Republicans opposed to it, we were unable to bring a rule to the floor for disaster 

victims.  Not one single Republican Congressman,” stated Durbin, “would vote for a rule to 

bring to this floor flood disaster assistance.”83  Durbin did mention that 45 of his fellow 

Democrats in the majority Democrat Congress also failed to support the legislation.   

Nevertheless, Durbin continued to speak emotionally, haranguing Republicans for their 

“unconscionable” refusal to help the flood victims.  Order had to be called while Durbin read 

aloud the names of all Republican House members who voted against the flood assistance.  

Durbin trailed off as his time expired.84 

 Congress stood heated and divided, delaying funds while conditions in the Midwest 

worsened.  Three days later, on July 26, 1993, the day that Representative Durbin passed 

around the “ubiquitous sandbag,” more bickering ensued.  The topic of thirty-year-old 

teenagers was still alive.  Representative Deborah Pryce (R-OH) blamed the delay on 
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Democrats and Waters’s proposal.  While thousands of Americans were left without shelter, 

pointed Pryce, “Democratic leadership in the House is refusing to appropriate relief funds, if 

it means that they have to cut a single one of their sacred social welfare programs…. Projects 

that do not have the first thing to do with the Midwest or with the floods.”85   

While members of Congress passed around sandbags, Clinton’s proposal stalled, 

FEMA remained in need of funds to continue its recovery process, and the people of the 

Midwest remained stuck in a precarious disaster zone.  The minority Republicans continued 

to argue against the bill for days.  “What is striking,” commented Representative Carl Levin 

(D-MI) about the Republicans “is how negative a posture they have adopted.  Throw a 

monkey wrench into the works, even if it is flood relief.”  He continued, “They have 

embarrassed themselves.  I ask, if it were President Bush asking for flood relief today, where 

would the minority be?  Now it is [to] attack the President on reconciliation, even if the 

minority have not presented a realistic alternative.”86   Levin was understandably upset 

because the minority used the safety of reconciliation—meaning they could discuss the 

proposed legislation without the threat of a filibuster—to assail the needed bill.  Again, 

Missouri Representative Volkmer pleaded with his colleagues at the close of the meeting.  

“The rains are still falling, the rivers are still rising and the damage is still piling up,” said a 

saddened Volkmer.  “My constituents are wondering when help will come.”87 
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Since the day he presented his legislation on July 14, Clinton remained positive in 

regard to the proposal’s speedy passage.  The people, however, grew leery of delayed 

promises.  Throughout July, the President constantly reassured Midwesterners that funds 

would be available within a matter of days.  Day after day he made this promise.  And by the 

end of July, Clinton still remained optimistic.  “I think we lost a day we should not have lost, 

but I think now you will see the thing move very, very quickly indeed,” said Clinton at the 

Missouri-Kansas Flood Relief Telethon on July 29, 1993.  “And as soon as it comes, I’ll sign 

it, and we’ll move the money out…. I think you’ll get it in a hurry.”88  But it was not until 

August 12, 1993, that the bill became law.  Not until August 12, 1993, did Clinton sign the 

Emergency Supplemental Appropriations for Relief from the Major Widespread Flooding in 

the Midwest Act of 1993, providing funds to the ravaged Midwest—more than a month after 

Clinton’s initial proposal, more than twice as long as it took the 102nd Congress to provide 

emergency funds for Hurricane Andrew victims, and nearly six months after the flooding 

began.  

The delayed action of Congress revealed a broader and more significant lesson: the 

twentieth-century American state had yet to develop a solid plan of response to yet another 

natural disaster.  Congress demonstrated its inability to successfully work with FEMA and 

the executive to provide prompt relief funds.  The recipe set forth for a successful state — 

centralized federal agencies combined with an active Congress and presidency—did not 

characterize the 103rd Congress.  FEMA and Clinton seemed to have performed their proper 

functions.  Through the dedicated efforts of Director Witt, FEMA substantially improved its 

image and reputation and became a reorganized and reinvigorated federal agency that 
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actually had the capability to perform its duties properly.  Clinton, in return, provided 

guidance and support—from a more complementary stance than Bush during Hurricane 

Andrew.  Rather than bypassing FEMA to replace it with a presidential task force largely 

untrained in emergency management, Clinton stood back and allowed FEMA the space to 

perform its tasks.  Congress, however, proved to be the weak link in the three-pronged 

approach to federal disaster relief response during the Clinton administration.  Congress, with 

its major role in passing desperately needed legislation, fell short.  Congress toppled the 

recipe. 

Overall, the late twentieth-century American state performed poorly as it had in 1992 

after Hurricane Andrew because it could not achieve a dynamic relationship between the 

three essential components of government essential for a functioning administrative state.  

Moreover, it could not come to terms with the paradox of public antistatist rhetoric that 

perpetuated a conservative state and the need for active government in a time of disaster.  

The state, even though it was increasing its role in disaster relief, left its people without an 

adequate disaster relief program and unprotected from future calamites, thus twenty-first 

century America faced certain problems.  Perhaps Durbin’s constituent who suggested that 

the members of Congress act responsibly or put sandbags over their heads knew something 

other Americans did not; several members of Congress acted as if they had sandbags over 

their heads.  If not sandbags, many certainly were wearing political blinders.  Political 

bickering during a time of disaster was absurd and pointed to the inefficiency of the 103rd 

Congress in dealing with the Midwest floods of 1993.  Because of Congress, the federal 

response to the natural calamity failed.  Unfortunately, as illustrated through the floods of 
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1993 and the 103rd Congress’s inappropriate and immature behavior, so too would federal 

disaster relief efforts in the future.   

 

Diversity Disaster 

 

 Although the issue did not come up during the Midwest flood, the subsequent 

Northridge Earthquake centered in the diversely populated city of Los Angeles illuminated 

another fault of the American welfare state.  FEMA developed into an efficient bureaucratic 

agency and the president recognized his proper role of standing at a distance to allow FEMA 

to function, but Congress had yet to figure out its proper role in the administration of disaster 

relief.  Skowronek remarks that an effective administrative state, with “its newfound 

strengths,” is still “riddled [by] structural weaknesses.”89  In this example, the structural 

weakness was the inherent flaws of the welfare state exacerbated by members of Congress.  

A few members of Congress, apparently angered that Witt provided equal on-the-ground aid 

to all disaster victims, used stereotypes of welfare recipients to waylay disaster relief and 

actually punish those who needed help after the Northridge Earthquake.  The debacle 

reemphasized flaws of the welfare state caused by the persistence of mistaken impressions 

that welfare was linked to the undeserving poor.90 

Californians residing in Los Angeles, Ventura, and Orange Counties woke to 

shakings at 4:31 on the morning of January 17, 1994—Martin Luther King, Jr. Day. An 

earthquake of 6.7 magnitude with its epicenter located one mile south of the Los Angeles 
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suburb of Northridge, California lasted for a short fifteen seconds.  But in those fifteen 

seconds, the lives of hundreds of thousands of people were affected.  The earthquake 

surpassed Hurricane Andrew to become the most costly disaster in U.S. history at that point, 

tallying up some $25 billion in public and private costs.  Within the first year, 14,204 

aftershocks were recorded.  Eleven of those had magnitudes greater than 5.0.  The Northridge 

earthquake caused the death seventy-two people.   An additional 11,846 people were sent to 

hospitals for injuries related to the earthquake.  The three counties affected comprised 6,589 

square miles.  Of the total area, 2,192 square miles were damaged.  Nearly 115,000 

commercial and residential structures were damaged.  Freeways buckled and bridges 

collapsed, severing transportation routes for a commuter-heavy area.  During Hurricane 

Andrew, 219,825 households applied for federal assistance; after the 1994 earthquake, the 

applications tripled, with 681,765 households requesting assistance.  Less than five hours 

after the earthquake struck, California Governor Pete Wilson declared a state of emergency.  

And less than five hours after that, Clinton signed a federal disaster declaration.91  

Clinton decided again to provide a supporting role for FEMA. Clinton would go to 

California only if state and local officials and Witt believed that Clinton would be useful.92  
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Clinton did not want to get in the way.  When asked directly what he thought president’s role 

in California should be during an interview with Larry King, Clinton noted that the first and 

most important role was to make sure that FEMA worked and provided the emergency help 

that people needed.93  “I basically like to take a firsthand view of these things,” he noted on 

January 17, in a statement given in the Oval Office.  “But I don’t want to be in the way,” he 

continued, perhaps remembering Bush’s dramatic televised helicopter landing in Florida 

during Hurricane Andrew.  “When I go, I want to be a constructive presence…. I think it’s 

important that I not go out there and get in the way…. I’m going to wait until I get some 

feedback from the folks on the ground.”94  By relying on the leadership of FEMA, Clinton 

followed the same route as he did during the Midwest flood of 1993.  Witt showed his strong 

ability to lead his reinvigorated agency and FEMA was overall successful during the flood of 

1993.  Clinton did not see any reason to disrupt that balance by becoming more involved.  

Moreover, Witt kept open communication with the president, providing him with details of 

the disaster. 

Witt provided quick feedback.  On January 17, Washington, D.C. experienced below-

zero temperatures.  There was some trouble de-icing the plane, but Witt still arrived in 

California by the evening.95  Los Angeles Mayor Richard J. Riordan praised Witt on the day 
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after his arrival, calling him the “emergency czar for Washington.”  Riordan was impressed 

that FEMA and Witt “didn’t come to grandstand,” but rather got their hands dirty and worked 

around the clock.96  Riordan seemed refreshed by the reinvigorated federal agency, which 

disproved its reputation as a slow and ineffectual bureaucratic arm of the federal government.  

Within the first day, generators, tents, cots, and other emergency supplies arrived in the Los 

Angeles area.  Arriving with the supplies were emergency medical teams and urban search 

and rescue crews.97  On January 19, Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) told Clinton and Witt 

that merchants were selling water for an inflated six dollars a quart.  Over 40,000 customers 

in just Los Angeles were without water because the earthquake severed three of the four 

aqueducts.  Witt responded, “We’re going to have over a million gallons of water here this 

afternoon, and there will be a million gallons of water every day until we get through with 

what we have to do.”98   

And Witt kept his word.  Busses delivered millions of gallons of water and the 

National Guard hauled tankers of water into the Santa Clarita Valley.99  Also, within the first 

48 hours, FEMA organized task forces for housing, water, food, and general human services.  
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Mobile disaster applications centers formed, driving to those in need.100  What is more, Witt 

considered long lines and long waits at disaster application centers unacceptable.  He 

therefore streamlined the process and alleviated much of the issues by expanding center 

hours, creating six new centers, and adding an additional four-hundred phone operators 

(making for a total of seven-hundred operators on duty 24-hours a day).101  All in all, FEMA 

responded quickly and adequately.  The people of California as well as the Golden State’s 

leaders were satisfied with FEMA’s emergency assistance.   

FEMA and the executive at that point fit together positively and made for an effective 

federal state.  Clinton, while being a powerful executive, struck a healthy balance between 

strong headship and overbearing leadership.  His seemingly hands-off stance was 

complemented by his continued concern with the disaster area.  He did not surpass FEMA or 

send in a task force of federal troops as did Bush.  He gave FEMA space—space to do their 

job well.  FEMA, then, had the room and the leadership of its director to manage a disaster 

area.  Mayor Riordan expressed his and his constituents’ satisfaction with the executive and 

FEMA: “The people of Los Angeles are particularly grateful to you for the timely 

coordinated federal response that has come through your leadership,” he said. “This was an 

unprecedented response that’s never happened before.”102  However, with only $2.5 billion in 

place to handle immediate responses, FEMA was rapidly running out of money.103 
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Clinton and Witt were eager to have Congress pass emergency supplemental 

appropriation legislation so that FEMA could continue its efforts to restore order in 

California.  Witt overhauled the organizational culture of FEMA, increasing the agency’s 

capability to deal with the Northridge earthquake.  Witt reduced the number of inexperienced 

political appointees within FEMA from thirty-seven to twenty-two.  FEMA employees with 

backgrounds in emergency management were significantly increased.  Furthermore, Witt 

made it an agency priority to develop management training programs for all managers.  Witt 

implemented a “fast-track” approach to re-organize the agency in order to maximize input 

from all employees.  He organized a four-person project team to coordinate the process.  Witt 

actively sought input from employees at all levels—by the end of November 1993, he had 

received more than one-hundred written suggestions.  It was concluded in a one year report 

of the agency that “FEMA’s response to the Northridge Earthquake was enhanced by 

changes in management and the new organizational structure.”  If anything, concluded the 

report, “the people of California benefitted because the whole Agency pulled together to 

support response operations.”104  Simply put, Witt professionalized the agency and made 

FEMA what it was supposed to be—an agency satisfactorily suitable to handle emergency 

management. 

What is more, Witt acknowledged the diversity of the disaster zone.  The Los Angeles 

area existed as an ethnically diverse urban and suburban area, which presented conditions 

and challenges not seen during the Midwest flood.  On January 24, Clinton asked Witt about 
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language barriers.  Witt, to Clinton’s approval, responded briefly that FEMA printed all 

information in all languages of the people of the area.105  Witt made it sound simple for 

Clinton, but in actuality great planning and concern went into dealing with the diversity of 

the area, as well as backlash from certain members of Congress who went as far as conflating 

multi-lingual disaster response strategies with approval of illegal immigration.  In fact, a 

FEMA study with the header “Diversity and Unique Challenges” noted that “immigration 

status and ‘legally present’ assistance issues become political challenges after each disaster.  

Disaster assistance eligibility for migrant farm workers continues to be a controversial issue 

after each event.”106   

The reality that the earthquake impacted a population with more than eighty 

languages required unique outreach programs from FEMA.107  The densely populated area 

was comprised of diverse racial, ethnic, and cultural backgrounds and more than 46 percent 

of the residents spoke languages other than English.108  “This language and cultural diversity 

presented a formidable task in getting messages about assistance to victims in need,” read a 

FEMA report.  Moreover, the report noted that the “Northridge Earthquake outreach effort 

quickly became the most comprehensive ever undertaken by FEMA.”109  Witt developed 
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community relation innovations to create more efficient management.  Foreign consulate 

offices provided additional multi-lingual staff and one hundred FEMA disaster reservists 

were dispatched from Puerto Rico.110  Multi-lingual translators were hired.  Flyers, 

brochures, posters, and fact sheets were translated into several languages including Spanish, 

Tagalog, Korean, Vietnamese, Chinese, Farsi, and Russian; more than 1.4 million non-

English publications were distributed.  FEMA produced multi-lingual videos and broadcasted 

non-English radio interviews.111  When diversity presented challenges, Witt dealt 

accordingly, indicating the flexibility and success of FEMA under his direction, despite 

hostility of members of Congress. 

Representative Dana Rohrabacher (R-CA) emerged as one such hostile member.  

Rohrabacher stalled the passage of emergency supplemental appropriation legislation by 

using xenophobic rhetoric openly in the halls of Congress on the same day that Clinton 

submitted his supplemental bill. Rohrabacher argued that FEMA unjustly provided assistance 

to illegal aliens after the earthquake at the expense of hardworking taxpayers.  “One group 

that lined up early for taxpayer funded aid were illegal aliens,” explained Rohrabacher to 

Congress.112  Why Rohrabacher assumed that the people in line at the FEMA centers were 

“illegal aliens” remained unclear; Rohrabacher was without a doubt making assumptions on 
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the legal status of Californians and the type of people who received assistance.  “I called the 

disaster field office in Pasadena,” he continued, “and FEMA confirmed in writing that they 

are prohibited by law from determining the alien status of those who apply for aid.”113  

Rohrabacher argued that the law that subsidized illegal aliens with “free money paid for by 

the hard-working taxpayers” should be changed.114  He went further by claiming that FEMA 

actually enticed illegal aliens to come to the United States and take advantage of disaster 

relief programs.  According to Rohrabacher, the Immigration and Naturalization Service 

(INS) should have been on the ground in the disaster zone, rounding up and deporting illegal 

aliens.115   

Rohrabacher’s assertions were not only alarming and upsetting for their intolerant 

qualities, but also for the time he took up in Congress creating drama and stalling the passage 

of emergency supplemental appropriations legislation.  Rohrabacher wanted to take 

advantage of a natural disaster to round up illegal aliens who he assumed drained 

hardworking taxpayer money.  Moreover, to argue that certain people should be denied basic 

human needs from FEMA during a time of catastrophe was arguably immoral.  Rohrabacher 

nevertheless included in his grievances a copy of what he called “the law which FEMA 

interprets to prevent them from stopping this giveaway of taxpayer funds.”116  The law that 

Rohrabacher denounced—the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance 

Act—simply stated that FEMA could not discrimination based on race, color, nationality, 
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sex, age, or economic status.  Non-discrimination during a time of disaster and giving away 

taxpayer dollars consciously to illegal aliens were two vastly different things, but not in the 

mind of Rohrabacher.  FEMA’s non-discrimination clause was meant to ensure that, 

according to the Stafford Act Section 308(a), “the distribution of supplies, the processing of 

applications, and other relief and assistance activities shall be accomplished in an equitable 

and impartial manner, without discrimination on the grounds of race, color, religion, 

nationality, sex, age, or economic status.”117  Yet, Rohrabacher could not understand that 

FEMA, during a time when families had lost everything and could not even secure safe 

drinking water, was unconcerned with taking on the role of the INS and rooting out illegal 

immigrants.  While FEMA and the INS were not doing their jobs in the eyes of Rohrabacher, 

it could be easily argued that Rohrabacher did not do his job as a congressman during a time 

of disaster.  His arguments delayed the passage of the bill that would provide FEMA with the 

funds to repair California after the earthquake.   

Nevertheless, the topic inched its way into serious congressional debate and became a 

major issue pertaining to the passage of Clinton’s emergency supplemental appropriations 

bill that bled into the first two weeks of February, long after FEMA ran out of funds.  

Ultimately, bipartisan negotiations among members of the California delegation placated 

Rohrabacher’s demands.  A provision was added to the emergency supplemental 

appropriations bill being debated in both houses of the federal government.  The provision, 

approved by the Appropriations Committee, was, according to Representative David Dreier 

(R-CA), “the result of serious concerns about providing taxpayers’ dollars for long-term 

disaster assistance to persons who have entered the United States in violation of the 
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immigration laws of our country.”118  It stated that long-term assistance would not be 

provided to illegal immigrants—a throwaway clause because long-term assistance consisted 

only of loans to farmers, business owners, and homeowners.  But in the short-term, the 

provision allowed the funding of emergency medical care and shelter, food, water, and 

medicine—the least the government could do for its people during a time of loss and 

disorder.119 

Perhaps most alarming, the provision slipped by with the approval of the Senate while 

some representatives—including those representing California—were seemingly unaware of 

its implications.  Speaking on March 2, 1994, nearly three weeks after the emergency 

appropriations bill passed, Representative Xavier Becerra (D-CA) was outraged.  “Other 

members of Congress are misusing this emergency appropriations bill as an opportunity to 

advance immigration policy,” clarified Becerra.  “The final amendment adopted in the 

Senate, which required FEMA to determine the legal status of those applying for disaster 

assistance, was crafted in a matter of hours.”  Becerra asked, “How will individuals who lost 

everything prove they are citizens?”120  Becerra viewed the policy as inherently 

discriminatory and an overburden to FEMA and the INS.  Becerra concluded that FEMA’s 

priority was to provide needed assistance while the INS had no place in a disaster 

environment.  Moreover, sliding in discriminatory policy was inappropriate in his opinion.  
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“These are issues that deserve deliberation and investigation, not cursory political 

negotiations,” Becerra quipped.121 

The provision furthermore indicated the downfalls of the twentieth century American 

state.  Rather than using the state infrastructure to implement coherent disaster policy, 

members of Congress attempted to bog down emergency legislation with other political 

goals.  Members of Congress again capitalized on a disaster to push unrelated agendas—and 

in the case of the discriminatory provision, they succeeded.  And in the process, they further 

delayed the disbursement of much-needed funds for FEMA and the people of California.  

Whereas FEMA responded appropriately to diversity by creating community outreach 

programs, Congress dealt with the diversity of a disaster zone immaturely and with disrespect 

towards disaster victims. 

 

Conclusions  

 

Skowronek was apt to point out the significance of the persistent absence of a sense 

of the state as the hallmark of American political culture.  That unawareness persevered, 

although the American state changed dramatically overtime, becoming evermore active, 

complex, and bureaucratic.  The American welfare state matured, and as it did, disaster relief 

became viewed as an entitlement of such.  However, the enduring lack of a sense of state 

ethos created a wedge between governing demands and effective governance.  The 

apparatuses were there, but the ability for leaders to harness those devices was complicated 

by the insistence that the welfare state was something antithetical to a country setting on the 

foundations of hands off government.  Skowronek described this condition as a “hapless 
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administrative giant, a state that could spawn bureaucratic goods and services but that defied 

authoritative control and direction.”122 

Why is it then that our national leaders have failed, time and time again, to develop a 

workable solution to disaster relief?  The answer lies partly in the conservative political 

environment of the late twentieth century.  During a political era that stressed a rhetoric of 

limited government, the federal state was unable to find the correct level of dynamism, 

communication, and initiative among the legislative branch, the executive branch, and 

bureaucratic agencies to control a rather large welfare state.  The conservative political era 

caused the state to falter, and in return exacerbated the effects of natural disasters by 

prolonging the recovery process. 

 In many ways, FEMA under the direction of Witt tried to overcome the obstacle of 

the conservative era.  Witt transformed the bureaucratic agency, taking it a long way from its 

Cold War focus on national preparedness.  He weeded out the inexperienced, hired new 

employees with experience, and switched the agency’s focus to its main responsibility: 

disaster response and recovery.  In the aftermath of Hurricane Andrew under the Bush 

administration, FEMA revealed itself as a weak agency unfit for its designed task.  In just a 

year, after Clinton appointed Witt, the agency transformed.  But, FEMA during the Clinton 

administration should not be left without criticism.  After all, in its one-year report of the 

Northridge earthquake, FEMA gave the false perception that its relationship with the 

legislative branch—the branch of government which the agency relied on for its money in the 

form of supplemental emergency appropriation legislation—was sound.  That was not true, 

considering that the emergency appropriation bill stalled in Congress by unrelated pork barrel 

add-ons while in the meantime FEMA sat broke.  By not critiquing harder its relationship 
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with the legislative branch, FEMA was too guilty of continuing failed disaster relief 

responses.   

 Congress constitutes a second focus of explication when considering the failure of 

disaster politics at the federal level.  Congresses showed a mix of success and failure under 

the Bush and Clinton administrations, with failure weighing more heavily than success.  With 

Hurricane Andrew, Congress proved that it had the capability to work with speed to pass 

emergency legislation to funnel money into FEMA.  However, even during that case study, 

Congress responded reactively to FEMA’s blunder.  Nonetheless, the 1992 hurricane 

illustrated Congress’s capacity to work well if necessary.  But the legislative branch also 

revealed its capability to fall short under the Clinton administration.  Certain members of 

Congress took advantage of an emergency situation to attempt to pass unrelated programs, 

such as immigration reform measures, as part of the emergency supplemental appropriations 

legislation. Pork caused partisan bickering, which in turn caused delay.  That delay allowed 

for Democrats to also be blamed for disaster relief inadequacy. 

At different times during the different disasters, each component of the federal 

government—the executive branch, the legislative branch, and FEMA—unveiled themselves 

as both misguided and, on the flip side, capable of solid disaster relief response.  But 

unfortunately, the three parts of the federal government never joined together as one 

centralized government to respond to natural disasters in a cogent way.  This was not because 

leaders of the federal state did not consider natural disasters to be major calamities.  

Emotional presidential conferences and arousing excerpts from the Congressional Record 

proved otherwise.  Rather, it was the inadequacy of a political era with its focus on negative 

government that obstructed the dynamism between the parts of the federal government 
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necessary for efficacious welfare state disaster relief.  While the mechanisms of a strong 

executive, a strong legislative branch that could work with speed, and centralized federal 

agencies, were all in place, the larger political environment stymied the federal government’s 

usefulness.  Complacency of many of the nation’s leaders with the conservative rhetoric of 

the twentieth century American state predicted a continuation of the failure of the politics of 

disaster relief in the future.              
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Epilogue 

 
 
 

 In the summer of 2002 the Times-Picayune dedicated a special edition to a discussion 

of hurricanes.  Various experts submitted articles and projections of future disasters.  One 

article, entitled “The Big One,” explained the possible effects of a Category 5 storm: 

 
  A major hurricane could decimate the region, but flooding from even a  

  moderate storm could kill thousands.  It’s just a matter of time. … The scene 

  has been played out for years in computer models and emergency operations 

  simulations … New Orleans has hurricane levees that create a bowl with the 

  bottom dipping lower than the bottom of Lake Pontchartrain. …the levees  

  would trap any water that gets inside—by breach, overtopping or torrential 

  downpour in a catastrophic storm. … The estimated 200,000 or more people 

  left behind in an evacuation will be struggling to survive.  Some will be  

  housed at the Superdome, the designated shelter in New Orleans for people 

  too sick or infirm to leave the city. …But many will simply be on their own, 

  in homes or looking for high ground. Thousands will drown while trapped in 

  homes or cars by rising water.  Others will be washed away or crushed by  

  debris.  Survivors will end up trapped on roofs, in buildings or on high  

  grounds surrounded by water, with no means of escape and  little food or fresh 

  water, perhaps for several days.1  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 John McQuaid and Mark Schleifstein, “The Big One,” Times-Picayune, June 24, 2002. 
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Three years later, the prediction came true.  Hurricane Katrina smashed into portions 

of southern America on August 29, 2005, as a Category 5 storm striking the country with 

winds in excess of 130 miles per hour.2  Hurricane Katrina resulted in the death of 1,836 

people and caused over $81 billion in overall damage.  The historic city of New Orleans, 

Louisiana, suffered especially; as predicted three years before, the levees protecting the city 

toppled.  Water in New Orleans climbed upwards of eighteen feet and nearly 80 percent of 

the city flooded as a result of breached levees.  Images of the city abounded—images of 

mostly African Americans stranded in dirty water, hungry and thirsty and, in some cases, 

dying in the streets.3  While one may argue that those images were the sole result of the 

deadly natural disaster, others specifically understood that the events that began at the end of 

August of 2005 were in reality two disasters: the natural disaster itself, and the unnatural 

disaster of shoddy federal disaster relief policy.  Once again, persistent values of limited 

government, a welfare state unable to move beyond its inherent class inequalities, and 

clueless political leaders and an incompetent bureaucratic agency, combined to exacerbate 

the horrendous aftermath of a natural calamity.4 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Hillary Potter, ed., Racing the Storm: Racial Implications and Lessons Learned from 
Hurricane Katrina (New York: Lexington Books, 2007), ix. 
 
3 Jeremy I. Levitt and Matthew C. Whitaker, eds., Hurricane Katrina: America’s Unnatural 
Disaster (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2009), 2. 
!
4 While I tend to focus on the political underpinnings responsible for exacerbating the 
aftermath of natural disasters, one must too remember that New Orleans is geographically 
placed it a precarious location prone to natural calamity.  Craig E. Colten discusses the 
illogic behind people living and manipulating New Orleans in a futile attempt to create a safe 
living space.  Colten suggests that the city has in fact set itself up for disaster in An 
Unnatural Metropolis: Wresting New Orleans from Nature (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State 
University Press, 2005).  He does this by pointing to the city’s increased suburbanization 
after World War II.  The housing boom increased demand for homes, and in a city of limited 
space, houses were built in former wetlands.  People, fueled largely by their desire for a 
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Just three days after Hurricane Katrina destroyed the city of New Orleans, President 

Bush appeared on an ABC broadcast of Good Morning America.  He told host Diane Sawyer, 

“I don’t think anybody anticipated the breach of the levees.”5   That following day, the New 

York Times ran a frontpage article that confirmed, without question, the validity Bush’s false 

statement.6  Despite his statements and the New York Times article, it was clear that Bush had 

lied.  He received repeated warnings from experts both inside and outside of government that 

the levees would certainly break under dramatic pressure.   

 What was perhaps most surprising was that Americans in 2005 still had faith that 

their federal government would heed the call to action that mother nature so violently made 

and provide disaster relief to the people of Louisiana.  That faith quickly disappeared when it 

became apparent that, like time and time before, implementation of disaster relief left 

hundreds of thousands of people stranded and thousands of people dead.    

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
suburban home and lifestyle, placed their faith in drainage engineering and historically 
troublesome levees.  To an outside observer, this seems irrational.  Colten’s writing is strong 
at showing illogical human choices.  “Built entirely on an alluvial floodplain, subsequently 
surrounded by levees to keep out floods from the Mississippi River, and now sinking under 
its own weight,” writes Colten, “the city and its suburbs must collect and pump out an 
average of 60 inches of rain that falls annually into what is often described as a giant bowl.”  
See, Colten, 141.  Colten warns that the people of New Orleans have basically built their city 
and suburbs in what is sure to become a disaster zone, resting on a sense of false security in 
drainage systems and levees.  His warning could not be more timely, considering that 
Hurricane Katrina struck in the summer of 2005, the year that An Unnatural Metropolis was 
published.  Thus, his book represents the historical lead up to Hurricane Katrina, making his 
work evermore important.  And, sadly enough, Hurricane Katrina proves correct the 
arguments made by Colten. 
!
5!Video of Diane Sawyer’s interview of Bush is available online by Jamison Foser, Media 
Matters for America, <!http://mediamatters.org/research/2005/09/02/media-matters-by-
jamison-foser/133762#1>.  Accessed January 21, 2014. 
 
6 Scott Shane and Eric Lipton, “Government Saw Flood Risk but Not Levee Failure,” New 
York Times, September 2, 2005), A1.  
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Study of a few disasters over the course of the twentieth century demonstrates that the 

federal government’s involvement in natural disaster relief increased markedly at historical 

moments when the structure of the federal government expanded, modernized, and became 

evermore active in everyday life.  That expanded role was first evident through the edifices 

of Franklin Roosevelt’s welfare state.  Roosevelt’s New Deal came about due to a national 

economic crisis that prompted the creation of larger government.  In the midst of the 

economic emergency came the Dust Bowl—an environmental emergency that also required 

centralized assistance.  In order to address both disasters at once, Roosevelt integrated natural 

disaster aid into existing New Deal programs, most notably the WPA and the AAA.  

Roosevelt’s welfare state, which was formulated to alleviate the national crisis of the 

Depression, provided the setting in which federal disaster relief was easily incorporated into 

the administrative state. Roosevelt therefore set the modern standard for federal-level disaster 

relief provided by an administrative state.  

The American people then felt entitled to federal direction during natural disasters, 

and by the 1950s, the Disaster Relief Act put that idea into law.  This law also placed 

responsibility for disaster aid with the president. As a strong president, Lyndon Johnson used 

the act as a mandate to expand disaster relief in unprecedented ways, providing millions of 

individuals with direct government aid.  By the end of Johnson’s term, the American people 

were entitled not only to federal direction but also to individual federal relief.  FEMA 

provided the formal institutionalization of federally directed disaster relief in 1979.  Despite a 

conservative resurgence in the late twentieth century, the American people continued to 

expect federal-level help administered through the welfare state during moments of calamity.  

However, incompatibilities between governing demands, the existence of a complex 
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administrative state, and the legacy of small government reinvigorated by the conservative 

political era of the 1980s and 1990s combined to impede disaster relief policy and 

implementation of said policy.   

Of course, one may argue that even the best relief after a natural calamity would still 

be unsatisfactory.  It is fair to point out that a successful solution to the problem of federal 

relief would have required not only an overhaul of the mechanics of disaster relief but also of 

the philosophy of government. For as bad as any one natural disaster was for the people 

affected by it, these emergencies were still not consequential enough to produce national 

consensus for an overtly active government responsible for the administration of disaster 

relief.  Even though disaster relief had become a component of an expanded state apparatus, 

it was yet to be effective enough to satisfy the demands of disaster victims. Bigger 

government, so to say, was not necessarily better.  Although the state had grown and 

incorporated disaster relief into the welfare state, a weak welfare state meant that the burden 

for immediate aid was placed at the state, local, and community levels.  

A study of Hurricane Katrina shows the effects of a culmination of limited 

government, a weak welfare state, and feeble federal disaster relief policy. The aftermath of 

Katrina truly shed light onto how limited government functioned and failed ordinary citizens.  

In the first place, FEMA expected Louisiana and City of New Orleans to direct their own 

disaster relief efforts.7  Leaders in New Orleans were so overwhelmed by the size and scope 

of the hurricane that they were simply unable to manage the crisis.  “While local officials 

assumed that Washington would provide rapid and considerable aid,” read one newspaper 
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7 Eric Lipton, Christopher Drew, Scott Shane and David Rhode, “Breakdowns Marked Path 
From Hurricane to Anarchy,” New York Times, September 11, 2005, A1. 
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article, “federal officials, weighing legalities and logistics, proceeded at a deliberate pace.”8  

FEMA, led by Michael Brown, who had no experience in disaster management (prior to 

leading FEMA, Brown was the commissioner of the International Arabian Horse 

Association), unsurprisingly underestimated the storm and was unable to harness the 

situation.  In the following days a virtual standoff between federal officials and authorities in 

Louisiana took place, each expecting and waiting for the other to assume control over 

recovery efforts. 

Left to survive on their own, residents were forced to fend for themselves.  Luckily, 

community solidarity and volunteerism supplanted government detachment.  One example of 

such was the Common Ground Collective.  Common Ground Collective formed in the first 

week after Hurricane Katrina in the New Orleans community of Algiers, a predominantly 

black area on the west bank of the Mississippi River.  Activist scott crow from Austin, who 

also had worked at a recycling center and ran a thrift shop, was integral in the formation of 

Common Ground.9  crow left Austin for New Orleans so he could locate his friend, Black 

Panther Robert Hillary King.  King, known for having spent three decades in solitary 

confinement in Angola Prison, Louisiana, was unreachable after the storm.  Worried about 

his friend (who was eventually found safe and stranded in his flooded home) along with a 

sense of urgency to help others in New Orleans, crow left Texas with some supplies and a 

fifteen-foot flat bottom skiff and headed to the disaster zone.  The story of crow’s trek along 

with the story of Common Ground, which in three years attracted over 23,000 mostly middle-

class and white volunteers with no previous experience in disaster response, reveals the affect 
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9 crow intentionally uses lower case letters to spell his name. 
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of weak disaster relief policy.  crow’s depiction of missing government after the disaster is 

alarming to say the least. 

“The government had lost control,” writes crow.  “Everything disappeared 

underwater, leaving thousands to die or fend for themselves.”  In the early days, there were 

no emergency services offered.  Instead, it appeared that law enforcement was preoccupied 

with maintaining order.  “On one hand, it was chaos,” he writes, “with confused and 

desperate people trying to get out to safety.  On the other hand, it was true anarchy: people 

with nothing waiting for no one to help them, began to aid themselves and each other amid 

the devastation.”10  He first encountered FEMA on the outskirts of Baton Rouge at a 

makeshift office.  crow remembered the officials as “entirely disorganized and disoriented.”  

Not allowed further inside the city, crow waited at the makeshift office until daybreak, 

“watching FEMA, the Red Cross, state Wildlife officials, and others argue over who had 

jurisdiction on search and rescue while people were dying a few miles away.”11  

As he moved further into the city the following day, crow was utterly unprepared for 

the terrible things he saw: mud standing 30 feet high, sparking electrical lines, cars thrown 

into buildings, hissing and stinking natural gas spewing from open pipes.  In the absence of 

FEMA, people died.  “They were still dragging their feet,” remembered crow.  “Their 

ineptitude had left people to despair without food, water, or hope for what was turning into 

days.  I began to wonder if it was on purpose.”12 
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10 scott crow, Black Flags and Windmills: Hope, Anarchy, and the Common Ground 
Collective (Oakland: PM Press, 2011), 3. 
 
11 crow, Black Flags and Windmills, 9. 
 
12 Ibid., 9-14. 
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His concerns as to whether or not the federal government was intentionally neglecting 

its own people stemmed from the fact that most of the residents crow came into contact with 

were from lower classes and black.  The hurricane brought to the forefront of public 

discourse the intersection of race and class.  “The stark images of desperate Americans, 

overwhelmingly Black and predominately impoverished, stranded in this major city” writes 

authors Angela P. Cole, et al., “made perceptions of race and class highly salient to onlookers 

of the unfolding tragedy.”13   Once the storm blasted New Orleans, the government was 

expected to enter the scene and provide federal-level disaster recovery to its citizens.  But, as 

put by Dreama G. Moon and Allison M. Cotton, “there are different kinds of citizenship.  

Each kind, in symbiotic fashion, brings with it a certain level of assistance from the 

government.  Government, then, is only required to provide the level of assistance that has 

been earned by the citizenship in need of assistance.”14  Unfortunately, African Americans of 

lower class living in New Orleans were not deemed important enough citizens to receive 

federal aid.  “Some people in the United States deserve to be rescued from the mud of their 

lives,” continues Cotton and Moon with angry sarcasm, “while others simply deserve to 

wade in it.”15   

The history of federal disaster relief shows that federal disaster aid was not designed 

to help lower classes, such as those left stranded in New Orleans in 2005.  Federal disaster 
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(New York: Lexington Books, 2007), 4. 
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relief was designed to provide long-term loans to those who own businesses, farms, and other 

properties.  At first crow believed that FEMA officials were dragging their feet because they 

did not want to provide relief to lower class black people.  He soon realized the awful truth 

that federal disaster relief programs did not even apply to this class.  “They spent days setting 

everything up, but they soon realized they could not help the majority of those who came to 

visit them,” wrote crow.  “People needed medical assistance, food, water…. FEMA was set 

up to walk them through an intricate bureaucracy of federal services that would not be 

available to most people for months or years (if at all), leaving everyone to fend for 

themselves for anything else.”16  He recalled that the federal agency only brought paperwork, 

legal books, computers, rules, regulations, and more paperwork.  Demonstrating how out of 

touch they were, FEMA officials bragged how victims could fill out loan applications via the 

Internet.  It was doubtful that the people stranded on rooftops could pick up a Wi-Fi signal, 

though.  “Through the brilliant puppetry of administration they were going to save the 

masses—but on the way to the coliseum they forgot to ask people what they needed,” writes 

crow.17 

 Instead of providing on-the-ground disaster aid, the federal government turned to 

martial law as conditions for victims worsened and rumors of wild thugs, often fueled by 

racist suspicion, intensified fear and compounded violence.  Outlandish reports included 

stories of hooligans running loose and inflicting terror, rape, and looting raids.  New York 
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Times articles talked about “thugs” with guns.18  As argued by Alexander Keyssar, “such 

reports—now known to have been exaggerated and distorted—made the victims seem less 

like our fellow citizens and more like denizens of another culture.”19  Reports made by the 

media reinforced historical stereotypes—stereotypes that are used today to justify the failure 

of the federal government to adequately respond to the dire needs of African Americans 

during and after a natural calamity. 

 crow remembers real violence stemming from a different source: the federal 

government.  On one occasion, helicopters equipped with large 50-caliber machine guns and 

armed soldiers flew overhead.  They pointed their weapons on anything that moved.  “I asked 

myself why they were aiming their guns down on us, instead of dropping lines to rescue the 

people clearly stranded across the unseen highway nearby,” remembered crow.20  On a 

separate occasion, crow received a call from a man who worked with the Wildlife 

Department.  The man urged crow to leave New Orleans immediately.  The man went quiet 

on the other end of the line for a moment, and then admitted to crow, a total stranger, that he 

had shot five people in the course of about three hours.  The man was deeply troubled by 

what he had done while on a rescue mission: A few black men had pushed their way ahead of 

women and children, hoping to be rescued.  The black men were told to get back.  In 

desperation, the black men pulled out weapons.  The Wildlife Department worker shot them.  
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“‘I probably killed some of them…. It was the most horrible thing I ever had to do in my life; 

don’t go into the city any further,’” he told crow.21  

 The federal presence in New Orleans was an odd one.  They were not disbursing aid, 

but yet through martial law, they forced a perception of control over the disaster situation.  In 

the meantime, organizations such as the Common Good formed to provide the life necessities 

that the federal government was not. Once up and running, Common Good Collective 

provided the community with basic health care, modest supplies of food and shelter, clean 

water, garbage cleanup, and, if one cared to wait, access to two functioning toilets.  The 

Common Good Collective made it clear that no guns were allowed on site, thus it also 

functioned as a safe zone for the community, where people could relax amid violence 

surrounding them.  Hundreds of people visited the place daily; needs were greater than they 

could address.  Thus the Common Good Collective provided local solutions—as much as 

they could manage—to public policy blunders.22   

Federal workers pushed against the Common Good Collective.  crow found that 

military personal “wanted to shut us down as if we were insurgents in some foreign war.”  

One day, military along with state agency personnel arrived in Humvees and a helicopter, 

with guns drawn.  Military crews surrounded the collective while others raided it.  They 

searched through all of the supplies and some spewed epithets such as “white trash,” “stupid 

hippies,” and “low-life niggers.”23  Yet on a separate occasion, a FEMA regional head 

accompanied by an armed member of Homeland Security actually went to the collective for 
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medical attention, foregoing care from the Red Cross, military doctors, or her own agency.24  

Overall, federal activity inside the disaster zone defied logical classification, for it was 

incompatible and nonsensical.   

One of the conclusions crow came away with from his time in New Orleans was that 

“power, centralized and monopolized by the state, will always fail regular people.”25  crow’s 

deduction is informed by his faith in the principles of anarchy and may seem extreme to 

many.  However, he is correct to point out that the centralized state failed to address the 

needs of the victims of Hurricane Katrina.  I would not argue that the failure of the state calls 

for the removal of centralized governance or the dismantling of the administrative state.  I 

would argue, though, that disaster relief as a component of the modern state is flawed to say 

the least.  It is not designed to provide on-the-ground aid and the bureaucratic agency in 

charge of leading disaster relief programs has yet to function properly.  Disaster relief is a 

component of a welfare state that is arguably designed to ensure that capitalism functions 

smoothly.  Therefore, disaster relief too primarily focuses on the preservation and recovery 

of capitalism through restrictive loans for homeowners, business owners, and farm owners.  

This is directly related to the reality that the modern welfare state is plagued by traditional 

values of small government and faith in the free market, or what political scientist Stephen 

Skowronek would call “statelessness.”  Skowronek describes the governance conundrum: 

“The path taken in Modern American institutional development has now fully eclipsed the 

sense of statelessness that so clearly marked our early politics, but that past was not without 
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consequence for our present difficulties.”26  A traditional political culture of limited 

government continues to riddle politics since the days of the early Republic.  Although 

political structures have modernized, political philosophy has not.  Thus America is left with 

sophisticated state apparatuses and political leaders that do not know how to work them. 

Disasters understandably place a spotlight on this issue, and often produce 

impassioned misunderstanding.  New Orleans City Council president Oliver Thomas, for 

example, stated after the hurricane, “Everybody’s trying to look at it like the City of New 

Orleans messed up.  But you mean to tell me that in the richest nation in the world, people 

really expected a little town with less than 500,000 people to handle a disaster like this?  

That’s ludicrous to even think that.”27  But that is exactly what the federal government 

expected of the City of New Orleans.  The history of federal disaster relief policy tells us that 

the federal government is less concerned with taking a commanding role in individual 

disaster relief efforts than it is in providing a supplementary role to state and local powers 

through relief programs aimed at facilitating long-term economic recovery in the form of 

restrictive loans for property owners. This in effect demonstrates how a large welfare state 

can indeed perpetuate conservative policies that fail to benefit massive quantities of disaster 

victims.  Hurricane Katrina made that point acutely obvious.  This has been the continuing 

legacy of federal disaster relief throughout the twentieth century.  People should not be so 

stunned by the unwillingness of the federal government to provide for all of its citizens who 

are affected by natural disasters.  Federal disaster relief policy!was never intended to do so. 
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